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P REFACE

THERE seems to be no need of books on Buddhism,

yet, though the literature on this subj ect is indeed
immense , a serious gap remains to be filled . In vain
one looks about for a book which represent s Bud
dhism as a present-day religion , comprising all the
countries under its sway . The writers on Buddhism
either deal chiefly with the Buddha himself and with
the o ld Indian Buddhism (as Oldenberg and Rhys
Davids) , or they put before us the Buddhism of one
single country—Ceylon , or Burma , or T ibet , or China

(as Spence Hardy , Bigandet, Waddell, Edkins , and
others) . Even Monier-Williams ’ well -known book ,
though more complete than many others , is far from
being an exhaustive record . Northern Buddhism he
only slightly touches upon . But there should be a
work showing Buddhism as a whole, beginning with
Gautama Buddha himself , tracing the line ofhistorical
development which his religion took over all the lands
of it s influence, and painting

'

a vivid picture of its
present -day conditions and organizations everywhere .

This is the scope of the volume now before us . The
book is written for a gener al public , avoiding purposely
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display of scholarship as much as possible . At the
same time it should be understood that it is entirely
based

,
not only on the most recent scientific publica

tions ofour best scholars, but on long personal investi

gations made on the spot .
The author has studied Buddhism for more than

twenty years . He has lived in Buddhist countries for
nearly ten years , and has travelled a good deal in
these lands with the special obj ect ofascertaining the
actual state of the Buddhist religion . He has been
in personal contact with Chinese , Japanese, Korean ,
Tibetan , Burmese, and S inghalese Buddhism . Living
in the monasteries , watching the monks and the lay
devotees, inquiring about rituals and institutions , he
learnt thoroughly what Buddhism as a practical
ligion ofthe present day really is .
Having returned from Eastern Asia to Europe , the

writer was asked by a publisher to contribute a book
on Buddhism to a series of popular treatises . He
gladly consented , as he thought it very necessary, at a
time when Buddhism is discussed more and more in
European countries , to make the general public s o »

quainted with this religion a s a whole, laying stress
especially on the modern features of its life. The
book is meant to give a fair and impartial statement .
Ofcourse that does not mean to restrain from criticism .

Facts must be seen as they are . And some of the
facts which one has to face in studying Buddhism
as a living religion are not pleasant . Neverthe

less, animosity and one-sidedness have been avoided .

Also there is no arguing from the dogmatical point of
view, which seems entirely useless . But the historical
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and the social character of Buddhism are the point s
to which attention is drawn .

The publication being in German ,1 friends suggested
a translation into English , because the English
speaking people are those most interested in the topic .

I had the privilege of finding a very congenial trans
lator in a lady who herself is personally acquain ted
with the Far E ast, having travelled in Ch ina twice
for a considerable time .
The book has been revised and much enlarged for

this translation , there being no restriction Of space
,

which hampered the German edition . But vast as
the subj ect is , concentration seemed necessary . Par
ticularly, the system of the Buddha himself has
been stated in the most concise way, so as only to
give a clear understanding of the ruling ideas . Who
wants to go more deeply into detail s has books
enough to help him on . TO facil itate further studies ,
hints on the best literature are given at the end O f the
volume .

H . HACKMANN
,

1 5, WINDSOR ROAD ,
DENMARK HI LL,

LONDON
, S .E .

October , 1 909 .

1 Published in 1905 . Tiib ingen,
J . C . B . Mohr (Paul S iebeck) .
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NOTE ON PRONUNCIATION

In I ndian words pronoun ce

s as French j (in jeu , jouer) .

s as English sh.

c as English ch.

722, n ,
and t as Engli sh m, n and t .

Double consonant s are pronounced as two distinct

sounds .

The h after a consonant is audible .

The vowels e and 0 are always long.

In Ti betan words the Tibetan orthography is not

given , but the words are spelt as they are pronounced .

In Chinese words the transcription of S ir Thomas

Wade (and Professor Giles in his Dictionary) is

followed .

The vowels a , e, i , o , u are to be pronounced as in

Italian or German .





BOOK I

THE BU DDHA AND H I S DOCTR INE

CHAP TER I .
—THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA

THE founder Of Buddhism is called the B uddha . It is
the title Of his rank , and no t his own personal name .
The one whom his followers, in reverence for him, speak
Of as the B uddha (the Enlightened One) came Of the
stock Of an ancient noble Indian family which bore
the name Of Sakya . From this family name was
derived the poetical designation of Sdkyamuni (the
S aint Of the Sakyas) , by which he is widely known
to day. His personal name was S idd hdfiha ; but as
he renounced it at the very beginning Of his religious
career, he is not called by it amongst his followers .
The Buddhist only recognizes the Prince S iddhartha as
the young man living at his father ’ s Court before the
great religious transformation had taken place in him .

There is, indeed, another name belonging to his family
from the earliest times by which the Buddha was also
known throughout his later holy life—viz . , that Of
Gautama . This was a surname of his family derived
from one of the famous bard families OfVedic times .
The father Of Gautama was an Indian nobleman,
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not exactly what we should understand tod ay as a
King . His name was Suddhodana . The capital Of
his principality was called Kapilavastu . Although up
to the present time there is no absolute certainty as
to which Of the ruined towns which dispute the honour
Of being the actual home Of the Buddha is the real
one, there is no doubt as to the neighbourhood in
which it stood, nor as to the district over which the
Sakya family held sway ; these points were fully
established by discoveries made in 1 896 -97 . The
district was on the borders Of the British and Nepalese
territory, at both sides Of the eighty-fourth degree Of
longitude, and undoubtedly Kapilavastu itself stood in
Nepal . Gautama was not born in the capital . His
mother, belonging to a side branch Of the Sakya
family, came from the mountains lying to the north ,
and when she felt the time approaching for the birth
Of her firstborn , she desired to await her confinement
in the paternal home so she left Kapilavastu for her
native place, Devadaha . On the way, however, in the
grove ofLumbini, she was surprised to find that her
hour had come . On the spot where the child was
born , some hundreds ofyears later, King Asoka raised
a memorial tablet with an inscription commemorating
the event, and it was this tablet which was discovered
in December, 1 896 ; so that both the event and the
spot where it took place are beyond all doubt. The
name Of Gautama ’ s mother was Maya (also Often
called MRyadevi) . She paid for the birth of her son
with her own life . Her sister (Mahaprajapati) , who
was also one Ofthe wives Of Gautama ’s father, under
took the rearing Of the child .
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These events took place in the middle Of the sixth
century before Christ . It is only from what we know Of

the general condition OfIndian culture at that period
that we can form some conception of the way in which
Gautama grew up . He was surrounded by the luxury
due to his gentle birth . Crowds Of servants ; careful
physical training ; a Splendid home , varied according to

the three seasons Of the Indian year (summer, winter,
and the rains) the enj oyment Ofthe beauties of nature
which India Offers ; gardens containing a wealth Of
tropical vegetation ; from time to time a festival or a
hunting-party—such are the things which certainly
belonged to his life . He was trained in the use of
arms , and his military capacity was developed . His
mental faculties were also developed by careful in
struction , and certainly the Veda, the famous collee
tion of Old Indian sacred songs and texts , played a
rOle in his education , though we can no longer asoer
tain to what extent .

When the youth was grown up he married . The
name Of his wife is not certain we find it mentioned

as YaSOdhara , but also as Bhaddakacca and as Gopa.
She bore him a son , Rahula . Not long after this
event Gautama left his home , his father, his wife and
child , in order to withdraw into the solitude of the
wilderness . He did it in Opposition to the wishes Of
the family ; certainly it could have been no easy matter
for him thus to have broken the ties with his former
life . He was driven to it by an overpowering inner
longing to give himself up to the consideration Ofthe
fundamentals of human existence . For this purpose
he desired to be quite free from external bonds .

1—2
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Such a mode of action was not altogether uncommon
in those days . The religious instinct Of India had
already produced hermits, ascetics, and people of

monastic habits . Gautama took the usual way to
solve the riddle ofexistence which pressed upon him :

b e associated with famous anchorites and sought their
advice . It was the accepted Opinion ofthe period that
a deeper insight into the meaning Of life could be
Obtained by the help Ofsevere asceticism, which would
free the soul from physical bondage . Gautama allowed
himself to be driven into this course, but all such
attempts failed to satisfy him. For seven years he
wrestled strenuously, but in vain , till at last he gave
up the struggle us a failure .

S oon afterwards a marked change came over him .

Emerging from profound meditation, which had for
many hours rendered him oblivious of all outward
things as he sat under a peepul-tree , Gautama hence
forth had a new outlook on the meaning of life and
the highest task Of humanity . He had received his
revelation . At that time he was about thirty-six years
Ofage . From nowhis whole life is devoted to the dis
semination Of his new doctrine . He has become the
Awakened, the One who Knows, the Buddha .

For about forty-five years he worked amongst his
people as the Buddha, wandering from place to place
and preaching. With ever-increasing care he elabo
rated his system Of thought by means Of discussion
with foes and friends alike . He won adherents .
Soon he was surrounded by an inner circle ofdisciples
faithfully devoted to him , and whom he taught and
trained. He gained respect besides from a large number
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of outsiders
,
even if they did not accept his deeper

instruction , and could not live up to his highest require
ments . Although opposition was not altogether lacking,
the impression gathered is mainly that ofsuccess and
ofthe rapid spread ofhis doctrine . The Buddha also
converted his own family, his father, his former wife ,
his son , and other relatives . The extent of country
traversed by Gautama in his it inerary work far ex
ceeded that of the paternal domain . He travelled
in the eastern parts of North India , where the Old

kingdoms ofMagadha and KoSala were situated , in a
region the centre of which is the city of Benares .
These tours , on whi ch he was accompanied by his
disciples , were interrupted every year for several
months by the rainy season . Then they sought a

shelter at a place where the gifts and care ofadherents
made a longer stay possible .
Thus four and a half decades had passed . The

Buddha had become an Old man while still engaged

in his labours . He saw the result of a remarkable
life work surrounding him—a great community,
obedient to the rul e of salvation , framed by him .

Death overtook him in or about the year 47 7 R C.

He happened to be in a village close to the noted city
Vaisalf, when a severe il lnes s attacked him ; but after
recovering a little, he stil l pursued his way . Arriving
in a small place called Pave , he was invited to a meal
by a smith , Chunda by name . This meal (consisting
of boar ’ s desh l ) brought back his illness . He knew

1 S ome scholars disagree about the meaning of the term used
for that meal (sd kan asserting that it was a kind
ofmushroom nam ed after boars but that is doubtful.
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that the end had come, and held a farewell discourse,
especially with his favourite disciple , Ananda . Under
some blossoming trees by the river-bank, near the
city ofKuSinagara , his last resting-place was prepared .

There he died . His corpse was cremated by his adher
ents with the greatest honour

,
and the remains of his

body were divided among Princes and noble families .
S ome of these remains the family of the Sakyas re

ceived, who buried them under a great monument . The
place where these relics have been buried was found
and opened in 1 898, the Old remains being left entirely
untouched .

This is what may be asserted with confidence of

the life ofthe Buddha Gautama .

In the traditions handed down by his followers
there is a large addition of legendary embellishments
tacked on to this kernel of truth . Already in the dis
courses Ofthe master, carefully treasured by the first
generation after his death , together with many interest
ing details of his life which are historic , a fantastic
glorification crept in . We must here set aside the
Buddha legends

,
as we are only concerned with his

torical information ; but for those who desire to
know more of the legendary Buddha , the following
hints as to literature are annexed .

We possess four ancient records of the life of the
Buddha
1 . The Nidanakatha—that is, the introduction to

the book ofthe J atakas , a work relating to the former
lives ofthe Buddha . TheNidanakatha, written in Pali,
has been translated into English under the editorship
ofE . B . Cowell . (The J ataka , or S tories of the Bud
dha ’ s Former Births . Cambridge . Six vols . 1 895
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1 907 . The Nidanakatha is contained in vol. S ee

also Buddhist Birth S tories ; or, J ataka Tales . Trans
lated by T . W. Rhys Davids . London Triibner .

Vol . i . 1 880.

2. P. E . Foucaux : Le Lalita Vistare trad . du S ans
crit . Ann . d . Mus . Guimet , tome 6 . Paris , 1 884.

3 . The Mahavastu , written in Gathadialect . Edited
and translated by E . S enart .
4. The Buddhacarita by ASvaghOSa . S acred Books

of the East, vo l . xl ix . Translated by E . B . Cowell ,
F . Max Muller, and J . Takakusu . The same work
translated from the Chinese by S . Beal . (S acred
Books ofthe East

, vo l . xix . Oxford
,

Besides these original biographies of the Buddha ,
there Should be mentioned some works based on old
Oriental tradition
R . Spence Hardy : AManual of Buddhism . London ,

1 880. (Contains a Life ofthe Buddha on pp . 1 41

W. W. Rockhil l : The Life ofthe Buddha from
T ibetan Works . 1 884.

P . B igandet : The Life or Legend of Gaudama , the
Buddha of the Burmese . Third edition . London ,
1 880.

CHAPTER II .—THE DOCTRINE OF THE
BUDDHA

Of greater importance than the life of the Buddha

is the question as to his teaching.

There is one point which from the first should not
be overlooked . The teaching of the Buddha has a
certain arbitrary limitation : it wil l give us no infor

mation as to many metaphysical and philosophical
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problems surrounding us—for instance , as to the
origin of the world , the creating power, the deeper
sense ofexistence, the character ofgood and evil, and
such-like things . It always reverts to one c

'

ardinal
point ofpractical importance, sweeping aside all other
questions which man ’s thirst for knowledge may raise .
The one cardinal point referred to is the deliverance

from snfiering .

For the very first statement which is at the root of
all the Buddha ’s thought is this—life is sufier ing .

What
,
then

,
does Gautama mean by this phrase ?

The ideas and sentiments which grew up in the mind
of the Buddha so as to form this fundamental con
viction are partly due to his individual temperament,
and partly to the spirit of the age in which he lived ,
to the inheritance he owed to his nation .

Personally, he certainly experienced life as burden
some . It must be borne in mind that the Indian
genius is ripened by the Indian climate . There is a
benumbing ofexistence under the tropical sun as well
as under perpetual snow and ice . From the intel
lectual life of India there soon ebbed the joyous
activity of primitive times, a passive receptivity taking
its place, and a dull drifting on the stream of events .
The exuberance of Nature also had something para
lyzing in it . There can be no permanent satisfaction
for man in the rest of satiety, our nature being rather
formed for a life of endeavour and striving. Melan
choly takes possession of him

,
a morbid scepticism

,

an overwhelming sensibility for everything destitute
and afflicted . Such a mental attitude the Buddha
must have had stamped upon him from the outset by
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his Indian parentage and surroundings
,
and it may

have been unusually developed in him . What he
saw as the curse of human existence more than any
thing else is plainly set forth in an Old legend , which
gives the motive for his abandonment of family and
home . The legend describes how on three different
occasions he took a drive from his palace : the first t ime
he met with an old man , the second time with a sick
man , the third time with a corpse . By each of these
an indelible impression was made upon his mind . A

fourth excursion showed him the apparition of a
mendicant who had turned his back on the world—an

indication of his appointed path . Old age , illness ,
and death are the terrible powers ofdestruction which
hover over life they are all included in the one word
transitoriness .

This word leads up to the very heart of Gautama ’ s
experience , so far as it is connected with the world

’ s
suffering . There is no real happiness because every
thing in life is transitory . Behind every blossoming
forth is a fading ; behind every attainment, a loss ;
behind every life

,
death . This truth , though ex

perienced to a certain extent by everybody and in
every epoch in its ruthless irrevocability, takes such
gigantic shape in this Indian mind that it over
shadows all earthly gifts and values . Happiness is a
mirage, a deception . Whoever really Opens his eyes
must recognize that all life 18 sufi

'

ering .

This aspect of things is sharply intensified , more
over, by a doctrine which the Buddha received from
the age in which he lived . This is the doctrine of

metemp sychosis . Nobody can ascertain at the present
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day at what time this conception, a hazy, fantastic
idea at the outset, but in course of time strengthened
by the pantheistic and pessimistic trend of ancient
Indian thought , first took rise in the mind of man .

The idea has undoubtedly something very natural
and attractive for primitive philosophy . In any case ,
long before the Buddha ’s time it had become quite
familiar to the speculative mind . It is a gloomy
thought, well qualified to deepen the melancholy
contemplation of existence to a degree that is terrible
and unendurable. To be forced to pass through life
again and again in a bodily form , predestined to the
same imperfections , the same transitoriness , the same
death— this is indeed a wearisome and formidable
treadmill ' Already thinkers before the Buddha had
felt the torturing sting ofthis conception very deeply.

The doctrine of metempsychosis is therefore to be
reckoned as an element of the atmosphere in which
the Buddha grew up . He has, indeed , modified it
somewhat , but he was unable to free himself from
the main conception . He never thought of doubting
the fact of reincarnation . S uch universally accepted
beliefs surround the single individual who is born into
their midst with an impression of reality like that of
heaven and earth . But it cannot be doubted that the
belief in reincarnation most powerfully accentuated
Gautama ’ s view of life as suffering.

If one has realized as an unalterable truth that l ife
means suffering, the next question arising must be

as to the original cause of suffering ; for it is only
by coming to an understanding of this that anyone
can hope to succeed in removing suffering . What,
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then , is the original fountain of all suffering ? The
answer to this question forms the second fundamenta l

truth of the Buddha ’ s teaching, and runs thus : The

cause ofsufiering is thirst (crat ing) .
It is worth attention that at this point already the

system of the Buddha takes its turn to the personal
and subj ective side . The question is not how it may
be explained that we find ourselves in such a world,
which in reality is nothing else than a hell , a place

Ofsuffering for all its inhabitan ts ; nor as to who or

what may have originated such a phenomenon . We
are not to look about for an external obj ective cause ,
to which this universal fate is due . The explanation
is given entirely from the inner, the subj ective , side
of the phenomenon ; it is merely psychological .

S uffering originates in a certain psychological dis
position oi the individual, but this , disposition as it
is , might be rul ed and mastered by the individual
who possesses it. Suffering originates from the thirst .

Before stating, further, how the thirst is the creative

power of al l suffering in the world , we must look
'

at a
certain doctrine of the Buddha intimately connected

with that question , and at the same time a doctrine

differing from the common mode Of thought even in
ancient India . Most philosophical systems of the
pre-Buddhist period recognized a permanent soul as
the active centre of the body, which represented the
indestructible unit , this unit being led by Death
from one habitation to another in the course of al l it s
reincarnations . In order to come to rest , this soul of
the individual must atta in union with the All-S oul,
the World-Soul , with Brahma , after which union the
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miserable wandering through ever new existences
would cease . The Buddha emphatically rej ected
this conception . He denies both the individual soul
and the All-Soul . Of the latter there need be no
question , for, as we have remarked above, the Buddha
does not deal with the explanation of the world ’s
problem as a whole, but restricts himself to the
teaching of salvation , which is the direct concern of

mankind . SOmuch the more vital , then , becomes the
question as to the individual soul . The Buddha
denies its existence , and impresses upon his followers
that it is one of the most fatal errors to hold that a
soul is the bearer of life in any living being . It is
not a soul which migrates in reincarnation from one

body to another, constituting a permanent entity.

The new incarnation is only efi’
ected by

— the thirst .
There is no soul. Man is merely a collection of

bodily and mental occurrences . The co-Operation of
a group of forces creates an apparent unit, which has
been taken as being something existing in itself, and
has been called a soul . In reality that which exists
is an ever-changing appearance in certain forms of
combination . There is no permanent “ I,

” to whom
the events of my life are attached . That sup

posititious
“ I is only the totality of a group of

actions , and , inasmuch as these actions are per

petually new and different , it is in like manner
perpetually new and different . Only inasmuch as
one action always immediately succeeds another,
there comes to be an appearance of unbroken con

tinuity . But thirst is what holds together in a state
of existence all living beings

,
leading them fro m one
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life to another as soon as the bonds of being are
loosened by death. The thirst means that grasping
clinging effort, that desire for life, by which all who
live are attached in some way or other to their
surroundings . How it comes to pass that this
abstract idea of craving is sufficiently powerful to
bring forth an actual new life the Buddha has tried
to explain by a formula much revered by all Buddhists ,
but ofvery obscure meaning . It is called the Causal
Nexus (Prati tya Samutpada) and runs thus

Ignorance produces the syntheses ;
The syntheses produce cognition ;
Cognition produces name and form
Name and form produce

,

the sixfold sphere

(sense surfaces and unders tanding)
The sixfold sphere produces contact ;
Contact produces feeling ;
Feeling produces craving

Craving produces grasping
Grasping produces renewed existence ;
Renewed existence produces birth ;
Bir th produces Old age and death , grief, lamenta
tion , distress , melancholy and despair .

Thus a chain of twelve links is formed, the twelve
Nidanas .

1 Though the ideas underlying the con
nection of these twelve links are much disputed , it is

1 S cholars differ in translat ing the difficult S anscrit term s

The above trans lation follows Mrs . C . A. F . Rhys Davids in her
book , “A Buddhist Manual of Psychological E thi cs ”

(London,
p . 348. Compare als o for deeper study De la Vallé e

Pouss in , Deux Notes sur ls Pra ti tyasamutpada , 1908 .
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clear that some sort of natural law is maintained ,
resulting in a new existence, and that in the series of
causes craving and grasping are those which im

mediately produce this new existence .
However, not only does the thirst by force of a

natural law demand the fact of metempsychosis, but
it also regulates the form of reincarnation . Here the
Buddha emphasizes the value of the moral quality
of our actions . On our moral attitude depends the
form of our next existence . Good action produces
subsequently more favourable and happier conditions
oflife ; bad action results in the contrary . It is the
never-failing accuracy of natural law again which is
at work here . SO all the different shapes of earthly
existence are produced as the consequences of earlier
good or bad lives . But not the earth only is the
stage of this endless drama it is the whole universe .
There are other, both happier and unhappier, existences
which might be popularly described as heavens and
hells, or which are of an intermediate supernatural
character . Already in the Dhananjam , a discourse
of the Majjhimanikayo , part of the oldest canonical
writings , we find an enumeration of the following
grades of possible reincarnation : ( 1 ) In hell , (2) as
animals, (3) as ghosts (spectres) , (4) as man, (5) in
seven kinds of heavenly abodes . In other parts of

the canonical books the following six divis ions are
given : (1 ) Hell, (2) the sphere of the ghosts, (3) the
animals, (4) the abode of the Asuras (spiritual beings
ofa rank lower than the gods) , (5) the world of men ,
(6 ) the realm ofthe gods , itself divided into successive
regions . (It is to be remarked that the Buddha did
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not include in his circle of reincarnation the vegetable
l ife or the mineral kingdom . ) But whatever may be

the mode ofexistence to which a be ing is reborn , it is
inevitably to a state of suffering , as all these state s

are transitory and uncertain . Therefore it does not
really help a man even if he should become a god .

The question is rather how to escape entirely from
the fate ofreincarnation .

This is the next great theme in the Buddha
’s

doctrine , and the answer to this question constitutes
the thirdfundamenta l tr uth.

As we saw before, the eternal reshaping of beings
is due to a subj ective , inward roo t, the craving ;
therefore a subj ective power also can destroy this
root and prevent the reincarnation . Where the thirst,
the craving after life, is ultimately overcome, there no

new existence can arise. All effort must be con

centrated on this obj ect—to become completely free
from every entanglement oflife to such an extent that
a man will feel no inclination , wish , or interest attract
ing him towards any physical or mental obj ect . All
the threads must be out which attach the being to
things existing, and even to existence itself . Through
this utmost sundering of the individual from the
stream of life there arises a new condition, which is
the highest goal of Buddhism—Nirudna .

l

As to the meaning ofthis expression there has been
a great deal of doubt , but a thorough-going inquiry
has made it quite clear : Nirvana is nothing else
than a state of complete painlessness . But since in
1 Compare Buddhist E ssays ,” by Paul Dahlke . Translated

from the Germ an by B ikkhu S ilacara . London, 1908. Chap. v .
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Buddhism pain is synonymous with existence , as
existence with pain , Nirvana may equally be described
as non-existence . Here , Indeed , our Western reason
ing must not ignore the following reservation . The
Buddha does not speak of existence in the absolute
sense as our philosophy sometimes uses the word .

He fixes his attention on the existence which we know
experimentally—namely, the earthly existence ; for
the so-called supernatural states of being, to which
reincarnation may lead, themselves embrace nothing
more than modifications of earthly existence , strictly
speaking . From this it follows that Nirvana cannot
be taken to mean extinction in the strictly philo
Sophical sense of the word . Indeed , this is so little
the case that a man who is still in outward appearance
living may have already reached Nirvana—namely,
when he has completely overcome thirst in himself,
which is the root of his union with existence . His
visible earthly shape, then , is merely a kind ofOptical
delusion in the estimation of the Buddhist . Thus it
may be equally argued that after death Nirvana leads
to a kind of existence which is integrally different
from anything that we know as existence . Such an
assumption would form no contradiction to the con

ception of Nirvana . But as to such a possibility the
Buddha has not made any express statement either
for or against , since it is an irrelevant question ,
merely distracting our attention from what is of vital
importance—viz . , the way of salvation . To be set
free from sufiering, and thereby to cease from any
existence which is within the range of our experience
and conception— that is all we need as human beings .
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To state the possibility of an existence which did not
include sufi

'

ering would , by the way, have collided
so sharply with the ever-present equation— life is

suffering— that on this account alone one easily
understands why Gautama avoided such a line of

thought .

Man must therefore give up all thirst or desire . In
what way can he attain this difficul t goal ? The
answer to this question is the fourth fundamental
truth which the Buddha discovered

,
and obviously it

is the most important . At this point the system
begin s to take a practical direction .

It must be noted at the outset that the practical
rules of Buddhism are not framed on an ascetic basis .
Asceticism , the strenuous suppression of our bodily
and sensual faculties , has no intrinsic value for the
Buddha . Although one cannot but consider his
religion ascetic in the deeper sense ofthe word , because
of its ultimate tendency to turn away from the world ,
nevertheless the Buddhist method of attaining this
end is not an ascetic one . The parting from the
stream of existence must come from within ; asceticism ,

on the other hand , would only be like chopping off

the branches and twigs from the tree of life without
uprooting it . As regards the physical and sensual
conditions of l iving, it is suffic ient if they are rendered
helpful to the undertaking of the inward struggle .
To this end one must seek an isolated and simple life ,
as it may be found in the monastic life . The purpose
of monkhood for the Buddhist is , therefore , merely to
provide congenial outward conditions for the struggle

to escape from life ; it constructs a kind of defensive
2
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coat of mail
,
behind which the real task must be

accomplished .

The task which lay before the Buddha ’ s disciples
has been graphically set forth in the celebrated
picture of

“ the eightfold path .

” It is described as
right belief, right resolve , right speech , right be
haviour

,
right occupation

,
right effort , right contempla

tion , right concentration .

‘ A very old passage ofthe
Buddhist canon (Digha-Nikaya , Sutta 22) explains
these eight terms in an ampler way as follows :
What , 0 priests , is right belief ? The knowledge

of misery, O priests , the knowledge of the origin of

misery, the knowledge of the cessation of misery,
and the knowledge of the path leading to the cessation
ofmisery—this , O priests , is called right belief .
And what , 0 priests , is right resolve The resolve

to renounce sensual pleasures , the resolve to have
malice towards none , and the resolve to harm no living
creature— this, O priests , is called right resolve .

And what , 0 priests , is right speech To abstain
from falsehood , to abstain from backbiting, to abstain
from harsh language , and to abstain from frivolous
talk— this, O priests, is called right speech .

And what , 0 priests, is right behaviour ? To
abstain from destroying of life , to abstain from taking
that which is not given one , and to abstain from
immorality— this , 0 priests , is called right b e
haviour .
1 The translation ofthe Pali term s is here given fromWarren .

I t is very difficul t to render the pregnant definition of the

origina l with equal pregnancy. The tran slators therefore di ffer
in some ofthem .
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And what , 0 priests , is right occupation When
ever, 0 priests , a noble disciple , quitting a wrong

Occupation , gets his livelihood by a right occupation
this , 0 priests , is called right occupation .

And what, 0 priests , is right eflort ? Whenever,
O priests

,
a priest purposes , makes an effort , heroically

endeavours, applies his mind , and exerts himself, that
evil and demeritorious quali ties not yet arisen may

not arise ; and that evil and demeritorious quali
ties already arisen may be abandoned ; and that
meritorious qualitie s not yet arisen may arise ; and

exerts himself for the preservation , retention ,
growth , increase, development, and perfection , of
meritorious qualities already arisen—this , O priests ,
i s called right eflort .

“ An d what , 0 priests , is right contemplation ?
Whenever , O priests , a priest lives , as respects the
body, observant of the body, strenuous, conscious ,
contemplative , and has rid himself of lust and
grief as respects sensations, observant of sensations,
strenuous as respects the mind , observant of
the mind , strenuous as respects the elements

ofbeing , observant ofthe elements of being, strenuous
this , 0 priests , is called right contemplation .

And what, 0 priests , is right concentration ?
Whenever , O priests , a priest , having isolated himself
from sensual pleasures , having isolated himself from
demeritorious traits , and still exercising reasoning,
still exercising reflection , enters upon the first trance
which is produced by isolation and characterized by
j oy and happiness ; when , through the subsidence of
reasoning and reflection , and stil l retaining j oy and

2—2
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happiness , he enters upon the second trance, which
is an interior tranquilization and intentness of the
thoughts, and is produced by concentration ; when,
through the paling of j oy, indiflerent, contemplative ,
conscious , and in the experience ofbodily happiness
that state which eminent men describe when they say

,

Indifferent, contemplative, and living happily —he
enters upon the third trance ; when, through the
abandonment of happiness , through the abandonment
of misery, through the disappearance of all antecedent
gladness and grief, he enters upon the fourth trance ,
which has neither misery nor happiness , but is con
templation as refined by indifference—this , O priests,
is called right concentration .

“ This , 0 priests, is called the noble truth of the
path leading to the cessation ofmisery.

” 1

The foregoing passage contains an outline of the
practical way which the Buddhist has to go . But it
is only an outline . There are many writings treating
this subject more fully and more in detail .
The practical directions of the Buddha begin with

precepts
,
which are meant for people in general, for

the whole of the lay world . For although the course

Of the true disciple narrows later on, so that only the
monk who has forsworn the world can tread it, yet
the Buddhist doctrine does not altogether keep aloof
from the secular life . It is considered of high im
portance to prepare the layman for the higher path

,

even if the result of his striving only leads him to a
happier reincarnation . Perhaps this reincarnation

1 ' uoted from Warren ,

“Buddhism in Translations
,
p . 37 3

e t seq.
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puts him in circumstances more favourable to his
turning away from the world and reaching the ultimate
goal as a monk . The precepts given to lay people are
Often expressed in the form of five commandments .

They are as follows

1 . Not to take life .
2. Not to steal .

3 . To refrain from unlawful sexual intercourse.

4. Not to tell lies .
5 . Not to drink intoxicating liquors .

These five fundamental precepts form only the
backbone ofa very penetrative system ofmorality set
up for lay people . It comprises all that was con
sidered lawful , honourable , and obligatory in the

social relations of l ife at the time of the Buddha . He
who wants to get at the detail s of these duties may
turn to writings such as the Mangala Sutta , the
Dhammapada , the S igalowada S utta .

1 They set
forth the dutie s Of parent and child , of teacher and
pupil , of husband and wife , of friend and friend , of

master and servant , of laymen towards the religious

in stitutions . S ome of it would not be applicable to
our day and manners , at other points there is some
thing lacking in what we should expect ; but most of it
is beneficent , and appeals to our j udgment as well ,
springing from a fine moral perception . The quin
tessence of this moral code for laymen is that their
conduct should be governed by a careful observance
ofthe moral norm prevailing in their days .
1 Parts ofthese b ooks are qu o ted in Rhys Davids

’ “Buddhi sm,

chap . v. ,
pp . 1 24-1 49, where the translation ofthe whole subj ect

is to be found.
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From this broadest basis of ethics (which is com

pulsory for all) , the layman who wishes to do some
thing special can

,
however, rise to a higher level by

adding to the above five fundamental rules three
further ones , which are these

6 . Only to take food at certain specified times .
7 . Not to take part in dancing, music , per

formances .

8 . Not to adorn the body with flowers nor use
perfumes and unguents.

At the same time, he who accepts these rules must
take a stricter form ofthe third precept given to lay
men in general—namely, to restrain from a ll sexual
intercourse. By the acceptance Ofthese eight rules a
minor stage of monkish life is entered . Lay people
occasionally j oin the monastic Order for a limited time ,
subj ecting themselves to these eight rules , and obtain
ing thereby a certain degree of merit , which will be
accredited to them in their reincarnation .

But it is only within the monastic circle prOper that
the striving after the goal of Nirvana can be fully
carried out . The theoretical possibility of attaining
the goal as a layman is not really disputed , for there
are a few individual instances ofsuch a thing happen
ing in early times . But practically the possibility is
held to be out of question on account of it s extreme
difficul ty ofattainment . The monk ’s life which the
Buddha requires is founded on the fulfilment of ten
precepts—namely, the foregoing eight and two oth ers

9. Not to sleep on any high or wide bed.

1 0. No t to possess either gold or silver .
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When one looks at these commandments ofBuddhist
monasticism as a whole , they are seen to be partly
prohibitions Of an ethical nature , and partly such as
aim at a certain isolation and simplicity of life , at the
renouncing of family ties

, ofproperty and possessions ,
at the foregoing of outward beauty as a means of
enj oyment , or of yielding to sensual desire . They
characterize as such the tendency of Buddhist
monastic life . But these fundamental laws are sup

plemented still by a number of other instructions
requisite for the ordering of a common life , with its
several obligations and relations . Thus , there are
enactments as to dwellings , dress , occupation , food ,
the behaviour of one monk to another, his behaviour
towards the laity, etc . These regulations cannot , of
course , be dealt with here in detail ;1 but one par
ticularly important point must be mentioned , and

that is that the monk is supposed to be supported by
mendicancy . For this purpose he goes forth every
morning to beg. He eats what is given him : meat is
not forbidden . A widespread error among Europeans

is that the Buddha forbade the eating of meat ; but
he emphatically rej ected this limitation , though it is
manifest that he prohibited the killing Of animals for
food . It was only in its later development that
Buddhism made it a principle (in some countries) of
declining meat as food .

It must be Observed that thewholemonastic organiza

1 The whole of the precepts to be observed by monks m ay be
studied in T . W . Rhys Davids ’

and H . Oldenberg
’
s translations

of the Vinayapitaka : S acred Books of the E ast , vols . xiii
xvii. , xx.
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tion is only a means to a id the B uddhist in his sp ecia l

task ; it is a sort Of shelter . Without this shelter,
without the previous purging of the passions which it
made possible, and without the arresting of external
hindering influences , the labour of the real task would
be intensified so as to render it impossible of achieve
ment . It is another common error for those at a
distance to imagine that Buddhism ascribes a special
merit to the monastic way of life in itself because of

ascetic principles . On the contrary, even the rules of
monkhood in themselves possess no saving value .

Saving value is only to be obtained by spiritual
labour, which should begin under the protection of

the monastic life .
The main factor ofthis spiritual labour is medita tion.

This is the name of a very great and important part
of the Buddhist ’s actual work of salvation . The
disciple steps right into the task of meditation when
he has sufficiently prepared himself inwardly by the
training of his spirit through the accomplishment of
the external precepts of the monastic life . He must
first have won a thorough inward watchfulness , self
control , power over his faculties , a discerning eye for
faults and errors . For the one who thus possesses
the right conduct the exercises of meditation now
begin .

The character ofBuddhist meditation cannot better
be described than by again borrowing the words of
one of the best authorities in this department ,
H . C . Warren , who in his work Buddhism in Trans
lations ”

(p. 280 et seq.) says
The Buddha analyzes man and things inanimate,
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and finds nothing that is permanent , but only the
concrete and perishable . All Karma, he says , is per
formed under the influence ofgreed after some desired
obj ect , with hatred of that which is not wanted , and
of infatuation or delusion of mind that causes one to
believe that satisfaction will result when the obj ect is
attained . Now, all these obj ect s after which one
strives are necessarily more or less concrete and
definite , and the concrete and definite are not satisfy
ing to the reflective mind . Every thinking man
endeavours to pass from the things which are seen
and temporal to something which is unseen and
which he can picture to himself as eternal . Now, it is
to be Observed that, when we endeavour to pass in
thought from the transitory and the phenomenal to

something more permanent and real , we try to com
pass our obj ect by passing from the concrete to the
abstract .

‘

We try to reduce the multiplicity of phe
nomena to a few heads , and the more general we can
make these heads , the nearer we seem to come to
indefinite or everlasting verity . But what we gain in

extension we lose in intension , and the nearer does

our conception approach to being a conception of
nothing at all . The Buddha evidently saw this ; but
as negation was what he was striving for , he con
sidered he had found the way to salvation , and hence
we have his elaborate system Of meditation . But I
Ought to say that meditation is here a very clumsy
word, and does not properly cover all the ground .

The meditations of the Buddhists were not simple
reflections on abstract subj ects , but trances of self
hypnotism as well , in wh ich they tried to bring, not
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merely the conceptions of the mind
,
but also the

emotions and feelings of the heart , to rarefied general
izations .

”

Thus far Professor Warren . There are forty
different subj ects of meditation enumerated . These
meditations, if earnestly carried out, lead to a
trance or to several kinds of trances . The Buddhist
knows four such trances . To them are added four
states, the so -called formless states . The trances and
states are described by the Buddha himself as follows
Of one who has entered the first trance the voice has
ceased ; of one who has entered the second trance
reasoning and reflection have ceased ; of one who has
entered the third trance joy has ceased ; of one who
has entered the fourth trance the inspirations and
expirations have ceased ; ofone who has entered the
realm of infinity of space the perception of form has
ceased ; of one who has entered the realm of the
infinity ofconsciousness the perception of the realm
of the infinity of space has ceased ; of one who has
entered the realm of nothingness the perception of

the infinity of consciousness has ceased ; of one who
has entered the realm of neither perception nor yet
non-perception

,
the perception of the realm ofnothing

ness has ceased ofone who has entered the cessation
ofperception and sensation , perception and sensation
have ceased . Of the priest who has lost all depravity,
passion has ceased , hatred has ceased, infatuation has
ceased.

The four trances and the four formless states are
the eight at tainments . But it is to be observed that
there is a ninth attainment, which is based on wisdom
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or intellectual discipline . This consists in mastering
the chief points of the Buddha ’ s teaching, and apply
ing them to the elements of being, especially the
doctrine of the three characteristic s which inhere in
all things— viz ,

transitoriness
,
misery , and the lack

ofan ego . To this discipline belongs a Special trance ,
the trance of c essation . Therefore the whole subj ect
of meditation might be divided into two categories, of

which the former might be called concentration , the
latter wisdom .

It is impossible here to give more than these short
hints on such a difli cult, though most important ,
subj ect . All who wish to study it more thoroughly,
wil l find a great help in chapter iv. Meditation
and Nirvana ”

) of H . C . Warren
’

s book cited above .

From the beginning onwards method and organiz a
tion were the characteristics of the Buddha ’ s teaching ;
this must be obvious to everyone who has thought
fully studied the foregoing pages . It will therefore

be no matter of surprise that soon after the master ’ s
death his disciples associated the system of his
instructions and the organized body of his followers
directly with his person : the Buddha, the Doctrine ,
and the Community (Buddha, Dharma , S angha) , com

posed the three precious fundaments . The Buddha ’ s

method of Obtaining salvation , translated into a
number of specific rules , was the priceless gift of an
organization which the master had framed during his
lifetime , and left beh ind to be the exponent of that
method and the rec ipient of its contents .
At first the Buddha had only founded monastic
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communities for men . At that time woman was
hardly considered a responsible personality . Her
existence appeared somewhat in the light of the
remark made recently by Count Tolstoi : “Women
are the greatest stumbling-blocks in the existence of

a man . Nevertheless, the teaching of the Buddha
in its earnest philosophical tenor, if one pene
trates to the heart of it, results in a higher
estimate of woman . In the same way as the
Buddha’s ideas admitted of no social class distino
tions (caste) , but sought man, as such , wherever he
was to be found , so for woman also must the way of
salvation be open , inasmuch as woman also is a
member of the human race . But the Buddha was
fully conscious of the pressing practical dangers of

this view . He agreed reluctantly to the founding of
nunneries , and made them from the beginning strictly
subordinate to the monks .1

1 The text on Adm ission ofWomen to the Order (Culla
Vagga , x .) is given by Warren

,

“Buddhism in Translations,”

pp . 441 -447 . The Buddha was asked to admit women by the
repeated application of his aunt , Mahaprajapati (vide sup ra ,

p . After having been denied her wish three times
,

Mahaprajapat
‘

i had her hair cut ofl, put on yellow garments ,
and came sorrowful, sad , and weeping , to Ananda , who decided
to plead her cause . To him the Buddha at last yielded . E ight
rules were laid down , by which nuns were made strongly
dependent on the male followers . B ut after giving his assent
the Buddha expressed his sorrow on this new course . He
expected that the admission ofwom en would ruin his work. I t

is a s m ildew falling upon a flourishing field of rice
,
or as rust

falling upon a flour ishing field of sugar-cane . If wom en had

no t entered the communi ty, the good doctrin e would abide a

thousand years ; now it will abide only five hundred years.
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Entrance into a community of monks o r nuns was ,
theoretically , free to anyone . No caste distinction
was made , as has been already mentioned . But of

course there were practical ly some limitations . A
number of dangerous diseases were prohibitory of
admission . Besides this, people who were in any
way bound (such as soldier s or debtors) were refused
admission . The consent of parents was also usually
required . The minimum age for entering the monk
hood was twenty . But a provis ional earlier retire
ment from the secular life was made possible . It
was a purely private act when a scholar sought a
monk as teacher to prepare him for admission to the
monastic life . The profession of actual monkhood
was entered with a certain solemnity . For that
purpose a community of monks must be called
together

,
and the request for admission be laid before

them publicly ; an exhortation as to the monastic
mode of life must be delivered , and the aspirant

’ s
agreement to it obtained .

The candidate who had been admitted was at
liberty to leave at any time subsequently, should he
change his mind . The separation would necessarily
be eflected by gros s violation of the most important

One shoul d compare with this statement the attitude aga inst
wom en characterized by the following words ofthe Buddha He
is asked by Ananda

,
How shall we behave toward awoman

He answers
,
You must avoid seeing one .

”
But ifnevertheless

we see her
,
what shall we do ?” You shall not talk to her,

Ananda B ut if we nevertheless talk with her , what then
“ Then you must be very watchful over yourself, Ananda .

(Oldenberg, Buddha, p .
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outward commands . In the early times the four
which follow were marked out as such

1 . A monk must have no sexual intercourse Of any
kind .

2. He must be guilty ofno theft .
3 . He must not wittingly destroy life .
4. He must not boast of supernatural powers

(magic) .

If an infringement of these rules were proved, the
one concerned was expelled ; undiscovered mis
demeanours of this sort inevitably excluded the monk
from the rank of true disciples (that is, all his work
was fruitless) , even though he maintained correctly
the outward semblance . Minor infringements of the
manifold regulations ofthe monastic life were expiated
by all sorts of penances . The old revered collection
of precepts, and of the penances by which trans

gressions may be purged , is the famous Pratimoksha

(or Patimokkha , in Pali) , not itself to be found in the
sacred writings (as it was to be handed down orally
as a kind of secret) , but contained in the Sutta

Vibhanga . Special days were appointed for the pur
pose of self-examination in the community by means
of the Pratimoksha , and of confessing poss ible short
comings . This took place at the new and the full
moon . (Later on they added to these two other days ,
so that four sacred days divided the month into four
parts similar to the Christian Sundays and weeks . )
The days of confession were called Uposatha , and
they are Observed up to the present time . These
assemblies for confession are nearly the only distinct
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instance of united devout activity of the whole com
munity .

1 But this
,
even , has nothing in common

with the publ ic worship of other religions . Here is
only the feeling of all being pledged to the same
rules of conduct

,
and the recognition of the authority

ofthe assembly by the individual .

The whole Buddhist organization rested merely

on verbal tradition . Gautama left nothing in wri ting .

All his teaching was spread by word of mouth , and
his followers impressed it on their memories . This
is not so incredible as might appear to the modern
Western mind . In the culture of the ancient Indian
the memory played a far more important rOle than in

our book-blessed days . It accomplished far more
,

and was much more keenly valued than at present .
The form in which the Buddha cast his teaching was

Specially adapted for committing to memory . For

his more important doctrines he constructed certain
formulas which he continually repeated . Many Of

the amplifications naturally followed from what were
already familiar categories to most of his hearers .
A numerical sequence was used again and again .

Other material was readily stamped on the mind by
its connection with practical requirements which had
to be carried out day by day . Yet again ,

other things
were easily remembered by being embodied in the
pictorial form which the master used

, or by striking

1 One might add the act Of initiation of a new monk
, and

a festival call ed Pavar ana at the end Of the rainy season ,
when

the m onks , before parting for their j ourneys , a sked forgiveness
from one another for eventual transgressions .
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comparisons , or by the relation of experiences drawn
from his own life or that of some well-known per
sonality. At the same time it was one of the most
important forms of activity of the organized com

munity of disciples that they should become living
bearers of the teaching. S o for some time Buddhism
could forego the help of writing.

In the long-run, it is true, this became an impos
sible condition of affairs . After some centuries
recourse was had to writing, which eventually resulted
in a canon of sacred scriptures . Naturally, its forma
tion under these circumstances was a somewhat dark
process . The date of origin ofthe single books of the
canon , and how much may be considered the very
word of the Buddha, are questions which will long
continue to be the subj ect of difficult historical
investigation .

A preliminary word may here be added as to the
contents of the Buddhist canonical writings . The
canon is not identical in all countries where Buddhism
prevails ; the fundamental features , the most im
portant books

,
the main divisions , are indeed to be

found everywhere. S cholars generally agree that the
canon of the so -called Southern Buddhism (prevailing
in Ceylon , Burma, S iam) , on the whole, presents the
most original aspect ofthe sacred books . This canon
is written in the Pali language . It is called the
Tipitaka (Sanskrit : Tripitaka)— that is , The Three
Baskets for it consists ofthree main parts ofwritings .

1 . The first part is called the Vinayapitaka . It
deals with the precepts and organization of the
monastic life, and comprises three books
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(a ) S uttavibhanga, a full exposition of the rules of
the Patimokkha mentioned above .

(b) The Khandhakas, or smaller treatises, divided
into two books : the Mahavagga (great division) and
the Cullavagga (small division) . These books discus s
some rules not contained in the Patimokkha , on

admission into the Order, on the Upo satha ceremony,
on duties in the rainy season , on cloth ing, dwelling ,
and similar points .

(0) Parivara (appendix) , a short manual of later
addition , containing material s on the life of the
community, arranged more for purposes of education .

2. The second part is called the Suttapitaka . The

Buddha ’ s doctrine of salvation is set forth in th is
,

mostly in the form of dialogues , or discourses of the
master to his disciples , frequently embodied in a
historical setting . This part comprises the following

collections

(a ) Dighanikaya (collection of longer discourses) ,
consisting of 34 long d ialogues (suttas) .

(b) Majjhimanikaya (collection of discourses of
medium length

,
containing 1 52 suttas) .

(c) Afiguttaranikaya (collection of di scourses
arranged after numbers) , containing more than

suttas in eleven divisions , so that the first division
deals with things of which there exists only one kind,
the second of such which exist twofold, the t hird of
such which exist in threes , and so on .

(d) S amyuttanikaya (collection of discourses
arranged in groups) , containing suttas in fifty
six groups , all suttas referring to one subj ect or one

person brought together in one group .
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Besides these four collections there is a fifth, which
forms an appendix (some even count it as belonging
to the next pitaka) , a collection of'different materials ,
sayings of the Buddha , songs , tales , legends , and the
like . This appendix is called

(e) Khuddakanikaya (collection of smaller works) ;
it consists of fifteen books , some Of which belong to
the best-known and most impressive works of the
Buddhist literature . The books are these

i . Khuddakapatha (short recitations) .
ii . Dhammapada (a kind ofhymn-book) .
iii . Udana (ecstatic utterances) .
iv. Itivuttakam (120 short stories, with sayings

ofthe Buddha) .
v. Suttanipata (hymns) .
vi . Vimanavatthu (legends on future life in
vii . Petavatthu heaven and hell) .
viii . Theragatha (songs of 107 monks and 7 3 nuns ,
ix . Therigatha with biographical notes) .
x . Jataka (legends on 550 former existences of

the Buddha) .
xi . Niddesa (commentary on the Suttanipata) .
xl 1 . Pat isambhidamagga (on magic powers) .
xiii. Apadana (stories on saints) .
xiv. Buddhavamsa (on 24 former Buddhas) .
xv . Cariyapitaka (on 34 former incarnations of

the Buddha) .

3 . The third part of the Tipitaka is called Abhid
hammapitaka . This part is ofa psychological nature

,

discussing the psychological prolegomena of the
Buddhist ethical system . It comprises seven books
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i. Dhammasamgani (compendium of states or
phenomena) .

1 1 . Vibhanga (continuation of the foregoing) .
iii . Kathavatthu (refutation of252 heretical views) .
iv. Puggalapafifiatti (discrimination of men from

the ethical point) .

v. Dhatukatha

vi . Yamaka

vii . Patthana

S uch is the contents of the Pal i canon of Buddhist
scriptures . It seems that the whole of these scriptures
has been reduced to writing towards the beginning of
the first century before Christ, or somewhat later.1

But there were certainly earlier collections ofa similar
kind

,
even at the time of King Asoka (of whom we shall

Speak in the next chapter) about 250 R C.

Very different from this Pal i canon is the canon

of the Northern Buddhists—for instance , that of the
T ibetans and the Chinese . Both the Tibetan and the
Chinese Buddhist canons embrace a great many later
works and commentaries , whilst those in common
with the Pal i canon Often differ very much in detail s .

(smaller treatises on psycho
logical subj ects) .

1 S o it is stated by the Dipavamsa , the old chroni cle of

Ceylon , written in the fourth centur y A.D . Cf. Rhys Davids
,

Buddhis t Suttas S acred Books ofthe E ast , p . xxii .



BOOK II

SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF

BUDDHISM

CHAPTER I .
—INDIA

DURING the lifetime of the Buddha the spread of his
teaching extended not much beyond the kingdoms

ofMagadha and Kosala (see p . During the suc

ceeding centuri es its influence slowly and gradually
widened

,
but we are not able to follow the stages of

its course
,
the next of which was the conquest of the

whole peninsula . For a long time this great country
was a sufficient task for it . By its spread in India
Buddhism had by no means seriously set itself in
opposition to the existing religions there . It rather
appeared as a side-branch ofthe Brahmanistic system

ofthought . Despite some important differences (such
as the teaching about the soul , the place held by
caste) , Buddha

’s mode Of life and most ofhis doctrines
were not received as anything new or unheard of.

Superficially, therefore, it may not have been difficult
for him to win possession ofthis territory, despite the
controversies and passages of arms which would
inevitably take place at the coming of Buddhism,

owing to the rivalry ofthe Brahmans .
86
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A greater difficulty lay in the successful passing
through inward crises , so far, indeed , as this was
possible . S ome vague accounts of such crises have

been handed down to us . From the very fact of the
Buddha ’ s long-continued labour, his withdrawal from

the earthly stage , and the cessation of his personal
direction and authority , were a severe test . It is true

that when he lay a-dying he handed over the leader
ship to his most trusted disciple , who in his turn
did the same at the time of his death , so that for
many centuries there was a succession of so -called

p a triarchs at the head of Buddhism , who were leading
personalities . But from the first these patriarchs
were mainly of decorative value . A hierarchal

development was too much opposed to the spirit Of

ancient Indian Buddhism . There was therefore no
strong hand to keep an authoritative hold on the

large numbers Ofmonks. The doctrine on which the

true basis of the society rested was , as we have
already seen

,
a verbal tradition . Thus , it was but

natural that its further growth produced various kinds
ofdevelopment .

Orthodox Buddhism emphatically maintains that
immediately after the entrance of the Buddha’ into
Nirvana an accurate basis was defined on which this
further development was to rest—namely , a council
was held directly after the Buddha ’ s death to estab
lish the correct doctrine . Naturally this was oral ,
being delivered aloud by the two most highly esteemed
disciples , and the others recited it in unison . This
council is said to have taken place in a cave of the
VaiharaMountain , in the neighbourhood ofRaj agriha .
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Five hundred monks are said to have taken part in it ,
and it was presided over by Kasyapa, on whom the
dying master had conferred the office of patriarch .

This is the statement oforthodox Buddhist tradition .

We find a detailed account of this council in the
book ofthe Sacred Canon called Cullavagga , chap . xi . ,
and in the commentary on the B rahmajalasutta , by
Buddhaghosa . On the other hand

,
the main evidence

against the fact of this council having taken place is
the absolute S ilence on this point ofthe Mahaparinib
bana-sutta , one of the most important documents
relating the death of the Buddha and some subse

quent events . For further study see Rhys Davids ’

Buddhist Suttas ,
” pp . xi-xiii, and L . de la Vallé e

Poussin ’ s “Les Conciles Bouddhiques I . “Les
Deux Premiers Conciles .” In any case, the council ,
if it did take place

,
did not succeed by its decisions

in putting a stop to the internal disagreement and
dissension . In two respects we can prove that dis
sension characterized the new teaching during the first
centuries . On the one hand , a lax party established
itself along with a strict one in the practice of the
monastic life . On the other hand, a number of
differences Of Opinion crept in as to this or that
philosophical point in the system .

Although the mode of life which Buddha had pre
scribed for his disciples was not, strictly speaking, an
ascetic one , yet his instruction contained definite acts
of renunciation , which in time were found to be very
irksome and unattainable . This led to the formation
of a group of adherents governed by laxer principles .
They demanded a change in the rules , both as to
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their nature and the way in which they were to be
carried out . Ten such softening requisitions were
made, amongst which , for instance, were the follow
ing That certain luxuries (fermented liquors) should
be allowed ; that meals might be taken after midday ;
that confession and the rite Of admission Should be
allowed to take place in private houses ; that com
fortab le beds might be used ; and that the monks
might own money. There was naturally a strong
opposition to this relaxing of the Old monastic
austerity. At a second council which took place at
Vaishali about a hundred years after the first one,

a stern decree was passed utterly rej ecting all those
concessions , and reasserting the Old basis ofmonastic
discipline . But the opponents must have been already
in the maj ority . They assembled in an opposition
council , which far outnumbered the other, and decided
the matter according to their own wishes . The exist
ence of dissent became thus plainly evident .
The various opinions which arose at this time with

regard to all sorts of doctrinal points , and the strife
which they occasioned , were obviously of small im
portance . There were

,
indeed

,
eighteen difi

’

erent sects
into which the faith had already split up , in the
second century of it s existence . These eighteen sects
were subdivided into four main divisions called
Mahasanghika , S thavira , S arvastivada , and Sam

mitiya . Unquestionably, these were differences of

minor importance , confined to the preference to be
given to this or that interpretation of debatable
points, or to this or that practical method, without

(on such grounds) denying the fundamental right of
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anyone to the possession of the Buddhist truth of

salvation .

In the second century of its existence, Buddhism
saw great changes in the political conditions of its
native land, which were not devoid of reflex action
upon itself .
The journeys ofAlexander the Great stirred India

on its western frontier . It was
,
perhaps, due to these

disturbing influences that a great united North Indian
kingdom was formed in place of the many individual
principalities, which both in the Buddha

’s lifetime
and - later had stood in rival and somewhat irritating
proximity to one another. The founder of this united
kingdom was Chandragupta , a gifted upstart of low
caste , who became the hero of Indian folklore for
many centuries owing to his heroic career. His
kingdom extended from the borders of the present
Afghanistan as far as Bengal , and from the Himalayas
to the plateau ofthe Deccan . Chandragupta attained
the summit Ofhis glory in the year 31 5 R C.

He had intimate dealings—first antagonistic, then
friendly—with S eleucus Nicator, the mighty successo r
of Alexander the Great, who became India

’s neighbour
on the western border. Seleucus Nicator attempted
to renew Alexander ’s conquest of India , but was pre
vented from achieving this by Chandragupta . On
the conclusion of peace, S eleucus consented to the
marriage of one of his daughters with his former
enemy . On this occasion the Greek Megasthenes
was sent to the Court ofChandragupta at Pataliputra ,
and his reports are one ofthe most important sources
of our knowledge of the condition of India at that
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time . From the fragments of them , however , quoted
by other writers we learn as to matters of importance
very little about Buddhism . Megasthenes names
the Buddhists as “ Sarmanai, and says that they
are opposed to the “ B rahmanai . But his de
scription of their mode of l ife is vague , and he
seems to mix the Buddhists up with other Indian

sects . 1

Chandragupta himself was not a Buddhist ; he was

on far more friendly terms with the Brahmans , and
it was the same with his son B indusara . His grand
son, who was second in succession to the throne ,
became, however , the most famous patron of Bud
dhism. This was the King Asoka (generally known
by the Pali form of his name , Asoka) , who reigned
about 270-233 It was after ascending the throne
that he first came into contact with Buddhism , and
only gradually that he awoke to an ardent zeal for
the new religion . He always remained a mere lay
adherent , but in the last twenty-seven years Of his
reign he became such an ideal and thorough pro
moter of Buddhism that no one since has come up to
his level . He was originally called Priyadaréin, and
may, perhaps , have adopted the name ASoka (free
from care) when he attained that condition by the
acceptance of Buddhism .

Asoka left behind him a large number of inscrip
tions on pillars and rock walls , which have recently
been deciphered , and which form the most reliable
material for the study of his character and for the

Of.

“Megasthenis Indi ca , ed . S chwanbeck , pp . 1 36-140.

B onnse
,
1846 .
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Buddhism Of that period . Thus we possess a fairly
well-defined account of the development of Buddhism
during Asoka ’ s reign .

During this period one traces a vigorous expansion
Of the strong young religion . King Asoka in many
of his edicts affirms the successful extension of
Buddhist teaching beyond the borders ofhis kingdom .

This refers to the relations he had entered into with
several Western rulers

,
such as Antiochus II. ofSyria

(260-247 Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt (285
Antigonus Conatas of Macedonia (27 8 and

others . These relations, which were ofan essentially
political nature , served at all events as a handle to
the ardent Buddhist King

,
by means of which to

introduce his religion, but the attempt led to no
result worth mention . The attempt, however , is
characteristic . It shows how the Buddhist of that
time pushed forward into the unknown tracts of the
world . The same spirit makes itself felt in the cele
brated council which took place during his reign , the
third according to Buddhist reckoning. It was held
at Pataliputra in the year 252 Its main Object
was to safeguard afresh both doctrine and life from
error and misuse . Here it was also resolved to send
forth as missionaries a number of the most illustrious
exponents of the faith beyond the limits ofAsoka ’ s
dominions . The following countries , indeed, were
selected : Kashmir and Ghandara , the west of the
Punjab

,
a district in the Deccan ( the sources of the

Godavari) , Bactria, the territory of the Central
Himalayas

,
the west coast of Farther India , Ceylon ,

besides some less certainly recognizable places in the
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same regions . A strenuous exodus from the home
land makes itself felt at this time , extending equally
to the north , east , west , and south frontiers of India .

It will not appear extraordinary that Buddhism , two
hundred years after the death of its founder, Should
now for the first t ime set foot beyond the territory of

India , considering the immense extent of that country
and the length of time necessarily required to out

grow it .
AS to the religious condition of Buddhism in India

itself at this time we are well informed through the
person of Aéoka , for in the inscriptions there is a
clear account of what it meant to him. But one

must never forget that ASoka was a layman ; that
what concerned the innermost c ircle of followers
cannot be demonstrated by reference to him . It is
so much the more interesting , however, to see how
Buddhism works through a gifted and influential
layman , full of character . All the King

’ s inscriptions
prove that he draws from his religion a strengthening
ofmoral effort, a consciousness ofduty, a devotion to
public welfare . Though Buddhism is certainly unable
to express its doctrine of withdrawal from the world
in the l ife of it s lay adherents , yet in Asoka it shows
the moral and social training which form a prepara
tion for this by means of the earnest accomplishment
of all existing moral requirements . It is only by the
respect he Shows to monks , the fully-fledged disciples ,
and by the fact that many of his moral act s include
the care and maintenance of themonastic community
(the result , probably, ofhis esteeming these acts to be
of the highest moral value) , that Aéoka made it plain
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that the highest way must lead beyond the sphere of
ordinary duties both for men and rulers .
Asoka ’s moral apprehension is indeed somewhat

idealistic . Thus , he says : All men are my children .

As I desire that my children may be partakers of all
that is good and happy both in this world and the
next, so I desire it also for mankind or, There is
no greater task than to strive for the universal welfare .

”

What he urges on himself and on his dependents are
mostly duties of real morality, the performance Of

which would not be questioned from the standpoint of
any other religion : obedience and honour to parents

,

old people , and teachers ; a rightful loyalty to friends ;
benevolence ; effort for the public good (the planting
of trees , digging ofwells , the establishment ofShelters ,
the distribution ofmedic inal herbs) ; the kindly treat
ment of servants and the poor ; forbearance to all
living things, even to animal life ; truthfulness ;
patience ; j ustice ; curbing of sensuality ; grateful
ness , etc . No one can fail to be struck by his peculiarly
keen moral

.

attitude and impressive moral energy.

He brings his own moral life into close touch with
his religion , which he prizes over and over again .

But he is no fanatic ; he sees clearly the dangers of
superstitious or bigoted action, and opposes it in a
reasonable way.

But one must be careful not to generalize from the
case ofAsoka as to the bulk of ordinary Buddhists of
his day. The moral strength ofpurpose ofBuddhism
naturally exerted an influence on all laymen up to a
certain point . There are traces even in Asoka ’s
inscriptions showing, on the other hand, that in
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popular Buddhism there already existed much ex

travagance and practices which caused moral de

clension .

Asoka mentions in one of his inscriptions that he
has for the second time caused a stupa

1
ofKanakamuni

to be enlarged . A stfipa means a memorial building ,
which often became also a place where relics were
preserved . The above-mentioned personage , Kana
kamuni, is looked upon as a bygone Buddha , who had
appeared upon earth two generations before Buddha
Gau tama . This is an unhistorical dogmatic belief .
But two facts are plainly demonstrated by this passage
of ASoka

’

S inscription : first, that already in his day
people had taken to building stfipas, and with them ,

no doubt , were connected all sorts of pious rites ,
pilgrimages, offerings, together with a belief in the
efficacy of such things ; secondly, that the mytho
logical speculation ofthe Buddhism Ofthat epoch had
already developed a belief in a continuous series of
Buddhas , each of whom had appeared at a particular
time , one after the other in regular succession , til l
its consummation had been reached in the earthly

existence of Buddha Gautama . From this we may
draw some more general conclusions .

Soon after the rise ofBuddhism in India it became
weighted by that human dross which always

,
sooner

or later, attaches itself to purely speculative religious
conceptions , in so far as they are made serviceable to

1 S tup a , a Sanskrit word, meaning originally “
a tuft of

ha ir, then a dome-shaped monum ent .” In S inghalese it is
called daga ba or dagoba , from the Pali dhdtu ga bbha ,

S anskrit, dhdtu ga/rbha , a casket for relics.
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the common people . This is especially the case in
the country ofIndia . The natives ofIndia, extremely
religious as well as extremely superstitious , were sur
rounded with countless pious usages, which could by
no means be set aside or ignored . Now, Buddhism
made no effort to counteract them . This religion has
from the very beginning always recognized a wider
and a narrower circle ofadherents . Even the monks
divided themselve s into groups , characterized by vary
ing degrees of earnestness and efforts . If one looks
farther afield, namely , at the lay adherents , Buddhism
only aims at a certain ethical level and an outward
support of the monkhood ; beyond this, religious
ideas and habits are considered unimportant . If they
are foolish , if they are useless, it is no part Of the
scheme of enlightened adherents of Buddhism to
combat them . If only those laymen , by means of

moral zeal and thorough support of the O rder
,
do

their part, such a condition of existence will be
granted to them in their next reincarnation (in accord
ance with the law of retribution) as to lead them into
the path of pure doctrine . Then all superstitious prac
tices will naturally disappear. It is on such grounds
as these that the Buddhism ofevery period has shown
itself singularly tolerant Of foreign religious worship
and conceptions , and it is this quality which gives it
that particular Proteus-like gift of assimilation which
has characterized it in every country where we have
been able to study it in the light of history . This
peculiarity has , indeed, been fatal to it, in the same
degree as it has been the axle on which its historical
movement turned .
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That this was the case in the early times in India
we have already observed from the account of the

stapa in Asoka
’ s inscription . The etapa must then

have been already some time in existence , for it was
not erected

‘

by the King, but only twice enlarged .

As this fact is well authenticated, the tradition gains
a strong probability that there were many other stapas
in existence , and that Asoka

’s name was connected
with several of them . It is al so evident that , at
the time when etapas were erected to the Buddha

Kanakamuni (and besides him, doubtless , to other
personages of the religious imagination) , other places
must already have had memorial buildings—namely,
such places as those specially associated with the

historical Buddha Gautama ’ s l ife , and where relics Of
him were preserved .

Probably the first places to be marked by stupas were
the four which are most revered down to the present
day : Gautama ’ s birthplace ( the grove of Lumbini) ,
the place where his great revelation took place (the
B o -tree) , the place where he first preached (Benares) ,
and the spot where he entered the perfect Nirvana

(KuSinagara) . But already in the days ofASOka they
had gone far beyond the limits ofworshipping these
places only . The need of the bulk of the people for
places of prayer had found its satisfaction in the
setting apart of numberless sacred Shrines ; and ,
furthermore, this coincided with the requirements of
the monks . The worship of relic s was attached to

many of these places , and this is always the immediate
cause of all sorts of superstition . S uch superstitious
offshoots were already so rife in Asoka ’ s time that
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he criticizes and tries to check them in some of his
edicts .

Conceptions of the Buddhas of bygone periods (to
which the name of Kanakamuni points) show equally
an alienation from the modes Ofthought of this religion
in its origin . Gautama had consciously and resolutely
turned away from speculative thought, except such as
was inseparably connected with the question of salva
tion but in the intellectual atmosphere of India
vague phantasies unconsciously sprang up which
developed into universal history in the grand style .
They played with measureless expanse of Space and
time they created limitless worlds, to each ofwhich
they assigned their tale of fictitious Buddhas . The his
torical Gautama, Suddhodana

’

s son , is foreshadowed
by them in the whole limitless past . This sort of idea
was already prevalent in Asoka ’s day.

It is with Asoka that one might begin the history
of Buddhism outside India. But we will ignore this
for the present , in order to trace further the develop
ment ofthis religion in its native land.

The large empire ofAéoka fell to pieces soon after
his death . For some centuries Northern India was
the scene of a similar drama to that which took place
before Chandragupta

’

s time, a large number of rival
neighbouring S tates varying in power. During this
time the Gresco-Bactrian S tates were growing, as a
by

-product of the former empire of Alexander, on the
western borders of India. This was an important
fact for India . The Greek armies pressed forward
eastward from Bactria , and temporarily seized large
tracts of territory in North-West India . Under such
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circumstances , Greek and Indian culture became
intimately fused . The high - water mark of the
power and influence of the Greeco-Bactrian empires
was reached by King Menander ( the Indian name is
Mil inda) about the middle of the second century BC .

The hindrance to the growth of this Greek con
federacy of S tates , and to the growth of the petty

S tates of Northern India, was the ever-increasing
influx of Mongolian conquerors from the north and
north-west towards the close of the second century.

In the north and north-west of the H imalayas there
was at that time a restles s Shifting of the aboriginal
tribes . By this movement the so -called S akhas

(Scythians , the Chinese S sii) were driven southward
into Northern India , whence they extended small
dependencies , l ike outposts , til l they reached the
Vindhya Mountains . Behind the S akhas advanced
the races of Yiieh-chi, also Mongols . After some
encounters (of which our present knowledge forbids

us to give a detailed account) , a mighty empire was
established in the North-West of India , composed of

these irivaders, which put an end to the Greek
supremacy in Bactria . This is the so -called Indo
Scythian or Kushan Empire .

The most noted rul er of the Indo-S cythian Empire
was Kaniska . His reign was during the fir st or second
century of the Christian era .

1 The extent ofhis empire
was very considerable it comprised mainly the bed of

the Indus and of the Upper Ganges (as far as Agra) ,
1 There has been much controversy as to the date of

Kam
'

s
’

ka . V incent A. Smith gives his accession as A.D . 7 8 , or

even as A.D. 120.
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and extended also on the north as far as Yarkand, and

on the west as far as Kabul . Kaniska , like Asoka, was
an adherent ofBuddhism . During his reign i t was tha t

a new typ e of this religion came into existence, which

was partially opposed to the older form, and which
was the cause ofa great split among the followers of
the Buddha ; this division has controlled the whole
course of Buddhist history. We must now consider
this change more closely.

It has been already pointed out that the margin
between Buddhism and the philosophico

-religious
tendencies of that period in India were from the
beginning indeterminate in character. Also we have
remarked already (p . that the Buddhist did
not separate himself entirely from the prevalent
superstitious beliefs and customs common to the
masses on the contrary, he showed a strong inclina
tion to adapt himself to the popular belief , and to
weave foreign ideas into his own creed . This lack
of sharply defined outlines of his spiritual territory
was particularly disastrous in its results , since Bud
dhism— from the days ofAéoka onwards—spread over
an ever-increasing area of India ; while on the other
hand foreign blood and foreign conceptions con

tinually poured into India , together with the political
changes to which we have already referred . The
borderlands of India towards the Himalayas, towards
Turan , and towards Iran in which the disciples of
the Buddha were establishing themselves more and
more securely, possessed their own individual , well
shaped religious characteristics, a remarkable cult and
superstition , which enforced respect . At the same
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time all sorts of Greek, Persian, and other Asiatic
influences poured freely from the west into India . The
Indo-S cythian Empire freely absorbed all this medley .

In such a state of affairs the original trend of

thought of Buddhist teaching became saturated with
alien material and essentially changed . Conceptions
totally at variance with those of it s founder filtered
into it . These new ideas were not only tolerated by
the ignorant multitude, but they also took possession
of the narrower circle of the monkhood ; they were
formed into a doctrinal system by speculative minds

,

which was given out as being thoroughly Buddhist ,
while others , indeed , recognized this as a dangerous
innovation , and strenuously held themselves aloof
from it .

The most imp ortant of these new ideas which had

been incorporated into Buddhism were as follows

(a ) The concep tion ofanE terna lDeity . Buddha did
not combat the belief in gods which he found existing
among his associates . The divine to him was but

one among many forms of existence , a happy kind of
existence , one of the rewards of a virtuous l ife . The

gods, however, are also subj ect to change, no matter
how long a time they may continue. They are capable
also— according to the law of retribution—Of sink
ing to a lower state of existence , or even to the lowest .
The gods are far inferior to the Buddha ; they have not
yet reached the goal—Nirvana—they still remain in
the whirlpool ofreincarnation . One easily recognizes
that this is not a perfect conception ofgodhead, which
embraces the highest , the entirely superhuman , the

eternal . With such a conception of the gods, the
4— 2
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Buddha coul d afford to give ful l play to the superstition
ofthe multitude , without his own ideas being thereby
affected . But at the time ofwhich we are Speaking,
another conception of the Divine Being had arisen ,
which is entirely Opposed to the original Buddhist
system of thought. By this is meant an Eternal God,
superior to all things , who is the ultimate and
supreme cause of all life . The historic Buddha
Gautama is reduced to being but a transitory mani
festation of this Eternal Being. One can only take
this to be a reversion to the ancient Brahman theory
ofthe world-soul , or perhaps the influence ofa foreign

(Persian , or even Christian) belief. The most prom
inent attributes of this highest Deity are those of

infinitude (of absolute being, especially as regards
the limitations oftime) and of light .

(b) The B odhisa ttvas—so called—now begin to

assume an important rOle . The name of Bodhi
sattva (he whose essence, sa ttva , is becoming enlight
ment , bodhi) signifies those who, through the various
stages of development, had by ever-increasing merit
attained to the career of a Buddha in their next
reincarnation . For instance , Gautama, when he
came down from heaven (according to the legend)
to become flesh in his mother Maya, was a Bodhi
sattva . When a Bodhisattva undertakes the task of

a Buddha, then his goal is Nirvana : with that ,
naturally, all earthly relation comes to an end .

For him who has reached Nirvana, no faithful sup
plication can Obtain anything further. But it is for
the necessity of having a personality to which man
kind can address itself in times of stress and sorrow
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that the following theory sprang . Many of those
lofty beings , who are in a position to tread the last
way of l ife , are possessed by a strong craving to aid
their fellow-beings around them , to lead them into
the true way of knowledge , and this craving de
termines them to willingly forego the Buddhaship
which they might attain , in order to live for countless
years in the state of a Bodhisattva engaged in tasks
of ministry to lower beings . The Bodhisattva mean
while exists in one Of the many heavens , possesses
divine powers , is filled with kindly intentions towards
the suffering world below him , and is ready to help
those who appeal to him . This is the kind of Bodhi
sattvas which the Buddhism of our period created in

ever-increasing numbers , by which means it retained
and remodelled frequently the popular deities of those
countries into which it desired to gain admission .

(0) B y this theory the mora l a ttitude ofmonasticism,

as well as i ts idea ls , was a ltered . The ideal of the
ancient monkhood was the so -called Arha t—namely,
the Holy One—viz , a man who , through most perfect
obedience to the teaching ofthe Buddha , had obtained
entrance to Nirvana . Now the attainment of the
B odhisattvahood takes the foremost place . The com
passionate , helpful character o i the Bodhisattva
contributes to the moral aspect of sympathy with all
beings , ofa world-encompassing love , which becomes
much more prominent now than in the earlier
Buddhism, ofwhich the morality was directed rather
to the attainment of personal holiness .

(01) With regard to the laity , the invoca tion of the
B odhisa ttva now naturally becomes the central point .
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Besides the emphasis laid on meritorious acts , re

markable stress is placed (for the laity) on fa ith.

Whoever makes a trustful appeal to the Bodhisattva ,
and believes in him with strong conviction, may rely
upon Obtaining his compassion.

(e) This change into the usual religious belief in
gods , countenanced by the ancient teaching of the
Buddha , was still further strengthened by the fact
that a happy state of existence—a p aradise

—was
substituted for Nirvana . Such is the reward (adorned
with every imaginable joy) of virtuous conduct , and
he who attains this blessed life is saved from the
uncertainties of reincarnation . H ell is placed in
contrast to this Paradise . A coarser delineation of
reward and punishment in happy or unhappy sur
roundings replaces the Old philosophical conception
of existence being a state of suffering,

'

and of the
final release from it through the removal of all
empirical being .

(f) Even the old fundamental rule of monastic life ,
which enj oined ten Obligations , was now transformed,
owing to the influence Of the fact that in certain
particulars the monk ’ s life had been altered . The
following ten obligations were now enjoined : Not to
kill

,
not to steal , to avoid all unchastity, not to lie,

not to slander, not to insult, not to chatter, not to
covet

,
not to give way to anger, to harbour no scepti

cism. These ten commandments comprise three sins
ofthe body , four sins of the tongue, and three sins of
the mind .

These are the most important changes which took
place during Kaniéka ’

s reign in the Buddhist dogmatic
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system . It is also worthy of notice that this new
phase was characterized by a change of language for
the vehicle of its ideas . In the place of Pali we find

Sanskrit . For j ust at that time there was an artificial
renaissance of this ancient and sacred language

,
in

conj unction with definite efforts to fix the verbal
tradition ofthe sacred records ofBuddhism by written
documents .
The King Kaniska held again a council

,
which

took place at J alandhara in Kashmir . At this
council the above-mentioned new lines of Buddhism
seem to have been established . Three great com
menteries to the sacred canon were sanctioned .

These commentaries were written in S anskrit , and we
may accept with confidence the fact that they were
the expression of the new develOpment .

1 This is the
reason why Southern Buddhism refused to acknow
ledge this council .

The cleavage caused by this new development
within Buddhism is marked by the names of

Mahayana and H inayana . The names signify the
big vehicle and the little vehicle . The picture of a
vehicle was frequently used in Buddhism to symbolize
the doctrine , which bore the disciples across the world
to the goal of Nirvana . The widened and transformed
Buddhism , as it then found its centre in Kashmir ,
called itself Mahayana, and it called the older form
Hinayana . In India both schools of thought existed
side by side for a long space of time, naturally not

1 These writings have not yet been published ; bu t in later
t imes (for instan ce, by the Chinese pilgrim s) they are m entioned
as eminent works ofthe Mahayana division.
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without a certain amount offriction this occasionally
rose to an acute stage of denunciation and strife , but
it was generally so slight as to allow monks ofboth
persuasions to live together in the same monastery.

Later historical development separated these two
schools, so that the Older and more original Buddhism
the Hinayana —became the ruling one in the

southern countries , Ceylon and Farther India, while
Mahayana Buddhism won for itself the northern
countries ofTibet ,Mongolia , China , Korea , and Japan.

The whole scOpe ofMahayana Buddhism may be
seen realized during the reign of Kaniska in the
personality of Aévaghosa , who must be considered
the most eminent exponent of this school . There is
an important work of his which has been preserved
for us in a Chinese translation . It has been translated
by Teitaro Suzuki (Chicago , and lately by
Dr Timothy Richard (Shanghai , entitled
Treatise on the Awakening of Faith .

” 1 This work
gives a systematic account of Buddhist principles,
according to the Mahayana tenets . Other renowned
masters ofthis school, of later date, were Nagarjuna

(in the later half ofthe second century Aryadeva,
and Vasubhandhu .

Despite the great cleft which from this time forward
ran through Buddhism, it is nevertheless in the first
centuries of the Christian era that it grew and
flourished in India . At that time it seems to have

1 ASvaghosa also wrote a remarkable life of the Buddha of

such a legendary character as to Show how far men had a lready
wandered from the historical conception of the founder of the
religion (see p .
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largely superseded Brahmanism in the popular
estimation . From 300 R C. to A.D. 100, the many
inscriptions as to gifts , sacrifices , and so on , which
Kings , great and wealthy persons , or pious donors ,
presented , do not make mention of them in connection
with any Brahmans or Brahman temples or Brahman
worship . Al so in the second and third centurie s A.D.

there is but seldom any mention of Brahmans . It is
evident that Buddhism was until the fourth century
A.D. the main and the ruling religion in India for
the bulk of the population . The most noteworthy
description which we possess from the Chinese Fa
Hsian , when he traversed India as a pilgrim (about
A.D . Shows us Indian Buddhism in its S trength

and pomp .

There was a large number of monasteries throughout

the country, he tells u s . They were Specially numerous
in the neighbourhood ofthose places connected either
by historical or legendary association with the person of
the Buddha Gautama . Thus

,
in the neighbourhood of

the J etavana Park , which is well known in connection
with the Buddha ’ s life

,
there were ninety-eight

monasteries . Many ofthem must have been very large
establishments , as the number of monks amounted
to a thousand or more . Everywhere stape s were
to be found in close proximity to the monasteries,
sometimes gigantic buildings , in which the art lent
its brilliant service to religion . Monasteries and
stfipas were beset by a dense tissue of Superstition ,
which was by no means peculiar to the laity, but
also Shared by the monks both of the Hinayana
and the Mahayana schools . Relics

,
such as a tooth
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of the Buddha, or his begging-bowl , or his pilgrim
stafl, or a skull—bone of his , or some such thing,
was said to be preserved in one place or another,
and received great homage . The common faith
overlaid them with miraculous powers . Thus , one

hundred men were unable to lift the Buddha ’ s stick .

Five elephants could not drag his begging-bowl from
its place . The account also of the Buddha ’ s life is
full of supernatural features . They showed places in
the rocks where impressions of his footprints were to
be seen . From existences of the Buddha previous to
his last life

,
there is also drawn a wealth of legendary

material . Not only are his portraits revered in the
monasteries , but those also of many other holy
persons, such as the three supposititious Buddhas ,
who preceded his epoch , and the one who was to
follow him, besides the most noted of his disciples
and others . All sorts of ingredients belonging to the
earlier Indian mythology are melted together with
Buddhism . The devas are worshipped as sub
ordinate holy beings . From the very ancient serpent
worship they adopted the nagas (serpent Spirits)
and made them serviceable to Buddhism . Such a
serpent , for instance , they would select to be the
patron saint of a monastery, and a special room in it
would be set apart for his worship.

The monks
,
according to Fa Hsian ’ s record, find their

main occupation in reciting sacred passages, in medita
tion , and in ascetic performances. They are frequently
held in high estimation for their reputed supernatural
powers ofall kinds . Thus, they can affect the weather ,
and are applied to for this purpose . At festivals they
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form processions with great pomp . Naturally, it is
the duty of the laity to provide for the maintenance

of the monks . Illustrious personages and Prince s
occasionally give large donations , and in the cere
monies which take place at such times it is evident
with what reverence the monks are treated by the
laity . The ordinary person not only supplies food to
the inmates of the monastery, but also material for
clothes and other small requisites . In return for the
maintenance of the monastery , the laity expect a bless
ing on their houses and families , success to their
undertakings , as well as the reward ofa happy future.
The outward signs of the respect of the laity for the
temple images is the bringing of flowers and fruit ,
the burning of incense , and the lighting of lamps and
lanterns . This kind ofoffering is usually to be bought
by visitors in the vicinity ofthe temples .
If one considers all these features as they appear

in the description of his travels by Fa Hsian ,
it is quite evident that Indian Buddhism—full of
vitality as it then was—had entirely been transformed
into a popular religion, through amalgamation with an
incalculable mass Of material which was essentially
alien to it. The supernatural and magical element
had become extremely prominent.
This way is followed up still farther . Together

with the statement of a divine world- soul , there was
also the conception of the human soul (which Gautama
had so strenuously denied) , creeping in again at this
time as popular assumption for the magical practices
of Mahayana Buddhism . From here arose a new
phase of doctrinal development— the so -called Yoga
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doctrine . The word Yoga means an ecstatic union of

the individual soul with the world-soul . By certain
methods

,
in which self-hypnotism played a large part ,

the soul of the individual was to be brought into union
with the All- Soul , and would thereby participate in
certain magic powers , so that the individual would be
able at will to make his body lighter or heavier, larger
or smaller, able to fly through the air, able to take on
any appearance , and so on, until at last a condition of
complete oneness with the highest would be attained .

This doctrine found its connecting link in the old

practice of meditation , which had been so essential
in the early Buddhism . But in the Yoga doctrine the
main stress is attached to miraculous powers . One
aid to their attainment was the use ofcertain mystical
formulae (dharani) and short prayers (mantra) , which
were recited in special attitudes and with special
attention paid to the position of fingers and hands ,
to the accompaniment of music . Owing to the use
of mantras , this whole development ofBuddhism has
been called mantrism.

Into what a shallow and boundless superstition
Buddhism had degenerated we can see from its
present condition in Tibet , as Lamaism . It is to this
that India has specially bequeathed this doctrine and
type , as we shall see later on. From the height of a
philosophical religion it had come down to the level Of
a blind superficial belief and coarse deceptions . This
fall reached its lowest depth in some conceptions
emanating from the Yoga teaching, which are known
under the name ofTantrism (from tantra , verbally,
the book ,

” a revelation) .
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In Tantrism the faith of the Buddha adopted a
strongly marked sexual character. They set up pairs
of deities, so that everywhere the male deity was
accompanied by its female counterpart . These
“ female energies were frequently represented with
male deities in such a way that

,
notwithstanding a

deeper meaning behind the conception of sex which
might be pretended , practically it is certain that a
strongly immoral attitude has been introduced by this
symbolism .

The degeneracy of Buddhism which ensued from
this influence we cannot trace step by step . But the
light shed upon this period in the middle Of the
seventh century by the descriptions of the Chinese
pilgrim Yiian Chuang shows this degeneracy in its
whole extent . At the same time it emphasizes plainly
certain symptoms Showing the lack of vitality of

Buddhism in the territory of India. Buddhism was

completely choked by the increase of superstition,
chimeras

,
and sensuality.

In the portrayal by Yuan Chuang of Indian Bud
dhi sm in the seventh century, we are confronted
with relic worship , manifold legends , in sipid stories
ofmiracles , belief in the power ofmagic formulae, arts
of exorcism , fragments of ancient Indian nature
worship, and all this is often expressed in the crudest
manner. Alongside such traits are many Observations
as to the decay Of religion , references to the once
renowned Buddhist monasteries and stfipas now in
ruins, and to the paucity of monks . Some of the
legends related by him are worthy of mention . One
of these legends spoke of a certain garment bequeathed
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by an honoured monk to the community ofthe faithful
as a relic, with the assurance that the garment would
last till Buddhism ceased to exist . But in those
days

,
remarked Yuan Chuang, there were already

unmistakable signs of decay in the garment, and the
faithful recognized, therefore, the truth ofthe prophetic
statement There was another record about a etapa
that the Buddha had foretold , that when it should
have been seven times burnt down , and seven times
rebuilt , then Buddhist teaching had reached its end .

And Yu an Chuang maintained that in his time the
etapa had already been burnt down for the fourth
time . Therefore the highest point of Buddhism had
already been passed . This sort of legend shows
plainly that the adherents of the religion themselves
had the consciousness that they were living in a
period ofdecadence .
Attacks from without also must have injured

Buddhism in this century . A powerful tide of

Brahmanism , which had long been held in check by
Buddhism, now rose everywhere to a high mark . The
hostile attitude oftheBrahmans against their rivals can
be as little doubted as the fact that the latter at this
time could no more check it . The tradition telling ofa
sharp persecution ofBuddhists by the Brahmans in the
eighth century may, therefore, have historical accuracy.

But it cannot be taken that this persecution or any
other external cause has done away with Buddhism
in India proper. It was of far greater importance
that it laboured under a helpless inward decay. Its
slow destruction continued from the eighth to the
eleventh century A.D . When Islam penetrated at last
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into India ( in the eleventh and twelfth centuries) , all
that still remained to be seen of the fallen religion
was swept away utterly by the fanaticism of the
iconoclastic Moslem . S ince that time the religion of

the Buddha Gautama no longer exists in its own native
land . Only the ruined places of the Old Buddhism
preserve to the countries on the banks of the Ganges
and of the Indus , down to the present day, the interest
of all those who are nearer concerned with this remark

able religion .

CHAPTER II.—THE SPREAD OF BUDDHISM

The period of the further spread of Buddhism
begins with the above-mentioned council under Asoka .

It was an advancing and most eventful t ide of conquest
—stretching over whole centuries—by which the
yellow-robed monks obtained the ascendancy over
Central and Eastern Asia . Ceylon, followed by the
Indian Peninsula containing Burma , S iam ,

Cambodia
,

Annam, besides the races in the Himalayas , Central

Asia as far as Tien-Shan itself, Tibet , China and
Mongolia, Korea and J apan—these are the countrie s
which fell into the lap of Buddhist missions during

the thousand years which ensued after the council of
Asoka . In most of these countries the result of the
Buddhist mission is due to the fact that Gautama ’ s
disciples came to primitive, almost uncivil ized peoples,
to whom they brought, together with this new religion ,
a strong tinge of culture , so that the acceptance of

Buddhism implies also the beginning of historical

development . Wh ere this was not the case—as in
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China , where they encountered an already high
degree of culture—the conquest of Buddhism was
neither so rapid nor so complete .
In the following pages we shall trace the missionary

history of Buddhism in the most important countries,
though , naturally, it is only possible to give the out
lines .

CEYLON .

This island , which in prehistoric times was peopled
by the primitive stock of the Vedda (of whom there
still exist a few remains , as a rare proof of primitive
man) , was taken possession of in the sixth century
B C (namely, about the lifetime ofGautama) by hordes
of invaders who came from the mainland ofIndia , and
whose leader made himself ruler of the island. Thus
Indian civilization touched the soil ofCeylon . A king
dom was developed and towns grew up . But the result
of this cannot have been very great, since no build
ing or design has been found of the period preceding
the advent of Buddhism . In Aéoka ’

s time the ruler

of Ceylon was Tissa, who began to reign about
251 R e . It is reported that there existed a friendship
between these two, S ince Tissa, without ever having
seen the King of Magadha , had conceived an ardent
admiration for him, owing to a description of his
person and deeds . Directly after his accession to the
throne, Tissa sent , therefore, an embassy to Asoka, and
an embassy was sent to him in return . The latter
is said to have come with the obj ect ofcommunicating
to Tissa Asoka ’ s Buddhist creed . In any case, it was
from Asoka ’s kingdom that Buddhism was introduced
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into Ceylon . One cannot doubt the assertion of the

S inghalese chronicle , the Mahavamsa , to which we owe
all this information , that the bringer of the new doctrine
was Asoka’ s own son

,
Mahendra, who had himself

entered the monastic Order . If meagre accounts ofBud
dhism had already reached the island in consequence
of the existing intercourse with Northern India , they
were completely thrown into the shade by the brilliant
entrance of the new religion with Mahendra . A

prominent teacher—a monk— had carefully prepared
him in his own home for this important missionary
task. Mahendra came to Ceylon with a large number
of others about 250 E C. The S inghalese chronicle
relates how he met King Tissa out hunting not
far from the capital of Anuradhapura , and at once
announced to him the sublime teaching , whereupon
he was led with honour to the city in order to give
further in struction to the King and to the Court . The
place where Mahendra afterwards lived for many
years is , according to the tradition which has been
handed down to the present day, a picturesque spot,
where huge boulders surmount the top ofa peak near
Mihintale , to the east of the city of Anuradhapura ,
whose extensive ruins have recently been excavated .

S ome time after Mahendra came he was followed by
his sister Samghamitra, who herself belonged to the
Order as a nun . She came from her father ’s Court to
found a nunnery . She brought as a present from
Asoka to T issa a branch of that celebrated and much
revered tree , under which the Buddha sat when he
received the revelation ofhis new doctrine , and which
was therefore called the Bo -tree . The branch was

5
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planted in Ceylon , and grew to be a tree , which out

lived the original Bo -tree, and which still blooms
among the ruins of Anuradhapura , a symbol of the
fact that Buddhism has been stronger and more lasting
outside its native land than in North India itself .
Buddhism soon blossomed forth in Ceylon . The

Prince and his Court became adherents , and the
common people was drawn after them . A lively
religious culture and art developed themselves in con
nection with the monastic communities , in the shape
ofCloisters , dagabas , sacred images , and religious out
fit . King Tissa himself presented a large garden for
them to live in , and provided land for buildings and
halls for meditation . He also built one ofthose huge
dagabas

,
which still exis ts , namely, the Thuparama

Dagaba
,
under which one of Gautama’ s collar

bones is said to have been preserved as a relic .
Anuradhapura, the capital, was for centuries the
brilliant centre of Buddhist life . The dagabas which
in course of time were erected there are considered
amongst the greatest monuments in the world, and
down to the present time give astonishing proof ofthe
achievements of art in the service of religion by their
many temples, halls, baths , palaces, and irrigation
works . At the beginning of the third century A.D.

, a
tooth of the Buddha was brought as a relic from
India to Ceylon , and a magnificent place was built for
its reception . The holy tooth was removed later on to
Pollunarua , which became the capital in the eighth
century A.D . and finally it was sent to Candy, where
a spurious one (for the original tooth was destroyed)
is venerated to the present day .
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In all important respects Buddhism remained un

changed in Ceylon from the early days , and its

history is mainly that Of changing circumstances (of
which there were many) , for it was closely bound up
with the history of the S inghalese rulers and their king
dom . Important invasions of conquest-hunters from
the mainland , especially from the south -east coast

,

had a fateful effect , and wrought ever fresh disaster
on the splendour and power of Ceylon . A fall in the
political power of its patron meant invariably a
corresponding fall in the position of Buddhism ;

whereas a more powerful and prosperous ruler added

new lustre to religion . After a rapid declension , a
great revival took place during the reign of the
mighty ruler Parakrama -Bahu (in the twelfth
century) . But after the Portuguese had laid a heavy
hand on the island in the S ixteenth century—to be
displaced and robbed of their plunder later on by the
Dutch , from whose hands Ceylon passed yet again
to the British in 1 7 96—Buddhism lost more and
more of its ancient splendour . It still remained an
important factor in the intellectual life of the island

within its natural l imits .

FARTHER IND IA .

This section deals with Burma, S iam , and Cambodia .

Annam and Cochin China are not included in it .
These last belong rather to the China sphere of

influence
,
and their Buddhism has taken the Chinese

shape . As to the spread of Buddhism in the three
above-mentioned countries, not much can be de

5—2
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termined with certainty from the standpoint of our
present knowledge . The many legendary and fabulous
stories which these people possess about their own

history are ofvery little use to us with regard to early
times . The study of buildings and inscriptions
provides us with our principal material , but there is
not yet much done in this direction .

As regards Burma, we are confronted wi th two
accounts of the advent of Buddhism . In the first
place we are told that, after the council of Asoka, two
men were sent here as missionaries . The accuracy
of this account is not to be doubted . The country
designated by the name of Suvarna - bhfimi (gold
land) certainly is Burma—that is to say, the strip of
land on its north-west sea-border, Arakan and Pegu .

On the other hand , Burmese tradition attributes the
introduction of Buddhism to the celebrated Buddha
gb osa . This man was born in Northern India in the
fifth century A.D . , in the ancient country ofMagadha
was converted from Brahmanism to being an ardent
adherent ofBuddhism and owes his great reputation

to the excellent commentaries which he wrote, and to
his translation into Pali of the then existing S inghalese
commentaries . He lived for a long time in Ceylon .

One of the ruined temples of Anuradhapura is still
shown as the place where, for many years, he was
occupied with the work of translation . There is
ground for doubting the statement that this man
brought Buddhism to Burma . The chronicles of

Ceylon
,
to which we owe the information about

Buddhaghosa , and which must have been well
informed on the subj ect, give no account of his
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j ourneys to Farther India. Indeed , one of the most
important inscriptions in Burma, which was erected
at the end ofthe fifteenth century A.D . , at the instiga
tion of a King of Pegu , who was among the most
devoted adherents of Buddhism, and which throws a
backward glance over the history of Buddhism in

Burma , makes no mention whatever ofBuddhaghosa .

The Burmese tradition which refers to him does So

on account of his translations and writings having
become fundamental s in the country, probably also
because his inte llectual influence may have in

augurated a new epoch in Burmese Buddhism .

The Buddhist missionaries sent out by the council
of Asoka must have been the first to plant this religion
in the soil of Farther India. They found there
primitive , uncultured peoples . Indian culture went
with them , and flowed increasingly across to the
Burmese . In the next centuries the Buddhism of
Burma developed in a manner analogous to that
which we have already observed in Northern India.

It was invaded by a strong admixture of rough
popular conceptions , to which not only the lower

Indian religious life , but also the coarse ideas
of the ancient Burmese inhabitants , contributed .

The Burmese traditions themselves state that their
Buddhism had a troubled course for many cen

turies, mixed with serpent worship, magic beings ,
horrible and debauched customs . The Himalayan
tribes also— especially the Assamese- have in this
time exercised an influence on Burmese Buddhism .

The sacred language (as in the whole Mahayana
school) was then S anskrit , and it has been Observed

,
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as a survival ofthat epoch , that even to-day there are
many names in Burmese Buddhism which still retain
the S anskrit form , although later on the sacred
language was changed to Pali. Through a strong
reaction this old phase of Burmese Buddhism was
overmastered . This new foundation may have been
laid during the time succeeding Buddhagho sa , and it
may be related to his intellectual influence . The
purer southern type of doctrine now obtained the
predominance , which it has maintained down to the
present day.

The older form of Burmese Buddhism must have
corresponded somewhat to that which we meet still
amongst the so -called Shan tribes . These are moun
tain races in the north and east of Burma , adherents
of Buddhism , but of a type strictly different from
Hinayana .

S iam and Cambodia were associated with Northern
Indian culture from an early date . They owe to it
all the fundamentals of their life . Brahmanism and
other religious forms came over with that culture

,
and

especially the former was very strong at the beginning.

O f Buddhism , on the other hand, we hear only after
the middle of the seventh century A.D. , as gaining
ground in Cambodia . It then slowly advanced in
ways which tradition has not preserved . There are
numerous Buddhist inscriptions in Cambodia, dating
from the ninth century. The stronger influx of

Buddhism at that time appears to stand in intimate
connection with its decline in Northern India .

Whereas it was obliged to give way there to Brah
manism , here it succeeded from the end of the tenth
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century in showing itself the tenacious opponent of
Brahmanism , and eventually, in the twelfth century,
it s master. After it had continued for a long period

to grow in strength—thanks to the powerful proteo

tion ofthe Court—it finally reached the throne itself .
But in Cambodia also there are evident traces
that this Older Buddhism has been Mahayana
Buddhism disfigured by many external influences

(perhaps from Nepal , and even Tibet , using S anskrit
as it s language) . It was only in the fifteenth century
that a great change took place . This resulted from
contact with Ceylon , and the S outhern Buddhism , with
its Pali literature, its more original doctrine , and its
higher moral level , displaced completely the older
relations . The S iamese kingdom (which only came
into existence in the fourteenth century) from that

time begins to be one Of the main strongholds of
Hinayana Buddhism .

TIBE T .

Tibetan history begins when Buddhism penetrated
into that wild mountainous country . In the seventh
century A.D . a chief called S rong Tsan Campo
succeeded in reducing the rough tribes of that
inaccessible land to a stricter discipl ine , and it was
this chieftain who accepted Buddhism and introduced
it into the country . This was owing to his two wives ,
one of whom sprang from the Chinese royal house

(this was a marriage arranged for political reasons , as
the Tibetan chieftain was always making difficulties

on the Chinese frontier) while the other was Nepalese .

Both of the wives, therefore, came from countries
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where already Buddhism had long been established .

From the outset Indian influence was predominant,
as can be most clearly proved by the fact that
Tibetan writing was founded on Sanskrit . In such
utterly unprepared soil the spread of the new religion
was far from rapid . Only the sixth follower ofSrong
Tsan Campo (about a hundred years after him) could
effect a more general spread of Buddhism in his
country . He sent to India in order to Obtain monks ,
books , and advice . Indian Buddhism was in the last
stage of decay, and it was exactly in this condition
that it made its entrance into Tibet . A renowned
adherent of Tantrism is said to have been the man,
who at the head of a band of companions entered
Tibet and undertook to disseminate his doctrines
under the patronage of the King . He was called
Padma-Sambhava (the lotos-born) , but is usually
known among the Tibetans as Guru Rimpo Che

(the glorious teacher) . Tradition states that he built
the first monastery in the year A.D . 7 49. In the
preceding period Buddhism had not thoroughly taken
root from now on it caught firm hold .

The Indian teachers found a primitive form of

religion previously existing in these regions
,
which

was known under the name ofB on . The Bon belief
recognized nature spirits, which were worshipped by
all sorts of powerful and terrible offerings ; and it
also paid reverence to the spirits of the dead . The
religious functions were performed by priests

,
and

there were the elements of a magic cult, the know
ledge o i which was a secret confined to the Bon
priests . Sacrifices—especially human sacrifices
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were obligatory . This religion , which at first opposed
the imported Tantric Buddhism , was subsequently
completely mixed up with it . The Bon religion did
not die out, but remained as an undercurrent , t inged
with Buddhism .

The Buddhist writings imported from India were
translated into T ibetan in the following century , and
from this emerged the Tibetan canon . Monasteries
and monks received their privileges from the Kings .

They continually won a stronger hold over the people .
In the tenth century their progress received a S light
check from one of the rulers but the persecutor was
murdered by a lama

,

1 and his traces were soon
obliterated . Intercourse with India and the smaller
Buddhist S tates of the Himalayas long remained a
standing feature of Lamaism . We soon hear of the
formation of different sects , which partially, at all
events , were founded by the influence of noted
teachers , who had wandered thither from India .

Thus , in the eleventh century one of these, a very
illustrious teacher called Atisa , who was personally
acquainted with the Buddhism of India, came to
T ibet and spread a new doctrine , which extended still
further in manifold ramifications . An important
period in the spread of Lamaism is that of the
supremacy of the Mongol dynasty in China (from the

middle of the thirteenth to the middle of the

fourteenth century) . The wide conquests of the

1 The Tibetan monks are called “ lamas .

” The word (in
Tibetan it is Spelt b lama ) means superior,” “ better ”

(S anskr it
u tta ra ) . Originally it was onl y applied to the Abbot of a

monastery. This is why Tibetan Buddhi sm is called Lamaism .
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Mongols had reached as far as Tibet . The Emperor
Kublai Khan—the well-known patron of the traveller
Marco Polo—showed himself particularly interested in
the religious condition of his subjects . Lamaism
appeared to him a very useful religion—from the
political standpoint—for his countries ; he therefore
encouraged it, and under his rule it took possession of
the wide-spreading territory ofMongolia, which down
to the present day is completely dominated by it .
The Tibetan canon was translated at that time into
Mongolian .

Already in the time of Kublai Khan there was
plainly visible a tendency to hierarchical concentra
tion , which in later times became the most marked
feature Of Lamaism. For we hear that the Emperor
recognized the principal lama of one of the sects then
existing, the so-called Saskya school, as Primate of

Buddhism throughout Tibet . Afterwards, indeed—in
the middle of the fourteenth century the Mongols
having been replaced by the Ming dynasty—the latter
found it a wiser policy to diminish the power of the
Saskya sect by raising the leaders of the other sects
to a similar position .

The most important change experienced by Lamaism
was the reformation undertaken by the lama Tsong
Kapa in the fifteenth century. This reformation was
at first restricted to that sect which had been mostly
influenced by Atiéa ’

s ideas . Tsong Kapa ’ s new sect
was called Gelugpa

,
and became by far the most

powerful of the various Lamaistic developments . It
is quite possible, and even probable, that Tsong Kapa

’s
new ideas were touched by the Christian Spirit of the
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West . For already Catholic missionaries had un

mistakably made an impression in East and Central
Asia, and a knowledge of the forms and doctrine of

Romish Chri stendom were doubtless no longer un

familia r to the well -informed inhabitants of Tibet ,
owing to the strenuousness of such men as John

ofMontecorvino and Odoric . The efforts of Tsong
Kapa ’ s new teaching were spec ially directed to a more
detailed ritual and a stricter organization . E specially
with regard to the question of organization , the party
of his adherents developed the most surprising results .

The influential position of leader—possessed by T song
Kapa himself—was to be bequeathed to his successor
through his own reincarnation . The fifth of these
successors attained the supreme goal in the middle of
the seventeenth century, by widening out his religious
leadership to a temporal supremacy : the regency of
Tibe t was handed over to him by China , with the title

of Dalai Lama .

1 Meanwhile he ruled under Chinese
suzerainty . From this time the conception of re

incarnation became somewhat different . It was
established from this time onwards that one of the
most popular Bodhisattvas of Lamaism , the Bodhi
sattva Avalokiteévara (also called Padmapani), who
was a sort of tutelary deity of the country

,
was

incarnate in the Dalai Lama of the day . Avalo
kiteSvara is the Indian name for the well-known

Chinese and Japanese Buddhist deity, Kwan Yin

1 Da la i , da le , is a Mongolian word whi ch means “ ocean.

”

Thus
, the title is of Mongolo-Tibetan origin. I t was a Mon

golian Prince from the Koko-Nor territory who practically con

quered Tibet for the Dalai Lama in one ofhis warlike expedi tions .
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(Kwannon) , the most conspicuous figure in the
mythology of Northern Buddhism .

Through the installation of the Dalai Lama
,
the

Gelugpa sect obtained an unconditional supremacy
over the whole of Tibet ; it persecuted the other
sects for a time, till it eventually established a modus
vivendi with them. The other sects also followed its
example, and set up perpetually reincarnated Bodhi
sattvas at their head . Though none ofthese mystically
conceived Grand Lamas could enter into rivalry with
the one residing at Lhassa in temporal power, one at
least of them—the Grand Lama of Tashi Lhumpo

,

near Shigatze, whose usual title is Panchen Erdeni

(a Mongolo - Tibetan combination like that of the
Dalai Lama) -was his equal in holiness . The Court
of Pekin has always maintained a nominal supremacy
over the dominion of the Dalai Lama , and its repre
sentative has a small military force at Lhassa ; he
has a paramount influence in determining the choice
of the child in whom— after the death of a Dalai
Lama—the pretended reincarnation ofAvalokitesvara
is to take place .
The rule of Lamaism has extended in the course

of centuries far beyond the limits of Tibet . It has
already been pointed out that this form ofBuddhism
was accepted by the Mongols . It became , also, strong
in Manchuria . Both in and round Pekin— from the
time of the Mongol dynasty— there sprang up many
lama monasteries

,
and even to-day there is a Tibetan

admixture in the otherwise differently constituted
Chinese Buddhism . In the same way the Hima
layan S tates , such as Nepal , Bho tan, S ikkhim ,
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Kashmi r— from whose decadent Mahayana Bud
dhism the faith once found entrance into T ibet
in the course of time succumbed completely to the
influence ofthe daughter Church . Lamaism actually
reached so far as into European territory, for its
adherents are still to be found amongst the Kalmucks
of the Volga and the Don . But S ince the beginning
of the nineteenth century these Russian Buddhist s

are no longer under the control of the Dalai Lama .

CHINA.

There is a Chinese record which tells of the entrance
ofBuddhism into that country so early as the year
21 7 B C. The first messengers Of the new faith were
put in prison by the Emperor . Supernatural inter
vention set them at liberty. It is probable that these
legends contain the record of some weak , individual
efforts to carry the teaching of the Buddha into the
Chinese Empire at that time . S uch attempts cannot
have had any serious results . The commonly accepted
date ofthe real entrance OfBuddhism into China is
during the reign ofEmperor Ming-Ti (A.D . 58-7 6 the
title Of reign was Yung This ruler is said to
have had a dream in which a high , shining gold
image of a god appeared to him , which entered his
palace . The interpreter of the dream—a brother of

the Emperor—attributed this apparition to the Buddha
Sakyamuni, who was revered in Central Asia and
India, and who demanded worship in China also .

There is no question that warlike expeditions into

Central Asia a s well as peaceful intercourse had by
that time famil iarized many of the Chinese with the
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knowledge ofthe Buddhist religion, and also Buddhist
pictures may have reached the Court of the Emperor
as spoils of war . Whether in the interpretation of

the dream a stronger religious current may have
found expression it is now impossible to determine,
or whether there existed already at the Court a silent
band of adherents of Gautama ’s religion . At all
events , the Emperor Ming Ti sent an embassy
through Central Asia to Khotan (the land of the
Yiieh-chi) to procure the things requisite for the
practice of the new religion . The emissaries
eighteen in number— left the imperial Court in the
year A.D. 65 , and returned in 6 7 , accompanied by two
monks , Kasispa Matanga and Gobharana (the latter
arriving a little after the former) , as well as in posses
sion ofBuddha images and scriptures . A temple was
built for the new religion, in which the two repre

sentatives lived, and gave themselves to the work of
translating the most important Buddhist instructions
into Chinese . The imperial place of residence at
that time was Loyang, the present Honan Eu . It
was here that Buddhism first took root in Northern
China .

Buddhism did not spread so rapidly in China as
elsewhere . The most striking fact, to which too

little notice has so far been given , is that it was not
till the beginning of the fourth century A.D . that the
Chinese were allowed to become monks in the Bud
dhist religion .

1 The authorized representatives ,
therefore , of the new religion were foreigners during

1 Even at a later date the number of his subj ects allowed to
enter the monastic Order was frequently much limi ted by the
Emperor.
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the first two and a half centuries . A roll of names
of foreigners has been handed down to us who came
from India

,
from the Himalayan S tates , and from

Central Asia
, to take charge of Buddhism in China .

For a long time their most important labours con
sisted in translations of the books of the Buddhist
canon

,
in which the first messengers had already been

engaged . These translations , however, made but
slow progress . Kasiapa Matanga only translated a
single important work ; his companion Gobharana

completed five others , which have since been lost .
But from that time forward we hear of no further
translations being made for a hundred years . T il l
about A.D . 300 the translators were all foreigners

(with the exception of one Chinese layman) ; but
from the fourth century onward there were also
Chinese monks among their number. This appears

to be the epoch when Buddhism fir st took a strong
hold of China . They no longer waited for messengers
to be sent , but sought to win knowledge and stimulus
for themselves from the original home of the religion .

Pilgrimages ofdeeply interested Chinese monks began
to flow to India , whence they returned laden with
books , relics , and pictures . The most renowned of

these pilgrims were Fa Hsian , Yiian Chuang, and

I Tsing ; with them deserves also to be mentioned

S ung Yun , a layman, who was sent as a messenger
by a Prince of the Wei S tate to study Indian Bud
dhism. These j ourneys took place in the fifth

, S ixth ,
and seventh centuries .1

1 Fa H sien
’
s j ourney took place A.D . 399-413 Yuan Chuang

’

s
,

A.D. 629-645 ; I Ts ing
’
e, A.D. 6 7 1 -695. Sung Yiin was sent in

the year A.D. 51 8.
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At the same time that Fa Hsian
,
the first of these

pilgrims, was thus engaged , the most noted of the
Indian translators , Kumarajiva , was labouring in
China ; with the help of many Chinese monks he
disseminated the knowledge of a large number Of

the canonical works and commentaries . The great
revival of Buddhism in China during the fifth
century was marked by embassies from India and
Ceylon to the Emperor, congratulating him on the
success ofthe new movement . It is also noteworthy
that at this time an Emperor himself entered the
Cloister as a monk . Perhaps the renown attained by the
Chinese Buddhism ofthat period is best demonstrated
by the striking event that in the year A.D. 526 the
Patriarch of Indian Buddhism , Bodhidharma, the
twenty-eighth in the list of the Buddha ’ s successors ,
left his native land and migrated to China, which
thenceforward became the seat of the patriarchate .
Eventually Bodhidharma took up his residence at
Loyang (a Buddhist centre from the beginning) , but
he first visited Nanking, the Court of the Emperor at
that time , Wu-Ti, of the Liang dynasty, who ruled
over Southern China, and he made a great impression
on that Prince , who had already accepted Buddhism .

The successOrs of Bodhidharma in the patriarchate
lived in monasteries not far from the Yangtze , in the
neighbourhood of the present Ki ukiang . These
monasteries still preserve the Old tradition (though
under very decadent conditions) of their former illus
trions inhabitants . During the time ofBodhidharma
and his successors, Buddhism Spread in Central and

S outhern China .
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The form of Buddhism which won its way on

Chinese soil was the Mahayana school . This is
plainly shown by the choice of works introduced
there by the translators . While the translations
Of the two first monks sent to the Emperor Ming
T i were confined to the rules of monastic l ife , the
Buddhist legends and S imilar uncontroversial matter,
the catalogue of later translations shows a number
of characteristically Mahayana writings . Also the
records of the Chinese pilgrim s to India are written
entirely from the Mahayana point of view . In
China the Mahayana school , in the course of time,
divided itself into a number of sects ; finally there
were ten main divisions . The impulse for the forma
tion of these different schools was mainly due to the
authority of an unusually influential teacher . A
group of adherents gathered round him with a new
understanding of old truths, generally evincing a

special predilection for individual parts of the canon
and the commentaries attached to them , which had
been written by their master .
The attitude of the Chinese Emperors towards

Buddhism varied considerably ; consequently its ex
ternal position varied in the same degree . One
of its most conspicuous promoters was the above
mentioned Emperor Wu-Ti, of the Liang dynasty,
who ruled from A.D. 502-550. Three times he took
monastic vows (for a certain period) and earnestly
studied the sacred writings . It is also stated of other
rulers and Princes that they entered monasteries for
a time or permanen tly . On the other hand , it was
very easy for Confucianists— and they were not
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sparing in good arguments—to rouse the popular
Chinese instinct against the unnatural loosening
of family and patriotic ties , engendered by the
monastic way of life . They made use of the
lofty persuasiveness of the wise and unrivalled
excellence of their own ancient classics as a power
ful weapon against the somewhat abstruse doctr inal
teaching of Buddhism . By means of such argu
ments even many rulers were influenced . Also
numerous abuses in the monasteries , and amongst
the monks themselves , gave reason for the protests
against them and for energetic action . This is not
the place , however , to enter into the details as to the
favour or disfavour of the rulers ; it is sufficient to
note that Chinese Buddhism passed through various
stages of martyrdom . In the beginning of the eighth
century an Official persecution broke out against it , in
which monks and nuns were said to have been
compelled to return to the secular state , and all
Buddhist worship was prohibited for a long time .

Another persecution took place in the middle of the
ninth century. Chinese records relate that
monasteries were then destroyed . All the property of
the monastic communities was confiscated . More than

monks and nuns were compelled to return to
secular life. Then again in the first half of the tenth
century there was a period of severe depression of

religion . Thirty thousand temples were then closed ,
while a very small number, which had obtained
Special privileges under previous rulers , were allowed
to continue only under strict S tate surveillance .
From this period oftrial Chinese Buddhism emerged
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after a while with fresh vigour. It had struck already

too deep a root in the religious and superstitious
demands ofthe great mass of the people , so that the
opposition ofthe great and the rationalistic confuta
tions ofthe literati were unable to extirpate it .
Buddhism confronted an element in China which

responded to it much more readily than Confucianism
did

,
and

,
indeed , blended with it to a very high degree .

This was Taoism. This religion—indigenous to China
—which is usually attributed to Laotze , the elder
contemporary Of Confucius , sprang in reality from an
earlier source , and had in the course of centuries
become the vehicle in which an ancient nature and
spirit worship was embodied ; it was a chequered
superstition void of system , a ki nd of philosophy of

nature
,
formulated in a rude, fantastic way . The

character of Taoism so far resembled Buddhism

that it also possessed supernatural features , that it
attributed great merit to the hermit or monastic life ,
and maintained the possibility ofaverting distress and
danger by means ofmagic , and that it described the
future life after death in vivid colouring . Buddhism

and Taoism have approached very closely to one

another by means of this common bas is , but Taoism
is perhaps rather the recipient than the donor .1

Competition , it is true, frequently set them at variance

1 The monastic monkhood in which one line of Tao ism has

been perpetuated down to the present day appears , from many
of the details of its organization , to have been derived from
Buddhi sm,

though Taoism m ay have possessed ascet ic hermits
from the earliest tim es . On the other hand, a number of deities
pecul iar to Taoism are found under another guise in Buddhism .

6—2
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with one another, so that they were not always in
friendly relationship . But in the main their ways lay
parallel to one another, although they did not combine
in the popular consciousness . It is related of the
ruler of the kingdom of Ts ’i, that he attempted by
forcible means to unite the two religions into one .

And a persecution of the sixth century fell upon both
Buddhism and Taoism alike, in the kingdom of Chou ,
where they both appeared equally obj ectionable to the
ruler . Again, there is a very popular book,HS i-yu-chi

,

a narrative of the j ourneys and experiences of Yiian
Chuang (the above-mentioned Buddhist traveller) ,
written by a Taoist, and liberally interspersed with
material drawn from the Taoist mythology, though
the subj ect-matter is derived from Buddhism.

Buddhism must also to a certain extent have come
in contact with Christianity in China. For the
Nestorian form of Christianity had penetrated China
possibly as early as the sixth century, and in the seventh
and eighth centuries it made a great step forward

, a s

is proved by the celebrated inscription on the tablet at

S i-ngan-fu . It was also referred to by Marco Polo as
still plainly in existence in the thirteenth century. Nes
torian Christianity was completely lost in China later

on,
and left no traces behind it . But in the seventh to

the eighth entury, when it certainly played a rOle in
that country

,
it may have mixed with Buddhism to a

certain degree, as likely as there has been a colouring

of Buddhism by Taoism . The Dominican mission
also (John ofMonte Corvino and his followers) , which
for a time had a powerful influence on the Court of
the Mongolian Emperor in the fourteenth century, may
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have had its effect upon Buddhism , which was always
impressionable . Things were very diflerent when the
modern phase of Christian mis sions commenced with
the coming of the Jesuits at the end of the sixteenth

century . At that time Opposing conditions were too
strongly developed in Europe and in China to admit

of Christian art and thought commending themselves

for acceptance to the popular religion .

KOREA .

Korea received Buddhism from China . Its entrance
took place during a pe riod of Korean history when
the peninsula was divided into three distinct king
doms . The northern part, about as far as to the
Tatong River, was included in the kingdom ofKokurai.

In the south were the kingdoms of Pakchi (the west
coast) and S illa (the east coast) . In the northern
kingdom , which always maintained the closest ih

tercourse with China, Buddhism first made its
entrance in A.D. 37 2, according to Korean annals . A
Buddhist monk called Sundo came to Korea with

images of the Buddha and a sacred book , from the
small feudal S tate of Tsin in Northern China (in the
south of the present province of Shensi) . AS he
directed his course at once to the Court of the King of
Kokurai, it may be supposed that he was sent by the
Chinese Prince of Tsin . A few years later two
monasteries were built in the capital of Kokurai .

This example appears to have been followed ; for
shortly afterwards the ruler of the kingdom ofPakchi
sent messengers to China to ask for exponents Of the
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new religion indeed
,
he sent directly to the Em

peror, who belonged to the so -called Eastern Tsin
dynasty. In A.D . 385 there came, therefore , the
Buddhist monk Marananda , with ten companions
and the customary requisites for worship , in order to
pave the way for Buddhism in S outhern Korea . The
south—east country of S illa only accepted Buddhism
about fifty years later

,
direct from China . In all

three kingdoms the acceptance of Buddhism was
associated with political intentions. They wanted
the support of the powerful neighbouring kingdom .

From this very reason Korea adopted, together with
the new religion

,
much of the higher Chinese cul

ture—for instance , the use of the Chinese written
character.
Buddhism had its golden age in this country at the

time when a new Korean Empire was formed after the
destruction ofthe three older kingdoms . The soul of
the movement which led to this result was a Buddhist
monk, who indeed failed to reap the reward of his
labour, as he was murdered by a rival . The latter ,
who succeeded in placing himself on the throne of
the newly united kingdom Of Korai (with Songdo as
its capital) , founded a dynasty which lasted about
five hundred years (912 He thoroughly sup
ported Buddhism ; monasteries and monks increased
rapidly in numbers, and won a strong hold over the
whole nation . There was a law at that time in
existence urging that one out of three sons in a
family should become a monk . During this epoch
of its prosperity, Korean Buddhism on certain occa
sions even had some influence on China, its mother
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land . Important documents belonging to a noted
Chinese school , which had been lost by the fate of
war, were restored by an embassy sent from China
to Korea, and this gave a new impetus to that school .
It‘ is equally worthy of notice that the two systems of
alphabetical writing invented for the Korean language
both Show some connection with Buddhism .

1 The
first, the so -called Nido alphabet, an adaptation of
Chinese characters employed for their phonetic value ,
was the work of a Buddhist monk and great scholar
called Syel Ch

‘ong, l iving towards the close of the
eighth century A.D . S ome six centuries later the
present Korean script , the Um men alphabet, was
invented under the auspices of the King S e Jong

(A.D . This alphabet was derived from the
T ibetan (which itself is an offspring of the S anskrit) ,
the knowledge of which was due to Buddhism . It is
well known that the Korean Un men is very likely
the most S imple and most perfect alphabet in the
world .

At the end of the fourteenth century the Korean

royal house came to an end owing to a political
revolution springing up from the great change in
China

,
whereby the Mongol dynasty was overthrown

and replaced by the Ming dynasty : a new family

1 There are many incongruous statements regarding the
Korean script in the common literatur e on Korea . The best
information on the subj ects is to be found in an art icle by J ames
S cott S tray Notes on Korean History and Literature in the

J ournal of the China Branch of the Royal Asia tic S ociety,
vol . xxviii , p . 214 et seq. Cf. also H . Giles, Chinese-English
Dictionary,” vol . i. , p . xix et seq.
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(with Hanyang or S eoul as capital) mounted the
throne ofKorea

,
whose successors rule there down to

the present day, if they can be said to rule under the
present strict Japanese suzerainty. The revolution
was also a social one ; other intellectual movements
came into existence . Buddhism

,
which so far had

been a support to the throne
,
was abandoned by the

S tate, while an attempt was made to substitute the
teaching ofConfucius as an intellectual backbone to
the people . Buddhism therefore declined more and
more, but it continued to hold fast the main outlines
ofits shape —even if in a very subordinate position
—and is up to this day one of the few characteristics
ofthe Korean intellectual life .

J APAN .

Japan owes the entrance of Buddhism to the
missionary ardour of Korea . The south-western of

the three above-mentioned ancient Korean kingdoms ,
Pakchi (called by the Japanese Hiakusai or Kudara)
was the starting-point of the mission . According to
the account given in the old Japanese historical
work Nihongi, in A.D . 552 a Korean King sent an
embassy to the ruler of Japan to commend the new
religion to him , and to convey to him Obj ects for
worship and sacred books . It is true that an unre
liable Japanese authority speaks Of an earlier advent
of Buddhism in A.D . 522 (another authority says
A.D . It could at the most have been but an
abortive attempt . Even after A.D . 552 Buddhism only
advanced slowly and with many struggles . A party
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gathered about it , which the adherents of the native
religion of Shintoism most strenuously opposed . A
further importation ofpriests and sacred obj ects kept
it in close connection with the land of its origin . The
struggle about it resulted in its favour since A.D . 588 .

The greatest help to the rising Buddhism was Prince

Shotoku Daishi (he died whose memory is still
firmly cherished in history and legend . The Bud
dhist monks and nuns who streamed into the country
from Korea continued coming for a long time , and
the influence of Korean art is still plainly visible at
such places as Horinj i , or in the museum at Nara ,
in th e most ancient Buddhist statues . As Korean
Buddhism had adopted the Chinese form of the

Mahayana school
,
so in like manner it transmitted

this to Japan . That it was Mahayana Buddhism
which entered Japan is confirmed by some detail s
in the old story of it s introduction , such as the

nomenclature of certain divinities (Amitabha, Kwanyin ,

Tashihchi) .
In the first half of the seventh century A.D . com

munication with China took place directly , instead of

via Korea . Zealous monks made the difficult j ourney
to the Middle Kingdom , which at that time was in
creasingly passing over to Japan ; they sought out
celebrated teachers ofthe doctrine

,
and took back with

them new opinions and new writings . The pre

dominant schools of Chinese Buddhism were trans
planted into Japanese soil . But Japan itself al so
produced a number of new, and in some cases
remarkable , schools .

The Buddhist canon of Japan always remained
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Chinese , for the knowledge of that language was at
the root of all deeper learning in the kingdom of the
Rising Sun.

The centre ofBuddhism was in the imperial Court,
for a time situated at Nara , and then formany genera
tions in KyOto . But there were other places, such as
the renowned Nikko and the sacred mountain KOyasan,

which became noted centres ofworship .

In Japan Buddhism had to find its way alongside
with Shintoism,

which was the indigenous religion
of the country . Shintoism was a religion rich in
legends, and full of fantastic worship of the powers
of nature, amongst which the sun held a conspicuous
position . The tradition which derived the imperial
dynasty from the sun-goddess had been the means of
establishing the worship Of the ruler, which , coupled
with the ancient ancestor worship , was further de
veloped into a kind of hero worship . It is to be
observed that Shintoism possessed no dogmatic tenets
or ethical system , and had not even established any
formal religious Observances ; but its development had
stopped at the early stage , where religion is only a
free play of the imagination . The imported Buddhism,

as already Shown , naturally appeared to Shintoism
as an Opposing force in the first instance . But the
position of this vague and primitive nature worship
was from the beginning a difficult one , when com

pared with the doctrine of the Indian thinker,
a comprehensive system teeming with ideas, and
reinforced by literature , art, and ceremonial . Bud
dhism ,

indeed , achieved its master-stroke when it
absorbed and completely incorporated its rival with
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itself, by means of a clever adapta tion . The Shinto
divinities were raised to the position of earlier in

carnations ofBuddhist Bodhisattvas , and the baldness
of Shinto worship and temple decoration was gilded
by Buddhist splendour . Thus originated the so

called Ryobu-Shintoism—namely, th e mixed Shinto
ism (al so called Ryobu-Buddhism)—which was in
reality only a variety ofBuddhism . The man who was
the principal promoter of this transformation was
Kobo Daishi (as he is usually known with his
posthumous honorary title) , a remarkable leader of

the eighth century, and down to the present day one
of the most popular of Buddhist -Japanese saints.

The highest culture in Japan was for centuries
almost entirely rooted in Buddhism . Here as well
as in Korea Buddhism gave the popular language it s
written form , the Hiragana as well as the Katakana
system . All grades ofsociety were equally influenced
by Buddhist ideas . From the seventeenth century,
however, Chinese Confucianism came into the fore
ground , especially among the upper classes , and drove
Buddh ism back without disturbing its hold on the bulk
of the populace . A more dangerous rival made its
appearance in the shape of the Jesuit Mission , whi ch
began with ' avier in the middle of the sixteenth
century . During the brilliant successes of the first
years , Buddhism gave ground before Christian in
fluence . But soon persecution set in , which is partly
to be attributed to the hatred of the Buddhists

,
and

what stil l remained of the life of the Christian com
munities during the years of Oppression was concealed ,
and coul d be ofno real danger to Buddhism . A very
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severe blow indeed was dealt to the latter by the great
revolution in Japanese history which took place in
the years 1 867 and 1 868, when the new era of

modernization began . The S tate support was then
mostly withdrawn from Buddhism , and the o ld

connection of it with Shintoism was broken up ; in
an almost fanatical way Shintoism was restored,

”

and was placed in sharp antagonism to Buddhism as
being the true native religion . It appears so far that
Buddhism, thrown back on its own resources, retains
sufficient hold over the Japanese nation to enter the
lists against Christianity with energy and ability in
the fight for supremacy, while the reinstated

“ in

dependent ”
Shintoism,

in utter powerlessness, falls
rapidly and miserably to pieces under the stress of
modern life .
Here we reach the end of our survey of the spread

ofBuddhism in the principal countries where it took
root . The account of its present position and condi
tion in these various Buddhist countries will be the
subj ect of the next part.



BOOK I I I

THE MODERN BUDDHISM

CHAPTER I .
—GENERAL REMARKS ON

SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN BUDDHISM

S INCE the time of Eugene Burnouf1 it has become
usual to divide the whole domain of the Buddhist

religion into the two classes of S outhern and Northern
Buddhism . This is done not only from a geographical

point of view , but it is based on a fundamental internal
difference , as the southern countries are governed by
that aspect of the religion which is known as Hinayana
Buddhism

,
while the northern countries represent the

Mahayana Buddhism . Ceylon and the countries of
Farther India—Burma , S iam , and Cambodia—belong
to S outhern Buddhism ; while T ibet , together with
the Himalayan S tates , Mongolia , China , Korea, and
Japan , belong to Northern Buddhism .

Although there is good reason for the division into

S outhern and Northern Buddhism , one must guard
carefully again st mistaken ideas creeping into it .
1 Eugéne Burnouf(1 801 the excellent French Orientalist ,

has prepared the ground for a thoroughly scientific study of

Buddh ism , especially by his book entitled “ Introduction 5.

l’Hi stoire du Bouddhi sme indi en
93
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The expressions Hinayana and Mahayana do not

imply two absolute types of Buddhist doctrine—they
rather indicate a twofold tendency of development :
on the one hand, adherence to the original modes
of thought and the old habits of life and action ; on
the other hand, the blending of new ideas with the
o ld ones , and the adaptation to the ways of foreign
nations . But this difference has worked itself out in
various ways , according to the countries where it has
operated. Those two great groups are not to be
considered as absolute units ; they did not each
organize a complete system for themselves , they do
not stand opposed as rivals to one another . Southern
Buddhism , indeed, could perhaps be considered as
uniform . In it the sacred canon is everywhere the
same ; it is written in the same language—Pali
though the letters used may be S inghalese, or Burmese,
or S iamese . The character and organization of the
monastic communities , the arrangements of the monas
teries , the attitude ofthe laity towards the monks—all
such things are very similar to one another in the
southern countries . But at the other S ide, if one glances
at the so -called Northern Buddhism , the differences in
these countries are much more marked . Here there
are at least two distinct branches , running side by S ide
one is the Lamaism , to which belong the peoples of
Tibet

,
the Himalayas , and Mongolia ; the other is the

Chinese Buddhism , which has often been given the
special name ofFoism (from F0 , the Chinese name of
Buddha) , and which is the fundamental type also of

Japanese and Korean Buddhism .

From this state of affairs , it is evident that the
division into Northern and Southern Buddhism can
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only be accepted with reservations . Indeed , recently
one of the best authorities—Professor Rhys Davids ,
in his book “ Buddhist India —has declared
that he entirely repudiates this classification . On
the other hand, the Buddhists themselve s maintain
it .1 For our purpose we may acquiesce in the old

classification , as there can be no danger of misunder

standing when the reader keeps in mind that neither

of the two divis ions of Northern and Southern Bud
dhism forms a determined unity— a Church of its own.

The one certainty is , that everywhere the aspect of

Buddhism in detail was determined by the country in
which it found itself , while at the same time there
exists a deeper diversity between S outh and North .

The countries held by S outhern Buddhism are in
general supposed to represent the religion in its
true and original conception . This reputation is well
founded , when they are set in comparison as a who le

with Northern Buddhism . Many later changes of
doctrine , of the habits of daily life, and of ritual ,
which have given such a new character to Northern
Buddhism , are unknown in southern countries . At
the same time a certain admixture of foreign elements

is to be found in S outhern Buddhism also . These
are specially obvious to the observer when living in
the simple monasteries of the remote country places .

1 S ee the art icle by the Burmese writer Taw S ein KO, “The

Introduction of Buddhism into Burm a
,

”
in the periodical called

B uddhism , published at Rangoon by Ananda Metteya , vol . i . ,
No . 4, p . 598 . Compare also Teitaro S uzuk i in his Outlines of
Mahayana Buddhism ”

(London , who (pp . 3, 4) prefers
to divide Buddh ism into three se ctions—S outhern, Northern , and

E astern .
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Features of animistic and nature worship which
governed these people before the advent ofBuddhism
are still evident to—day, working not only in Bud
dhist lay devotees , but also in many of the monks .
A European who, in countries as Ceylon or Burma,
expects to find “ pure Buddhism, as taught by the
Buddha Gautama , will often be disappointed . The
true adherents are few ; but there are some who may
be taken as genuine disciples of the old teacher , and
who give us some impression of what the Buddha
himself must have been .

The three countries ofSouthern Buddhism—Ceylon,
Burma, and S iam—may generally be characterized by
saying that in Ceylon are to be found the most learned
representatives of this religion , that Burma is the
most thoroughly impregnated by the Buddhist atmo
sphere in popular life , and that S iam (and Cambodia)
is of special interest as showing Buddhism a still
living S tate religion under a Buddhist King, a con
dition which no longer exists in any other countries.

CHAPTER II .—THE BUDDHISM OF CEYLON

A . ENTRANCE INTO THE MONASTIC ORDER .

Whoever wishes to enter the monastic Order as a
novice is handed over to the care of a monk to be
educated at the age ofabout eight years . Naturally, it
is in most cases the parents who have induced the child
at such a tender age to enter on the spiritual career .
The motive is, for most of them , the maintenance of
the child , as the novices generally come from poor
families . The child enters a monastery by means of
an entirely private agreement between the parents
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and a monk . After some years of elementary

learning, at the age of eleven or twelve the boy is
admitted to the novic iate by a simple ceremony

(called p abbajjc
’

i) taking place in the monastery, at
which the parents and some friends assist . The boy’ s
hair is out . He asks the permission of his parents

,

and begs to be admitted as a novice ; then the robes of
monkish life are given to him by his tutor, he repeats
some formulas , the ten precepts are handed over to
him , and so he becomes a novice . The robes of the
monks consist of three pieces . The first is an under
garment extending from the waist to the knees over
that is worn a garment covering the whole body

,
to

whi ch is added a wide garment for full equipment .
The mantle is often worn so as to leave the right
shoulder uncovered , but some sects cover both
shoulders . The clothing must be made of a woollen

,

not a silk, material , according to regulation , not only
on the ground of simplicity, but also because a silken
material involves the killing of silkworms . Never

theless, silken robes are frequently worn . The colour
of the cloth ing is either orange or yellow-brown of

various shades . The early rule was that the monks

were to make it from rags and pieces of stuffwhich
were worn out or thrown away. That rule is no
longer observed . There is a formal recognition of it
in the fact that the material from which the clothing
is to be made is first cut into a number of pieces and
then sewn together again . The novice , as well as the
full monk, is only permitted to possess one set of
clothing (consist ing of the three garments) .
The novice, as a rule, lives with the monk whom

7
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he has chosen as his tutor. It may happen that he
lives in a large monastery, in which case he wil l
probably associate with a number of other novices ;
but it may equally well happen that he lives alone
with one ofthe monks, who has the solitary charge of
a village temple . His work is pursued daily according
to the ancient rules, which in the main are very much
the same as those regulating the daily course of the
monk, only that he has in addition many services
to perform for the monk. He must get up in the
morning before sunrise ; he must cleanse himself and
the temple , must fetch water and filter it . Then he
must Spend some time in meditation . With this
exercise he combines worship of the Buddha images
and the fetching offlowers to put before them . After
that he prepares to go through the village with the
begging-bowl in his hand , or makes his way among
the adjacent huts in order to obtain the daily
sustenance for his tutor. The novice, it is true, does
not undertake as yet the begging for himself, but
Should be there only in company with his master,
whose bowl he has to carry, and to whom in other
ways also he must make himself useful . Indeed, it
not infrequently happens that the monk sends out his
novice alone . On his return the novice devotes him
self to the service of his teacher, washes his feet,
brings him drinking water, prepares his meal, and
also eats his own. Then he washes the utensil s and
immerses himself again for a time in meditation .

He next begins to read in certain prescribed sacred
books

, or to copy something out of them. And in
this he both may and should receive instruction from
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his teacher as to any points that may not be clear to
him . If it is the season of the year when the monk
reads Bana (a kind of r ecitation before lay people
which is mentioned later on) , then the novice has to
prepare everything in readiness for it, and to assist
his teacher . He must in all things serve his master
with great reverence, as also the other monks (if he is
stationed in one of the large monasteries) , as if he
were serving the Buddha himself . Meditation
specially as to whether he has fulfilled all his duties
accurately—closes the day .

A certain number ofwritings has been selected for
the novice to study and to learn by heart. These
writings are partly in Elu , an ancient S inghalese
dialect , partly in Pali , the sacred language of S outhern
Buddhism . S inghalese letters (derived from the
Devanagari alphabet) have been used for the Pali
writings . Most of the writings selected for the use of
novices contain practical instruction , commands, and
prohibitions , which are more explicit about the detail s
ofdaily life than the ten fundamental precepts . Others
make it their obj ect to deepen the moral sense

,
and

this is particularly the case in the celebrated work

Dhammapada , one of the best-known parts of the
Buddhist canon. Directions for the exercise of
meditation are also contained in the books for novices .
One of the books for beginners leads to the art of
exorcism ; it is called Piruvana-pota . In it is a
collection of sayings from the sacred canon

,
the

recital ofwhich when accompanied by certain external

ceremonials is warranted to be a safeguard against
evi l influences, and to bring down a blessing. It is

7—2
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worthy of notice that such kind of instruction is
included already in the novice ’s learning .

However earnest and profo und many of the precepts
and observations in these Writings may sound , how
ever emphatically the highest motives are inculcated,
yet one would be much mistaken if one supposed it to
correspond to the standpoint of the average novice .
Most ofthem take an entirely external view ofthings .

Certainly they read and learn by heart ; outward
decorum is Observed , the obligations to the monks are
fulfilled ; but they do all this on purpose to get a
livelihood and to become members of a monastery.

Those whose endeavour is more serious are excep

tions to the rule .
By the time he has attained his twentieth year the

novi ce can be admitted to full monkhood in the
inner community . This necessitates a public cere
mony, which is called Upasampada. It is performed
in accordance with the ancient ritual .1 The novice
first dons his secular clothing again . His monasti c
habit , together with various other accessories, are
placed in a special spot , whence they are given back
to him afterwards . As the day is kept as a high
festival , friends of the candidate accompany him in
j oyous procession to the monastery where the cere
mony is to take place . All the monks assemble in a
large hall . The first part of the ceremony is a repeti
tion of the p abbajjd (cf. p . After that the
candidate, assisted by his tutor (upajjhdya ) and his
instructor (acariya) , applies for ordination . He is
1 Compare the report ofan eye-witness in Warren’

s
“Bud

dhism in Trans lations , pp . 395-401 ; also J ourna l of the Roya l
Asia ti c S ociety, 1893, p. 1 59 et seq.
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asked a number of questions as to the alms -bowl and
robes , whether they are his own ; whether he is free
from certain diseases ( leprosy , boils , itch , asthma ,
epilepsy) ; whether he is a human being, a male , a
free man , free from debt, exempt from military
service ; whether he has obtained the pe rmission of

his parents, and is of the full age of twenty years .
Next he is asked his name and that of his tutor . He
must now step forward and thrice ask the whole
assemblage of monks for admission to their Order.

The tutor states that there is nothing to prevent it ,
and requests that , if anyone has a protest to make , he
will now speak . If no one makes any opposition , the
novice is held to be accepted . The tutor briefly states

to him the duties of his new life in a somewhat anti

quated formula, for some ofthese are no longer observed

(as , for instance , that the clothing must be made of

rags sewn together, that in case s ofillnesses only certain
nauseous medicament s might be used , and that the
dwelling is at the foot of a tree) . The property of a
monk Shall consist only of eight specified art icles- that
is , in addition to his three garments , a girdle , an alms
bowl , a razor, a needle, a filter-cloth (through which
to strain the water before drinking) .1 These requsites
the monk must be able to produce at his admission .

He generally receives them as presents from his
nearest friends .

If a full-grown man—over twenty years of age
seeks admission to a mona stic Order, he has first to
undergo a probation as novice , which may be very

1 Th is is the old rule of the Pali texts (Abhidhanappadipika,
but there is a slight variation in modern practic e some
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short . During this time he is instructed in the most
necessary Observances . There is no set rule as to the
minimum ofinstruction required but the president of
the admission ceremonial can require proof that the
aspirant possesses the most requisite knowledge . The
ceremony offull admission is the same as given above .
In the whole island of Ceylon , the festival of ful l

admission into the monastic Order is only held as a
rule in Candy, the ancient capital , and there at only
two of the monasteries , Malwatte and Asgiri , which
have a prominent position . Both monasteries con
tain a special room for this purpose—an open , right
angled, pillared hall called p oyage. The president
ofthe ceremony is the Abbot of the monastery where
it takes place, the Maha Nayaka ; the monks who
have the functions of up ajjhc

’

iya and cicdriya must
have been full monks for at least ten years ; the
number ofmonks taking part in the ceremony must
be not less than ten . The proceeding is a public
one ; generally there are many laymen , relatives and
friends of the candidate for ordination , taking part
in it . There is naturally always a large number of
novices admitted at the same time . It is customary
to have these ceremonies only four times a year, and
they take place during four consecutive weeks in the
month of Wesak (our May-June) , beginning with the
day of the full moon ofthat month , the day assigned
as that on which the Buddha attained Nirvana .

Entrance into monkhood is not binding for lifetime .
Indeed , entire freedom is granted to every monk to
return to secular life if he feels himself unable to
fulfil the duties of the monastic life or loses his
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belief in it . He is also at liberty to quit it for a t ime
under certain circumstances , so as to rej oin later on .

But , in order to guard against the wanton misuse of
such liberty , it is ordained that he who leaves must
state in the presence of the assembled monks ofthe
monastery his determination to do so , and give his
reasons for it .

B . THE SACRED BU ILDINGS .

It is difficult to know what to call , with any degree
ofaccuracy, the places where the monks live . Neither
of the terms monastery or temple is quite correct .
The word monastery ” cannot be used , because it is
frequently the dwelling of a S ingle individual . The
temple, again , is always a separate building, apart
from the dwelling of the monk or monks . The
monk ’ s house is called p ansa la ,

the temple hall i s
called vihdra ; there are always these two buildings
to be found where monks live .
P ansala originally means a “ b ut of leaves

,
and

points back to the primitive character of the monastic
dwellings . Even at the present time they are quite
meagre litt le houses , built of lath and plaster , with a
roof of straw or palm-leaves . At least , such is the
case with the numerous ordinary p ansa las seen
dotted all over Ceylon in the shade of palms and
ebony-trees , surrounded by bananas and blossoming
tropica l flowers . In their artless unpretentiousness
these humble brown -and-white buildings are no blot

on the beautiful harmony ofnature . It is a different
matter , indeed , as regards certain big monasteries in
such places as Colombo or Candy ; there they have
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several storied houses , built in European style and
containing modern furniture .
The temple hall—vihara — always stands apart ,

frequently on a hill-top or other conspicuous place .

In large monasteries there are
,
indeed, several

viharas . The vihcira is the place where the Buddha
images are put up . The building is usually a more
solid structure than the dwellings of the monks, and
has a tiled roof ; frequently it is surrounded by a
mud wall , on which are painted simple mythological
subjects . S imilarly, sacred subj ects are used to
decorate the inner walls of the sanctuary, but the
painting has small artistic merit . As regards colour,
dress , pose , the delineation offaces, and the grouping
of figures, it is of the old Indian style . There is no
trace ofa peculiar development of the art of painting
under Buddhist influence .

The statues of the Buddha are limited to a few
fixed types . There are mainly three kinds ofBuddha
statues—the sitting , the standing, and the recumbent .
In all three forms the Buddha wears the conventional
monastic habit, the outer garment being the mantle
which is thrown back from the right Shoulder, leaving
it bars . The lobes of the ear are SO long that they
rest on the shoulders . The surface of the head is
covered with a number of short , regular stumps,
which were originally meant to represent the ends
of hair left when the Buddha , in the night of his
flight from home , cut off his hair by his sword , but
which in the course of time have been so conven

tionalized as to become quite unrecognizable . On
the crown of the head there is usually a special
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erection which takes the form of a fivefold flame .

This cranial protuberance
,
called the us

‘
nita

, was

one of the thirty-two distinguishing marks which the

legend assigns to every Buddha .

1 Another of these
marks is a small twist of hair between the eyebrows ,
called em s (wool) . The features are generally formal
and stifl, copied from a traditional type . The seated
Buddha is cross-legged

,
the feet laid on one another ,

the left under the right
,
the hands, likewise left

under right , lying in the lap above the feet . This is
the attitude ofmeditation , in which one pictures the
Buddha under the Bo -tree

,
at the time when he

received his revelation (see p.

The standing Buddha is represented in an upright
position , the feet placed close together, the right
hand raised with the palm turned towards the
spectator ; the left hand hangs down alongside the
body , grasping the robe . He is in the attitude of

the preacher .
The recumbent Buddha is represented at the

moment when the great teacher entered Nirvana
namely, when he died . He lies fully outstretched
on his right side , with the right hand under his
head and the left arm stretched out along the body .

Here and there one meets some slight deviation
from these three representations,2 but as a rule this

1 Originally it is a representation ofthe hair done up into a coil
on the top ofthe head , but , as the Buddha had his hai r cut off, it
had to be expla ined in another way.

1 Among these deviations may be noted that of the Buddha
guarded by a cobra . The position is the S itting one ; the seat
is formed by the curled-up body of the cobra, tha t snake which
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is how they are depicted, varying in size, 0 course,
from colossal figures , ten times the height of a man ,
to tiny ones that may be conveniently carried in the
pocket . Huge figures of the Buddha are sometimes
carved on the face of rocks . The figures in the
viharas are usually made of burnt clay, covered with
a veneer of special cement , the so-called chunam,

which is very durable and takes a good polish .

S tatues are also made in wood , copper , bronze, ivory,
and stone. They are usually gilded, and the more
important ones ornamented with real or imitation
precious stones . The eyes and other features are
generally painted in order to emphasize them .

Accompanying the figures ofBuddha are several of
his chief disciples

,
sometimes merely painted on the

adj acent walls . With the seated Buddha two favourite
followers , Maudgalyayana (MOgallana) and Sariputra

(Sariputta) are frequently represented , and with the
dying Buddha Ananda is sometimes found .

The viharas contain , besides these Buddha repro
sentations , not infrequently also all sorts of Hindu

(Brahmanistic) mythological figures . Especially
common are those of Vishnu and Brahma . The
admission of such deities is a concession to the
popular combination of Buddhism and Hinduism

,

is so common in Ceylon, and the head of the reptile, with its
broad erect hood, waves protectingly over Gautama

’
s head.

Legend relates that a serpent demon protected the Buddha when
he was seated in meditation,

surrounded by menacing powers of
rain and thunder. S imilar legends are in vogue of the gods
Brahma and S iva . Representations of five or seven -headed
cobras may not infrequently also be seen on rocks and in

temples.
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which the monks are not slow to j ustify . The H indu
gods (devas) play a many- sided mi le in Buddhism as
the worshippers and servants of the Buddha . Not
infrequently the Hindu deities are to be found in an
adj acent bui l ding , called devd le, but which belongs
to the Buddhist sanctuary .

Besides p ansa la and vihdra , at every fairly large
monastery there is a special hall set apart for
preaching . This hall is called banage, from bana

the word—namely , the sacred canon . The hall is
generally devoid of all ornament , with a kind of

platform in the centre for the officiating monk.

The audience require no seats or forms , as they sit
on mats on the ground in S inghalese fashion . The
preaching for which these b alls are designed takes
place during the three months of the so -call ed was

(varsa ) , hence it is also known as was . The name
originally meant the rainy season , at which time
the Buddha had commanded the monks to give up
their wanderings and to settle down quietly in one
place .

In Ceylon they observe the same months which the
Buddha had selected on account of the climate in
Northern India— about the middle of July to the
middle of October—although in Ceylon they are

climatically rather pleasant months, so that preaching
can be held under a light wooden shed, or equally
well in the open air , if there happen to be no special
hall for it in the sanctuary . The preaching takes
place in the evening, and the S ight of these gatherings
is highly weird and picturesque . The people, dressed
as far as possible in bright and festive garments,
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bring many lamps and lanterns with them
,
as it is

reckoned a meritorious deed to add to the illumination .

The spectacle is enlivened with flowers, flags , bright
draperies, sometimes with music and with fireworks .
The preaching mainly consists in the recitation of
the sacred Pali texts with their S inghalese comment.
Favourite parts are the Jataka stories of the Buddha ’ s
former existences . As often as the name of the
Buddha is mentioned , the whole people shouts
Sadhu 1” (Good At the time ofthe full moon the
meeting often lasts from eve till morn .

In the court which surrounds p ansala , vihdra , and
banage, various kinds of artistic workmanship (in the
larger monasteries) are worthy of notice and study.

There is a bell in its bell-tower there is a pond con
taining lotos-flowers there is a small dagaba ; there
grows a BO-tree, such as the monks plant everywhere,
a specimen of the genus under which the Buddha
sat when he was illuminated—F icus religiosa . Every
monastery boasts such a tree, while the venerated
progenitor ofall these trees—the B o-tree dating back
to the time ofMahendra , which Asoka sent to Ceylon

(see p . 65) —still survives as a two -thousand-year-o ld
rarity in the remarkable ruins of Anuradhapura

(see p. In the courtyards of many monasteries
may be found a pavilion in which is an interesting
specimen ofwhat is a frequent obj ect of worship in
Ceylon— the footprint of the Buddha (szip dda , on

account of which the pavilion is called sripddula ) .

1 Already the Chinese pilgrim I Tsing mentions this exclama

tion as usual at S im ilar occasions (see I Tsing, “A Record ofthe
Buddhist Religion ,

”
translated by J . Takaku su , p .
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This singular obj ect is connected with a mountain of
unique formation, called Adam

’ s Peak , which has

been an obj ect of worship from very early times .

The religious fancy has discovered something super
natural in a peculiarly-Shaped hollow on the summit ,
which Buddhist legend asserts to be the impress of
the Buddha ’ s foot on his third wonderful flight from

Northern India to Ceylon . At the request of a demon ,
he made a foo tprint on the island as a seal by which
he claimed it as his own property. S imilarly Hindus
claimed that this impress had be en made by the
god S iva ; the Mohammedans said Ali or Adam , the
Christians (Portuguese) S t. Thomas , or the man of
Ethiopia,

” from the Acts of the Apostles , chap . viii .
The actual place on Adam ’ s Peak , which is still visited
annually by many pilgrims , is a flat hollow about
1 1 metres long and metre broad . Representations
of this “ footprint , usually executed in wood and
painted , are set up in many monasteries . The sole of
the foot is usually divided into 108 small fields , each

of which encloses a Special figure, mostly those of

animals . According to the popular interpre tation ,
these figures are symbolic of the past earthly careers

of the Buddha Gautama , those various incarnations
which he experienced in the course of t ime, and which
are narrated in the Jataka tales . The 108 fields are
usually grouped round the wheel

,
which is the ancient

symbol of Buddhist doctrine .
As the more celebrated temples receive votive

offerings from many devotees , mainly images of the
Buddha , there is often a special building erected to
house these gift s .
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0. SPECIAL NOTEWORTHY SANCTUARIES .

The most noted sanctuary of Ceylon is the temple
ofthe Holy Tooth (Da ladawa Ma ligawa ) at Candy .

The building dates , perhaps, from the S ixteenth century

(the time when Candy was founded by King Vira
Vikkama), and presents a charming picture, lying on
the edge ofthe lake ofCandy, in the midst of one of
the pleasantest scenes on earth , with its uncommon
looking architectural lines, which far excel the usual
style of the average monastery. The temple owes
both its name and fame to the Buddha relic which
has been guarded there for centuries, and which up
to the present day (although the modern relic is not
genuine) brings devotees in crowds . A tooth of

Gautama , which was picked out of the remains of his
funeral pile, and preserved for a long time in India,
came to Ceylon in the fourth century A.D. was taken
again to India later on ; was won back by a noted
S inghalese ruler of the Middle Ages, Parakrama
Bahu II. and later on was handed over to the
monastery at Candy for safe guardianship . But the
Portuguese seized the holy tooth in order to prevent
its veneration by the S inghalese, and, at the instigation
of the then Archbishop ofGoa, burnt it there in public .
The Oriental gift of imagination made good indeed
the loss through the audacious story that from the
remains ofthe destroyed tooth of their founder a new
one had been miraculously formed . Other more
plausible apologists relate that the Portuguese had
been deceived , and had burnt a false tooth , while the
genuine one had been saved . But historical docu
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ments leave no room for doubt that the fanatical deed
of the Archbishop was executed with all care and
absolute certainty, and also that the present guarded
specimen-tooth is

,
to j udge by its Shape , of anything

but human origin . It measures nearly 2 inches in
length

,
and less than 1 inch in diameter at the base

,

resembling the tooth ofa crocodile rather than that
of a man (S ir Emerson Tennent) . It is kept con

cealed in a casket which is shrouded from the light of
day in a dark hall . By dim , uncertain lamplight the
doors of the casket are opened for the faithful to see
it
,
and amidst the benumbing perfume of countless

flowers (which are brought here daily as offerings)
the devotee kneels before it and allows his uncritical
gaze to fall upon what may rather be imagined than

actually seen .

Two other very noted monasteries at Candy are
Malwa tte and Asgiri . For a long time these two
places have claimed a sort of supremacy over all the
sanctuaries of Ceylon , so that almost every monk in
the island is reckoned as b elonging to one or the
other . The difference between them is not on theo
logical grounds , but is rather a matter of j urisdiction .

The monastery ofMalwatte has its adherents mainly
in the south

,
and Asgiri in the north . In many

neighbourhoods the adherents ofboth j urisdictions are

to be found together. The Abbots of both these chief

sancturies bear the title ofMahanayaka (High-priest) .
To them alone belongs the right to admit monks to
the Order, as is mentioned above .

In Colombo , where there are many temples worthy

ofmention , the most noteworthy is that ofMa ligakanda ,
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because there is an institute attached to it for the
study of Pali and Sanskrit, the Vidyo

‘

daya College

(VidyOdaya Parivena) a widely known seat of learning.

Here the monks are given the opportunity ofobtaining
a thorough knowledge of the sacred canon

,
and Bud

dhists also from other countries—from S iam ,
China

,

and Japan—come here for periods of study . At the
head of the school is the venerable H ikkaduwe S ri
Sumangala , a man of widespread reputation , known
by the honorary title of High Priest ofAdam ’s Peak
and ofGalle . ’ In all questions of scholarship he is the
ultimate authority in Ceylon . The number of students
in the institute in 1 903 was over fifty. A con

siderab le library is at their disposal , containing works
in Pali and in Sanskrit ; there are not lacking, also,
all the best works ofEuropean authors .
When enumerating the renowned Buddhist places

in Ceylon , the towns which now lie in ruins must not
be forgotten , for Sufficient traces are left to indicate
what a conspicuous rOle they played in the early
history ofS inghalese Buddhism . The most important

of these is Anuradhapura . For centuries (from the
third century B .C. to the eighth A.D .) this was the
flourishing centre of Buddhism, and magnificently
adorned with buildings , pagodas, temples , palaces, and
monuments . Valuable remains of Old buildings have
been brought to light during the last twenty years by
careful restoration, and give an excellent idea ofwhat
early Buddhism created in the way ofart and culture .
Next in importance to Anuradhapura is Mihinta le,
with its reminiscences ofMahendra, the founder of

S inghalese Buddh ism ; after that comes P ollunarua ,
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the capital in later times ; Dambul la , where are some

of the most S ingular and ancient cave temples ; and

S igiri , a remarkable mountain fortress .

D . LIFE AND CHARACTER OF THE MONKS .

The usual daily routine of the monks is very similar

to that which has already been described in the
account ofthe novices ’ duties certain domestic work ,
reading and learning the sacred text , meditation,
simple devotion before the images , and begging for
the necessary food . For nine months ofthe year the

monks must beg their food at the doors ofthe houses ;
only during the three months of Was , which corre

spond to the Indian rainy season , they remain at the
temple and their needs are supplied by the laity . At
the present day the monks can daily be observed

begging . It usually takes place between nine and
eleven o ’clock in the morning . From the larger
monasteries they go about in groups of six and eight ;
the inhabitants of the small sanctuaries go singly .

The monks stand with their begging bowl s— round
earthenware or iron pots , holding about 3 quarts
—in front of a house , and wait , without saying a word ,
for someone to come out and give them something.

As they are, to a certain extent, regular guests , many
households reckon for them in the preparation of

meals ; and when they come and stand outside , the
housewife or a servant immediately goes out and puts
rice and vegetables into their receptacle, and bows
down after doing so , with reverential salutation . The
monk returns no word of thanks , he stands in a com

pletely indifferent attitude , and after receiving the

8
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gift he goes away silently— at least , such is the custom
of some of them ; others utter a Short formula of

blessing when they depart . The act of alms -begging
is looked upon as an act of benevolence to the laity

,
by

thus giving them the opportunity of Obtaining merit
as benefactors of the disciples of the Buddha. As
S inghalese food is fairly uniform—consisting of rice
and curry (a Spicey sauce) , together with fish and
vegetables— the mass accumulated in one receptacle
is not so unpalatable as a European might suppose .

However , it is not always that the monk really lives
on the food which he begged for . In the large
monasteries of Candy the monks have meals prepared
at home , while the food collected by begging goes to
the poor and to animals . The begging for food with
them has become a mere form .

That some larger monasteries are independent of
the supply offood obtained by begging is not merely
due to the fact that they receive gifts from lay
visitors , but also because such monasteries possess
no inconsiderable amount of property . For the rule
which forbids a monk to possess property after he
has entered the Order only applies to him as an
individual ; on the other hand , the monastic com

munity as such may possess much property, and is ,
in fact , sometimes a wealthy body . This is seen to
be the case in the more noted monasteries, by the
beautiful and costly fittings of the building

,
by the

magnificent votive Offerings , adorned with gold and
prec ious stones . Not a few monasteri es have land
let out on rent, by which they receive good profits ,
Even in early times Princes frequently gave the
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monks land for their maintenance, when the feeding

ofthe monks direct from the royal table became an
impossibil ity owing to their number . And down to

the present day most of the sanctuaries own landed
property. The monastic lands are still exempt from

the otherwise universal land-tax . It is reckoned that
about one-third of the cul tivated land of Ceylon is
temple property.

Field labour is not one of the occupations assigned
to monks , and scarcely more so is the manual labour
of transcribing the sacred writings . They generally
leave such work to paid laymen. On the other hand ,
the monks are often engaged in school-teaching, and

also in certain medical service, which imperceptibly

merges into exorcism and maledi ctory practices .
The instruction of children , as undertaken by the

monks , is naturally characterized by all the desultori
ness and irregularity common to the Asiatic nature .
The children learn to read and write their own

language , S inghalese ; here and there one may also
be introduced to the poetic old S inghalese language ,
Elu

,
as well as to the sacred language

,
Pali . The

books which they read with their priestly teachers
mainly consist of narratives , legends , and poems , in
honour of the Buddha or ofone of the Hindu deitie s , as
well as ofrules of conduct and proverbs . The method
of instruction is the most primitive one in the world
recitation and repetition , recitation in unison , writing

on sand or on the leaves oftrees ; such are the forms
of teaching in use until the scholar is sufficiently
advanced to read palm-leaf manuscripts .

.In cases of illness, a layman often sends for a
8— 2
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monk. Many of them have the reputation of being
able to supply valuable remedies ; they must also
read bana , the sacred word which binds the layman
to faith in its miraculous healing properties .
Real preaching (not only reading of the sacred

text) is done in some temples on the so - called

p oya days , the four quarters of the moon , when lay
people assemble in the viharas to present their gift .
On these days , also, the confession of the monks
takes place . For this purpose a number Ofmonks
from neighbouring temples come together and form
a chapter . They go through the ceremony of con
fession exactly after the form of the sacred book, the
Patimokkha, which is recited by one of them . The
confession made by twos to one another is merely
formal .
It is not possible to have a high estimate of the

intellectual and moral level ofthe S inghalese monk
hood in generalf Of course the man who takes as
his criterion the members of the VidyOdaya Institute
at Colombo , or otherwise selected individual monks
ofa learned and strenuous character (as they may be
found in the most highly reputed monasteries) , on

which alone to base his opinion , may reach a very
incorrect conclusion , such as one often reads in
European works ; but they do not represent the
ordinary facts . On the occasion of a more exact
settlement of the temple landed property being made

(during the nineties) , the British Government ap

pointed a special representative for a term of years
to make himself thoroughly acquainted with the
condition of the monasteries . In the course offour
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years this official visited about thirteen hundred dif
ferent temples and monasteries , and won such an
intimate knowledge of the people and conditions as
seldom falls to the lot of any individual . His verdict
is , on the whole , very unfavourable .

1 The observations
of other authorities , as well a s the present writer

’ s per
sonal inquiries , fully corroborate his statements . The
average monk leads an idle l ife , and has no interest
even in the deeper questions of Buddhism , since the

reading and reciting of the sacred text soon becomes
purely mechanical , and the exercise of meditation is

not practised by most . Even the ten fundamental
rules of the monkhood are often ignored . It is not
uncommon to find monks possessing money

,
and

even following a money-making calling . Theft and
immorality are but too common . The well-known
authority on S inghalese monkhood , Spence Hardy,
wrote the following words forty-five years ago

,
in

“ Eastern Monachism ”

(p .

“ In no part of the
island that I have visited do the priests

,
as a body

,

appear to be respected by the people
,
though there

are individual exceptions in which a priest is popular
,

either from his learning, his skil l in medicine, the

sweetness of his voice, or his attentions to the duties
of his profession . I feel unwilling to make any
positive statement as to their moral conduct

,
as it

was generally described to me by interested persons .
But when I have heard them Spoken against

,
it

has been rather on account of their rapacity than
their licentiousness ; though I have sometimes , and

1 Dr. Bowles Daly’
s F inal R eport on the Buddhist Tempor

ali ties Ordinance, Gallo , 1894.
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especially in certain districts
,
heard them accused

of a great crime . ” The above-mentioned ofli cial

adds -to his testimony, quite recently, the words
“ There are about nine thousand monks ; among
them a few—very few—great scholars ; the majority
are illiterate, and some, to avoid labour, seek a life
of indolence sheltered by the yellow robes of priest
hood ; many are depraved. There are , however,
some examples of personal piety, devotion , and self
denial

,
which would be an ornament to any Church .

S imilar is the statement of R . S . Copleston , from his
very intimate acquaintance with the subj ect .
The body of a dead monk is cremated . Very soon

after his death a pile is erected on a neighbouring

Spot , and the dead body is borne there in solemn
procession . The body is unclothed and placed on the
top of the funeral pyre, with the face turned down
wards . Then a friend or near relative sets fire to the
pile with a torch . The ashes ofthe corpse afterwards
are collected and buried , and the place is frequently
marked by a simple monument .
The total number of monks in Ceylon , after the

census of1 891 , was after the census of 1 901 ,
so a considerable decrease has taken place

within ten years .

E . SECTS AND REFORMS .

There is little to be said about the division of

S inghalese Buddhism into various sects . Generally

one counts three diflerent bodies—the S iamese, the
Rangoon (or Ramanya) , and the Amarapura monks .
The S iamese Society exists down from A.D . 1 7 50, when
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some monks from S iam came over to Ceylon to
regenerate the Buddhism . This sect confined the
entrance to monkhood to one particular caste—the
Vellala. Against this restriction there arose the
Amarapura society at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, admitting also three other castes , but not the
lowest . The Ramanya society, again , founded in
modern times , is remarkable as being more genuine
in point of discipline . They rej ect the admixture of
Buddhism with Hinduism as it is found in many
temples , live in a purer and stricter way, possessing
no lands , no costly robes , or other forbidden property.

There are also other small points of distinction be
tween the three sect s—a difference in the way of read
ing bana , a different mode ofwearing the yellow mantle

(either over the left shoulder only, the right shoulder
being uncovered, as the S iamese do , or covering both
shoulders , as the other two divisions do) , a different
mode of behaviour when receiving alms (the S iamese
uttering a word of blessing, the other two departing
in S ilence) . The Ramanya sect is very small, and

keeps aloof from the other two .

Besides these three divisions , there is one reform
movement of quite modern date in the S inghalese
Buddhism , which takes the name of B uddhasasana
S amagama . Its chief seat is Burma (Rangoon) , but
in Ceylon also it has a certain importance . Its
adherents—mostly cultured people of Ceylon—strive
after a purer , more inward Buddhism , one more in
accordance , in many respects , with European taste .
They have built a preaching - hall, in which on
S unday (1) evening there is usually a S inghalese
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sermon on Buddhist questions, at which the audience
—mostly attired in European clothes—sit on benches
as in a Christian church , the monk preaching from a
kind of platform. They do not sing, but a creed is
recited in unison at the close . In the background of

the hall—somewhat in the position of a Christian
altar—is a statue of the Buddha. At one of these
assemblies when I was present in 1 903 there was
a large attendance . The preacher spoke on the
absolute validity and Obligation of the first Buddhist
commandment—not to ki ll any living being. This
party of Reformed Buddhism is not antagonistic to
the S inghalese Buddhism of the present day, but has
the friendliest relations with its most prominent
adherents .

F . INFLUENCE ON THE LAITY .

There is not a sufficient reason for describing the
population of Ceylon as entirely Buddhist, though this
is frequently done in a superficial way . For , firstly

,

there are whole parts of the island where Hinduism
prevails , so that few traces ofBuddhism can be found .

This is the case in the north . S econdly, even where
Buddhism is strong among the population , this
religion has not been sufficiently powerful to bring
the laity into close union with their ideals, or to
indoctrinate them with their conceptions . What the
laity accepted from Buddhism they have adapted to
their capacity, and alongside this vague Buddhism
they follow other lines of religious life—more or less
openly—which the tolerance of a supe rstitious mind
enables them to hold in combination . It is the same
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combination or j uxtaposition of difl
'

erent religious

conceptions which we find amongst almost all Asiatic

races to a certain degree .

That by which the layman is attached to Buddhism
consists mostly in certain outward Observances . He
visits temples , brings little lamps for the worship of
the Buddha,1 and offerings of flowers (the champ ac

Michelia champ aca
—and j asmine are specially used

for this purpose , and the temple halls are often filled
with their overwhelming perfume) , and he gives the
requisite gifts to the monks—namely, food and
clothing . The ordinary food is given to mendicant
monks at the house door, but many people make
extraordinary contributions of rice , sugar , honey,
butter, fish , or meat , which they carry to the
sanctuaries . The spe cial season appo inted for giving
clothing to the monks is the month after Was

,
which

is therefore called the clothing month .

” Many lay
men buy one or more pieces of stuff to present them
to the monks . Each monk may only accept one outfit

,

consisting of the three garments mentioned above .
But what is left over Of the gift belongs to the temple
and the whole community. A remarkable custom is
that by which sometimes a number of monks ’ habits
are entirely made in the course of a single day
between sunrise and sunset—from the raw material

,

cotton-wool . This is done by means Of many hands .

1 The comm onest of these little lamps cons ists merely of a

piece of cocoanut Shell filled wi th o il , in which a wick is laid.

They are se t in niches of the temple wall or in the sanctuary
its elf, to ill uminate it at night

,
espe cially for any festive

o ccaswn .
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A large number oi people, especially women, meet in
a preaching-hall ofone ofthe temples , and while some
bring in cotton-wool , which they have gathered from
the bushes , others prepare it others , again , Spin it
then it is woven , cut out, sewn , and dyed, the last
process being performed by the monks themselves .
A special performance of the layman consists in

his submitting for a Short space of time to certain
forms of abstinence, approximating to the life of the
monkhood. This religious observance is known as

p oya , because it takes place on the four quarter days
ofthe moon , which are so called . Whoever desires to
observe p oya must notify his determination to a monk
early in the morning ofthe day specified, when he goes
to the sanctuary and announces : “ I will observe the
commands .” By the “ commands are meant those
eight which have been mentioned above as a kind of

preparatory stage of monkhood (see p . On the day
ofp oya the layman refrains from work and business ;
he listens to the sacred word recited by the monk, or
reads it ; he passes the time in S ilent meditation ; he
also performs spec ial good deeds to parents , relations,
or the needy, and takes Offerings to temples and
pagodas .
All these kinds of action are considered by the com

mon people as a means for obtaining religious merit
and for averting disaster. Religion is here

, as any
where else for the common people, a way ofwinning
the favour of the unseen powers. For this purpose
also the sacred canon , the Word , is used . B ana is a
kind of charm which brings a blessing by the mere
reading and hearing, even although utterly nu
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intelligible to the hearer, and which averts il lnesse s
and exorcises evil spirits . There is a remarkable
custom called p irit (Pal i p ct/pi tta) , which consists
in laymen hiring a number of monks to read bana

uninterruptedly day and night—usually for the space
of seven days—either in the preaching-hall of a
monastery or in some other building suitable for
the purpose , the Obj ect being the obtaining of a
b eneficent influence . The monks relieve one another
in such a way that no smallest pause occurs to break
the charm . A Buddhist relic lies on the platform
where the monk is reciting, and a sacred cord
encircles the whole building

,
beginning at the place

of recitation and leading back to it again , so that by
its means the working of the incantation may be

substantially held together. Besides the two monks
who read the bana simul taneously

,
there are usually

others assembled in the building, who murmur with
them and keep hold of the cord which encircles
the sacred area . The festival ends with a procession
and a mythological performance, which is often the
cause of lavish expenditure . Thus the word of the

Buddha ’s doctrine is perverted into a magic formula .

No one can be surprised that under these circum
stances nothing of the deeper spirit of Buddhist
teaching has penetrated the laity . Buddhism has been
entirely unable , for instance , to influence the S inghalese
by making kindness to animals natural to them ,

although such influence would seem to lie cl o se s t to
the foundations of their religion . One may read in
S ir Emerson Tennent ’ s book (that profound and

accurate student of Ceylon , who for many years as a
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high ofli cial had every opportunity for observation and
information) 1 how they obtain tortoiseshell in the
most inhuman manner from the living turtle by
burning vol . i. , p . and how in the
markets and streets animals are cruelly treated with
out the slightest consideration or for any valid
reason Ceylon, vol . ii. , p . The very careful
and moderate record of Buddhist influence on the
S inghalese people , which R . S . Copleston (

“ Buddhism
Primitive and Present , second edition , pp . 284

after long personal Observation , gives , may be read by
those who are interested in this question .

The simple S inghalese are not really affected by
Buddhism in their innermost life , but far more by
their ancient nature and demon worship . Buddhism
has done nothing to displace that, but has rather
encouraged it . From a very early period the people
of Ceylon believed in the working of all sorts of

spirits (sanne) , who are responsible for every mis
fortune , every illness , every threatening appear
ance . A class of exorcists , the Kattadias, are
employed to mollify the evil spirits . People are
specially driven to make use of these exorcists in case
ofdrought , or scarcity, or severe illness . An altar is
erected to these formidable powers, an offering is
brought (often a fowl) , and gifts of food and flowers
are presented at special hours—sunset, midnight , and
sunrise . Between these hours the Kattadias

1 S ee the two volumes of Ceylon : an Account ofthe I sland
Physical, Historica l, Topographical, fourth edition , London,
1 860. This is still the foundation for more recent works, even
ifou t ofdate as to details.
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arrayed in disguises and wearing frightful masks
perform dances till they work themselves up to a state
Of frenzy, in which they believe themselves to be
possessed by the demon, who thereupon specifies the
cause of the disaster and the means of deliverance .
This demon worship is down to the present day the
only one that has rel igious we ight among the people .
It has allied itsel f with the manifestations of Hinduism

as well as with the idea s and figures pecul iar to
Buddhism . But these two religions have only served
to introduce new classes of demons to it , to invent
new incantations

,
new magic formulae it is, in reality,

the old dread belief in nature spirits which governs
the ordinary man . Whether the Buddha , or Brah
ma , or Visnu , or S iva , the friendly or the hostile
imaginary beings of the Buddhist legends (yaks

‘
a

and rdhéa sa ) , they are all equally included among
the crowd of ancient demons , with whom one must deal

discreetly from day to day.

A striking example of the syncretism prevail ing
amongst the S inghalese laity is to be seen at the
great annual festival called Berab era or E salakeliya .

It is in commemoration of the birth of the god
Vishnu , or of his victory over the Asuras , the enemies
of the gods . But notwithstanding this Hinduistic
origin , Buddhism takes part in the ceremonies very
freely , and at the same time the devil-dancers have
to play their rOle .

On the other hand , it should not be left unnoticed
that Buddhism of late has tried to emphasize its
original pure ways even on the lay people of Ceylon .

This certainly has been done under European in
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fluence and after European methods . Temples and
dagabas are kept in better repair, books and tracts are
distributed , education is more cared for, abuses are
reformed

,
and the people are taught how to be

come real promoters and protectors of the religion .

Whether this striving will have a deeper effect on the
masses , and whether it will work also where European
civilization and the English language are not co

agencies, cannot be said so far .

CHAPTER III . —THE BUDDHISM OF BURMA

In Burma, Buddhism has penetrated more deeply
than in Ceylon into the life of the people, and has
given it more of its colour. Perhaps it is here that
the religion ofGautama won its most real and attract
ive presentment and the visitor to this country can
not fail

,
in looking back on the religious life of the

Burmese , to retain an impression ofsunny brightness.
Whoever is inclined to let himself fall under the spell
of Buddhism finds here a certain inducement to do
so— that is to say, if he penetrates into the country, and
does not confine his view to the semi-Europeanized
city ofRangoon . As a whole it appears harmless and
antique, kindly and considerate, and it is only to a
keen observer that its weaknesses and limitations soon
become obvious .

A . NOVICES AND MONKS .

As in Ceylon , the influence of Buddhism in Burma
begins with the educational activity exhibited by
the monks . Every village , every hamlet, without
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exception , possesses a temple, where at least one
monk is in residence . Here is the Burmese child ’ s
school . It is customary for every child to receive a
certain amount of instruction in the monk ’ s abode .
This training is indeed as limited , and of the same
quality

,
as that of the young S inghalese . It consists

in reading and writing Burmese and a little of the
sacred language , Pal i (here written in Burmese char
actors) , learning by heart sacred formulae and prayers,
the conduct of religious ceremonies , first acquaint
ance with the fantastic world of Buddhist legend and
mythology

,
moral maxims

,
and something of popular

poetry . By means of this teaching the individual is
brought into early and friendly relationship with the
religion of his country . The monks are generally
honourable and esteemed , and their instruction is a
pleasure to the children . It begins when they are
eight or nine years old . The scholars may be lodged
in the monastery itself, and are not requir ed to become
novices , but remain simply pupils , wearing secular

clothing, and with no other duties than that of
instruction .

A few years later comes the hour for decision of

the young human being, when he may fully take
monastic vows and monastic responsibilities . In
Burma it is , indeed, the ordinary custom for every

layman , even when he has no intention of per
manently renouncing a worldly calling, to dedicate
a certain time during his youth to monastic life . This
passing through monasticism signifie s his entrance
into full manhood . The boy then receives a new
name , to be dropped later on when he returns to the
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world . The age for the monastic period should be
fifteen , according to the rules laid down , but for
practical reasons the majority enter on it earlier—at

about twelve . The entrance usually takes place at
the beginning ofWas—namely, about the middle of

July. The entrance ceremony is a great festival , in
which relatives and friends of both sexes take part .
A pretty procession introduces the proceedings , when
the aspirant to the noviciate takes leave of the
spectators, as if renouncing the world . After this he
returns to the paternal residence . A number of

monks, besides other people taking part in it, are all
assembled there . The novice ’ s hair is shaved off, his
secular clothing is exchanged for the monastic habit,
the youth begs thrice for admission into the holy
community, the monk

’ s utensils are handed to him ,

and then he walks in procession to the monastery .

In his father ’s house further hospitality is dispensed
to the guests , and it usually ends with what is so
much enj oyed in Burma—a pantomimic dance called

pwe .

The duration ofstay of such novices in a monastery
varies according to their earnestness of purpose .

There are cases in which it is such a purely per
functory matter that the youth merely remains one
day with the monks . Others remain at least a few
weeks or a month . The correct thing, however, is
to belong to the monastery for the Was season
namely

,
three months—and whoever is desirous of

satisfying the highest requirements ofstrong religious
convictions can only do so by spending three rainy
seasons with the monks ; this is explained as the
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first Was being for the purpose of obtaining merit
for his father, the second for his mother, and the
third for himself.
The common name for the novice in Burma is shin.

He follows the mode of life of the monks , and must
not venture to transgress the ten fundamental
commandments , or he will lay himself open to
punishment , frequently to corporal pun ishment . But
the burden laid upon him by monastic life is not
in reality a heavy one , owing to the simplicity of

Burmese life, especially when it is only for a short
space of time .
Whoever wishes to enter the monastic community

permanently has to be admitted by a second ceremony,
when his noviciate is ended, which corresponds with
that which takes place in Ceylon (see p . Here
also the lowest age prescribed is twenty.

The dress and other equipment of monks is the
same as that of S inghalese Buddhism . The daily
routine is also sim ilar. They rise at daybreak, wash ,
say the morning prayer, accomplish the necessary
domestic labour, eat a light meal , and betake them
selves to meditation or the study of a sacred work .

At eight or nine o
’ clock the prescribed begging takes

place , from which only the sick and very aged are
exempt . AS in Ceylon , the food obtained by begging
is not always eaten by the monks , unless under the
compulsion of poverty ; it is preferably given to the
poo r or to animals ; not infrequently the monks
empty their well-filled bowls in the street in the
course of their begging , for the benefit of the dogs or

other recipients . This is not considered as con
9
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temptuous of the giver , since the feeding of animals
is also an act ofmerit .
After they have accomplished the duty of begging

for an hour or two , they return to the monastery, and
take the meal which has meanwhile been prepared for
them . Afterwards the time is spent in reading or

religious conversation , or the reception of visitors,
or in any other way they please. Towards midday
they have another light meal , since after midday
they are not allowed to eat anything more . The
afternoon is Spent in all sorts of simple duties—the
teaching of pupils, learning the sacred text , medita
tion , the superintendence of copyists, who prepare
manuscripts for the monastery. A considerable part
of the time is passed in gossip and chewing betel-nut .
For the younger ones

,
especially the novices , there

are several menial duties to be performed during
this time . At sunset all who wear the yellow robe ,
even those who have been outside paying visits, must
assemble within the monastery. A certain supervision
is maintained over what the disciples have learnt , and
the day closes with a united act of worship of the
Buddha images .

B . GRADES OF RANK .

Theoretically all the monks are alike in rank ,
except for the difference made by the time they have
spent in the monkhood. They reckon it by the Was
seasons

,
and say of a monk : “ He has so many

Was .” Whoever has the largest number of Was
is held in the most esteem ; otherwise there should
be no distinction . Nevertheless they have practically
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established distinct grades on a hierarchical system ,

even more completely than in Ceylon . The full
monk holds the title ofYahan, or is called P yi t-S hin.

If he has had more than ten Was he receives the hon

orific title ofHp ongyi (great renown) , a name which
foreigners often mistakenly bestow upon the monks
in general . From the Hpongyi monks alone can the
Abbot ofa monastery be chosen. He has the honorary
title of S ayadaw (royal teacher) . The monasteries of
a certain district form a union under the presidency

of an older and specially venerated Abbot , who is
called Gaing -douk. A yet higher group is formed of
the monks named Ga ing -oh above these is the rank

of the Gaing-

gyoh. Finally the guidance of the
whole Burmese Buddhist Church is in the hands of
the so-called Tha tha nabaing . He formerly was chosen
by the King ofBurma .

S ince the time when Burma lost her King, and
the British supremacy was established , a certain con
fusion invaded this hierarchical system , especially

S ince the death of the last Thathanabaing (in 1 895)
belonging to the royal times . For a long period
he had no successor, as the British rul e did not

recognize as one of its functions the selection of
a religious head for Buddhism , while the monks

of the country could not agree in their choice .
At last

,
however, a new Thathanabaing has been

appointed by the monks , and has received the official
confirmation of his appointment by the British
Government . He resides at Mandalay, the former

capital . Originally his supremacy was confined to
Upper Burma , but Lord Curzon—the Viceroy ofIndia

9—2
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at the time of his appointment—extended the area of
his j urisdiction, so as henceforth to include Lower
Burma .

1

C . SACRED BUILDINGS .

The monasteries and temple buildings vary consider
ably both in extent and in value . With few exceptions
they are built ofwood,2 and for this purpose they make
use Of the excellent and very durable teak wood , in
which Burma is so rich . The buildings are raised on
pillars three or four yards in height, and are one

storied
,
although the picturesque roofs are divided into

several stages, of diminishing size as they ascend,
which gives an impression of stories . The principal
building ofa monastery, kyoung , is a hall divided into
two parts, surrounded by a veranda . One division
serves the inmates as a general abode frequently they
even sleep there on the mats, which serve as beds, and
which during the daytime lie rolled up alongside
the walls .
The other division contains the Buddha images

,

altars bearing candles or little lamps, flowers , and other
adornments , bes ides the chests in which the sacred
writings are kept , manuscripts on palm-leaves ofvary
ing value . This is the more important room ofthe two

i ts floor is raised higher than the surrounding veranda
1 Compare the article in the periodical B u ddhism, vol . ii. ,
No . 1 , p . 1 07 c i seq. Reorganization of the S angha in Upper
Burma .

”

9 Both in Rangoon and in Mandalaymay be seen buildings of
stone erected in a somewhat European style, but farther inland
there ar e also Old monasteries which are occasionally built of
brick.
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and the room used for living in . Visitors are generally
conducted there , unless they are well-known acquaint

ances ofthe monks .
The hyoungs contain no other images than those

of the Buddha . Generally a large one stands in the

centre , and countless others are ranged round the
walls on the floor ; sometimes small ones are on

shelves or brackets against the wall . They are made

of wood , brass , alabaster , as well as silver or gold .

In their representation of the figure ofthe Buddha , they
agree with the above -mentioned three poses of

the S inghalese Buddhism—the seated (meditation) ,
the standing (prea ching) , the recumbent (entering
Nirvana, see p . The seated Buddha is usually
represented in Burma with the hands in a different
position from what the S inghalese images Show . The
right hand hangs down over the right leg close beside
the knee , the palm facing the body, while the left hand
lies palm uppermost in the lap .

1 Usually in front of
this Buddha kneel his two disciples

,
Maudgalyayana

and Shariputra , the one with his ear turned towards
the master, as if in the act oflistening, the other with
folded hands in the attitude of worship . Besides the
figures of the Buddha Gautama

, one sees here and there
in the shrines some ofthe noted earlier Buddhas, as , for

1 There is a Specified number of pos itions of the hands and

arms ofthe seated Buddha, about which many theories are held.

The po sition is called mudrd (se al) , and each mudra has its
peculiar significance . The one mentioned above is the man tra of
witness, be cause the Buddha is thereby said to have called the
earth as witness when he sat under the B o -tree fighting with the
tempter.
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instance, Gautama with his three predecessors ofthis
world epoch : Kakusandha , Konagamana , and Kassapa .

Also the fourth figure in the complete series of the
twenty-eight former Buddhas, Dipamkara (the Light
bringer) is sometimes represented .

Besides the kyoung , in most of the monasteries a
sort of steeple meets the eye, which rises in a series
of stories . This is the thein, which is set apart for
special purposes

,
in particular for meditation and for

the rite of admission. Frequently there are legends
attached to the spot on which the thein is erected ,
in order to Show the connection of the monastery
with some holy being of ancient times or with some
celebrated King .

The whole of the monastic grounds are usually
surrounded by a wooden or stone wall , within which
the layman dares only to penetrate after removing his
sandals or shoes , as it is holy ground. A certain cir
cumference Outside the enclosure is also frequently
marked ofi

’

by the Abbot as sacred ground . Above all
things, no living creature must be killed there , and
passers-by are warned of this fact by notices . It is
here that people like to place tanks in which fish are
kept

, or tortoises and other water beasts, which are fed
and tamed . It is reckoned an act ofmerit for visitors
to the monastery to feed them, and, naturally, they
soon become extremely tame. In some cases laymen
send animals (which they have rescued from being
killed) to a monastery to be taken care of by the
monks . They are then suitably housed and fed in
close proximity to the monastery.

The appearance of the more important monasteries
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is extremely picturesque . The great skil l of the
Burmese in wooden architecture and wood-carving
attains its highest success in them . The different
roofs , balusters , walls , posts— everything is carved
and painted with marvellous elaboration and dex
terity ; even where the style of architecture is not
characterized by originality or any remarkable
imaginative power, yet the whole effect is highly
pleasing, and worthy of admiration in its fine

,

laborious , and thoughtful decorative art . The golden

monastery of the ' ueen at Mandalay is one of the
most charming examples of this kind of Burmese
building .

D . DAGABAS .

A special chapter is requisite for the description of

the Buddhists ’ buildings in Burma , called dagabas

(Burmese Zaydee, from Pali cha itya ; or p aya ) .
1 No

other country has such a wealth of these religious
monuments . When one goes down the river Irra
waddy, and glides through the beautiful scenery on it s
banks

,
from the forest-clad mountains in the north ,

with their rocky peaks , down to the rice-fields sur
rounding Rangoon , the spire s o i the dagabas , fre
quently gilded , emerge one by one in ever new variety
from among the palms or thi ck underwood . They are
the distinguishing feature of the country. The reason

why the dagabas are so numerous , and why new ones
are always being erected alongside countless old ones ,
which are falling to pieces without anyone taking the

1 On the original character ofthis building, see above , p . 45.
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trouble to restore them , is the popular belief in the
supreme meritorious eflicacy of building a dagaba
naturally

,
everyone desirous of obtaining merit builds

his own dagaba .

Many ofthe dagabas are built in the neighbourhood
of monasteries

,
but it is quite permissible to set them

up away from them . In each dagaba a revered object is
placed in a kind ofmausoleum originally these were
relics . Now they are generally a costly statue of the
Buddha or a valuable specimen of a sacred writing.

S ometimes besides there are costly votive offerings,
models of sacred places formed in silver or gold ,
precious stones

,
vases , and such-like . The consecra

tion of a dagaba is carried out with great pomp . A
remarkable feature on such occasions , and which is
also present at the reception of important gifts, is the
libation of water on the soil , while a sacred formula is
recited . Thereby the earth and its spirits are taken
as witnesses of the transaction .

The Shape of the dagaba varies considerably in
detail , but the fundamental architectural design is
usually the same . The basis is a four-sided pyramid,
with a row of additions in the shape of steps . From
this rises the conical part, probably meant to repre

sent a lotos bud, which tapers abruptly upwards , with
parallel furrows running round it all the way up .

The top bears an ornament, the so -called umbrella,
Burmese hti , frequently adorned with a covering of
gold and precious stones . At the entrance or beside
the flight of steps leading to it there may frequently
be seen , at the more important dagabas , grotesque
animals on either side, carved in stone, combinations
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ofdragons and lions , showing the influence of Chinese
art . As guardians of the dagabas you may notice
certain demons (na ts , of which there is more to be

said later on) . The walls are not infrequently
decorated with simple drawings

,
scenes from the

legendary life of the Buddha Gautama , or (for the

purpose of awakening the conscience) the various
torments which the wicked dead suffer in innumerable
hells .
At the present day the most celebrated of all

Burmese dagabas is the Shway Dagon dagaba at
Rangoon . Under it there are said to be buried not
only eight veritable hairs ofthe Buddha Gautama, but
also a begging-bowl , a garment , and a pilgrim staff, of

each of the three earlier Buddhas ofthis world epoch .

The Shway Dagon boasts an extraordinary wealth of
specimens of Oriental art . It is an imposing collec
tion of temples , chapels , monuments , and Shrines ,
with the principal dagaba in the centre , a never
ending exhibition of Buddhist art and skill , em
bowered in a wealth of tropical vegetation , daily
visited by thousands of pilgrims , monks , suppliants,
sight-seers , business people, a fantastic picture of the
attractive force of the S outhern Buddhist religious life .

Japanese , Chinese , and Korean pilgrims make their
way here , and leave behind them in the sacred place
both offerings and buildings in token of their venera
tion .

Besides the Shway Dagon , mention must be made
of two others which are considered equally important
by the Burmese at all events- the Shway Maw Daw

at Pegu , and the Shway San Daw at Prome . At
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Mandalay the so-called Arakan dagaba is highly
esteemed ; the Burmese call it Maha Myat Muni.
The ancient capital Pagan , on the Irrawaddy, should
also be mentioned in this connection ; it is deserted
and ruined since the close of the thirteenth century,
but its walls enclose the remains of dagabas .
The dagabas are the usual places of worship for

the laity . Attached to them is a hall containing some
Buddha images, where laymen can pay their homage .
At noted dagabas there are several such halls some
times there are four

,
each of which looks to a point

of the compass
,
and they are full of Buddhas large

and small, the presents of pious laymen . For the
protection of all these ever-recurring gifts which are
brought by the faithful , special houses are erected at
much-visited sanctuaries , if the dagaba cannot con
tain them all . These houses

,
which are under the

care ofan o ld man , are also much frequented by zeal
ous laymen , who perform their devotions in front of

the images . But they are far less venerated than the
dagabas .
A necessary requirement at the dagaba is a bell .

Large dagabas possess several of them . They are
struck by worshippers when they have finished their
praise of the Buddha, bringing their merit to the
notice of the invisible ones . The biggest bell in all
Burma is that ofthe Mingon dagaba in Mandalay .

The representation of the Buddha ’ s footprint,
which we have already mentioned as found in Ceylon,
is also seen in many ofthe dagabas ofBurma .
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E . CHARACTER OF THE MONKHOOD .

Monasticism in Burma, according to common con
sent , is taken seriously, at all events , as the monastic
rules must be strictly observed . Small misdemean
ours are expiated by penance appointed by the eldest
monk (the Abbot) , the penance consisting in phy
sical labour for the monastery, or nocturnal vigil s ,
or a more austere way of living, or ascetic deeds , or
other such things . If, on the other hand, it is a
heinous ofi

'

ence, especially if it is one of the four

great s ins—a great sexual crime , theft of a valuable
obj ec t, murder, or the misuse of supernatural power
then , unless there are extenuating circumstances , the
member is expelled publicly from the community by
unfrocking and the taking away of his begging-bowl .
The consequences of this are serious, for an expelled
monk is not only subj ect to universal contempt, but

even to the hatred ofthe populace. He is outlawed .

A monk is at liberty, however, to leave the monas
tery by his own will, and here and there one is to be
found who chooses to do so when he is severely
tempted , so as to be able to gratify his cravings .
Al though the monks on the whole keep a pretty

careful watch on their outward behaviour, yet a
number of lax habits have crept in which are not
severely condemned . It has been already pointed out
that many monks do not eat the food which has been
begged, but only beg for the sake of form . Further
more

,
silk cloth ing is in common use , which is , strictly

speaking , prohibited . The monks also frequently
take part in plays , especially in the very popular
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pwe, the pantomimic dances. Above all
,
many of

them are extremely covetous , and are eager for the
personal possession of money and presents ; indeed ,
they themselves carry on business transactions . Law
suits are by no means uncommon, both with one

another and with the laity, even in the English law
courts . S uch shortcomings of the monastic ideal are
open to the public gaze . If one probe deeper and
examine the inward maturity and grasp of the most
vital requirements of Buddha Gautama , one must
equally admit a deficit in the maj ority of cases . The
monks are satisfied with the accomplishment of

what is the prescribed mode of life, with reading
and committing to memory sacred writings

,
with the

outward appearance of meditation . Monks possessed
ofinward zeal and real knowledge are always excep
tional ; they spring more from the S imple , retire d
monasteries of the interior, especially of Upper
Burma

,
but they often attain a career (when they

have sufficient ability) by being selected as the
leaders for the large monasteries at Mandalay or
elsewhere .

The fact that most of the Burmese monks are lack
ing in real earnestness in their career has long since
given rise to the formation of a reform party, which
is called Chulla - gandi. The adherents of this
party try to enforce a stricter observance of the
monastic rules

,
as , for instance, that no luxurious

gowns should be worn , even going so far as to
prohibit the use of umbrellas and sandals, and to
require that they should live on the food obtained
by begging, that no one should accept money or gifts
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to himself personally, and that he should take no

part in dances or popular festivals . The Chul la
gandi is in the minority, and has the bulk of the
monastic communities the Maha-gandi ranged
against it . The controversy has sometimes been
carried on with much heat, not only in speech and in
writing, but even in street brawls , when the English
authorities were obliged to interfere .
Another more modern reform party is the society

of Buddhasasana Samagama , which we mentioned

already in connection with Ceylon . This society aims
at bringing Buddhism into close contact with Europe
and its culture , for the needs of which this religion i s
held to be all-sufficing . An attempt has al so been made
simultaneously to take up new aims and graft them
on to Burmese Buddhism , so as to give it a E uropean
cast . Thus, school-l ife has been put on a different
foo ting, lectures are given to lay people, j ournals are
published . The soul of the movement is a European ,
Mr. Allan B . MacGregor (his monastic name is
Ananda Maitreya , or Metteya) , who has gone over to
Buddhism from Roman Catholicism . This movement
date s from the year 1902. It was reorganized in
1903 . One of the original po ints of the constitution
had been to form a S angha of the West ,

” carrying
out missionary work in Europe and America . This
plan was in 1903 given up as immacticab le . But
quite recently, in 1 907 , it has been taken up again ,
as a Buddhist S ociety ofGreat Britain and Ireland
has been formed in London . Its scope is wider than
a mere propaganda for Buddhism , comprising the
promotion of a better knowledge of Buddhism and
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the study of Pali and S anskrit literature. But the
publications issued so far Show a strong missionary
tendency. In Mandalay already in 1 900 a society for
promoting Buddhism was established . Its obj ects
were (1 ) To maintain the Buddhist monks in food ,
etc . ; (2) to promote the learning Of Buddhist scrip
tures ; (3) to start an Anglo-Vernacular Buddhist

S chool ; (4) to publish a monthly Buddhist journal ;
(5) to start a printing-press ; (6 ) to look after the
Buddhist monasteries , dagabas , inscriptions, etc . ;

(7 ) to train Buddhist monks in different languages , and
send them abroad as missionaries . This programme
expresses the needs which the modernized Buddhist s
in Burma feel at present .

F . THE LIFE OF THE PEOPLE AND BUDDHISM.

In Burma the life of the people is in every way
connected with Buddhism .

S o long as it existed as an independent king
dom

,
the influence of the monks extended even

to the throne , and made itself widely felt there .

Direct access to the King, by means of petitions
and audiences, was granted to the higher spiritual
functionaries . They were allowed—and they fre

quently made use of the privilege—to criticize the
action of the Government when they considered it
harmful to the people . They even possessed a juris
diction of their own in contests with the laity. Every
monastery had a certain inviolability, so that it could
afl

'

ord shelter to a criminal when pursued by justice ,
and in times of danger it was resorted to by the
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laity to guard special treasures . Thus the monkhood
became an important political factor, which in a

certain sense served as an intermediary between the
despotic monarchy and its subj ects .

S ince the British annexation all this has ceased .

Naturally
,
Buddhism did not willingly resign the

temporal power
,
and the British rule has several

times had to deal with insurrections (the last of
these took place in 1 897 ) which have been instigated
and led by the monks . In such cases Gautama

’

s
disciples have not refrained from violent deeds and
the Shedding ofblood . Although the political impor
tance of the monks has now come to an end, the
consideration in which they are held shows itself in

many ways . The monks are treated with great
reverence . If a layman enters a monastery to Show
them a mark of respect by his visit , or in order to
discuss this or that matter with them , he must bow
to the ground thrice before the monks , whether he is
a distinguished person or a beggar . This bowing is
accompanied with a reverential speech , addressed in
the special form used by the Burmese in accosting
persons of high rank. The monk is addressed with
the title of Payah (S ir) , whereas he addresses a layman
as Tagah (supporter) . The layman considers it a
duty incumbent on him to look after the monastic
buildings and their preservation , to provide the food
and clothing of the monks , and to attend to their
general welfare . They are not parsimonious in this
respect . The clergy usually receive their share of

the finest fruit and choicest vegetables .
The religious festivals are heartily shared in by the
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people as a whole . The commonest of these are the
four days ofthe lunar phases in each month , which the
S inghalese also celebrate (see pp . 30 and They
then betake themselves in the early morning (the very
zealous ones even go the night before) to a dagaba ,
present offerings to the monks

,
listen to the recitation

ofthe sacred writings , and keep the day as a holiday .

S ome undertake the monastic rule of life for the day
by spending it in reading or reciting pious passages ,
and in meditation ; they take no food after the mom

ing meal, and pay homage to the Buddha images .
Especially during the Was season (middle of July to
mid-October) the laity engage in all kinds ofdevotion
on the four days of the month . At that time also
wealthy families frequently invite the monks to their
houses , so that they may instruct them in

“ the law,
”

the teaching of Gautama ; and in the presence of a
large gathering of friends and acquaintances some
important writing is read aloud, or an exhortation to
good works (mostly the support of monasteries and
dagabas) is delivered .

During the Was season no noisy entertainments
must be given , especially there must be no pwe,
those pantomimic dances so dear to the Burmese .
On the contrary, the time should be spent devoutly
and in meditation . The result of this is that the
conclusion of the Was has the appearance of being
a specially j oyous festival , full of merriment and
frolic . Those youths who have been spending a short
time at the monastery have generally come to the
end of their course of duties as monks , and naturally
they return with redoubled pleasure to their homes
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and to the tide ofsecular l ife . At this time, also , the
monks are drawn perforce into the current of worldly
pleasures . They receive very handsome offerings
and presents , and allow noisy , busy proceedings even
within the monastery rooms sometimes .
Another noteworthy religious festival is that of the

dagabas . Each dagaba has its own special day every
year . All the people of the neighbourhood meet
there for harmless amusement on the day

,
and

celebrated dagabas draw visitors from long distances .
There are some more festivals commemorating events
from the Buddha legend , as the ascent into the
TuSita heaven to preach the law to his mother

, or

the attaining Buddhahood under the B o -tree.
An essential part of all these festivals are the

offerings to the monks . Their maintenance is the
main element in Burmese piety. If the pious Burman
can afford to do so, he builds a temple or dagaba at
his own expense . That is the highest goal of his
religious ambition . If that is not possible , he can at
all events present images of the Buddha for the sanc

tuary, have pictures made , or pay for necessary repair s
he may give a bell or present the monks with clothing

,

food
,
all sorts of implements , and even articles of

luxury . One must do some thing for the Buddhist
community . The layman ’ s point of view is that
thereby merit is Obtained, and a happy reincarnation
at the close of this life , no less than the insuring of
happiness and success in all sorts of human under

takings in this present world . There are also good
works performed by laymen apart from those done to
the monks, such as the quenching of the thirst of

10
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travellers by setting up vessels full ofwater or weak
tea on the roads , or by building rest-houses in which
the weary can find repose and shelter from the heat of
the sun

,
or by saving animals from being killed , and

taking them to a monastery to be cared for but these
things are of far inferior merit to the maintenance and
care ofmonasteries . Characteristic ofthe spirit from
which these deeds of piety spring is one of the com
monest formulae which the scholar learns in his early
days , and repeats countless times when he makes offer
ings and at religious festivals :

Awgatha , Awgatha , I worship with the body, with
the mouth , and with the mind , with these three kans.
The first, the second , the third ; once, twice, until
three times . The Lord , the precious one ; the Law,

the precious one ; the Assembly, the precious one

these three precious things . I, the worshipper , most
humbly, with fervid zeal , with clasped hands , pay
reverence , give offerings , and with pious gaze bow me
down . Thus by this worshipping I gain merit and
increase in earnestness and purity of heart , and am
freed from the Four S tates ofPunishment ; from the
Three Evil Things, starvation, plague, and warfare ;
from the Eight Chambers ofHell and from the Five
Enemies . And at the end , when the last existence
has come for me, may I pass into Nirvana .

” 1

There are numbers of such formulae, longer or

shorter as the case may be, ceaselessly repeated by the
visitors to the sanctuaries , while they prostrate their
bodies to the ground and raise their folded hands to
1 Shway Yoe, “The Burman : hi s Life and Notions, p . 1 85

et seq. (London,
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th eir foreheads . That also is a means for obtaining
m erit . Others use Short formulae which sound like

spells , written for them on small pieces of paper or

cloth (so -called prayer-flags) , which they bring to
the sanctuary together with flowers , and candles , or
little oil-lamps .
But it is a very remarkable fact that , despite the

strong cur rent of Buddhist motive underlying the
whole of the Burmese people

’ s l ife, the real acting
religious force is not Buddhist at all . On the contrary

,

we find here a factor dating from pre-Buddhist times
,

and which Buddhism—notwithstanding the powerful
hold which it obtained over this people—has been
entirely unable to supersede . It is the worship of the
so -called nat . Who are the nats ? The name is also
applied to certain figures of the Buddhist mythology,
namely, the devas , who inhabit the lower heavens .
But that is merely an adaptation and transference.
Originally the name applied to supernatural beings ,
who had no connection with Buddhism , but which
sprung from ancient Burmese demon and nature
worship .

1 There are evident signs in the cult of the
present day to Show that the na t on the one hand
was the personification of certain forces ofnature , and
on the other hand it represents the Spirit of the dead .

The former case is Shown in the connection of many

1 Compare on the subj ect “The Thir ty-seven Nats a Phase
of Spirit Worship in Burma , by S ir R . C . Temple (London,

the sam e , “ A Native Account of the Thirty-seven
Nats ,” Ind . Ant., vol . xxxv . , p . 21 7 et seq . Al so a

review of the before-named works by Grierson, J ourna l of the

R oya l Asia tic S ocie ty, 1907 , p . 238 .

10—2
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na ts with specified localities or with trees and fruits ;
the latter is seen in the semi-historical allusions
to many na ts in the festival songs and all sorts
of legends . There are innumerable na ts ; they are
classified in thirty-seven different representatives

,
to

each of which a special sacred hymn is dedicated .

There is a house na t, a village na t, and together with
them a number of the same kind of beings , who in
habit unspecified places in the desert, the roads, the
rocks , the springs , or the streams . Most of the na ts
are of a dangerous nature here and there, however,
may be found a na t to whom one may apply for help .

There are female as well as male na ts . Miscreants
who have been put to death , or persons who have met
with a violent death , add to the number ofna ts . They
are all under the rule ofa na t King, the Thagya Min .

The worship of these beings is the real religion of
by far the maj ority of the Burmese, who adhere to
them with absolute, unalterable inward conviction .

The testimony ofthose who are thoroughly acquainted
with the life of the Burmese fully corroborates this
fact . Only one such testimony is here quoted, that
of Bishop B igandet, who is universally acknowledged
to be one of the best-informed scholars on this subject.
He says 1 The Buddhism ofthe people has but little

or no part in their daily life . In common life , from
the day of birth to that ofwedding, or even of death ,
all the customs and formula made use of by the
Burmese originate with demon worship, and not with

1 In a communication to J . G. S cott , the edi tor of the

Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan S tates (Rangoon,

quoted in part i ., vol . ii ., p . 10.
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Buddhism . If a misfortune befall s him , he attributes
it to the nat if he wishes to undertake an important
matter

,
he tries to enlist the favour ofthe na t . Even

the monks frequently give in to the influence of this
strong undercurrent of animistic religion which under
lie s their Buddhist faith .

”

Na t worship occupies such an important place in
the life of the ordinary Burmese that no one can
overlook it, who has many dealings with this people .

Every house has its na t. He is not a guardian spirit
in the sense of specially concerning himself with the
welfare ofthe inhabitants . But he has his established
position in the house, and the inhabitants must see to
it on their part that he is kept in good temper . The
pillars of the house are bound round at the top with
stuff made of the cotton-wool in which he loves to
dwell . A vessel ofholy water (which is reconsecrated
monthly by formula used with twigs and leaves of
certain trees) stands in the veranda , and the dwell
ing is often sprinkled with the water , to insure the
protection of the nut . They bring him offerings ,
food , and fruit . They hang up cocoanuts and gay rags
for him . The na t may be very dangerous to the
stranger who comes heedlessly under the roof ; he
may. frighten him into madness or bring an illness
on him . Every vil lage al so has its na t, to whom a
place of worship is erected at the entrance

,
close to

the last huts . He has regular festival s in his honour
,

also special ones when a calamity has taken place
,

such as when an epidemic of cholera or smallpox has
broken out in the place .

Na t festivals are characterized by wild dances and
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the performance of remarkable songs . These are
undertaken by women dressed up to represent the
individual na t. Their performances frequently are
ofthe nature of ballads , or represent scenes from the
life of the na t during his earthly experience . Fire
works , cockfights , and wild music , are associated with
these performances . The na ts are frequently repre

sented in pictures as gaily dressed puppets with
swords and other weapons , and sometimes on horse
back . They often figure on paper charms , and people
have some of them tattooed on themselves . The
superstitious practices connected with na t worship
are innumerable. They are mostly performed by
those women who dance at the na t festivals, and
whose power to bring down curses , to exorcise ill
nesses , to call up the Spirits of the dead , and to fore
tell the unknown , is blindly believed in .

S o far is Buddhism from having obtained the
mastery over this religion, that even the monks are
dominated by it to an incredible extent . This is ,
naturally, the case mainly with the inmates ofvillage
monasteries in the interior of the country, especially
in Upper Burma, whereas the superior type of monk
in Rangoon expresses his dislike and contempt of the
popular belief . In the country, however, they bind
the pillars of the monasteries with cotton-wool for the
temple na t

,
and the monks attend the na t festivals ,

especially during epidemics , in order to bring to bear
their more powerful influence on the menacing spirit .
The monks stand by the sick-bed or death-bed at
the exorcising of the nat, they are the most popular
tattooers and soothsayers, they decide which are lucky
and unlucky days , and they interpret dreams.
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A yet more complete intermixture of animistic and
nature worship with Buddhism may be observed in
the Shan S tates . This differs in many of its external
features from the usual Burmese Buddhism ; but it
does not occupy a sufficiently important posit ion for

us to deal with it here , as we are only concerned with
the main development of Buddhism .

CHAPTER IV.
- THE BUDDHISM OF SIAM

S iamese Buddhism is so similar to that of Ceylon
and Burma in all its main features that it would be
superfluous to describe it in detail . It would be merely
repetition . On one special po int, however, some closer
attention is requisite , as it i s peculiar to S iam .

This country stil l possesses a King of its own .

1

Wherever a Buddhist King has reigned he has always
assumed a particular attitude . He is not the head of
the Church , but he is its chief patron . From this
arises a unique condition of affairs . The King himself
is bound to render homage to the monks , so long as he

does not rise above “ the world ,
” that is to say,

enter the monkhood . Otherwise he is merely a layman .

But the favour ofKings has a fundamental significance
for the welfare ofthe monks . In reality they must rely
upon him , and cannot afford to forgo his favour . Al so ,
in his capacity of ruler he has a certain authoritative
1 Cambodia also , in so far as it is independent of S iam (the

northern
,
and , indeed, the most important, provinces of Cam

bodia are incorporated in S iam) , nominally possesses a King of
its own, but he is entirely under French control. The titular
King ofCambo dia stands in exactly the same relation to Bud
dhism as the King ofS iam does in his country.
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r ight over them . Both sides ofthe question are cleverly
brought into harmony, and can be readily studied , in
S iamese Buddhism .

There is a supreme official at the head of S iamese
Buddhism

,
which has developed on the same hierarch

ical lines as it did in Burma ; he is called the San
kharat . But he, as well as all the leading monks , who ,

superintend large districts , must be nominated by
the King . Besides this the King appoints one of the
Princes of his own house to have an oversight of the
conduct and habits of the monks . This official calls
to account any monks guilty ofserious misdemeanours .

Such monks are then unfrocked and degraded to the
position of laymen , and the punishment runs it s
course. Thus any elements dangerous to the State
authority are held in check , and the clerical power is
under control . On the other hand, however, the King
Shows marked deference (in all external appearance)
to the Buddhist religion . He daily maintains a large
number of monks at his personal expense ; he builds
temples and monasteries ; he shows his reverence by
bowing and raising of the hand to the head , although
he assumes the Special right ofraising only one hand,
whereas his subj ects are all obliged to raise both hands
folded together .
The most interesting act by which the S iamese King

shows his reverence for the religion is the yearly visit
to the temples for the purpose of presenting clothing
to the monks .
In the middle of October—when the Was season

comes to an end—it is customary in S iam for the laity
to present monks ’ habits . For this purpose the King
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in person (occasionally b e i s represented by one of
the Princes) visits a number of the monasteries at
Bangkok

,
which are specially under his patronage . It

is a gorgeous spectacle , as b e generally goes in costly
decorated barges (the travelling in Bangkok being
more by water than by land) . Princes , high Official s ,
and a large retinue

,
accompany the S overeign . He sits

in his specially ornate barge under a canopy and the
royal umbrella the clothing destined for presentation
fills the boat . When he has landed at one of the
monasteries , the King betakes himself in procession ,
accompanied with music , to the gateway of the prin
cipal temple hall . There he takes the cloth ing from
the hands of the attendants , who have carried them so
far ; he enters the hall and lays them on a table .
This table is already laden with gifts

,
contributed in

the name of the King . The King then lights the
candles and incense , and bows thrice in act ofworship,
first before the Buddha images , then before the sacred
books, and lastly before the assembled monks , belong
ing to the monastery , who have placed themselves in
the background . He next renews to the Abbot the
five vows which the Buddhist layman has to observe
if he is in earnest about religion (see p .

If it happen to be one ofthe sacred days ofthe month

(Uposatha , S iamese : Ubosot, see p . the King takes
in addition the three vows belonging to the day : to eat
no delicacy after midday , to attend no entertainment

nor to use any scent , and to sleep on a low and simple
bed . After taking these vows, the Prince announces
to the monks his intention of presenting them

with the above-mentioned gifts , whereupon the Abbot
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accepts them in the name ofthe monks , with suitable
expressions of gratitude . When the King leaves the
monastery , the monks recite a blessing, and he again
bows to the Buddha , the sacred books , and the com
munity . Besides the clothing presented , there are
usually other gifts—vases , mats , furniture, and so
forth .

Thus until the present day the custom has been
maintained of the Buddhist religion outwardly ruling
the highest authority in the S tate . The inner power
of Buddhism in S iam has not been greater than in
Ceylon and Burma . An unfathomable superstition ,
springing from various sources , has kept pace with
this religion . Hinduism in particular has become
closely interwoven with it. Chinese influences have
also made themselves felt in many ways . The
educational value of Buddhism for the people has
therefore been remarkably limited , even in those
countries where the purer Hinayana is in vogue .

CHAPTER V.
—LAMAISM

Lamaism, that form of Buddhism which has de
veloped in Tibet , and which takes its name from the
title of the Tibetan monk, not only predominates
in that country, but also in the smaller Himalayan
S tates , Ladak , Nepal , Bhotan, S ikkhim, as well as
Mongolia

,
and it has branched out into Northern and

Western China . It is a distinct, separate type of

Buddhism
,
quite different from that of both the

southern countries and ofChina , Japan , and Korea .

The reader will remember what has already been said
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of the origin of T ibetan Buddhism (p . 7 1 et we
have before us here that branch of the religion which
preserved most ofthe Mahayana doctrine as it existed
in India . It has disappeared from the banks of the
Ganges and the Indus , but before it ceased to exist
there it had taken new root in the wild mountain
tracts of the Himalayas , and thence again it had
Spread to the inaccessibl e plateau on the north .

There the Mahayana Buddhism of India flowed into
the blood ofa people , robust , primitive , untouched by
other influences , who eagerly absorbed and developed
in a remarkable manner that fatal gift.
An entirely new atmosphere surrounds us in

Lamaism . S imilar to the contrast between the
natural environment of the Irrawaddy and the snow
capped Himalaya s is the contrast between the
Buddhism which governs the north and that which
rules in Ceylon and Farther India . H ere the sun

pours down on rice-fields and voluptuous forest or

jungle thicket, palms and orchids , on naked or almost
naked lithe brown human figures , childishly gay and
j oyous faces , decked with flowers . There rise wide ,
gloomy precipices , sinking into deep abys ses ; desolate
plateaus , across which sweep raging storms ; glaciers
look down from the heights , the earth is rendered
hard and unfruitful by rock ; the faces of men are
wild and forbidding—men who have to contend with
the elements , broad , coarse figures

,
wrapped in Skin s

and thick garments .
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A. THE SACRED BU ILDINGS .

Even in the sacred buildings the different character
is evident . The monasteries in Tibet rear themselves
harshly and forbiddingly . They are solid buildings
made ofbrick or quarry-stone ; the walls are high and
massive , with long rows ofright-angled windows ; the
roof is usually flat . They have the look of fortresses
when they are erected (as the Tibetans like to have
them) on some picturesque eminence . Many of the
lamaseries are huge places designed to accommodate
several thousand monks . Then the monastery swells
into a small town ; it consists of a large number of
solid buildings with streets and passages between
them , a main building in the centre, and the whole
enclosed within a massive wall . The monastic build
ings are generally two-storied . A monastery usually
contains a temple

,
which stands in the centre, sur

rounded by a courtyard ; the living-rooms of the
inmates are in the square surrounding

'

it. A huge
double door forms the main entrance . There are
frequently open halls outside , standing somewhat
apart, in which are placed prayer -wheels (cylinders)
for the use ofvisitors . There are also not infrequently
stfipas adorning the neighbourhood of the sacred
buildings : the Tibetans call them chorten, the S anskrit
chai tya . Sometimes two such stape s are connected
with one another by a wall called mendong , in niches
of which incense sticks may be lighted and other
small oflerings placed . If a stranger penetrates
through the creaking gates into the courtyard, he
must beware of the dogs belonging to the monastery,
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as they attack every intruder ferociously . The monks ’

rooms are S imple and bare , larger and smaller cell s
s ide by S ide, with a veranda in front, running round
the inner courtyard

,
generally on the uppe r story .

The ground-floor, which has no outer windows ,
usually consists ofdark storerooms .
The building for worship , which stands in the

centre of the monastery courtyard , has a veranda in
front of it, to which a short flight of steps gives access .
Curtains which are drawn apart from the centre
frequently hang over the entrance and make the light
dim within . Already in the veranda we find several

divinities , and as without some knowledge of the
lamaistic gods further description would be rather
unintelligible, we shall give a brief account of them
before proceeding farther .

B . THE LAMAISTIC GODS .

While S outhern Buddhism only admits image s of
the Buddha Gautama himself and some accompany

ing figures , no greater contrast can be afforded than
that of Lamaism , which exhibits quite a bewildering

crowd of deities . S ometimes they are figures from
the ancient historical Buddhism sometimes Hindu
gods which have crept into the Buddhist mythology ;
then, again , a number of conception s of the speculative
fancy of Mahayana Buddhism ; yet again , other
deities previously belonging to the ancient demon
worship of the country and the Bon doctrine (see
above , p . local deities

,
individual guardian spirits,

and SO on : the whole weaves itself into a motley
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web which at first sight appears a hopeless tangle.
For the sake ofclearness we will separate into different
classes the principal deities .
First there are the B uddhas ; these are not indeed

the Buddha, namely, Gautama . The conception of
many other Buddhas , who lived in long past ages, a
series of predecessors of the Prince S iddharta , is, as
we know, of early origin in Buddhism (see p .

The world stretches out through endless times
,
exist

ing and passing away. Immense periods of time are
classed together to form an epoch and to receive their
Special number of Buddhas . The last great world
epoch saw twenty-eight Buddhas, including Gautama.
But since the three most ancient ones were (according
to legend) not in actual connection with Gautama ,
whereas all the others are said to have pointed on to
him , those first three are not usually included in the
series, thus leaving only twenty-four Buddhas as
Gautama ’ s predecessors . Amongst these the best
known and most highly esteemed is Dipamkara , the
Light-bringer . Then , again, the S ix last forerunners
ofGautama ’s are often represented with him in a group
of seven . Another special group of Buddhas—older
than the collection of seven- comprises five Buddhas,
namely, the three last forerunners , Gautama himself,
and the expected successor, the BuddhaMaitréya , who
should arise when the five thousand years of Gautama
should be accomplished .

1 This group of the five
Buddhas plays an important r61e. The names as
1 These five Buddhas are also common to Southern Bud

dhism ; for instance , they are to be seen as statues at Anura
dhapura at the Ruanweli Dagaba .
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they follow in historical sequence are : Krakuchandra ,
Kanakamuni, Kashiapa , Gautama and Maitréya , (or,
in Pali, Kakusandha , Konagamana , Kassapa , Gotama,
Metteyya) . Through a special conception ofMahayana
Buddhism , however , these five Buddhas have been
promoted to a higher sphere . They were transitory
appearances , whose historical representatives (such at
least are supposed) when they entered Nirvana at the
close oftheir earthly career, ceased naturally to have an
individual existence . These earthly appearances , how
ever , are held to have Sprung from a supernatural ,
imperishable nature . Thus each of these Buddhas is
presupposed to be part ofa heavenly Buddha . Such
heavenly Buddhas , therefore , are five, who are fre
quently called “ the heavenly conquerors (Jina) .
Among these five celestial prototypes of the historical
Buddhas , the most conspicuous figure is the one corre
sponding to thehistorical Gautama . This is Amitabha

,

(the boundless light) , a Buddhist figure of the greatest
popularity in the whole of Northern Buddhism .

When by means of these religious speculations as to
celestial Buddhas stability was given to their transitory
terrestrial appearance , so that the worship of the faith
ful could reach them , one could easily go a step further
by placing above the five Buddhas the one supreme
Buddha, as the ultimate origin— the Adi-Buddha . In
this way it became possible to combine the whole
religious world ofappearances into a unity .

From yet another quarter the number of forms of
the Buddhas was augmented . Certain beings held in
high esteem by the people

,
and practically of great

importance , were raised to the position of celestial
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Buddhas, as , for instance, a number of medical
deities who were called “ healing Buddhas . ” Other
beings ofuniversally high repute

,
whom they thought

entitled to the highest rank , were on this account asso
cis tedwith the above-mentioned five heavenlyB uddhas,
in a little different representation . Thus to the figure of
Amitabha (the Buddha of endless light) was added
another figure , Amitayus (endless life) .
Next to this class ofthe highest Buddhas comes that

ofthe Bodhisattvas . As to their universal significance
see p . 52 et seq. The Bodhisattvas serve as a further
expansion ofthe above-outlined dogmatic speculation
thus to each of the five heavenly Buddhas, together
with theirfive corresponding earthly ones , are added five
Bodhisattvas ,who are as spiritual

“ sons ”
or reflexes ”

of the heavenly Buddhas . There is therefore a three
fold series oi five divine beings connected with one

another , each heavenly Buddha having his super
natural reflex (a Bodhisattva) and his earthly counter
part

,
who has appeared in human form , or which Should

so appear in the case ofMaitreya .

Among the Bodhisattvas, the most celebrated is
Avalokita (AvalokiteSvara) , the Bodhisattva who
belongs to the trio comprising the historical Buddha
Gautama and the heavenly Buddha Amitabha . Ava

lokita is the divinity who is regularly reincarnate in
the Dalai Lama of Lhassa . He is also tutelary deity

ofTibet, and as such bears the complimentary title of

Padmapani (the lotos-handed) . He is represented as
friendly and compassionate, with the power to help
all mankind . Avalokita has passed under a feminine
guise (as Tara, see p. 1 6 1 ) into Chinese Buddhism ,

and
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thence into Korean and Japanese (as Kwanyin or
Kwannon) .
Besides Avalokita , the most prominent T ibetan

Bodhisattvas are Manj usri , the personification of
wisdom ; Samantabhadra, the divinity of religious
ecstasy ; and Vajrapani, originally the Hindu god
Indra , whose appearance as the wielder of the
thunderbolt is held to be the highest exemplification

ofmight .
A feminine counterpart of the Bodhisattvas is the

so -called Tara (star) . There exist many Taras ,
but they seem to be only different representations of
that one which is a female transformation of the
Bodhisattva Avaloki ta, and looked upon as his consort .
The most conspicuous forms of the Tara are the green
and the white Tara. It is said that the two wives of
King S rong T san Gampo (cf. p . 7 1 ) were incarnation s

of the Tara—the Nepalese Princes s as the green Tara,
the Chinese as the white Tara (the colours differentiat
ing the variety of racial complexion) . Another well
known Tara is Marichi

,
often represented with three

faces and eight hands . One of the faces is that ofa
sow . The same animal carrie s sometimes the vehicle
which she is riding upon or the lotos th rone of her
image . The number of the best-known incarnations
ofthe Tara is twenty-one ; but she reincarnates again
and again . The Mongols speak of the Emperor of
Russia as an incarnation of the white Tara—A similar
group of female deities are the Dakkinis . Their outfi t
is generally of a formidable kind— skulls , weapons ,
hand-drums, thunderbolts, and the like— their character

dangerous (Waddell call s them
“Furies They also

1 1
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incarnate in beings of the present day—one of them ,

for instance, in the Abbess of the Samding monastery
in the Yamdok lake .
A third class of beings worshipped are the tutelary

deities . They are looked on as being particularly
clever at overcoming the noxious influence ofdemons .
All Buddhas and Bodhisattvas have in themselves the
power of exercising the functions of tutelary deities .
As such they are depicted in a special outfit appro

priate for the purpose . But there are also a number
of supernatural beings, whose ri fle is solely that of
tutelary deities . These are the demon Princes . They
are represented in the most dreadful and hideous way
in order to demonstrate their capacity for terrifying
or driving away demons . Skulls, decapitated heads
and limbs, cups containing human flesh and blood ,
serpents and vipers , skins torn off, j aws with huge
tusks in the act of mauling a human being, three or
more eyes, several heads (some with animal , some
with human faces) , four ormore arms holding weapons
or implements of plunder in their hands—these are
some of their characteristics. Each of these demon
Princes has a consort, frequently represented with
him ; she is equally frightful and full of fury. The
number of tutelary deities is amazingly great . All
sorts of conceptions combine, emanating from both
the North Indian type ofMahayana Buddhism as well
as from the ancient Tibetan—Bon—religion , and
intermingle with one another. From these tutelary
deities there is in an ever-descending scale an innu
merable horde of uncanny beings—na ture spirits ,
such as serpent gods, a horse god, all sorts of figures
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out of Hindu mythology , some of a friendly and
helpful character, but most ofthem images ofterror .

Mention must also here be made ofthe Kings ofthe
four cardinal points of the compass . They are held
to be the guardians ofthe entrances to heaven, which
rise from Mount Meru . The mountain is four-S ided
on each S ide there dwells a guardian at the point
where the heavenly region begins . The one on the
east—Dhritaraétra, King of the Gandharvas , a sort

of angel s— is white in colour, and holds a stringed
instrument in his hands as his symbol . The one on
the west—Virfipakéa , King of the Nagas, the serpent
gods—is red , and holds a chorten in his right and
a serpent in his left hand . The guardian Of the
south is Viradhaka , King of a class ofdemons called
Khumbhanda . His colour is blue or green he holds

a sword . The one on the north , of yellow colour, is

VaiSravana (or Kubera) , King of the Yakéas. He
is represented with a flag in his right hand, and in

the left an ichneumon with a j ewel in it s mouth .

These watchers guard the heavens. But they also
afford protection to the faithful , and are frequently
portrayed and much revered .

Another much feared and courted of these lesser
divinities is Yama , the j udge of the dead . He sits in
the centre of the regions of hell , of which there are
eight hot and eight cold , not to mention four purga
tories and countless minor adjoin ing hells . The
K ing of Hell himself is compelled to endure as great
sufferings as any of his victims. His consort is the
terrible Lhamo , the tutelary deity of Lhassa . Yet

another of these countless deities who must not be
1 1 2
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omitted is the very popular god of wealth , Jambhala ,
and the house god, or the god of the soil ; for each
house, each monastery, each temple , has its particular
local divinity.

Another very large class of supernatural beings is
that of the dangerous spirits . Among them are
earlier gods belonging to the Bon religion , who in
course of time have sunk to the position of spectres

,

also avenging Spirits of those who have been murdered
or ill-treated , star Spirits, and various other fantastic
creations . These spirits are so far included in the
former class ofdivinities as they can be made service
able to mankind by means ofincantations .
Finally there are the saints who are worshipped .

To these belong in the first place the most illustrious
disciples of the Buddha , above all Maudgalyayana
and Sariputra (his two favourite p upils) , also
Kasyapa and Ananda , and Upali . Furthermore, there
is a group of sixteen specially important apostles , the
so-called Arhats , who are always represented together
as “ the sixteen strong holders of the doctrine .

” 1

ASvaghosa , Nagarjuna , Atisa , Tsongkapa , and other
personalities well known in the history ofLamaism ,

are worshipped in this class . Also Padma Sambhava
is found among these saints , but he plays a mi le less
conspicuous than one should expect .

1 In China it has become eighteen— the so-called Lohan.

But in Korea and J apan there are still onl y sixteen, as there
were in earlier Chinese Buddh ism.
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C . THE INSIDE OF THE TEMPLES .

Now let us return to the temple and consider it
more in detail . Al ready on the walls of the veranda
and on both sides of the entrance we have noticed
figures ofthe gods . There are pictures either painted
on the walls or on a scroll of paper mounted on silk .

All these gods have the character of tutelary deitie s .
They belong to the class of demon K ings , and guard
the sanctuary from enemies . Among them we find
the four above-mentioned guardians of the mountain

of the gods , two on each S ide of the entrance . There
is also generally to be found on the wal l ofthe veranda
a large and characteristic painting of the so—called
wheel of life.” It is a s ix- spoked wheel entwined with
a demon figure , which rears its hideous head at the
top . The S ix divisions between the spokes represent
the six di fferent regions in which one may find a new
existence : The heavens

,
the Titans (a kind of semi

celestial beings) , the man world, the animal world ,
the region of ghosts , the hell s . The encompassing
circle of the wheel is divided into twelve sections , each
having a symbolic figure

,
representing the so-called

twelve Nidanas, the causal nexus of reincarnation

(see p . S ometimes one sees all kinds of curious
things hanging from the roof Of the veranda , which
are there to inspire reverence or fear in the minds of
visitors . There are stuffed wild beasts , such as bears ,
buflaloes, apes, etc .
The inside of the temple is a square or quadrilateral

room , of which the ceiling is usually supported by

wooden pillars of a deep red colour . The walls are
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ornamented with numberless paintings , only in very
small temples they are simply white . The wall
paintings , crude in colour , represent mainly tutelary
deities and saints. Some of the most gruesome demon
Princes are kept veiled or hidden in a Shrine . At
the back wall the principal images are standing
behind one or more altars . There are usually several
statues in the centre , but there is no required uni
formity in the matter of arrangement . Often the
centre figure is the Buddha Gautama

,
with the Bodhi

sattva Avalokita on his left hand, and on the right
hand Maitreya , the future Buddha . In other instances
the historic Buddha is entirely absent beside Avalo
kita stands the celestial Buddha Amitabha, and the
place of Maitreya is taken by the founder of the
particular sect to which the temple belongs . There
are also other forms of arrangement . The difference
ofrepresentation between a Buddha and a Bodhisattva
or a saint is generally not difficult to notice . The
Buddha is represented in a simple manner the head,
with its singular tufts of hair, is uncovered, and has
a lump on the top ; the body is covered with a mantle,
leaving the chest and a large part of the right arm
bare. Almost always the Buddha is in a sitting
posture, with feet cros sed over one another.1 The
position of the hands (mudr ci) varies very much . A
Bodhisattva is always quite differently portrayed . He
is sumptuously adorned after the manner of an Indian
Prince . The head is covered with a crown, the

1 Only the Buddha of the future, Maitreya, is represented in
the s itting position to which we Europeans are accustomed ,with
the feet hanging down .
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ornaments coming down over the ears ; he wears
bracelets , and has chains on his breast ; precious
stones , either real or imitation , are worn in profusion .

The hair is not shaved off, but bound in a knot on the
top of the head . S ome Bodhisattvas show several
heads or arms . Avalokita especially is often repre

sented with eleven heads , with four or many more
thousand ”

) arms . The saints , on the other hand ,
generally wear the normal monk’ s habit and a monk ’ s
cap .

Beside the central figures at the end of the hall ,
there are usually all sorts of other figures on either
side . The images are generally made of wood or
plaster gilded, less frequently of bronze . The centre
of the hall is empty, so that the monks can assemble
there for worship. But in front of the principal
images there is a large altar . It generally consist s

of two stages of different level s . On the lower one
offerings are placed— water, butter , rice , cakes ,
flowers , little lamps . On the higher stage are various
obj ects . The most important of these are a small
model of a chorten, a sacred manuscript , and the

so -called dome— a peculiar metal instrument , with a
handle in the middle , at each end of which is fastened
a bundle of four or eight birds ’ claws , tied together at
the points . The dome is the equivalent ofthe ancient
thunderbolt ofthe Hindu god Indra . It is frequently
used in lama worship for the exorcism of demons .
There is besides on the altar a bell , a vessel full of
holy water, a metal mirror, and a number of musical
instruments .
The temple containing the images is cal led lha
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khang (hall of the gods) . Very large monasteries
have more than one lha khang . Near the house of

the gods is usually a large hall, where the monks
assemble for the recitation of the sacred writings .
This hall they call da khang (assembly hall) . The
common name Of a monastery is gomp a . Some
very renowned places bear the title ling. If a
monastery is organized more for study and doctrinal
purposes, such an institution is called choide. The
single colleges or schools of a choide are named
ta ts

'

ang .

D . THE LAMAISTIC MONKHOOD .

The influential position held by the monks in Tibet ,
the manifold advantages connected with its status,
the superstitious value set on its efficacy, not to
mention a certain compulsion exercised on the laity
by the clergy— all these things combine to draw a
large number of laymen into the monastic Orders .
Almost without exception , those who intend to become
monks enter the monastery as children . It is
customary in many parts of Tibet, and the Church
keeps watch over the matter, for every family under
ordinary circumstances to devote at least one son

to the monkhood
,
usually the firstborn . The child

selected for this purpose spends the first few years in
the paternal home. But he is handed over to the
monastery when he is about eight or nine years old .

He must be healthy and without deformity ; some
monasteries , even , take only children out of families of
some rank and possession . The child on first entering
the monastery is merely a scholar. He is entrusted
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to the care of a monk who becomes his teacher
who instructs him in reading and writing

Tibetan
,
and with whom he commits to memory

mportant formula ,
prayers , short writings , besides

performing a number of minor duties and ceremonies
in the temple . This first course of instruction lasts
for three or four years . During this time the child
wears ordinary secular clothing ; a tuft of his hair is
cut off symbolically, but the head is not clean -shaven .

As such a scholar the boy has begun the course of
a dap a , the general appellation for all ecclesiastic

personages .
Wh en the teacher considers his pupil sufli ciently

trained , he is promoted to the po sition of genyen, or

novice . For this promotion the boy and his teacher
apply to the Abbot, bringing some presents with them .

The Abbot thoroughly interrogates the boy as to his
character, health , freedom , family , and personal
determination to enter the monkhood . The aspirant
is al so examined on what he has learnt . If all is
satisfactory , his name is entered in the register ofthe
monastery . The genyen wears the monastic habit,
though he has as yet no share in worship and
monastic duties , and his head is not completely
shaven , one tuft remaining in the centre of the crown .

The next promotion is the novice ’ s admission as

getsul, or j unior monk . This is the entrance into the
community , though not as a full monk . The function
must be performed by a higher lama , who is looked
upon as an incarnation of a deity, and a chapter has
to be assembled . The remaining tuft of hair is cut
off from the head of the candidate ; he receives his
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monastic name, and promises obedience to all rules
and precepts . The ordination takes place at a larger
monastery, and generally a number ofnovices unite in
it . Of course they have to pay some reward to the
higher lama who presides at the ceremony . The
j unior monk possesses the outfit of a regular monk.

He is also entitled now to take part in the general
service and recitation with the other monks.
If a getsul is strenuous and wants to reach higher

aims, he has to pass one further stage, which makes
him a full monk , gelong . For this purpose he must
give himself to studies in one of the most renowned
lamaseries at Lhasa or Tashi Lhumpo . The course
of learning is not an easy task . It includes much
memorizing as well as getting familiar with usual
explanations and with the subj ects of disputations .
A great many technical terms must be known , and the
mode of chanting when reading the sacred books
must be practised . When the getsul has shown him
self qualified to become a gelong by passing the
necessary examinations, he applies for the ordination
to the head lama of the monastery where he is study
ing. The ordination is similar to the Upasampada
ordination Of the Southern Buddhists . A gelcng

must be at least fully twenty-five years ofage .

The term lama ,
” which Europeans use to designate

all Tibetan monks , is in Tibet limited to ecclesiastics
ofvery high standing, heads ofa monastery or monks
in a specially honourable position . Lama means
“ the superior one (see p .

Women are allowed to embrace the monastic life as
well as man

,
though their position is much inferior.
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Their convents are styled ani gomp a or tsunp o .

The general appearance of the nun resembles that of
the monk ; the head is shaven , and no ornaments are
allowed . In Central and Eastern Tibet nunneries are
not uncommon

,
and among the most noteworthy

places of pilgrimages is the Samding monastery of
nuns as well as monks . In Western T ibet nuns are
few .

The regular course of training is not by all monks

followed up , some being hampered by want ofmental
faculties , others by want of means . There are many
monks who remain simple genyens through all their
life ; others stop at the S tage of getsul. It happens
that a monk disagreeing with his monaste ry for

personal reasons runs away from it , and seeks ad
mittance in some smaller place, where the regulations
are not so strict , or he becomes a monk on his own
account

,
wherever he finds an opening in consequence

ofthe superstition of the people . An instance ofsuch
a “ run-away lama is found in Huc and Gabet ’s
Travels (vol . i . , p . Their companion , Samdad

Chiemba, was a novice , who
“ had escaped from his

lamasery in order to avoid the too frequent and too
severe corrections of the master under whom he was
more immediately placed .

” This man afterwards had
not returned to any monastery . Cases of a similar
kind are not rare .
The clothing of the monks of T ibet, in consequence

of the climate, is much warmer than that in southern
lands . They wear an under-garment , stockings, foot
gear, trousers , but always over these (when in full

dress) the three prescribed garments of the earliest
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times : the loin-cloth , held up by a girdle ; an upper
garment with sleeves and over that the wide mantle
which covers the left shoulder , but leaves the right
shoulder bare, being passed under the right arm .

The colour of their clothing is either orange or red ,
according to the sect to which they belong . On
festive occasions the superior authorities , such as
Abbots and Directors, wear very beautiful , highly
ornamented robes and many decorations . The differ
ence in outward appearance between a high church
dignitary at worship and a plain village lama is ,
indeed , not less than between some Catholic Arch
bishop celebrating Mass and a simple mendicant friar.
The lama ’ s fine robe s are of silk, although it is
contrary to the early regulation ; only ordinary
clothing is made ofwoollen material .
The headgear is very varied, and has Special

meaning ; the different sec ts are distingui shed from
one another by its shape and colour . The principal
groups of sects are called Red-cap , Yellow-cap , Black
cap . The Shapes are of North Indian , or Chinese , or
Mongolian origin . Many ofthem have lappets hanging
from the back and sides , so as to protect the back of
the head and the ears . Others resemble a Catholic
Bishop ’s mitre . The fantastic Shape of the cap often
heightens the artistic effe ct of the monastic dress .
One or more amulet boxes, a case for pen and ink ,

a small flask for holy water, a rosary consisting of
1 08 beads , and a prayer cylinder, complete the equip
ment ofa Tibetan monk.

The da ily occup a tion of the monk is of a wholly
different character from that of Southern Buddhism ,
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because Lamaism has regular united dutie s of worship ,
whereas the duty of the daily begging walk has been
given up . The monk has to rise early and begin the
day with prayer . The first assembly for worship in
the temple must take place before sunrise . The

summons to it is ringing of bells and blasts of shell
trumpets . After everyone has performed his ablutions ,
they all meet at the entrance to the temple, and enter
together, taking their places on the mats in the centre .
The worship opens by a united recitation of prayers
and invocations , after which the monks have their
morning tea handed round to them by the novices .
Next there are various long liturgies , either recited by
one or by all . These liturgies are prize songs in honour

ofcertain Buddhas , Bodhisattvas, or saints , and invo
cations of powerful tutelary deities . They include a
very important ceremony, which is enacted daily in
the large monasteries , namely, the presentation of the
manda la Offering. Gift s (consisting of a few grains of
rice) for the entire universe , according to the conception
of the Buddhist cosmogony, are placed in special order

on a board in the centre of which there rises a sort of
pagoda of rice , which is meant to symbolize Mount
Meru , the centre of the universe . While for each
individual part and division of the world (of which
there are altogether thirty-eight) the gifts are laid on

the tray within a sacred circle , a short formula of

presentation is spoken . The early service lasts rather
a long time , and is interrupted by the handing of tea .
At the close the monks retire to their cells .
It is expected that the monks shoul d invoke their

individual guardian Spirits in their cell s, and al so
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Specially celebrate the sunrise with appropriate
prayers .
At nine o ’clock the second service takes place this is

mainly devoted to the tutelary deities (the demon
Princes) . A third general service is held at midday

,
a

fourth about three o ’clock in the afternoon , a fifth in the
evening , about six or seven o

’clock . But not all the
monasteries are sufficiently austere to observe all
these times of worship ; many of them are satisfied
with four, or even three , services . They are not so
strict, either, as to require the attendance of every
monk at every service the older and more respected
monks can absent themselves , and they often find an
excuse for so doing.

During all the services tea is handed round by the
novices . Larger meals take place three times a day
the first after early service, the second at midday, and
the third in the evening , after the last service . Meat
is not forbidden to the ordinary monks, but is eaten
whenever Opportunity offers , especially the flesh of
the yak , the well-known Tibetan ox.

1 Mutton also
they like, but not goat

’s flesh . Birds and fish are
altogether prohibited in many sects . Only lamas who
are ambitious of a reputation for special sanctity give
up the use ofmeat entirely. In Lamaism no account
is taken ofabstinence from meals after midday.

Besides the usual acts of worship, there are a

1 Waddell , Lhasa and its Mysteries,” thi rd edition, p . 327

We passed the village of Cheri , containing a large slaughter
house , where dozens ofsheep and yak-oxen are slaughtered daily
for the consumption chiefly of the monks of Dapung .

S ee also pp . 334, 374.
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number of extra ones for Special festivals, and for laymen

who for some cause or other desire a special service .

Al l these religious Observances are generally compo sed
of prayers or invocations , and of the Offering of gifts ,
such as rice , water, cakes , flowers , incense , l amps ,
or meat

,
accompanied by the recitation of blessing

formula and noisy music . Many of the services
ordered by laymen take place in the temples , but
others also in their houses . The S implest ceremony
performed by the monk for the layman is reading
aloud the sacred writings in their houses . The sacred
word is considered so efficacious that the mere recital
of texts averts danger and banishes demons . Hence
the monks are often summoned by laymen for this
purpo se, and naturally it is done for money or money

’ s

worth .

Such are the religious occupations of the monk ;
but there are secular ones al so . Most of the
monasteries, even when they are not very large

,

entail all sort s of housework, and duties connected

with the administration and organization of the
establishment . In important monasteries there are
regular posts which are assigned yearly to individual
monks

,
such as the post of treasurer

,
steward

,
master

of ceremonies, entertainer of guests, custodian of the
water-supply, secretary, and so on. Moreover

,
the

monks engage in all sorts of secular undertakings,
which have no connection with the monastery. Few
things, indeed, take place in Tibet in which a monk
has not some part , and very often it is no creditable
one . They occupy themselves a great deal with
business and trade, are sharp money-lenders , and
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know well how to make a profit for themselves in
anything .

All the larger monasteries are rich . They possess
much land ; part of it they let, and part of it they
get laymen to cultivate for them . Much wealth flows
into the monastery also by freewill offerings , by the
gifts of visitors , by the sale of countless charms,
pictures , and horoscopes, made by the monks . Once
or twice a year a number of the monks go on

pilgrimage , and visit villages to beg alms for the
monastery, especially corn , butter, meat, and live
stock . This usually takes place at harvest-time .

The revenue of a lamasery is not personal property
ofthe monks , but is used for general purposes, keep
ing the place in good state, supplying the temple
necessities, and providing other things for the com
munity . The inmates have to support themselves
as to their personal wants by their own earnings.
In the more prominent monasteries a strict super

vision is kept over the young monks and novices .
Transgressions Of monastic rules must be notified by
whoever makes the discovery . There is a special
j udicial functionary for such cases, to whom selected
monks are subordinate to act as administrators of
punishment. S evere misdemeanours, such as murder,
theft, or sacrilege , are severely dealt with by corporal
punishment, which may even cause death . S lighter
offences entail a small number of stripes or certain
acts of penance . But many flagrant sins go uh

punished , because they are so common. In this
connection mention must specially be made of the
sins of intemperance and unchastity. Indulgence in
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strong drink is only punished when carried to the
greatest exce ss . No one sees any harm in drinking
the ordinary Tibetan beer, when done in moderation .

But above all else it has proved impossible in Lamaism
to enforce the law ofchastity . It is only the reformed

sect of the Gelugpa which still enforces the oath on
its adherents . None of the other communities re

quire chastity in their assoc iates . Whoever observes it
does so at his own pleasure, and enj oys specia l credit
for it . But many live habitually with women , without
any obj ection be ing raised as to a forbidden thing.

The law of chastity is violated more or less in secret
even by many monks of the strict Gelugpa sect.
There are also hermits in Lamaism , and they are

not rare. Their appearance is not monki sh ; they
allow the hair and heard to grow . Their line of life
is sometimes ascetic in the highest degree . They
occupy themselves mostly in repeating the spell Of
their tutelary deity innumerable times . One may
find recluses who are shut up in the dark of a cave

or hole for many years . They live by charity and
by support ofa monastery to which they are attached

(cf. P . Landon ,
“ Lhasa ,

” third edition
,
p . 309

Waddell,
“ Lhasa and its Mysteries

,

” pp . 237

The corpses of monks and hermits are burned , whil st
dead bodies ofthe common people usually are thrown
to be devoured by dogs , vultures , and other animals .

E . THE SACRED WRITINGS .

Lamaism possesses its canon in the T ibetan lan
guage . Many of the books are accurate translations
from the ancient Indian texts

,
almost all prepared from

1 2
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Sanskrit , the language of the Mahayana school ; some
others are of Tibetan origin , also some are translated
from Chinese . The canon bears the name ofKanjur

(spelt Bkah-gyur, the translated teaching) . But along
side it there is also a very important collection of

universally accepted commentaries of the sacred text
called Tanjur (Estan-gyur) . The sacred canon is either
printed or copied . The written copies are the most
valuable ; they are often embellished with clever and
costly illuminations, the capital letters are in gold or
silver

,
and in the margin there are bright and pretty

miniatures. Their art of printing is primitive, similar
to the Chinese . The prints are drawn from wood
blocks

,
carved with the text . Whether they are

printed or written , they still retain the form of the
ancient Indian palm-leafmanuscripts, each leaf being
about three times as broad as it is high , with writing
on both sides , and the leaves unattached, the whole
set belonging to one section being enclosed between
two wooden covers . The whole Kanjur consists of
1 08 such volumes . The number 108, which we have
already come across in the rosary and in the divisions
of the sole of Buddha ’s foot , has in Buddhism a
special S ignificance . Some students have thought it
might be derived from a purely mathematical calcula
tion—1 x 2x 2x 3 x 8 x 3 It is subdivided
like the southern canon into three parts : Vinaya

(Dulva) , Satra (D6) , and Ab idharma (Chosnonpa) .
The canon of the accompanying commentary consists

1 Alabaster , “ The Wheel of the Law , p . 290. For another
calculation (12 x9) see J . 0 . Oman

,
The Mys tics , Ascetics , and

S aints of India (London, p. 40.
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of 225 volumes . Besides the elucidations of the
sacred text, it contains al so many works on the art
of exorcism , as well as some treatises of a more
philosophical

,
rhetorical

,
and grammatical nature .

The sacred writings are most highly prized in
Lamaism ; they receive almost divine honours . They

are carried with extraordinary care , they have their
special room in the temples, and have incense, candles ,
and li ttle lamps , offered to them . It would appear
rude and godless if anyone let a leaf of it drop on the
floor, and were to touch it with his foot .

F . THE SECTS .

Lamaism has split up into a number of divisions .
These were called into existence by noted teachers ,
who from time to time attempted by reforms to check
the extravagant developments of this exuberant
religion . None of the reforms attained any general
supremacy, and the schism grew always greater .
The first of these attempted reforms was that ofAtisa

( see p . This was called the Kadempa school ,
and received another reformer in the person of the
celebrated T song Kapa , from whose time it was known
as Gelugpa. This sect i s by far the strongest and
most noted in Tibet . Beside it may be mentioned
a few other divisions , such as the Kargyupa , called
into existence by a lama of the eleventh century,
and the Saskyapa , which rose in the same century.

Numerou s subdivisions have sprung from these main
ones . There are also monasteries which from the
earliest times have held aloof from these reforms .
They are called Ningmapa .

12—2
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The points in which these sects differ from one

another are sometimes matters of dogma , sometimes
of practice , sometimes , again , of the acceptance of a
certain set of saints , who are held to be the chain of
tradition of the true doctrine, and the worship of

special tutelary deities .
1 . The Gelugpa sect gives special reverence to its

founder Tsong Kapa, whom they rank higher than the
founder ofLamaism, Padma Sambhava , and than the
first ancient reformer Atisa . In the temples Tsong
Kapa usually has the central place of honour at the
back

,
between a Buddha and a Bodhisattva . Tsong

Kapa
,
who is held to have received the doctrine by

direct transmission from Atisa, and thereby from
the principal teachers of the Indian Mahayana,
strove to reinstate the original s tern rules of l ife by
means of discipline, such as that their clothing
should be made from rags sewn together, their food
be obtained by begging , a strict retirement be observed
during the Was season, earnestness in meditation ,
and so on. On the other hand , he established an
ornate and strictly regulated ritual . Perhaps this
last fact is due to his having come in contact with
Roman Catholic Christendom. Tsong Kapa came
originally from North-West China (he was born at
Kumbum , a celebrated monastery on the Chinese
frontier) , and lived from 1 356 to 141 8 , in a period,
therefore , when Roman Catholic missions had already
penetrated Central Asia and China for some con

siderab le time . The austerity of life enj oined by the
founder was soon much modified in the sect , but it
still preserves a stricter discipline in the matter of
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celibacy, which is peculiar to this sect . The stamp
set on ritual Observances has won a permanent hold ,
and has also spread to other sects .
The Gelugpa monks hold as their presiding celes

tial Buddha , or Adi-Buddha, the Buddh a Vajradhara ,
a metamorphosis of the god Indra . The origin of

their special doctrine and Observances is bound up wi th
the Bodhisattva Maitréya , the coming Buddha , who
is said to have specially inspired their teachers . But
they also consider themselves closely allied to the
Bodhisattva Manju sri . The Gelugpa monks received
from their founder a special form of headgear

,
of an

orange colour . Also he ordered the outer garment to
be yellow, whereas at that time a dark red colour was
universal ly worn for caps and clothing. Thus yellow
has continued to be the distinguish ing colour of the
Gelugpa sect down to the present day .

2. The Kargyupa lamas worship the same Adi
Buddha as the foregoing sect . But they place them
selves in a different attitude towards him

,
ina smuch

as they attribute their doctrinal tradition as coming
direct from him , and not through Maitreya or any
other Bodhisattva . Its founder was a lama called
Marpe , but their most honoured saint is the pupil of
this Marpe , the well-known po et and ascetic , Milar
aspa . He is specially renowned as the exorcist of

demons . On the wall of every large monas tery
belonging to this sect there is a portrait of him ,

dressed as an Indian monk , in the attitude of adj ura
tion , and surrounded by all sorts of cheerful scenes
taken from the legends about his life . The Kargyupas
originally distinguished themselves by performing the
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work of meditation outside the monastery, in the
retirement ofsome cave or wilderness . They had also
their special methods of meditation , but in course of
time they renounced the hermit attitude .
3 . The Saskyapa sect worships as its special patron

the Bodhisattva Manjusri. From him was handed
down to their adherents in direct line

,
beginning with

some Northern Indian sages
,
their special tradition . It

consists mainly in forms of incantation . The Saskyapa
sect is stronger than any other in the matter of

magic, and thereby won a predominant influence in
the earlier centuries

,
which has waned very much

of late . The Saskyapa monks wear red hoods and
upper garments .
4. The Ningmapa sect . This is the original form of

Lamaism, which has not re cognized any subsequent
reform . Naturally, their greatest saint is the founder
of Lamaism , Padma Sambhava , and beside him
there are a number of his disciples . The Ningmapa

monks consider Samantabhadra as the Adi-Buddha .

The Ningmapa have retained more of the ancient
Tibetan B on religion than any other sect . Its ad
herents wear red caps and red clothing. Some of

their special subdivisions , who hold closely to the old

Bon tradition , are recognizable by a black headdress .
Each of these sects has a special kind of attitude
for meditation , which has a name ofits own ; each of

them also has a special tantric formula by which it is
distinguishable . AS regards the subordinate sects , at
least two must be mentioned—the Karmapa and the
Dugpa schools (two divisions of the Kargyupa sect) ,
which possess a certain importance of their own .
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The lamas reckon altogether eighteen different sect s
in their religion ; but possibly this is a conventional
number adopted in imitation of the eighteen ancient
Indian sects (see p .

G . THE HIERARCHY.

The most noticeable feature ofLamaism , and which
in past times has called special attention to it , is the
hierarchical character of the monkhood , culminating
in the person of the Dalai Lama of Lhasa . The
most important historical dates of the rise of this

hierarchy have been already given (p . 7 4 et We

will at this point merely glance at the whole system
as it appears at the present time .

In the hierarchical system there are two primary
divisions . The minor includes the different ecclesias
tical degrees ; the higher contains the difl

’
erent degrees

of incarnations ofcelestial beings.
The grades of ecclesiastical position start with that

of the j unior monk (g etsul ) then comes the full
monk (gelong) then the Abbot (khanp o) , who is super

intendent of a monastery. The monks of a large
monastery hold different degrees of rank from one

another, according to more or les s honourable posts
assigned to them . There are also certain grades due
to the amount of learning Shown at their examina
tions and in public disputation . The two highest
degrees of this kind are Geshe and Rabjampa .

Those who win such a diploma are entitled to the
highest Chur ch ofi‘

i ces . Besides there are some
honorary titles be stowed on able men by the Grand
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Lamas . Such is the title of Choj e , of Loteava, and
ofPandita .

Those who are conspicuous among such graduates ,
or who are specially distinguished Abbots, are pro
moted to larger monasteries , and have the right of
visitation of subordinate monasteries .
But what is quite peculiar to the Lamaistic Church

is the theory of rank founded on the principle of
reincarnation .

It is held that saintly persons who have died are
reincorporate in certain lamas . The lowest grade of
this kind is represented by those who are said to be
the reincarnation of an earlier lama teacher as saint .
Above this degree are the Julku (or in Mongolian
Khutuktu) , who are supposed to be the reincarnation
of old Indian Buddhist saints . At the top there are
those Lamas , in whom a Bodhisat tva is reincarnate .
Amongst these the most noted is the Dalai Lama
at Lhasa .

The method by which , on the death of such an
incarnation , his successor is determined is highly
interesting. It is worked out with peculiar elabora
tion in the case ofthe Dalai Lama at Lhasa .

It is held that the celestial being who was incor

porate in the ecclesiastical dignitary—in the case of
the Dalai Lama it is the Bodhisattva Avalokita
becomes reincarnate at least forty-nine days after
his death . Therefore inquiry is made throughout the
whole of Tibet as to the birth of all children about
that date

,
which took place with remarkable accom

panying signs . Such marvels are easily to be heard
of from one direction or another . Naturally, corrob v
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orate proofs are required . Those supplied are often
astronomical phenomena , which are magnified by the

eye of superstition . Or there may be some phe
nomenon in a tank or stream , an unexplained light

(S t. Elmo
’s fir e) , a special thunderclap , or a peculiar

mark on the body of a child . Again , it may be
averred that Shortly after birth the child was found
seated with its legs crossed in the Buddha ’ s attitude
of meditation, and when a rosary was placed in it s
hands the child appeared to be silently reciting the
appointed prayers . The more remarkable the sign s
adduced about the child , the better . There are always
a large number of aspirants ; but at once a small
selection is made from them , governed by certain
practical considerations .1 These have next to undergo
a remarkable test . A number of the possessions of
the deceased Dalai Lama are placed or laid before
them , such as a picture of the Buddha which he
particularly prized , a bell , a hand-drum , and an
accurate imitation of each beside it. The child must
now seize the original articles , and thus Show that
he has the indwelling Bodhisattva by his recognition

of the genuine things . From the children who have
passed this test successful ly one is further distinguished
by means of lots . Amid great pomp in the chief
1 They do no t , for instance , wi llingly select one from a very
distinguished fam ily, for fear of the relatives obta ining too
influentia l a position by means of the child. They prefer to
make the selection from the fam ily of a poor peasant , who has
no influence whatever. The neighbourhood , also , has a some
what determ ining influence on the selection , those districts
adjacent to the Chinese border being cons idered the most
eligible.
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sanctuary of Mount Potala at Lhasa, one name is
drawn forth from a golden vase, in which all the
names (sealed up) had been placed, and this is
accepted as the right one . Besides the highest lama
dignitaries, several representatives of the Chinese
Emperor, and especially the Governor of Lhasa , the
Amban, must take part in all these required meas
ures and performances ; and it is the Amban who
draws the lot from the urn . Moreover, the Chinese
Emperor must be accurately informed beforehand of
every detail, and must give his consent . Thus the
subordination of the Dalai Lama to Pekin is demon
strated.

The child is conducted with his parents to the
appointed place and suitably brought up ; they have
a house and maintenance provided for them , and
receive a high title . The Dalai Lama only becomes
independent at the age of eighteen ; until then he is
under the “ Regent ,

” a high lama who is selected
from one of the four great monasteries in Lhasa,
Tengyai Ling, Kundai Ling, Tsemchog Ling, Tsamo
Ling .

After the Dalai Lama the most influential incarna
tions of Bodhisattvas are the Grand Lama of the
monastery of Tashi Lhumpo, near Shigatze, in
Western Tibet , the so -called Panchen Erdeni ; the
Mongolian Grand Lama at Urga, who is a reincarna
tion of the famous historiographer Taranatha (canon
ized as Jetsun Dampa) the Chief Lama ofthe Saskya
sect ; and the Grand Lama of Rhoten . It is worthy
ofnotice that among the celebrated reincarnations of
Lamaism a woman is to be found . This is the
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Abbess of a large nunnery (with which also a
monastery is connected) at Samding , on the Shore of
the sacred Yamdok Lake , to the south ofLhasa . She

is held to be the incarnation of an Indian goddess ,
Vaj ra Varahi, the diamond sow ”

(in T ibetan , Dorj e
Phagmo ) .
The number ofmonasteries in T ibet is over

the largest of which contain as many as monks .
The House of the Lord (Jowo Khang or Jo Khang)
at Lhasa far surpasses all others both in importance
and in sanctity . It is the temple of the Dalai Lama .

The entire sacred residence at Lhasa bears the name
of Potala . It is an imposing height overlooking the
green plains , rising above the city and entirely
covered with the lofty

,
majestic pile of T ibetan

monastic buildings , whose noble wall s, built of blocks
of granite and painted white and red , are broken by
countless long rows of windows, with broad zigzag
staircases and flat roofs , a combination which , to the
E uropean eye, has a very picturesque and attractive

appearance . Above the flat roofs of the other build
ings tower the gilded Chinese-shaped roofs of the Jo
Khang, the temple of the Dalai Lama . This greatest
ofall the sanctuaries ofthe Asiatic religious world lies
apart from other buildings on the sacred mount . To
it belongs ( in the strictest sense of the word) the name
of Lhasa (dwelling-place of the gods) . In the Jo
Khang is the celebrated highly gilt image of Buddha
Gautama, which was brought hither from Pekin by
the Chinese Princess who became the consort of

S rong Tsang Gampo in the seventh centuryA.D. It had

been sent as a present to the Chinese Emperor in
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bygone times from India . For the first time S ince
centuries—if indeed ever—the gaze of Europeans
rested on it when the British expedition of 1903-04

entered Lhasa . The whole place, which had always
hitherto been considered sacred and inaccessible by
strangers , is now well known .

Tashi Lhumpo
,
the temple of Panchen Erdeni, is

hardly less important than that ofLhasa . Others of
the noted temples of Central Tibet are Galdan (in
which Tsong Kapa is said to be buried) , to the east of
Lhasa ; Daipung and Serra , to the west and north of

the capital ; Saskya (the birthplace of the sect of
that name) , in the south-west of Shigatze, famous for
its unique library.

H. THE PEOPLE AND RELIGION .

How is it with the people over whom the monkish
hierarchy has cast this network
There is no doubt as to the fact that Buddhism

raised the people of Tibet from a condition of savagery
and barbarity to a somewhat higher level . The
hordes of ignorant and uneducated people of ancient
Tibet received an intellectual cohesion both with one

another and with the outer world (with India and
China ) ; they attained a historical continuity ; they
also received a certain individual education on the
technical and industrial side as well as on the
spiritual . Indian civilization penetrated into the
country

,
and drew the primitive mountain races into

its school , taught them to build temples and to make
all sorts of implements, reduced their language to
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writing (adapted from Sanskrit) , settled them into
towns, and developed commerce . Even their moral
consciousness was changed by contact with the moral
ideals ofthe Buddha Gautama . The many instances
of kindliness and good behaviour which the traveller
to-day experiences at the hands ofthe simple T ibetan
people , as long as he behaves reasonably and causes
no unusual disturbance , are perhaps due in part to

the influence of Buddhism , although we must be
cautious in drawing such inferences , because we have
no information as to the Tibetan character previous
to the coming ofBuddhism . At all events , the whole
moral condition of the country at the present time is
coloured by Buddhism . It has in many respect s

given this people its poise and its backbone . But
how far has it proved able to continue to raise it
during the ten or eleven centuries of its supremacy
O f the higher Buddhist conceptions , one only has

taken hold ofand soaked into the Tibetan people, that
of future recompense . The belief in the reincarnation
of the soul , corresponding with the moral value of the
previous existence , is everywhere current, and explain s
the sufferings and fatal events . It Should be noticed
that it is really a belief in the transmigration of the
soul. The metaphysical subtleties peculiar to original

Buddhism (that there is no actual soul) are as little
understood in popular Lamaism as in the popular
Buddhism of any other country . The soul migrates .
The limit of its wandering is within the six divisions
of the world these are the heavens ; the dwellings of
supernatural , semi-celestial beings ; human life ; the
animal world ; the existence of certain haun ting
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ghosts ; and lastly the hells—each of these classes
containing numbers of different lots . The greatest
importance attaches to the reincarnation of the soul
in heavens or hells. The different heavens of the
Buddhist system of doctrine (the six déva heavens ,
the sixteen Brahma heavens, and the four highest
heavens Of void , above which later fancy placed the
heaven of the five superior Buddhas and the heaven
of the Adi-Buddha) are made one in the popular
imagination , and are usually represented simply
as the P aradise ofAmitabha . The hells are depicted
with fearful horrors both by word and brush , espe

cially the eight great hot hells and the eight great
cold hells . The desire to save the soul from hell, and
to lead it into Paradise , is the one great lever ofLama
piety . The other lever—and a much more potent
one—is the dread ofevil sp irits .

The terror of dangerous and dreadful spirits rules
to an astonishing extent . It is undoubtedly con

nected with the awe-inspiring powers ofnature which
surround the Tibetans. Those gloomy mountain
ravines and desolate peaks , those waste mysterious
plateaus and morasses, those snowy summits and
glaciers

,
those stony wastes, those icy and terribly

severe tempests , landslips, avalanches , thunder
storms

,
and earthquakes, the last of which are of

frequent occurrence in Eastern Tibet—such things are
a fruitful soil for a superstitious imagination . And
Buddhism simply accepted and accentuated this ten
dency. It came provided with a powerful equipment
of deities , charms, and methods of exorcism, of the
Mahayana doctrine from Northern India, and this
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equipment so completely coalesced with the existing
superstitions ofTibet that it is difficult to know which
was the conqueror and which the conquered .

Almost everything that an ordinary man asks of
Lamaism is a charm as a help against the dread
powers . The commonest and most widespread charm
is that ofthe word . It is made to act in many ways
which can here only be touched upon .

The reading of parts from the sacred canon i s the

S implest method of making use of the charm of the
word . For that purpose the monks (the only people
who can read) are bidden to private houses . All
portions ofthe sacred writings are equally efficacious ,
but not every portion is suitable for every occasion .

The monk understands this rule , and acts accordingly.

The magic power is concentrated in certain sacred
formula

,
which are to be repeated again and again .

Of these the best known is the celebrated Om 'mani
padme , ham literally translated Om ' the j ewel in
the lotos , ham (the first and last words are interjec
tions) . This formula is the special word of consecra
tion of the Bodhisattva Avalokita (Padmapani) , who
rules the Western Paradise . The repetition of this
phrase not only secures the help of this powerful
Bodhisattva for all possible earthly requirements, but
also assists the industrious suppliant to enter that
Paradise . The formula is therefore praised as con
taining all happiness , knowledge , and capacity . It is
adorned with all sorts of mystic additions and inter

pretations the six syllables represent the six divisions
of the world , and each has it s special appointed
colour, etc . Besides this best-known formula there
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are many other S imilar ones . But one must be
careful as to their right application . For not merely
has each its particular divinity, but the kind ofrosary
to be used in prayer

, for instance, is not the same
for one as for another . Some require , in order that
the spell may be efficacious, that the beads be made
of human bones , others that they be of coral , and
others something else .

The sacred formula are not only spoken ; they are
efficacious also when written . Hence the extra
ordinary numbers o i charm papers , the so -called
mantras or dhdranis of Lamaism . The dhtirani

proper consists of sets of Tibetan words connected
with Sanskrit syllables , and is not meant to be uttered,
but only written . In a wider sense the dharani is a
longer treatise of mystical meaning . The mantra is
shorter, sometimes only a series ofincoherent syllables .
The mantras and dhciranis are totally incomprehen
sible to the common people, but they are firmly
believed in as agencies of supernatural power . Such
sayings are attached to walls or are carried on the
person . In case of illness the person swallows such
a charm , either by itself or mixed with some other
ingredients . They have them reflected in a sacred
mirror

,
which is commonly to be found in a temple ;

then the mirror is diligently washed, and the patient
drinks the water which has been used for the purpose,
and which is supposed to have absorbed the spirit
of the formula . The dharanis which are worn are
secreted in amulets, together with a few threads or
rags of the garment of a holy man , a few grains of

rice from some big offering, or other objects worthy of
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reverence . Such amulet boxes are to be seen on
every Tibetan . They hang from the neck or girdle ,
and are most carefully treasured .

Another method to obtain the protection of the
charms is to write them on rags of cloth , and hang
them up as flags to flutter in the wind. These so

called prayer-flags are extremely common in Lamaism ,

from the most abj ect one to the most costly one,

printed on silk, which contains long and elaborate
exorcisms . At the entrance of every lamasery, in
the neighbourhood ofa chorten, in temples , on altars ,
al so on the roofs of dwelling-houses , by the roadside
—everywhere , in fact—one comes across these prayer
flags

The most singular way, however, of making use of
the word as a charm is the p rayer-cylinder (incorrectly
called prayer - wheel or prayer - mill) . The sacred
formula (or a number of them) is printed on a long
strip of paper rolled round the cylinder, which is
enclosed in a box, and by means of a stick , which is
the axle on which it revolves , it is fastened to a
handle or in a case . Every turn of the cylinder set s
the word in motion , and makes its wholesome influence
operative . The Tibetans carry such prayer-cylinders
in their hands , and swing them mechanically while
they are talking or doing anything else ; they are
certain that by so doing they accumulate merit, and
place themselves under the protection of the sacred

word . Indeed, they have gone so far as to enlist
the services of nature for this purpose

,
getting the

cylinders set in motion by the wind or the flowing of
a brook. It is even by means of such utterly im

1 3
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personal and lifeless action that a blessing may be
won from the word for the benefit of the owner of
the instrument . The cult of the word could hardly
go farther than this .
The sacred symbo ls are very closely allied to the

sacred word . Lamaism owns a great many of them ;
some are thoroughly Buddhist . Thus, the sva stika ,

which has been called the Buddhist cross , appears to
have been a very ancient symbol , merely adopted by

Buddhism . This is its correct form , Hf the

adherents of the old Bon religion have reversed it,

so as to make it their own, EH. Another ancient

Buddhist symbol is the wheel, in pre-Buddhist
times the symbol of authority of a great monarch .

It was then applied to Gautama, the spiritual ruler of
the world , and in the rolling ofthe wheel was typified
the Spread ofhis teaching. The wheel has frequently
s ix spokes, sometimes eight , sometimes an immense
number The third common symbol
of Buddhism is the lotos-blossom. This beautiful
flower

,
owing to its fine form , to the purity of its

blossoms
,
and to its growth out of the obscure depths

Ofthe water (symbol of the supernatural , which does
not Spring from the nourishing soil of the earth ) , has
attracted attention, and thus become a much-used
illustration of the “ pure doctrine .” Besides these
popular symbols there is a number of special ones ,
which cannot be enumerated here . The tiger

,
dragon ,

phoenix, and bat , are symbolical animals, all drawn
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from a Chinese source . S uch symbols are often
printed on the charm to render it the more efficacious .
One sees them in the temples , and on the implements
for oflermgs, where they are used not merely for their
decorative value , but because the sacred symbols are

of miraculous power and add their influence to the
great task ofkeeping in control the demons .
Mention must be made in this connection of the

s ingular efficacy which Lamaism attributes to certa in
positions of the fingers and hands . The reciting of
magical incantations has to be combined with a

particular attitude in sitting and position Of the
fingers and hands . The result attached to the pose

of the hands is derived from the various ways of
mudrci in which the Buddha is represented (see p .

Attitudes of the Buddha, originally the simple artistic

expression of certain situations , were reduced to a
system , each having a special S ign ificance . From
this followed the idea of a certain supernatural power
peculiar to certain attitudes , and therefrom was con
structed a regular doctrine as to the poses of fingers
and b ands, which must accompany the recital of

banning or blessing formula .

All these means of supernatural power—the sacred
word

,
the symbols , the attitudes— Show their ful l

value in combination with the offerings . Lamaism
has an abundance of offerings, from the S implest to
the most elaborate . In reality , everything is capable
of being made an offering. The simplest gifts are
flowers and incense . The regular daily offering on

the temple altars are water , rice, fruit , cakes , and
lamps or lights . Fruits and cakes are frequently

1 3— 2
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artificially imitated in wood , so as not to require
daily renewal . But apart from this , the layman is
at liberty to bring, as an offering for some special
purpose , whatever seems to him valuable or cal
culated to propitiate the divinity . A certain offering
which every layman is bound to bring at least once
yearly (whilst the monks present it twice a month
for themselves) is the offering for the whole circle of
gods and demons . Here are to be met plain indica
tions of the bloody sacrifices of past times ; thus for
certain deities there are so -called Skull-cups set out,
whose contents are at the present day weak tea

,
but

formerly they were , doubtless , human blood . Meat is
also included in these Offerings . Many of the Offer
ings are destroyed (burnt) ; others are eaten by the
lamas

, of which a small piece is always left and
thrown outside the temple for the “ hungry ghosts

,

the inhabitants of a Special quarter of the universe .
Valuable goods . brought as offerings by laymen are
kept as the property of the lamasery. The Offerings
are presented in an elaborate ritual , and with the
accompaniment of loud music . The special gifts by
which laymen attempt to Obtain some favour or

dispensation are numberless . The most dangerous
demons receive gifts only in the evening , after sunset

or during the night . Great Ofi
'

erings are accompanied

by processions , religious dances , and performances .

In all these matters Buddhism has united with the
ancient Tibetan ideas and customs belonging to the
Bon religion , and openly flaunts a thousand features
which are thoroughly alien and antagonistic to its
original character.
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The bulk of the population is, owing to the above
described practice s

,
entirely in the hands of ‘ the

monks . But there is one limitation to this . It is
not the monks only who are concerned in this ; there

also exists a large class of wizards . They are laymen ,
but keep up a friendly connection with the lamaseries ,
in what might be termed business relations .” They
are consulted and urged to undertake magic , and
they Often exert a strong influence even over the
monks . They bear the honourable title of defenders
of the faith , and at their head is a most venerable
person called the Nachung, who is consulted on all
obviously important matters . He resides at Lhasa,
and is connected with the large Daipung monastery.

Another magician of S imilar influence in Lhasa

is the Karmashar (cf. Waddell ,
“ Lhasa and it s

Mysteries,
” pp . 380 But side by side with these

wizards we see lamas active in the same line . A well
known phrase is : Without a lama in front there is
no admission to the deity .

” This phrase, indeed , ex
presses the universal feeling . Buddhism is a religion
which

,
in it s original form, seems less than any other

to require priestly intervention , and which puts every
man on his own responsibility ; yet it has become
here the most striking example of priestly domination
and patronage : the people endure a priestly tyranny
beyond that endured in any other place on earth .

The most remarkable proof of this condition ofaffairs
is the crowd of pilgrims which ceaselessly streams
into Lhasa from all parts of the wide lama territory,
in order to worship the head of the monastic system
in the person of the Dalai Lama . Those scenes , which
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may be watched daily under the golden roof of the
Jo Khang at Lhasa , Show plainly the despotic rule
ofBuddhism in Tibet . The divine child (for usually
it is a mere child, as few of the Dalai Lamas attain
manhood) sits on a platform overshadowed by the
baldachino, with a kind of sceptre in his hand , from
which are suspended gay ribbons

,
thousands of

devotees in front ofhim, who are slowly led past his
throne with folded hands

,
and

,
during the brief pause

they make in front of him , prostrate themselves on
the ground, and strike the edge of the platform with
their foreheads, rapidly murmuring prayers

,

and the
wishes of their hearts ; while the obj ect of their
homage touches the heads of the pilgrims with the
ribbons of his sceptre , in token of blessing and of

acceptance of their prayers . A crowd of satellites
surrounds this Bodhisattva in human form , the most
illustrious of whom are credited by the people with
supernatural powers, such as being able to fly through
the air and to descend into the hidden parts of the
world , to render themselves invisible , and to live
without food . Above this whole galaxy of the human
monkhood the faithful beholds the celestial crowd ,
who are their unseen allies. At the other side arise the
dreadful

,
horrible

,
bloodthirsty , dread powers, full of

terrible strength , but held in check by the monkhood .

In the midst ofthem the poor, ignorant herd of human
beings crouches timidly and reverently, watching
terror-stricken the evil ones , and imploring succour
from the wonder-working helpers , with prayers, gifts ,
and charms . The Lamaism of Tibet has held the
people in this condition for centuries past.
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The monks are the rulers . Their lamaseries are
fortresses dominating the country , and like fortresses
they possess

,
hidden within their walls , arms and

ammunition , which the lama well knows to use when
occasion arises . The history of the lamas is a very
warlike one from the earliest times down to the

recent defence ofthe citadel temple of Gyantse against
the British expedition . But worse than their out

wardly warlike attitude , and than all the blood shed in
war with the Chinese or the British , is the S ilent war
perpetually carried on against the highes t interests of

their own nation . All the valuable products of the
country the lamas absorb for their own use , from the
gold

,
silver

,
and j ewels, down to the little bits of

butter brought by the very poor. They have barred
the way to every form of commerce . They are
doctors , chemists , painters , tradesmen , money- lenders ,
and beggars who take no refusal, besides being priests ,
prophets

,
and wizards . What they may not themselves

undertake
,
such as the superintendence of their large

properties and all sorts of handicrafts , they compel
laymen to do for them , and these become little else
than serfs to them . In every respect they are on

an elevated and more sheltered plane than others .
Whoever steals anything from a lama , or murders
one, incurs a penalty five or tenfold greater than is
exacted in other cases . Nevertheless the people not
only endure this extraordinary and burdensome yoke ,
but it gains ever new ascendancy from the people
themselves , and has its roots in them , in the obscure
depth of the soul of the individual , which no scientific
investigation will ever fully explain.
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CHAPTER VI . —CHINESE BUDDHISM

The position of Buddhism in China is usually con
sidered to be a peculiar one, as it shares the supremacy
ofthat country in the matter of religion with Taoism
and Confucianism . One often meets the remark

,

therefore , that it is a conspicuous anomaly for the
Chinese to be capable Of combining three religions in
his own person . Yet if one considers the fact more
carefully, it appears S impler and more natural than it
does at first S ight . There is no essential difference in
China from other Buddhist countries we find along
side o i Buddhism the old pro-Buddhist religion ofthe
country, only this native religion assumed a different
attitude towards the foreign import from that ofother
countries , namely, one of aloofness , whereby it pre
vented Buddhism from penetrating (to any large
extent) amongst the bulk of the population . Even
before the advent ofBuddhism this indigenous religion
had split up into two currents 1— an inferior one , which
became prevalent amongst the masses , SO- called
Taoism ; and another held by the govern ing and
educated class , which may be most fitly called the
S tate religion.

2 Both these currents, however, were

1 In fact , there were more than these two , but the others did
not be come so prominent . S sffMa Tan , the father ofthe great
historian S sii Ma Ch ‘ien

,
mentions si re main divisions of the

ancient speculative life .
2 I t should not be called Confucianism

,
as the teaching of

Confucius is a moral system
,
and has little to do with religion.

To Confucius the backbone of morality was the Old his tory of
his country and its great examples .
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closely allied to one another , and cannot be called two
different religions . When Buddhism came into con

tact with them
,
it was unable to gain the ascendancy

which it had won in southern countries and in T ibet .

Here Buddhism had stronger organization to en

counter . It therefore adopted a more modest manner
towards them . It could not win the people as a
whole

,
but it succeeded in getting a foothold by means

of monasteries and monks, a corporate existence .

The laity borrowed from it various motives and con
ceptions at their discretion , which could be combined
with their own indigenous religion ; but they are not

governed by genuine Buddhism , however closely they

may be outwardly j oined to it .

A . THE MONASTERIES .

The majority of Buddhist monasteries in China lie
outside the cities , in the Open country. Even the
town monasterie s (which for the most part are
decadent and of les s reputa tion) are built , whenever
it is possible , apart from other habitations . They
like to have them surrounded by trees . Even where
a monastery happens to be S ituated in the midst of
fields in cultivated plains , there are many trees

planted in its vicinity . But the ideal position for a
monastery is on a wooded height . All the most noted
places of Buddhist worship in China are in such
positions , and a usual term for the temple is , therefore ,
shan (mountain) , a term sometimes even applied
to a sanctuary, when there is no hill or he ight what
ever in its neighbourhood . Two motives are combined
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in this predilection for wooded heights . For one

thing, it is a very ancient Buddhist order , which
directs the monk to seek the seclusion ofuncultivated
regions, and that , in China, is synonymous with wood
and mountain . Then also

,
in China

,
Buddhism un

questionably possesses a great number of such heights
which were before its time considered sacred by the
people . By occupying them Buddhism turned the
existing veneration to its own advantage . Even
to -day the tradition is firmly established in many
such localities that Taoist authorities had dwelt
there before the advent of the Buddhists ; or

legends exist about nature demons (dragons) , which
were conquered after stubborn combats with the
monks .
The forest in the neighbourhood of the monastery

had also its practical value , as the wood was always
required for household repairs and for new buildings
The position of the monastery in the midst of lofty
venerable trees , which spread a green shade over the
sanctuary, rarely fails to impress even the European.

The charm of the landscape is often enhanced by the
presence of water , to which the monks gladly turn .

Amongst the flowers and herbs a clear brookmurmurs
under shrubs and trees or a waterfall gushes from a
cliff; or a spring sparkles in a dusky grotto, around
which all sorts of legends group themselves . The
banks and islands are equally favourite places of

Buddhist settlements .
Here a word may be said about the names of the

Buddhist sanctuaries as distinguished from the
non-Buddhist temples. The exact and accurate
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expression for a Buddhist monastery is ssii . In
order to make the word more recognizable in speaking

(the sound sszt has many meanings) , it is lengthened
out into ho shang ssa (the monks

’ monastery) or ssii

yuen (monastery court) . A Taoist monastery would
never be designated a sea (they are mostly called
hung or huan) , nor would the temple of a town or

village, if it belonged to the S tate religion . Smal l
Buddhist monasteries

, or more frequently convents ,
bear the name of an. S ingle halls of a monastery
are called tien, but that is also the name for small
temples attached to larger ones . S ingle chapel s by

the roadside are called ho.

Although the Buddhist monasteries differ very much
in size and importance

,
in essential s they are all

modelled on one plan . The whole monastery precincts
are enclosed by a wall , and within it the different
kinds ofbuildings are kept quite distinct . The dwelling
rooms of the monks and all apartment s pertaining to
them are clearly separated from the hall s for worship .

The former buildings enclose the four sides , a
quadrangle of ordinary two-storied houses . Within

the courtyard are the temple buildings , each separated
from the other . In some well-endowed monasteries
there are three such temple halls . The first is an
entrance-hall , called the Hall of the Four Great Kings
of Heaven . Here rule the divine watchers and
guardians ofthe monastery . Behind it is the principal
hall

,
with the most important images of the gods ,

usually called the Precious Hall of the Great Here
the Buddha (ta hsiung p ao tien) . S till farther back

is the so -called Hall of the Law (fa tang) , frequently
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adjoining the Abbot ’ s dwelling-house
,
and for that

reason also named fang chang , which is the Abbot
’s

own title. Each of the three halls is separated from
the other by a small courtyard , and frequently you
ascend slightly from one to the other , so that the
hall of the law with its basement stands at the
highest level. But the central hall is the largest,
and its roof projects, as a rule , above the other
buildings .
The monastery buildings which enclose these central

halls at right angles contain mainly the monks ’ cell s ,
besides several guest-rooms, store-rooms , kitchens ,
one common dining-hall, one reception-room for large
festivals, and also various unimportant shrines for
worship . Outside the actual monastery quadrangle
stands an isolated tower

,
in which hangs the principal

bell ofthe monastery .

In smaller monasteries this plan is usually so far
condensed that you enter through a gate , which serves
as shrine for the tutelary gods , into the right-angled
courtyard

, on the right and left sides ofwhich are the
buildings which compose the monks ’ rooms. The
back building of the courtyard is the temple hall, in
which are the images of the gods, frequently in two
stories .
Very large monasteries possess more than three

buildings for worship . They Show two entrance-halls,
containing tutelary gods, and besides the above
mentioned places for worship a Special building for

meditation— the se -called ch
‘
an t

‘
ang

—also various
single rooms for saints and some very popular gods ,
a hall for the ordination of monks, a library for the
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sacred canon , and a house with urns containing
the ashes of cremated monks or Abbots . There may
be many other rooms of less importance . In addition
there are several large-sized kitchens , as well as a large
dining-room and one or two smaller ones , various store
rooms , washhouses, and lavatories . There is a special
house for sick or very old monks cowhouses in which
are the monastery herds , and also the beasts brought
to be taken care of buildings for lay workers , servants,
craftsmen , who occasionally have their families living
with them all these buildings , together with the many
cell s of the monks , small gardens and courtyards

before the individual cottages, not in frequently give to
a monastery the appearance of a village in itself. In
front of the entrance of such important monasteries

may be seen a pond covered with lotos-blossoms, in
which fish and tortoises are kept . Large and richly
decorated archways span the read before the monastery
i s reached, and a number of pavilions are passed ,
destined either for pilgrims to rest in , or as penthouses
to shelter tablets inscribed with a summary of the
history of the monastery, or an imperial decree con
ferring some benefit on it .
The building material main ly used for them is woo d

,

although the foundations and such parts of the build
ing as have to bear great weight are of stone , as also
the encompassing walls . S tone also serves for steps ,
balustrades , pavements of courts and passages ; but
the main part of the buil ding is ofwood . Pillars play
an important part in construction . Al l buildings are
so constructed that the inner walls should form a
sheltered corridor from the rain this i s done by means
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of overhanging eaves , and the overhanging part of
the roof is therefore supported by pillars. This is also
the case with the roofs of temples . The pillars are
almost invariably made of wood , and some are of

enormous height ; only the bases are frequently made
of stone .
The style of architecture is the ordinary Chinese

one . The curved roofs form the chief decoration,
with the twofold and threefold grouping . The in
terior of the rooms shows no profusion of luxury or
art . Wall-painting is very rare . The floor consists
of well-trodden earth , or wooden planks , or very
rarely stone pavement, in which are embedded
characteristic Buddhist symbols , such as the lotos
blossom .

On the whole the monasteries are kept clean and
tidy ; naturally, one is comparing them with an
Asiatic standard . In the courts and small entrance
gardens there are frequently some nice trees and
flowers planted , which give a very pleasant im
pression .

B . THE TEMPLE Gons .

Chinese Buddhism has not such a number of gods
as Lamaism . Although the figures in the temples
are numerous enough to mislead Europeans at first
sight (and it is not easy to obtain from the ordinary
monks accurate information about them individually) ,
still , in time one learns to discriminate among them
with a fair amount of accuracy. They may be
divided into four classes : (1 ) Buddhas , (2) Bodhi
sattvas, (8) saints and patriarchs, (4) tutelary deities .
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Amongst the Buddhas , the historic Buddha
1

Gautama , or, as the Chinese more frequently call
him, Sakyamuni (Shih -chia -ma -ni) , is the first to be
mentioned . He is generally represented seated in
the attitude ofmeditation , while the seat is formed of

a lotos-blossom . The eyes are almost covered by the
lids , only showing through a narrow slit , but this
must not be mistaken for a representation of the

Mongolian type of eye . On the contrary , all the
higher divinities

,
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas , re

semble the Indian races in feature . The half-closed

eyes are part of the act of meditation . The head is
usually ornamented with tufts of hair dyed blue ,
from the centre of which comes a proj ection (as in
S outhern Buddhism) . There is another proj ection
on the forehead between the eyes (the W et of

S outhern Buddhism) , which is often ornamented
with a j ewel . The ears are large, and the lobes hang
down almost to the shoulder . A simple garment
enfolds the body, leaving the neck and chest exposed ,
but both shoulders , arms , and the rest of the body, are
concealed . The hands lie in the lap on the upturned
soles of the feet . With a few slight differences , the
figure is a replica of that portrayed in Southern Bud
dhism.

The background of the Buddha (as also of other
figures) is frequently in the shape of a nimbus . The
nimbus , originally a mass of light , which emanated
from the light-giving gods

,
and which was already

known in the Alexandrian epoch of the Grecian

1 The Chin ese equival ent for Buddha is F0 , which form erly
was pronounced Bud, the transcript ion of the first syllable of

the name Buddha .
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Empire , was adopted alike by Buddhism and Chris
tianity. It is also to be found in Southern Buddhism
and in Lamaism . There is a distinction between the
large and the small nimbus . The large nimbus is
usually represented in Chinese Buddhism by an
ornamental screen, behind the whole figure of the
god , extending considerably above it and running up
to a point at the top , so that the shape of the whole
has a resemblance to the leaf of the holy Bo -tree ,
which presumably must have been the model for it .
This nimbus is generally made of wood , gilded ,
painted, and ornamented with carving. The small
nimbus is frequently found in combination with it

,

surrounding the head only . It resembles the Roman
Catholic halo, circular as a rule, but occasionally with
undulating, flame-like rays . The Chinese name ofthe
nimbus is hao kuang (hair rays) .
The historic Buddha is also to be found in a stand

ing position . He is besides represented as a little
child, when he spoke at the time ofhis birth , with one
hand pointing heavenward and the other earthward
Now,

for the last time, I am reincarnate . Among
all the dwellers in heaven and earth to me is due the
greatest honour . ” He is also represented as the
ascetic Gautama , a middle-aged man , the face sur
rounded by a shaggy beard, the hair unkempt, the
body wrapped in rags, one knee bent to the ground.

This is a rare figure, seen sometimes in Western and
Northern China. One more frequently notices the
Buddha entering Nirvana, whom we mentioned in

Southern Buddhism . In China , however, he is called
the S leeping Buddha (Shui-fo) , and is not only
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wrapped up in coverings , but also may be found lying
in a genuine Chinese bed , in which the marble figure

(this is as the present writer saw it) has a most extra
ordinary appearance . Beside s the historic Buddha

,

one sees in Chinese temples also some of those other
Buddhas ofthe Mahayana creed ,which we have already
mentioned in connection with Lamaism . From the
large number of old-time human Buddhas speculation
has selected five , who (as in Lamaism) were co

ordinated with their five heavenly Buddhas in eternal
correspondence , and also with their five Bodhisattvas
as mediating representatives ofthese celestial Buddhas.
The best known of the celestial Buddhas is Ami tabha,
now called by the Chinese O-mi-to-fo . He is so
universally popular that his name oc curs in number

less formulse of prayer and of greeting . He is
honoured above all a s ruler of the Western Paradise

,

which Chinese believers have an ardent hope of
entering . Amitabha is often represented standing

with unusually long arms hanging down , named
Chieh -yin-fo , the Buddha who receives and guides

viz . ,
into the Paradise . Two other very common

celestial Buddhas are Va irochana (whom the Ch inese

call Pi-lu-fo) and Loshana (Lo-shih-fo ) .

All these images of Buddhas are represented in a
similar way to those of the historic Buddha, except
that the two last always have their ownmud/rd : Pi-lu

fo lays both his hands together in the centre of the

chest , so that the index fingers point upwards ; Lo
shih -fo raises the left hand midway and j oins the
tips of the thumb and middle finger, while the right
hand rests in his lap.
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Chinese Buddhism does not include in this group
Maitreya (Chinese, Mi-le-fo ) , the Buddha of the
future—at all events, not in the large images of the
temples . He has received the special ro le of tutelary
deity, and is always represented in a quite peculiar
way, a fat laughing figure cowering on the ground, so
that the left leg lies crosswise in front of the body.

The right hand holds either a rosary or a lotos-bud ;
the left encircles the mouth of a bag, the so-called
bag of the five lucky gifts . The head is entirely
shaven ; the lobes of the ears reach the shoulders .
The wide mantle, which is his only garment , is thrown
back , displaying shoulders, breast, and belly.

In Western China one of the old human Buddhas
may frequently be met with- namely, the Buddha
Dipamkara . His name , the Shining One , is trans
lated into Chinese Jan - teng - fo . This Buddha is
generally covered with a number of little oil-lamps,
which burn in his honour they usually number 1 08,
a number ofspecial sacred significance (see p .

Among the Chinese B odhisa ttvas the most impor
tant figure is Kwanyin. She is the Indo-Tibetan
Avalokita , translated into the Chinese and feminine
form . In older times this Bodhisattva was also
honoured in China as a male figure

,
of which

traces may still be found here and there . Later
,

under what influence is not quite evident , the form
changed into the female . A legend makes her the
daughter of an old King of the seventh century B .c . ,

1

who , by the heroic accomplishment of a nun
’s duties

1 According to Chinese reckoning, the Buddha Gautama lived
in the tenth century B .C. , and so she belongs already to his epoch .
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and by martyrdom
,
had attained the position of a

Bodhisattva . In her is concentrated
‘

all that a pious
fancy attributes to womanhood , and which it seeks in
womanhood . She is gentleness and helpfulness
personified , especially watching those engaged in
perilous callings , such as sailors ; the patroness of
women in all their concerns , especially invoked in
cases of childlessnes s and danger at birth ; and show
ing a variety of forms and images unlike that of any
other deity in Chinese Buddhism .

Besides Kwanyin , four other Bodhisattvas stand out
prominently. First there i s Ta -shih -chi (the Indian

Mahasthama or Mahasthamaprapta ) . Together with
Kwanyin he has his place in the western Paradise ,
ruled by Amitabha , and therefore with her he is
the regular companion of this Buddha . Al l three

(Amitabha in the middle , Kwanyin on the left—the
place of honour in Chinese etiquette—and Ta-shih
chi on the right) are often placed beside one another
as “ the three holy ones of the western region (hsi

fang can she
‘

ng) . Two other noted Bodhisattvas are
Wen - shu and P ‘

u -hsien (corresponding to the Indian
names Manj usri and Samantabhadra) . The former
usually rides on a lion , the latter on an elephant ;
they often appear as a triad with Kwanyin in the
middle . The fourth well-known Bodhisattva is Ti
t s ang. He is the ruler of Hades , and as such he i s
much revered by the people . Under h im are twelve
Kings of hell , the executioners of all the hellish pains
and horrors , from which , however, the good-natured
Bodhisattva, if assiduously worshipped, can deliver

people .

14—2
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The third class of the higher beings are the saints .

These are the ancient disciples ofthe Buddha Gautama.
Their Chinese name is Lo -han (the Indian Arhat or
Arhant) . The most important ones are Gautama ’s
two favourite disciples . But in Chinese Buddhism it
is not Maudgalyayana and Sariputra who take these
places (as we find it in Southern Buddhism) , but
Ananda and Kasyapa. These two are represented on

each side of the Buddha Gautama, Ananda as a
younger man , and Kasyapa as an older one, both in
an attitude of reverence with folded hands . Another
group of Buddha disciples are the so-called eighteen
Lo-han . In the older monasteries you sometimes
find the original number of sixteen . They are
legendary beings with a historic background .

1 Their
significance is as guardians of Gautama ’s doctrine .

A larger circle was formed of the 500 Lo-han , who
are only to be seen in a few temples , occupying a
whole room to themselves . Among these 500 may be
noticed not only several Chinese Emperors who
favoured Buddhism , like K

‘ang-hsi and Ch ‘ ien-lung
,

but in temples at Canton and Hangchow even the
illustrious European traveller ofthe thirteenth century

,

Marco Polo, is included amongst these guardians of
the Buddhist faith .

2

1 One ofthese Lo-han has an appearance quite similar to the
one described above as Maitreyas. He is an incarnation ofthis
Bodhisattva , and has been added to the old number of sixteen
only in more modern times . He is called Pu-tai-ho-shang

(the monk with the calico bag ) , in J apan Hotai.”
2 In Yule ’

s
“Marco Polo,” third edition, vol. i. , p. 7 6 of the

Introduction, this statement is denied (at leas t for Canton) , on
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Next to the Lo-han are the p a tria rchs . Of their
whole number only one has gained universal reverence ,
viz . , Bodhidharma , who tran sferred the seat of the
patriarchate from India to China (see p . He is
always given quite un-Chine se , with a large beard , and
with such peculiar features that it seems probable
that some authentic tradition has been handed
down as to his portrait . His name is transcribed
Po -ti-ta-mo . He is generally called Ta -mo tsu-sh ih ,
as tsu-shih is the Chinese name for the patriarch .

Here and there a Chinese temple contains all the six
patriarchs , Ta-mo together with his five followers .
Three of them receive special consideration in some

very decayed monasteries on the Yangtze , north of
Kiukiang, where these esteemed teachers lived .

Lastly the tutelary gods . There are the four great
heavenly guardians whom we already know from
Lamaism (see p . 1 63) Wei-to (transcription ofVeda) ,
a warlike ,fierce figure , with a sword in its hands ,which
sometimes rests crosswise above the arms put together
in prayer al so Fan -t ‘ ien wang (Brahma) and Ti-shih

(Indra) ; besides these there are frequently a multi

tude of twenty or twenty-four devas . All these tute
lary deities are of Indian origin . Besides these are
noticed some purely Chinese tutelary gods, the so - called

chic -Ian, amongst whom the most prominent is the
Chinese war-god, Kwanti, originally a brave general of
the third century A.D. ; at the close of the sixte en th

the authority ofMr.Wylie. But the present writer, by personal
observation and inquiry , has proved that it is correct in Hang
chow as well as in Canton.
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century he was promoted to be a god , and, owing to
his great popularity, made his way from the S tate
religion into the Buddhist temples . There are
others also of these chia -lan who are not genuinely
Buddhistic, as, for instance, Confucius,Wenchang, and
the so -called kitchen-god,

” who indeed is not to be
found in the temple rooms, but is standing in almost
every monastery kitchen ; its origin is in Taoism

(Tsao-chiin) .1

The images of the gods are usually made from
wood or clay, gilded or painted ; specially costly ones
are bronze or marble. When the craftsmen have
finished their work, the image is vivified by a special
solemn rite , and is raised to the actual godship . As a
rule there is a small hole in the back of the image

,

through which some animal—a snake, a cat , a frog, or
a centipede—is inserted into the hollows inside , and
the opening is closed . The soul of the creature gives
the impetus of life to the dead image . Afterwards
the pupil of the eye is painted in , and thereby the
deity has taken full possession of the image . This
act is called k‘

a i kuang , the Opening of eyelight .
The arrangement of the sacred images in the

temples is fairly uniform .

In the entrance-hall, on the right and left hand
side, stand two of the four great heavenly Kings ,
usually immense figures 10 or 1 2 feet in height .

1 In the pilgrim I -Ts ing’
e travels mention is made also of

an Indian kitchen-god , who later on was worshipped in China .

(S ee Takaku su
’

s translation of I -Tsing, p . B ut this god
(Mahakala) seem s not to be connec ted with the modern Buddh ist
deity.
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Each has its own colour, but they vary occasiona lly.

Generally the guardian ofthe North (Chinese , To-wen) ,
who holds a pearl and a snake , is black ; that of the
West (Kuang-mu) , holding a sword , is white ; the
guardian of the S outh (Tséng-chang) , holding in his
hand an umbrella, is red ; that of the East (Ch

‘ ih
kuo) , holding a guitar, is blue . In the centre of the
entrance-hall stand two figures

, one looking outwards ,
Mi-le , one looking inwards , Wei-to . One sometimes
sees in this hall also an image ofKwanti, the god ofwar .
In the principal hall (ta hsiung p ao tien) a Buddha

or group of Buddhas occupies the centre behind the
principal altar. These central figures are usually

very large and imposing. When it is a single figure,
it must be the historic Buddha Gautama , before
whom , in that case , stand his disciples Ananda and
Kasyapa . But frequently one finds three Buddha
figures in the centre of the hall . When first asked
about them by the stranger, the monks call them Fo ,
Fa , and Shéng—that is , Buddha , the doctrine, and the
community . More accurately they are the Buddhas

Vairochana (Pi-ln fo ) , Loshana (Lo shih fo ) , and
Sakyamuni (Shi chia fo) . These three form the so

called Trikaya, or threefold embodiment (of. Eitel

S anskrit -Chinese Dictionary ,
” p . 1 7 8 et

Another very usual trio is Sakyamuni , Amitabha , and
Y0 shih fo (Vaidfirya Buddha) , the Buddha of heal
ing .

1 Various other combinations of grouping may

1 Nowhere does one find 1n the temples a trio ofthe Buddha
ofthe present , the past , and future .” The Buddh a ofthe future ,
Mi-lo , never stands among the large figures in the centre of the
principal hall.
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still be found here and there . S o the temples on the
island of Pu-t

‘
o , a sacred locality of great renown ,

generally have the picture of Kwanyin in the centre
of the principal hall, because the island is specially
dedicated to that goddess . Al though Kwanyin is only
a Bodhisattva , even the highest Buddha must there
give place to her. In front of the great central
figures on the altar-table stands a row of smaller
Bodhisattvas of importance, the three sacred ones of
the western Paradise, a Mi-le and others . On the
back side of the screen in front of which the gods are
enthroned , turned towards the inner door of the
principal hall, there is usually a representation of
Kwanyin. P ‘

u-hsien and Wen-shu stand on either
side ofit . Along the two side-walls are the baroque
figures of the eighteen Lo-han seated on a broad
shelf against the wall , sometimes increased in number
by twenty devas . Against the back-wall, on each
side of the inner door, there is usually a figure of
Bodhidharma on the left , and one or more tutelary
deities (cil ia -Ian) , on the right .
The hall of the law (fa. tang) contains no great

images. It is set apart for the reading aloud and
explanation of the sacred text to the monks. It is
true that there are smaller statues set out on the
platform from which the teacher is wont to address
the monks—for instance , Amitabha or Yo -shih-fo or

others . The b all for meditation also contains only
smaller images ofdifferent Buddhas or Bodhisattvas .
The arrangement of the many chapels which in

important monasteries are dedicated to the most
diverse deities (especially to Kwanyin and Ti-tsang) ,
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or to some patriarchs and famous teachers , cannot

here be dealt with in detail .
The sanctuaries are provided with gaily emb roid

ered altar- clothes
,
with long silk banners , attached

below with brass fittings
,
with wooden tablets gorge

ously inscribed in gold . On the altar are candlesticks ,
incense - burners

,
dishes for offerings , flowers, and

ar tificial fruits ; you never miss a few specimens ofthe
famous wooden fish

,

” a much-used instrument on
which to beat when prayers or texts are being recited .

Although it can now hardly be recognized , this was
originally representative of a fish , of which the head
and tail are bent to gether , while the inside is hollowed
out and a broad opening is left in the centre .

1 A blow

on this peculiar instrument made with a knocker gives
an empty, resonant sound , which is repeated by the
reciter with great swiftnes s and regularity . Low
round footstool s made of straw are used by the
monks for kneeling during worship .

1 I t woul d be worth while to clear up the origin of the u se of

the fish in Buddhist cult
,
especially as the fish is also an ancient

Chris tian symbol. The Chinese monks generally explain it by
saying that the fish is a symbol of watchfulness, a s the fish

never closes its eyes
,
nor does it require rest (of. the J apanese

discour se on “ Infini te Vis ion
,

”
trans lated by J . M . J am es in

Trans . of the As . S oc . of J apan , vol. vii . , part iv. , p . A

J apanese (and Chinese) legend relates that a wicked m onk after
death was changed into a water-plant , which had to grow under
water. An Abbot discovered, from som e dism al groanin g in the
water, the fact , and received the instruction that the unfortunat e
monk coul d be saved from hi s pun ishm ent if the wood of that

plant woul d be us ed to make an instrument to be beaten when
the holy word was recited. S o the wooden fish was made.
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C. THE MoNxs .

The monastic communities are mainly recruited
from the ranks of children who are designated for
this life by their parents in early youth , and are
brought by them to the monastery. Only compara
tively few monasteries have any important influx of

grown men . Not infrequently the children destined
for the monastic life by their parents are given in
exchange for a money indemnification.

1 Otherwise
a child may be vowed at a time of illness or in fear
ofdeath. The little ones are sent away to the monas
teries , even at the age of one or two , and are entirely
brought up there . Each one receives his special
foster-father and teacher from the ranks ofthe monks .
From about the seventh year they begin to be initiated
into what they will have to know and to do later as
monks . They learn to read extracts from important
writings, and to repeat them by heart . They take
part in worship , and make themselves acquainted
with all the externals of religion . S o they grow up
with a practical knowledge of a monk ’s work, and
accept it from childhood up as their destined career .
The monastic habit , also , is worn by them from the
beginning, and their heads are completely shaved.
When they have reached the age of twenty (so at

least runs the rule, though it is not always strictly
adhered to) , they are formally admitted to the monastic
1 In cases which were personally known to me , twenty-five

Mexican dollars were paid for a child, ofwhich the value at that
tim e was about forty shillings. A similar statement is given
in Milne ’

s Life in China, p. 132.
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life . Then they undergo three ceremonies , each of

which has its peculiar significance , and ought , indeed ,
to be separated from the others by a longer space of

time , but which for practical reasons are despatched
in the course ofa few days . The first of these cere
monies is the formal reception into the noviciate ;
the second is the full reception as monk ; to these is
added in China a third festivity , at which are under
taken the duties and commands of the way which
leads to the rank ofBodhisattva .

The two first ceremonie s are simple, and resemble
those mentioned in connection with S outhern Bud

dhism (pp . 96 , 100 et The third is more exacting

and more complicated—the initiation ofa future Bodhi
sattva. The monks undertake a number of duties
and obligations which spring from the teaching of

the Mahayana school . A remarkable ceremony has
therefore come into vogue

,
which bears witness to the

ascetic endurance and force of will of the monks .

One of the old works on the duties of monks says
A Bodhisattva must be capable of giving up his
body

,
his flesh

,
his hands, and his feet , to t igers ,

wolves, l ions, and every kind of ravenous monsters .
”

It is therefore the practice , in China, that the monk
at his last consecration should receive a number of

wounds by branding
,
as a sign of his capacity to

endure hard sufi
’

erings and to sacrifice himself. This
branding on the clean-shaven head is the predomi
nating sign of the Bodhisattva consecration . The
branding is truly painful . Three , nine, twelve, or

even eighteen places (according to the zeal shown by
the candidate) have small cyl indrical-shaped pieces
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ofcharcoal stuck on them by an adhesive substance
made from fruits ; these are set alight and allowed to
glow till the gum melts and burns deeply into the
flesh . While this takes place the aspirant, with
uplifted hands, must ceaselessly cry Omito ”

(Ami
tabha) , which doubtless often becomes a cry ofanguish .

An assistant monk holds the head ofthe branded man ,
and presses his thumbs firmly into the temples

,
which

lessens the pain . The scars of the branding remain
for ever .
The right to give ordination is only possessed by

certain noted monasteries , who have obtained it by
imperial decree . But in neighbourhoods where there
are few candidates and several larger monasteries it
does not take place every year in the same monastery.

The monks get a diploma at their initiation , ofwhich
there are three kinds—via , that of a novice , ofa full
monk, and ofa Bodhisattva . The novices are styled
shami (Sanskrit s

’

mmanem ) , the full monks shamén

(éramana) , or hoshang .

1 Another honourable appel .
ation of the monk is fa -shih (teacher of the law) ,
which in its Japanese pronunciation (bo -si) gave
origin to the well-known term bonze. (Other scholars
derive it from the Burmese Hp ongyi, but with less
evidence .) The monk gives up his former lay name,
and receives a religious one, the fa -ming or fa -hao ,

also spoken of as tu hut (ordination name) .
According to the monastic rul es, a monk

’s duties
are very arduous , but how far they are actually per
formed is quite another question .

1 On the derivation of ho shamg , of. Takakusu
’
s edition of

I -Tsing’

e Record ofthe Buddhist Religion,” p . 1 1 8.
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The most conspicuous daily task is participation
in devotional exercises . There were originally six

appointed times of devotion for the inhabitants of
monasteries— early at sunrise, between eight and
nine, between eleven and twelve , at three in the
afternoon

,
and at seven and at nine in the evening .

These generally contract to three times daily—one

early , one midday, and one at evening worship . The
usual form consists in a list of invocations , praises ,
and recitation of weighty chapters from the sacred
writings. These are sometimes murmured , sometimes
chanted like a psalm in a more distinct melody. The

whole course of worship is accompanied by a con

tinuous playing of all sorts of instruments , such as
the “ wooden fish ,

” bells small and large , drums ,
cymbals , and tambourines . Each monk has his
appointed place in which to s tand or kneel . They

are arranged in two divisions , which in many parts
of the service face one another , and at other times all
face towards the altar . A monk who ofli ciates before
the altar , between the two divisions, conducts the
ceremony. There is frequently a sacrifice connected
with the worship ; the usual one only consists in rice
and tea . The conductor of the service divides the
gifts— with mystic waving of the fingers—be tween
the powers which are being worshipped . A procession
usually marks the close ofthe service .
Festivals naturally have their own ceremonials .

Chinese Buddhism knows the old Upo satha days, and
calls them fast-days (cha i They are the eighth

,

the fourteenth , the twenty-second , and the twenty
eighth days of the month . But as the middle and
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the end of the month are often marked by two fast
days (the fourteenth and fifteenth

,
as well as the

twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth or the twenty-ninth
and thirtieth) , the whole number is then six. Besides
these the Buddhist calendar contains a large number
offestivals, birthdays ofall the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas ,
and saints , days to commemorate the death of certain
persons connected with the history of the individual
monastery, special days for the honouring of the devas ,
festivals ofthe sun and the moon , festivals to pray for
good weather or rain or snow ; then the universal
Chinese festivals—the birthday of the Emperor and
Empress , the festivals of the beginning of summer, of
the “ hungry ghosts,

”
of the end of summer, of the

beginning ofwinter, ofthe end ofwinter, ofNew Year,
etc . All these occasions have their appropriate ritual.
Besides these , every kind of wish or petition of the
laity is brought to the monks . Harvest anxieties

,

domestic j oys and sorrows, illness and death , all alike
require prayers or ceremonial dealings at the hands of
the monks .
Whilst Chinese Buddhism, by honouring and in

voking all kinds of spiritual beings , has entirely de
parted from the line of its founder, it on the other
hand still preserves a certain continuity with the
old doctrine by the Duty of Medita tion. There are
schools and monasteries in which meditation is held
to be of such importance that an appointed time is
allotted to it every day . Those who meditate betake
themselves to the Hall ofMeditation , and in a certain
prescribed attitude exercise their minds on the problem
ofabstraction . But almost everywhere , where medita
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tion is still practised, it has changed into a lifeless and
formal thing . This is especially evident where these
meditations are worked out in company, as is customary
in some monasteries , which boast of old tradition with
regard to this rite . They differentiate between sedentary
or ambulatory meditation . They are merely external
exercises

,
carried out in prescibed order . All sit down

in a fixed attitude for a few moments there is absolute
silence ; then a pious formula is uttered by all at the
same time ; after that—at a given signal—all spring
up and walk round a table (by ranks) which stands in

the centre of the hall , covered with images of the gods .
The walk becomes more and more rapid , til l it is a
run ; a superintendent stands by with a sort of lash
and drives on the dilatory ones suddenly a bell
sounds and each returns to his place and sits quietly
down . In many monasteries meditation has been
entirely discontinued , and replaced by the recitation of
pious formulae. How much or how little of this is
practised by the individual monk is left entirely to his
own discretion.

Besides the religious obligations , however, there are
many other duties . The whole monastic community
—a body of thirty or forty individuals even in a
moderate-sized monastery—is strictly organized, and
has its work absolutely well regulated and apportioned
in all matters of household economy. The instruc
tions with regard to organization are laid down in
books which are to be found everywhere . The execu
tion of them depends on the kind and size of the
monastery .

At the head is the Abbot , entitled Fang-shang (or
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Chu He is always an elderly monk
,
but need

not necessarily be the oldest, either in age or residence .
The obedience ofall is due to the Abbot . He holds an
independent position . Under him the fully ordained
monks range themselves in two divisions, the so -called
east and west ranks . The first of these classes , the
eastern , deals mostly with the secular and household
matters , the western with every kind of ritual and
ofclerical duty. The so-called Tu-chien possesses the
highest position in the eastern division ; he is a sort
ofPrior, and next to theAbbot he is the most influential
person . He is the Abbot ’ s representative, and must
keep himself informed about every important question ,
in order to report it to the Abbot . After him come
numberless other officials : a book-keeper , a man to
look after the guests , a commissioner of stores , a
superintendent offield-labour, a superintendent of the
water-supply, an overseer of the kitchens, a manager
ofthe clothing department , another for giving out the
tea , a superintendent ofrepairs , etc . At the head ofthe
western division—namely, of the religious side—is a
so -called Pres ident (Shou-tso) ; then follow some monks
who lead the assembly at certa in points ofthe worship
then , again, others appointed specially to read the
sacred books , others to explain the doctrine to laymen,
one to act as secretary, one who keeps the ancestor
tablets in order, various ofii cers connected with the
temple duties, etc .
1 The term Chu -ch ‘ih means resident priest.” Takakusu

( in his translation of I -Tsing , p . 1 1 7 ) thinks that the proper
meaning originally was preserver or:maintainer of the Three
J ewels.

” Fang-chang points more to the Abbot ’

s plac e of

residence .
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In most monasteries there also live several laymen .

Their dwellings often lie outside the monastery wall
in an outer circle . They undertake every kind of
practical work for the monks, especially agriculture
and forestry and handicrafts . It is a free agree
ment by which they are bound to the monastery.

They are generally not badly off— a t all events, in

comparison with the usual condition of Chinese
peasants .
The sustenance of the monks is simple , but not as

much one of privation as that ofmany a poor farmer .
They live on a strictly vegetarian diet . That rule is
the most scrupulously observed of any, although it is
unknown to the original Indian Buddhism. As most

of the monks have been accustomed from childhood
to the vegetarian diet of the monasteries , it has
become second nature to them ; meat is repulsive to
many . The meals are prepared in the monastery .

Chinese Buddhism does not observe the custom of

daily begging for food , nor is there any regul ation
forbidding meals after midday .

1 They usually have
three meals a day : in the early morning after first
worship a light breakfast ; at midday and in the
evening are the principal meals . All the common
monks assemble for them in the din ing-room , where
they sit on benches at long tables . A monk super
intends from his place on a platform . A general
murmured prayer begins and ends the meal . S everal
serving monks distribute the food out of large tubs , to
each man his portion , a bowl of rice and a dish of
vegetables . Of rice they are allowed a second helping.

1 With one exception to be named later (p .

1 5
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At meal—times there is perfect silence ; speech is for
bidden . All necessary communications are made by
signs . The monks are summoned to meals by the
beating of a large wooden fish which hangs from the
ceiling of a corridor near the dining-room . The
Abbot and the principal monks do not usually have
their meals with the ordinary monks , but have a
better quality of food served to them in their own
cells .
The monks wear the ancient Buddhist dress , with

such alteration as to suit climatic requirements .
They wear trousers , stockings , and shoes, besides the
three garments of Southern Buddhism. The outer
garment is of an orange colour or yellowish -brown ;
the two other articles are generally grey. The Abbot
and a few other leading monks are distinguishable
during worship by wearing special garments . Their
upper garment is red with gold stripes . The Abbot
has a peculiar sceptre as a sign of his dignity, which
is often adorned with precious stones .
The monks ’ cells are fitted out according to the

varying means of individuals, and they are often quite
comfortable . The principal fixture is the bed

,
which

,

like the Chinese bed in universal use , consists of a
solid bedstead with a wooden frame (from which to
hang a mosquito-net) , a straw mattress, and woollen
coverings. A table and a couple of seats , besides a
cupboard in which to keep small things , some strips
of paper bearing inscriptions or pictures on the walls ,
perhaps a flower— that is the usual thing to be seen
in the way of furnishing. The monk no longer
adheres to the o ld rules as to couch and to absence of
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possessions . He receives without a scruple gold ,
s ilver, or any kind of presents .
Above all, there can be no question—in the case of

average monks—of any intimate conception of the
Buddha ’ s teachings . The monastic life is a purely
conventional thing. The discrepancy is consequently
not unnatural , great strictness of accepted ritual and
monastic regulations being combined with great laxity
in the observance of moral precepts . A monk who
failed to appear in correct dress and attitude at public
worship , or made a disturbance during meal-time by
speaking, or neglected some wonted ceremony , woul d
wi thout doubt incur a penalty . On the other hand ,
monks who spend whole nights gambling, who lie,
who quarrel , who smoke opium , are free from blame
and have no compunction of conscience . The same
monks that hold vegetarian doctrines most rigidly
may take pleasure in shooting birds or squirrel s with
European firearms , without seeming to be aware of

any wrong-doing. The usual moral standard is not
only lower than that of real Buddhist ethics , but also
lower than that of the surrounding non-monastic
community . Nevertheless , outward decorum is ob
served to a certain extent .
On the other hand , individual monks are inclined

to asceticism , which is very surprising, not only on

account of the usual lukewarmness of Chinese Bud
dhism , but especially because ofthe intrinsic character
ofBuddhism , which is not outwardly ascetic . There
are monks who , not satisfied with the branding received
at their ordination , have it renewed from time to time,
either on the head, or the neck, or the chest , or the

1 5—2
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arms, and that to an amazing extent . They go even
farther, and there are monks to be found who have
had one or more fingers burnt ofi

'

.

1 Yet more terrible
,

here and there a monk has actually given his living
body to be burned on a funeral pile

,
even in the most

recent times . At such a drama there are many
spectators present , and the authorities take no steps
to prevent it . The self-immolating victim is usually
seated cross-legged in a wooden frame, closely sur
rounded by inflammable material , which he himself
sets alight with a torch . His ashes are treasured as
those ofa saint .2 Another form of asceticism is that
ofvoluntary incarceration . A monk takes a vow that
he will not leave a little room , in which he shuts him
self up

,
for a certain number of years or for his life

time . Through a small opening—generally the only
one for the admission of light and air—some food is
daily handed to him . He speaks with no one . His
hair is never out nor does he wash his face. His only
occupation is the muttering of prayers and sacred
formulae . If the door is not entirely walled up , it is
at all events pasted over with strips of paper, con
taining certain inscriptions, so that it cannot be
1 J . J . M . de Groot , in his very learned and instructive book,
Le Code du Mahayana en Chin e (Amsterdam , expresses
doubt (p . 227 ) as to the continuance of this practice, and refers
to evidence that it was done in past times . B ut I can speak
with the assurance of personal knowledge that the custom is

still in vogue . The Abbot ofthe great monastery Fa yu esti, on
the island of Pu t‘

o , has lost the fourth finger of both hands in
this way.

2 A modern instance is recorded by Macgowan, Cir/threw

Recorder , xix. , No. 1 1 , pp . 508 -521 .
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opened without observation . S ome strict ascetics
also shut themselves up in small caves of mountains ,
devoid ofall daylight . When the inhabitant of such
a prison dies , his body (which has become greatly
emaciated by the scant nourishment it has received)
is embalmed and prepared in a special mann er, then
painted and gilt , and set up in the temple to be
worshipped under the name of

“ flesh body (jou

sh im) .

The ordinary monk is cremated after death . The
corpse for that purpose is seated in an iron chair in
the meditation attitude, and faggots are heaped
around it, which are lighted . The ashes are either

placed in a grave under a monument, or let down
into a common pit, in a peculiar building . For more
distinguished individuals the large monasteries have
a special mausoleum

,
in which are niches for the

funeral urns to stand in . It i s remarkable that the
universal custom of Chinese ancestor worship has
made its way even into Buddhis t monasteries , despite
its fundamental opposition to the leading doctrine of
Buddhism . For ancestral tablets are erected in a
special room of the monastery to the souls of the
cremated members of the community, in exactly the
same manner as the usual monuments of the kind .

On the appoin ted days an offering is brought to the
dead man , and an extract from the sacred writings is
read before the ancestral tablet . Once every year a
festive rite , accompanied by an ofi’

ering, takes place
before all the ancestral tablets in the monastery. In
many places it is customary also for laymen who were
closely connected with the monastery, and whose
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relatives are willing to pay a sum ofmoney for it , to
have an ancestral tablet erected there to their memory
after their death . Such tablets , belonging to laymen ,
are housed in a room apart : to them also offerings
are brought by the monks .
Besides the regular monks, there are also many

Buddhist hermits living in China . Their abodes are
poor huts or holes in the mountains, where they are
maintained by alms or by help of a monastery near
by with which they are connected. The people style
them mao -p

‘éng , from the mat shed buildings
where they live . The hermits do not shave their
heads, but wear their hair long, hanging loose. Their
appearance is sometimes very awkward .

D . THE CANON.

The sacred canon is used in the Chinese language .
It contains the three ancient divisions : Sutra Pitaka

(Chinese, Ching Vinaya Pitaka (Lu and
Abidharma Pitaka (Lun After these comes
a fourth section ofmixed works , all sorts ofadditions ,
translations in different versions , and commentaries .

Each of the three principal divisions subdivides again
into the Mahayana writings , the Hinayana writings ,
and the mixed treatises of both collections . From it

you see clearly that the Mahayana school has not for
saken the original root and origin of the Hinayana,
but has merely far outgrown it . The Chinese text
is founded on the original Sanskrit , and in many
particulars is only a transcript from it into Chinese
sounds . A number of the works included in the
canon were

,
indeed, originally Chinese, such , for
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instance , as the description of the travels of the
famous Indo-Chinese pilgrims, Fa Hsian and Yuan
Chuang . The compiling of the Chinese canon was a
very long process , for additions were made to it a s
late as the fourteenth century A.D . T il l nearly the
end of the tenth century A.D. , the canonical writings
existed only in manuscripts . The Emperor T ‘ai Tsu ,
the first ruler of the northern Sung dynasty, in the
year 972 caused the whole of the extant canon to be
printed for the first time (from woodblocks) .

S ince then many printed copies have appeared . Al

though noted monasteries posses s specially prized
books even now, in the shape of beautifully written
manuscripts, not infrequently decorated with minia
tures , executed in gold and silver and colours , the
canonical books in common use to-day are invariably
printed .

1 Type and binding are of the usual Chinese
kind . A large canonical book consisting of a number
of parts is bound between two wooden covers or paste
boards . As Chinese books lie instead of stand in a
library, the parts ofthe canon lie in single compart
ments , on which a label is attached , bearing the title .

The whole canon usually fills ten large bo okcases .

The doors are sometime s decorated with ornate paint
ings ofthe tutelary deities . In the noted monasteries
the library usually is a present from an Emperor . A
special building is set apart for it , the so -called sa/n

ts
‘
ang

-lou (the building of the three treasures
namely, the three sections of th e canon) . Within this

1 Here and there you find a manuscript written with human

blood
,
as it is deemed very meritorious to write a sacred book

using one ’

s own blood as ink .
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building you see images and altars, and the library
is as good a place for pious prayer as any other room .

Most of the monasteries possess the requisite wood
blocks (and themselves do the printing) for the setting
up of special popular treatises from the canon , or

short practical writings of importance (for instance,
the appeal for gifts to be made to the monastery,
which the monks carry round from time to time
for the purpose of collecting) . Pictures also Of the
favourite deities

,
both coloured and black and white ,

and woodcuts of celebrated localities, are produced
for sale by the monks.

E . ORGANIZATION.

A hierarchical system has not been developed by
Chinese Buddhism . There is no supreme authority over
all the monks in China,1 nor is there an official head
over those Ofeach province . The growth oforganiza
tion , so far as it proceeded from the religion itself,
ceased with the Abbot of each individual monastery .

Hence many varieties of influence and power arising
from local or individual causes, but never cementing
into a permanent system . The leading personalities
of some large and celebrated monastery became
from the nature of the case—o i greater importance
than the Abbot of some Obscure place. Men who
distinguished themselves by some ascetic act, or by

1 Thi s is the more remarkable because in Taoism thi s Office
does exist . The head is the High-priest of the “ Dragon and

Tiger Mountains, Ch ‘
ang-tao-ling ; he lives in the west of the

province of Kiangsi
,
not far fr om the borders of the province

ofFukien , in a place called Shang Ching.
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their learning or magic power, or by some other
marked quality

,
won a higher reputation than others ;

but that was all . Even the renowned heads of

schools and the s ix Chinese patriarchs have not

taken the first step towards a hierarchical develop
ment .
But the Chinese Government—in which degrees of

rank play so important a rOle —has laid hold upon it
and introduced a kind Of higher organization . It
recognized the necessity of keeping a certain control
over the monastic communities , and for that purpose
it conferred upon certain Abbots the position Of

Government superintendents , with a corresponding
rank. It follows the well-known Chinese order of

administration , which recognizes in every province ,
first a number offit (prefectures) , next chou (depart
ments) , and lastly hsien (districts) . Three degrees
of rank were created for persons of varying impor
tance , the lowest title (for the hsien) being S éng-hnz

‘

,

next (for the Chou) S éng-chéng , lastly (for the fa )
S éng

-kang . The common designation for these
clerical Ofii cials is S éng -lu-sc

fd . Their concern is ,
above all things , to act as negotiators between the
Government and the monasteries whenever the S tate
comes into contact with the monks

,
and, furthermore ,

to exercise control over the doings in the monasteries
in their j urisdiction . They are responsible for wrong

doings of the monks , and for cases of flagrant and
public excesses . As it has been a long - standing
practice to choose men of high reputation and es teem
for these posts , they naturally enj oy a certain respect ;
this is specially the case with those S éng -kang who
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live in prefectural towns . But it is not in any true
sense a hierarchy. Their authority only extends
to cases of discipline , if the monks give occasion
for it ; as a matter of fact, it is only in the most
aggravated and notorious cases that any action is
taken . For less offences the office has no practical
existence .

F . Fsmous MONASTERI ES .

The renown for popularity Of individual monasteries
has been achieved by other means than those of

hierarchical supremacy. Age
,
legends , the fame

of certain divinities , beauty Of situation , and other
such things, have contributed to it . From remote
times , the sanctuaries in the neighbourhood of Hang
chow (in the province of Chekiang, which is perhaps
the most Buddhist province in China) have been very
celebrated . This former capital Of the Chinese
Empire is proverbially famous on account of its
beautiful situation near the Hangchow Bay, on the
so-called western lake . In early days monks estab
lished themselves there in the woods , and on the
hills and shores . But the celebrated monasteries of
Hangchow suffered very much during the long years
of the Taiping Rebellion, and many ofthe most noted
ones of earlier period are now partly or wholly in ruins .
At the foot of the wide , picturesque Lu-shan—a hill
west OfLake Poyang, and south of the noted town of
Kiukiang on the Yangtze—there were also formerly
famous monasteries , of which the maj ority, indeed,were
also destroyed by the Taipings, and the remainder
drag out a miserable existence . The monasteries
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situated to the north of Kiukiang, in the Huang-met
Mountains—where the Chinese patriarchs lived—were
not so much exposed to the wrath Of the Taipings ;
nevertheless , they are of no greater consideration than
the others at the present time . But the monasteries
on the T‘

ien-t
‘
a i Mounta ins , in the province Of Che

kiang , being amongst the most ancient in Central
China , have a wide renown even to-day. Here is still
extant the memory of the founder of the so -called
T ‘ ien-t ‘ ai school , Tzu-kai, a very celebrated and influ

ential representative of Chinese Buddhism , ofwhose

works no less than twenty-two have been included in
the canon . He lived in the sixth century A.D. His
begging-bowl and mantle are still shown to visitors
at the monastery of Kao-ming-ssu , while another

monastery guards the ashes of his cremated body
under a beautiful unique pagoda in the principal hall .

Numberless legends associate his name with curious
rocks or waterfalls in the neighbourhood . There are
many celebrated and flourishing monasteries still to
be found at the mouth of the Yangtze

,
in and near

the towns ofNanking, Chinkiang, and Yangchow .

But all these and many other sacred Buddhist
places in China are overshadowed by four which are
the most noted places of pil grimage throughout the
Chinese Empire . They are called Pu-t

‘

o-shan, Chiu
hue-shan ,Wu-t ‘ai- shan , and O-mi-shan.

1

1 These four famous places of Chinese Buddh ism must not be
m ixed up with the five sacred peaks ( can yo ) of the Chinese
S tate religion , which are the T‘

ai-shan ( Shantung) , the Hua

shan ( Shensi) , the Hang-shan ( Shansi) , another Hang-shan

(Hunan) , and the Sung-shan (Honan) .
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P u-t
‘
o-shan is a sacred island in the Chusan archi

pelago , east of the well-known port of Ningpo . The
island is covered with monasteries and chapels , and is
almost entirely inhabited by monks . It is specially
dedicated to the female Bodhisattva Kwanyin, whose
image is always in the centre of the principal hall .
The small island, round which roars the thunder of
the waves of the Pacific , whose wooded heights are
crowned with trees , whilst green meadows and cultured
fields cover the slopes , is a most charming spot . It is
easy to understand the reason Ofthe monks appropri
ating it and attracting yearly many thousands of

pilgrims . The goddess Kwanyin of Pu-t
‘
o -shan is

specially the patroness ofmariners and fisher-folk .

Chiu -hua -shan is a mountain crater, two days
j ourney east of the city of Ngank ing, on the middle
Yangtze. Here the Bodhisattva Ti-ts ‘ang, the over
lord ofhell , has the first position . In the very centre of
all the temples which crown the hill-tops here stands
a pagoda sacred to Ti-ts ‘ang, ornamented with stone
carvings representing this god . The monastic com

munities OfChiu-hua-shan suffered greatly at the time
of the Taiping Rebellion , and in consequence many of
the monasteries are new and unimportant . But the
enchanting panorama of mountains lends the place a
great charm .

‘

The third of the great places of pilgrimage is

Wu-t
‘
ai -shan, afive-peaked mountain in the province of

Shansi , not far from the town ofTai-chou . Here the
highly venerated divinity is the Bodhisattva Wen-shu

(Manjusri) . This place of pilgrimage, adj acent to
Mongolian territory, may almost be said to have
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lamaistic features . Mongo llamas share both the

temples and the images of the gods with the Chinese
Ito -shang . Tibetan sacred pictures , prayer-wheels , and
inscriptions , are common , and amongst the pilgrims
may be reckoned more Mongol s than Chinese . They

have also the lama mask dances .
In the far west ofChina , in the province ofS suchuan ,

is the most beautiful (as to situation) of the four holy
places , Mount Omi . The temples on this mountain
are dedicated to the Bodhisattva P ‘

u-hsien (Samanta
bhadra) , of whom there is a wonderfully fine and
powerful bronze figure in one Of the largest monasteries
seated upon the sacred elephant . Mount Omi is in
itself a most remarkable formation, for it rises almost

without interruption from the plain to a height of some
feet . The view towards the east over the fruit

ful Chinese plains , and towards the west to the snow
mountains of Tibet , is of unrivalled grandeur . But
most of the temples of Omi are poor and in decay ;
nevertheless, it is easy to see that formerly they were
not devoid of splendour .

G . S cHOOLs OF CHINESE BUDDHI SM.

Various schools or sects have arisen in Chinese
Buddhism , but at the present time many of the differ

ences have been practically obliterated , and on the
other hand much has been freely interchanged between
them

,
so that the mass of ordinary monks would be

equally unable to give information to an inquirer as
to their own sect or as to the subj ect in general .1

1 I t is not easy, indeed , to make one’
s way amongst the

various sects, as even Chinese writers and informants often take
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Nevertheless , there exist manyfinely-drawn distinc
tions

,
and occasionally these stand out clearly.

According to Chinese reckoning, there are ten
principal schools of thought . These main divisions
are called tsung ; subdivisions are known as p

‘
ai .

The ten tsung are as follows

1 . Lu tsung. 6 . Hsien shou tsung.

2. (Chii shé tsung.) 7 . Tz ‘
ti an tsung.

3 . (Chang shih tsung .) 8 . Ch ‘an tsung.

4. (San lun tsung.) 9. (Mi tsung.)
5 . T ‘ien t ‘ai tsung . 10. Ching t ‘u tsung .

From these may be excluded those in parentheses— 2,

3, 4, and 9—as they no longer play any part in
Chinese Buddhism . We shall meet them again in
Japan , where their ofi

'

shoots still exist to a certain
extent . The six remaining schools fall naturally into
two essentially different groups . The first group con
sists in the adherents of Ch ‘an tsung (NO. 8 in
the list) ; all the rest may be included in the second
group .

The difference between these two groups is a pro
found and radical one ; it is indicated in the name
Ch ‘an tsung . Ch

‘
an is the Chinese expression for

Buddhistic meditation ( Sanskrit dhydna) . This
school accomplished that change which made in

a very partial and one -sided View Ofthings. De Groot ’

s remarks
on the sects at the beginni ng of the before-mentioned book , Le
Code du Mahayana en Chine

,

”
I cannot accept a s either accurate

or complete , judg ing by the information and authorities I

possess . In chapter vii. of “ Chinese Buddhism,

” by Edkins ,
the information is accurate , but not clearly stated.
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wardness the one quality needful , and thereby
meditation became naturally the most important
fulfilment of the Buddhist inj unctions Bodhi
dharma , the first Chinese patriarch , was the founder

of the Ch ‘an school (see p . He opposed study

of the writings and outward ritual . He laid stres s
upon the inner being Of Buddha (his heart, his
nature) , and urged the true discip les to become like
him in that respect . In order to avoid the fruitles s
use ofbooks , the disciples were only to be instructed
by word of mouth . The “ inward look ” was to
be practised . The characteristic of Bodhidharma ’ s
teaching was a vivid abstraction , as is the principle
of the old Buddhist meditation . The philosophy
based upon this was the “ emptying Of conscious
ness —that is to say, the complete subj ectivity Of

our human conceptions and impressions . In the
popular legend he was called the “Wallgazer,

because , according to tradition, he had sat in front of
a wall for nine years , wrapped in meditation ; for
which reason he is still frequently portrayed in that
position

,
his back being turned to the observer .

Every outward manifestation was indeed superfluous
as far as Bodhidharma ’ s contemplative aim was con
cerned—whether worship , image , or recitation ; and it
may be that in those early times his school had really
discarded these things , although , naturally, such is no
longer the case . Indeed , in the Older writings of the

school (for, although the teaching was to be handed

down verbally from generation to generation , it was
ofnecessity soon transmitted to books) , the generally

accepted difference between good and evil is held to
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be the imperfection ofa lower standpoint , above which
the person who meditates raises himself . Having
been absolutely emptied of content (for all apparent
living beings are subj ective illusions) , the disciple is
utterly indifferent to everything, when once Buddha
has taken possession ofhis heart .
This school— whose founder has strongly and

rightly guided back into the original channel of the
Buddha Gautama—became split up after a time into
five subdivisions

,
of which each assumed such im

portance that it also received the title of school (tsung) .
They are also sometimes called the wu chin, or five
families (houses) . These still existing divisions of
the Ch ‘an school are : (1 ) Lin chi tsung, (2) Ts

‘ao
tung tsung

, (3) Hui (Wei) yang tsung , (4) Fa yen
tsung, (5) Yiin man tsung. They derive their
names from the places where their founders lived .

None of them has deviated far from the others in
doctrine ; but the Lin chi school had the greatest
practical result

,
and in more recent times the other

four schools have quite retired into the background .

In contradistinction to this whole doctrine, origina
ting from the Ch ‘an school , we have the group of the
five others aforementioned . Each of them has its
distinguishing characteristic, which it emphasizes,
but they share in common opposition to the absolute
subj ectivism of the Ch ‘an school by their teaching Of

obj ectivism and of the importance of externals .
The Lu tsung is the school ofdiscipline . Lu is the

translation ofthe Indian Vinaya, the rule Ofdiscipline
which constitutes one part of the Buddhist canon .

This school , founded by Tao hsii an (died A.D.
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sets the greatest value on the strict observance of the
o ld monastic regulations . Even to-day one notices
something particularly severe in the external conduct

of their l ife at the chief monastery, Pao-hua-shan , a
day’ s j ourney to the east ofNanking, On the Yangtze .

Here the monks are only allowed two meals a day
morning and midday ; the evening meal is forbidden
in accordance with the ancient Indian regulation .

They are only allowed tea to drink . They are also
stricter in keeping their devotional assemblies , and in
learning and reciting the sacred texts .
The T ‘ ien t ‘ai tsung

,
founded by the before

mentioned t i - kai (died A.D . 597 his monastic

name was t
’

i -i he is also frequently called “ the sage

ofT ‘ ien -t ‘ai tried to combine the method of Bodhi
dharma— putting meditation in the first place—with
the use of books , in due proportion and with external
ceremonial . From amongst all the writ ings of the
sacred canon , the founder selected one in particular,
which contains the quintessence of real Buddhism ,

the Miao fa lien hua ching (S anskrit , Saddharma

pundarika sutra) .
1 He has written several com

mentaries on it .

The Hsien shou tsung, so called after one of their
most ill ustrious teachers (not the founder, who was Tu
fa shun , died A.D. chose as their principal text
book the Hua yen ching, which was said to have
been composed by Nagarjuna , the great exponent of
the Mahayana . It is a book full of legendary em

1 Translated by B urnouf, Le Lotus de la bonne Loi , and

by Kern
,

“ The Lotus of the True Law ”

(
“ S acred Books of

the East, vol .
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bellishments and fantastic glorifications ofthe Buddha,
and in it he relates the Buddha ’ s supernatural appear
anoes in various heavens, as well as on earth , before
numberless supernatural beings

,
accompanied by all

sorts of brilliant miracles . This book and the
above-mentioned one (Miao fa lien hua ching) are
perhaps the most highly esteemed by all Chinese
Buddhists . By means of a Very arbitrary symbolical
interpretation ofthe text, the whole Mahayana philoso
phy is derived from it, while the legend has found in
it ample nourishment for a lively play ofthe imagina
tion about the supernatural beings . The school is,
after its favourite book, also called Hua yen tsung.

S till another name it bears is Fa hsing tsung (school
of the Dharma-nature) .
The Tz ‘

ii an tsung
,
in like manner

,
has taken a

particular canonical book as the foundation of its
teaching, the so-called Wei shih lun, 1 a work which
originated from the Mahayana teacher Vasubandhu,
and was translated by the celebrated pilgrim Yiian

Chuang . A remarkable psychology attached itself to
this work , Of a thoroughly Mahayanish character :
things are unreal ; they proceed from man

’ s mind
,

and, indeed , spring from different kinds ofperception .

The illustrations of this fundamental idea are often
extraordinary and incomprehensible ; they cannot be
further dealt with here . A special doctrine of medita
tionwas built upon this psychology. Nevertheless

,

they gave weight also to the value of kindness and
1 Apparently after this favourite book, Edkins (“ Chinese
Buddhism,

” p . 1 69) gives the name of this school as “Wei shi
siang Kiau.
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friendliness towards all beings , and esteemed as the
h ighest Ofal l outward religious signs the exercise of

love and sympathy. Hence the name of the school ,
for Tzi

’

I en means kindness and compassion .

” 1 The

founder was Chieh hsien .

The Ching t ‘u tsung obta ined its special characte r ‘

istic by developing and popularizing the doctrine of a
western Paradise (the pure land , Ching t

‘u—hence its
name) . This idea (see p . 1 90) appears to have arisen
at the same time as the belief in the Buddha
Amitabha and the Bodhisattva Kwanyin , and the
explicit removal of the Paradise to the west thoroughly
confirms the opinion of some investigators , that the
features ofAmitabha and Kwanyin (originally Avalo
kita) have penetrated from the west , perhaps from
Persia to Northern India , Tibet , and China . The
western Paradise is ruled by Amitabha . The Bodhi

sattvas Kwanyin and Ta-shih-chi rule beside him .

All three—the “ three holy ones of the western
land —are invoked and worshipped by the faithful ,
in order that they may reach Paradise, and it is,
doubtless , their connection with this popular doctrine
about Paradise which has brought about the notoriety
of the three holy ones , especially of the two first
named .

The special writings of the Ching t ‘u schoo l are two
works in praise ofAmitabha , 0 mi to ching and Wu
liang shou ching . The school was founded by Hui

yiian or Yii an kung (fourth century It is also
Often styled the Lotos school (Lien tsung) .
1 Another explanation is that the name has been derived from

a monastery known as the Tzii an ssu.

1 6—2
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Each of the above schools has its special chain of
traditions , tracing their way backwards by the various
noted teachers to the founder , and from him still
farther back to some celebrated personality among
those surrounding the Buddha , or to himself, or to
one of the imaginary Buddhas and Bodhisattvas .
Naturally, this last slender thread in the line of

tradition is only a means conceived for the purpose
ofgiving the highest possible authority to the doctrine.
All sorts of fancies attach themselves also to the
favourite writings of each school . So it is held that
the famous book Hua yen ching, the authority of

the Hsien shou school, originated in six forms . The
two first were never written down, but only live in
the memory of certain Bodhisattvas the two follow
ing, as soon as they were written, were transmitted
for safe guardianship to the Dragon Palace under the
sea . The fifth edition was written out by Nagarjuna .

The sixth is the Chinese version ofthe fifth .

It has been already remarked that the individual
characteristics of each sect have at the present day
very much disappeared . Nevertheless, the majority
of the monasteries still adhere to the names oftheir
doctrinal authorities, and are attached to their special
books . A close inspection shows that there are all
sorts of differences in their inner working, in the
method of their meditation, in the passages which
they recite , and in the detail s ofworship . From the
outside one notices but little of this . The energy Of

Spiritual independence is almost everywhere extinct .
There are not a few nunneries in China . The

southern part Of the empire contains more than the
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north ; in Canton alone there are over eighty . But
most ofthe convents are small . They are established
and organized in the same way as the monasteries ,
and are under their control . The nuns have their
heads completely shaven , like the monks , but always
wear a cap to cover the whole skull . Their habit on
the whole resembles the dress of the monks .1

H . THE CHARACTER OF MONASTI CI SM.

The Chinese Buddhist monks receive but little
sympathy from the bulk of the population . Their
whole manner of life is essentially opposed to Chinese
ideas , and that fact is continuously kept before them .

It tends to loo sen the social bonds , and is an unpro

ductive life as well . S o the monks are proverbially
spoken ofas “ the drones in the beehive

,

”
or as not

being so useful as the silkworm .

” In addition to
this , it comes abo ut that almost all the monks are
drawn from the lowest ranks of the population . It
is very rarely the case that a wealthy man

,
or a

member of a high -class family , assumes the yellow
robe ; and when it does occur, the individual quickly

attains the rank of an Abbot . It may be taken for
granted that the majority of monks are peasants and

people of no importance . They even fail to attain
that which is so highly prized by the Chinese
literary culture . It is true that many monks receive
a literary training during long years

,
but this training

follows entirely the Buddh ist line
,
so that the monks

are unable to devote themselves to the study of the
1 Details on nuns and nunneries are to be found in W. C .

M iln e ’

s
“ Life in China,

” pp. 1 34-145 (London,
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classics, which alone entitles a man to respect in the
eyes of the Chinese . Here yawns the great gulf

,

fixed from the very beginning, which prevents this
foreign religion from getting hold of the Chinese
national character. All the spiritual receptivity and
strenuousness of the Chinese nation , all its ideals , all
its opinions , are rooted in its antiquity, and in the
writings which are so intimately bound up with it .
The study of these writings is therefore the nerve
centre of its life . But the Buddhist monk takes up
an altogether different and opposite position . He
has his own literature, an all -absorbing one ; and it
is , moreover, of Indian origin , and not infrequently
Indian in expression . Here , also , the uniqueness Of
Chinese written characters plays a momentous part
in the history ofChinese Buddhism . As the Chinese
language possesses no alphabet, only characters , each
conception has therefore to be written by a symbol of
its own (in the sameway as we use numerical figures)
consequently the characters are innumerable, j ust in
proportion as the conceptions are innumerable . From
this it follows that all people cannot equally well read
any book. Different intellectual departments require
diflerent characters to express their meaning, apart
from all peculiarities of style . Thus , a person who
is tolerably well acquainted with Buddhist literature
may not unnaturally find the classics a sealed book.

As regards all the facts above-mentioned—which
rob the monk of the sympathy and esteem of the
people—he is personally free from blame. But , un
fortunately, there is much besides , contributing to
this state of affairs , for which he is responsible .
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The moral level of the monks is a very low
one . They have not sufficient strength Of character
to withstand the temptations closely attending
their t rying position . Their religious duties are

purely mechanical , carried out within their own
restricted circle , and their l ife , instead of being an
example of self - conquest, becomes a life of utter
idleness . Not only so , but the very fact that they
are encouraged to rely wholly upon the assistance of

the laity, and to expect everything to be provided for
them in the shape Of offerings , alms , and gifts , pro
duces in them the most aggressive and offensive
cupidity. All their intercourse with laymen is in

connection with business . The money obtained is
sometimes handed to the monastery, sometimes to
the individual

,
for the old fundamental rule forbidding

monks to possess personal property has been long ago
forgotten . Another of the inj urious results of the
monastic system is the inability of keeping the en

forced celibacy . Immorality of various kinds is but
too common . Where the monks are under the rule of
a strict Abbot who cares for the reputation of his
monastery

,
these things are kept in the dark. Else

where they are done openly, and frequently to such
an extent that public indignation is aroused. Thus ,
all the convents in Foochow were suppressed by the
authorities in the thirties of the nineteenth century
be cause they had become to o noto riously the haunt s

of vice . Also in Suchow in 1 840 all nunneries were

broken up from the same reason .

The use of opium is indeed becoming increasingly
widespread . Whoever is familiar with the outward
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signs ofOpium-smoking can recognize smokers among
the monks frequently enough , especially in the larger
town monasteries . And if you spend some time
living with the monks, and are trusted within all
their precincts , in one or another Of their cells you
are reminded ofthe dreadful fiend by the fatal , sickly
exhalation which it is impossible to mistake . In
town monasteries the pleasures of the Opium habit
are frequently indulged in without any disguise .
Acquaintances of the monks visit them in order to
enjoy smoking undisturbed in the quiet of their
cells .
Another inj urious effect of the monastic life is that

many of the monks drift by its means into a sort of
religious vagabondage and become quite lawless .
Every monk who is fully ordained has the right to
leave the monastery originally selected in order to go
to another monastery which he wishes to enter, or
merely to assume an itinerant life . He is received
into any monastery on showing a pass from his Abbot,
and receives accommodation and the usual food for a
few days . This should be a help for those who go about
begging for their temple, but is frequently misused by
those whom a spirit ofunrest has taken possession Of,
and who after a time give themselves up entirely to
a life of vagabondage. This type of monk is well
known to the people, who call them wild monks.”

I . BUDDHI SM AND THE PEOPLE .

Although the followers ofBuddhism, for the above
mentioned reasons, are not much esteemed in China,
yet their services are widely and eagerly sought . It
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is difficult to imagine the life of an ordinary man
deprived of Buddhist monks and monasteries . The

very outward aspect ofthe country bears unmistakable
signs of Buddhism . The pagodas , for instance , have

Spread outside the narrow borders of Buddhist sanctu

aries in China . Although many pagodas still belong

to monasteries
,
thousands are built without any

such connection . Here they have assumed a totally
different significance from their original one—that of
monuments to the memory of a saint or in honour of
the Buddha . They have been incorporated into the

so-called doctrine ofFéng-shui . This doctrine , l iterally
translated the “Wind-water Doctrine

,

” is a theory
about the connection ofhuman fate with the influences

ofnature . It deals with very strange manifestations ,
and these have in time become associated with the

pagodas . Pagodas have the power to change the
influence otherwise possessed by mountain and valley,
by stream and hollow

,
on human circumstance ; they

can— ii their situation is rightly selected—secure to
any place a favourable lot . This is the reason why
you so frequently see a town with a pagoda crowning
the summit of a neighbouring hill , although the
pagoda is qui te unconnected with Buddhism , and is
only one of the signs of a Chinese landscape and of
Chinese imagination .

The Chinese pagoda (the word
“ pagoda has been

derived , in very different ways, from the Portuguese

p agr
‘

ia or from the Indian dagaba in Portuguese pro
nunciation, or from Hindustani p onthkoda) is called
t

‘
a , an abbreviation of t ‘

a -

p
‘
o
,
transcribing the Sanskrit

s tup a , Pali thap a . It has generally seven or nine
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stories , sometimes eleven and even thirteen the
number must be an odd one. Buildings with less than
seven stories should not properly be called t‘

a , but
bear other names , as K

‘
anghsi

’

s dictionary, the great
Chinese authority, states .
Other Visible tokens ofBuddhist l ife are the shrines

and chapels by the roadside . They are specially
common in Western China . Inside these little build
ings (which are of stone or wood) there is an image of
the gods or an inscribed tablet . The pious passer-by
lights a couple of incense sticks before it . In other
places—especially in the neighbourhood Of water
or before bridges—are remarkable quadrilateral or

hexagonal pillars , which not infrequently end above in
a roughly carved, projecting head . On the pillars are
inscribed the names ofgods , prefaced by the Buddhist

(Indian) namu (adoration to Such pil lars
are for the purpose of counteracting the influence of
evil water-Spirits , who strive to draw people down into
their element .
These are some ofthe Buddhist features ofthe land

scape besides the monasteries themselves . Countless
are the evidences ofthe influence ofBuddhism on the
life ofthe individual man .

Without entering fully into Buddhist doctrine and
theories

,
the Chinese concentrates his attention upon

the divinities in the temples , j ust as upon any other
gods

,
as his ultimate helpers in the emergencies of

life . He deals with them according to the advice of

the monks
,
who may be supposed to know what is fit

ting. Thus , he brings oflerings in the shape of rice,
fruits

,
cakes

,
money, which naturally all belong to
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the monastery . He brings candles for the altar,
incense to be burnt . He kneels before the images and
recites sacred formulae . He provides for a procession

Of the monks (at a high price) , with the Abbot at
the head—behind whom he himself walks—while the

monks recite prayers . He presents an image of Bud
dha , or shares in some greater gift s, either a huge

bronze hell or the restoration of a temple which had
fallen into decay

,
or the building of a new one . He

invi tes the monks to his own house , where they
perform prescribed ceremonies and recitations . These
customary means taken by the Chinese to obtain the
help Of the Buddhist deities are forced on him by
the practical needs of life . If there is illness in a
house , or a childless woman desires a son , or a man
has some perilous business on hand or has come into
conflict with the authorities , it then depends upon his
means which temple he must visit or what god is to
be invoked

,
and at what cost . If the prayer prove

successful , thanks are expressed not seldom by hang
ing some votive offering in the temple , a heart or an
eye ,

or a hand or a foot made ofwood or of cloth . One
may see heaps of such ex-voto presents depending from
some altars of famous sanctuaries . The way in which
certain oracles are obtained from the divinity is most
strange . On almost every temple altar lie two worn ,
semicircular pieces of wood, shaped like a crescent,
with one surface convex, the other flat . The man who
undertakes a doubtful and important enterprise goes
to the temple with his Offering, which he presents to
the god , burns incense , and then swings the two pieces

of wood (with their flat sides together) in the incense ,
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and throws them down on the left -hand side . The
way in which they fall shows him whether he will
succeed or not . The favourable omen is when one of
the pieces falls with the flat , and the other with the
convex, side uppermost. If they both fall with the flat
side undermost , that is a bad outlook . If both the
convex sides are undermost, the result is uncertain .

Another method is by drawing lots. Every temple
possesses a wooden box, containing a large number of
little wooden sticks . This box is shaken in front ofan
image with certain appropriate ceremonies till one of

the sticks falls out. The number marked on the stick
corresponds with a passage in a collection Of oracular
sayings , which are usually ofso universal or ambiguous
a nature that they might equally apply to any kind of
result .
A common way of obtaining the favour of the gods

or of relieving a burdened conscience is by pilgrimage .
Frequently there are celebrated places within easy
reach ; but long j ourneys are not shunned . Every
year thousands of pilgrims from every part of the
empire pour into the four great sacred places, where the
four most renowned Bodhisattvas are worshipped . At
Mount Omi, in the far west of China, may be met
pilgrims coming from Peking, or the east coast, a
journey of several months . Here and there you meet
special ascetics bent on this piln age . There are
people who do penance on the j ourney by prostrating
themselves every tenth step, and praying with their
forehead touching the ground . Pilgrims often travel
in parties who adopt a common name and a common
banner . Their most important duty when they reach
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their destination is to burn several sticks of incense
before each god, kneeling down and repeating certain
formula . At celebrated shrines you see an innumer

able crowd like a swarm Of ants engaged in this
business , hastening from altar to altar and from room
to room . Much else is going on at the same time

,

The monks erect booths , where all sort s of talismanic
pictures , verses , and symbols , may be obtained ; they
are eagerly bought by the faithful . S ick people rub
the diseased limb upon the wonder-working image .
Money pours in to the large chests , which are set ready
to receive offerings in every hall .

Another meritoriou s custom inculcated on the

people by Buddhism is the tempo rary abstention
from ea t ing meat . S ometimes the people who are
Observing this custom reside for the appointed t ime
as guests in the monastery , living for a few weeks on

the same diet as the monks , and taking part in all
their religious Observances . The high estimation ofan
entirely vegetarian diet has even brought a peculiar
sect into existence , called the vegetarian sect,

”

which cannot be reckoned among the ordinary schools
of Buddhism , although this was doubtless its origin .

It is a lay community. They repudia te all image
worsh ip , and have given up all the religious cere
monies Of Buddhism . They only venerate heaven
and earth , the ruler of the empire, parents and
teachers, and this they do in the simplest manner, by
placing Oflerings of tea and rice be fore the memorial
tablet s of their great ones in the hall s for devotion .

They possess books and deep-reaching conceptions ,
but it is all kept very secret , chiefly because the S tate
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often persecutes this society. But what is outwardly
very noticeable is the strict fasting from meat ; this is
their most important religious duty. Their origin is
derived from the already frequently mentioned Bodhi
dharma . Contemplation plays also an important rOle
with them .

—For fasting from meat , which Buddhism
counsels , the common people generally account by the
idea ofmetempsychosis you do not know whom you
are wronging when you kill an animal and consume
its flesh , for a friend or relative may be doomed to
this existence . The positive side of abstinence from
meat is the saving of life —namely , the housing of
animals in a monastery where they are cared for till
they die a natural death : the cost of this is met by
laymen . While such a practice has been assiduously
cultivated by many people , yet Buddhism has never
been able to establish a kind and considerate treat
ment ofanimals by the people in general . Extreme
cruelty to animals is quite common, and is the result
of lack of thought . That the people have no sensi
b ility for the torture ofanimals can be only too easily
understood in a country where the most terrible
tortures are daily inflicted upon men by the authority
of the magistrates, without exciting any general feel
ing ofhorror.
The laity in China have only assimilated Buddhist

ideas in so far as they were easy to bring into line
with the existing Chinese religious ideas . Such are
those of recompense , of reward and punishment for
every deed

,
and of reincarnation , always under the

form Ofmetempsychosis . The ancient S tate religion
recognizes also the moral surveillance exercised
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by the higher powers , divine rewards and divine
punishments . They also believe in the continuance

of the soul after death in happy or unhappy sur
roundings

,
and their most salient characteristic—the

veneration of ancestors—is most closely attached to
it . All this has taken on a brighter and more vivid
colouring through the influence of Mahayana Bud

dhism— in fact , a thoroughly Chinese complexion .

The other world exists in their imagination as heaven
or hells , and between these two lie the six kinds of
reincarnation—as high-born people (mandarins) , poor
people

,
quadrupeds, birds , fishes , and insec ts . The

most vivid impression is made by the hell s . The fate
of the soul which goes down there is portrayed in
an incredibly dramatic way , both in words and
pictures . Buddhism has been compelled to assume
the r61e of deliverer from the torments ofhell . How
ever incompatible this may be with its fundamental
tenor, it has become a universal belief that the lot of
those who have died can be influenced from this
world . At the death of a monk and after the death
of a monk , therefore , special extracts from the canon

are recited , with a musical accompaniment (especially
extracts from the Amitabha - S utra) : this is done

because the sacred word has power to improve the
position of the soul . When, also , the customary
Offerings to the ancestors are brought by the wealthy
layman , he gladly consults the Buddhist monks, and
by paying ascertains what passages of the sacred
writings shoul d be recited to bring a blessing to the
deceased .

It is Often maintained that the faithful adherence
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to Buddhism, as regards the laity, is confined to the
lower classes . It may well be that the cultured
Chinese, the official , contemptuously smiles and
scofls at the superstitions of Buddhism . But this
apparent contempt is not always genuine . Even high
placed officials , especially of mature age, not in
frequently submit to Buddhism , when the thought of
death and the uncertainty of their future fate begins
to weigh upon them .

1 They generally arrange
matters so as to court observation as little as
possible . A private chapel near their house or
place ofbusiness is the scene of their devotions , and
the help they afford to monks and monasteries is
rendered with all privacy.

It is perhaps worthy of notice that Buddhism has
given a certain tinge to Chinese literature . The
popular novelistic literature contains a number of

stories about the legendary figures of Buddhism .

The unbridled fancy of these fabulous stories is so
attractive to the ordinary individual that some of

these books may be counted as the most read in
Chinese literature . Pictorial art as well shows
marked traces of Buddhist influence . Many famous
painters have been monks , and a great deal of the
subject-matter of Chinese paintings is Buddhist
material .
Despite all the influence brought to bear on the

Chinese laity by Buddhism , it must always be re

membered—as was explained at the beginning of this
1 I t is said even of the late Empress-Dowager, that she was
addicted to the pietism Of the Northern Buddhism ”

(Wen

Ching, “The Chinese Crisis fromWithin,

' London, 1901 , p.
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chapter—that the laity cannot rightly be considered
a Buddhist pe ople . In the statistics of Chinese
religions , only the monks should be reckoned as
Buddhists . The laity merely have to do with Bud

dhism as regards its externals , and share very little

ofit s genuine ideas . The Chinese layman essentially
belongs to his indigenous religion , which most clearly
asserts its supremacy over the Indian impo rt by the

introduction of the ancestral tablet s into Buddhist
monaste ries .

CHAPTER VII .—BUDDHISM IN KOREA .

The picture of Buddhism which confronts the student
in Korea is on the whole a very dull and faded one .

The lethargy which for so long a time has mastered
Korean culture and intellectual life is also characteristic

of the Buddhism of this country. But its principal
features Show unmistakably its Ch inese origin . The
architecture of the sacred buildings , the dress and mode
of life of the monks , the organization still extant , the
images of the gods , the ritual of worship— all these
things at the first glance are seen to be of a Chinese
type . Here and there , it is true , a trait appears which
is not Chinese , and is either Tibeto-Mongolian or

Japanese in origin . Korean Buddhism only appears
to have had the most limited capacity for originating

new features , pecul iar to itself.

A . MONASTERIE S AND MoNKs.

Korean monasteries include partly dwellings , partly
temples . Both are frequently combined in such a way

1 7
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that the front part of a house is a temple, while the
back is a dwelling. But the larger monasteries have
always at least two or three buildings entirely con
secreted to the divinities . Among them the most
important is the one known to us in Chinese Buddhism
as the ta hsifwng p ao tion, the Precious Hall of the
Great Hero . Besides this hall you also frequently find
a special hall ofTi-tsang, the god ofhell . Both these
much-esteemed temples stand in the square courtyard
which is enclosed by the dwell ing-houses . The more
important establishments possess besides a wooden
tower for the big drum , an entrance-hall with images
of the four great Deva Kings , a small pagoda, and a
wooden portal

,
through which you enter the temple

precincts . S ometimes there is also a hall, roofed, but
open at the four sides , which serves to shelter the
votive ofi

'

erings brought to the monastery by visitors .
The inhabited buildings are simple wooden construc

tions
,
generally mean and neglected . One particular

feature in this country is that the entire outside walls
ofthe temple balls are covered with paintings ofgods ,
or scenes from the life of the Buddha or of a Bodhi
sattva . These paintings are executed in strong colours
—red , blue , and green—and occupy the whole expanse
of boarding ; while the pillars and beams and scaffold
ing under the roof are also painted with every kind of
device, producing a bright and pretty effect so long
as the building is new and the colours fresh . This
tendency to picturesque adornments of the exterior
corresponds with a special feature of the interior
namely, with the custom in Korean monasteries of
having the walls hung with pictures

,
both small and
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large , on religious subj ects . Such a thing is unknown
in Chinese or Japanese Buddhism , although one may
occasionally see a single picture hanging in one of

their temples Korean Buddhism , on the contrary, is
in the habit of covering all the inner walls completely
with pictures . The subj ect as well as the execution
of these pictures is stereotyped . They represent the
Buddha Gautama in the midst of his disciples and
Bodhisattvas , also other higher beings , as well as
scenes from the Buddhist legends . A continually
recurring subj ect is a representation of the course of
earthly life , with all its characteristic troubles and
features , and then man

’ s exit from this l ife , either to
heaven or hell . In the hall of Ti-tsang may usually
be found , together with a representation of the
Bodhisattva himself, the pictures of ten Ofthe nether
Princes , his underlings , acting as j udges . These
pictures are highly coloured— green , red , blue , like
those on the outside of the building— and frequently
they are executed not without skill , especially in the
drawing of the faces . They are painted on strong
paper, covered with fine gauze , and mounted on silk .

Many of them are several square yards in size
,
and

cover walls of considerable dimensions. These pictures
give the interior ofthe Korean Buddhist temples their
unique character . In comparison with them

,
the

statues of the gods at the present time have become
very limited in number . Generally there is only one
figure

, or at most a few, on the principal altar, small
in size , made of wood or clay, and gilded .

The pictures which adorn the wall s of the sacred
buildings in Korea remind anyone who is famil iar

1 7—2
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with Tibetan temples of the art shown there in the
decoration ofthe interiors . Judging by the evidences
of Mongolian influence which run through Korean
history, it seems not improbable that Korea has
adopted that style Oftemple decoration from Tibet .
The celestial beings usually worshipped in Korea

are the same as those in China—Sakyamuni ; the
seven or the five great Buddhas (see p . 158) the
Buddha Amitabha ; the Bodhisattvas Kwanyin, P

‘
u

hsien, Wen - shu, Ti - tsang, Ta - shih -chi ; the four
heavenly Kings ; the larger and smaller groups of the
disciples ofGautama (the five hundred and the sixteen,
not in this case eighteen , Lo -han) . Also others—not
originally Buddhist divinities—are mixed up with the
crowd : most frequently the mountain-god, aecom

panied by the tiger for his escutcheon , as in China ;
also the kitchen-

god. It should be particularly noted
that in many monasteries there is a special chapel for
the worship of the constellation of stars known to us
as the Great Bear, and also that the sun and moon
still retain a dim religious significance.
The sacred language is Chinese , as is the language

of all culture in Korea . The names , inscriptions ,
notices

, to be met with in a Korean monastery, are in
Chinese characters . The sacred canon is also entirely
Chinese . The Chinese written characters (denoting
ideas) are pronounced differently by the Koreans, but
have the same meaning, so that a Korean and a
Chinese would understand one another in writing,
when they would be unable to do so in speech .

Besides the Chinese characters, there is also an alpha
betio form of writing common in Korea, but it is not
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much esteemed (see p . In order to facilitate the
reading ofBuddhist books by students , there are copies

of the most important ones with a double text—one

in Chinese characters
,
the other translated, or only

transcribed, into Korean lettering .

The monks wear practically the same dress as those
in China . But the long cloak with sleeves , over which
the mantle covering the left shoulder hangs , is usually
white , in accordance with the Korean partiality for
this colour in dress . They wear wider trousers . The

head is , ofcourse , completely shaved , except as regards
the beard . On the shaved crown there are no marks of

branding which Chinese monks receive at ordination ,
but in Korea these marks are most frequently to be

seen on the arms , and occasionally on the breast .

The monastic communities are small ; monasteries

containing thirty or more monks are rare . Worship
is much neglected . Of the daily service s only a slight
trace is to be found in the early morning, and at
midday between eleven and twelve O’clock . Generally
it is Only single monks who, at the sound of the bell
and the wooden fish , light a couple of little incense
sticks before the picture s of the gods and recite a
long string of ceaselessly repeated names or some
sacred formula, l ike Namu omitobul or Om man i
padme ham A larger general ceremony takes place
on special occasions (as , for in stance , at the New
Year) , and at the instigation of a layman who is
able to bear the expense . The organization of the
monasteries has dwindled to a mere shadow . The
Abbot ’s Office still retains a certain prestige . There is

no trace of any wider organization . Though some
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monasteries still enj oy a certain reputation
,
they have

no j urisdiction over others .
The monks (named puchung, or simply chung in

Korean) keep up their numbers by admitting children,
who are either dedicated to this life by their parents ,
or are received by the monastery for a monetary
compensation . It is but seldom that full-grown men
enter them. The rules and customs for admission
are similar to those in China . The inmates of

monasteries are almost exclusively drawn
“

from the
poorest classes . The monasteries possess a little
landed property—gardens and fields —which are cul
tivated by means oflay help . For the rest they are
dependent on the charity of the laity, which does not
flow in liberally . In consequence, their way of life
is very simple : a meat dish is categorically forbidden ,
as in Chinese Buddhism . Personally, the Korean
monks do not make a bad impression on the visitor.
They receive him with friendliness , even if he is a
European ; they give information willingly , as far as
they are able to do so ; they exhibit that gentle , good
natured indolence which is characteristic of the bulk
ofthe Korean people .
The number as well as the standing of the monas

tories has steadily declined for a long time past . The
monastic colonies in the so-called Diamond Mountains

(Kim-gang-san
,
to the south-west of Cape Duroch)

still enj oy a certain celebrity . There are more than
forty-five ofthem . Amongst them the most noted is
the monastery of Chang-an-sa . Another well-known
name is that of the monastery Of San-wang-sa , a
day ’ s journey to the west of Wensan (Gensan) , which
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has a community of more than fifty monks . Small
‘ Buddhist monasteries lie thickly sown in the imme
diate neighbourhood of Seoul , the capital . Whereas
not a single Buddhist shrine is allowed within the
walls— a law prohibits the entrance ofmonks because
of their share in a certain conspiracy

l—there exist
no less than forty Buddhist monasteries in the neigh
bourhood. Most ofthem , however, are very insignifi

cant , some only containing six or less monks . A few
of these monasterie s serve also another purpose , being
designed as fortresses , and picturesque summits are
crowned by them . At a distance of several hours ’

j ourney to the south of S eoul are to be seen the ruins
of a large and once famous monastery fortress on
Mount Nam-han-se . A mighty wall still protects the
extensive building on the loftiest height , with in which
at a former date were houses for the entertainment

of royalty, together with a number of shrines and
monastic dwellings . To -day a village occupies the

site . In the north of S eoul lie s a similar temple
fortress (Puk-han-sa) . Such monastery fortresses as
these were formerly of great importance for the

S overeign . The inhabitants formed a warlike band ,
among whom he could take refuge in the time of

danger, and it was by the help of these warrior monks
that many a conflict was won .

I will put down here the names of some other well
known monasteries which a traveller may take interest
in to visit : Ryeng-an-sa , on the border of the Han

1 Form erly the monks were not even allowed to pass through
the streets of the capital. This prohibition has been abolished
s ince 1 895.
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River
,
above Han Kang ; Pyok-chol , also on the Han

River
,
above YO-ju, about four days

’ j ourney from

S eoul ; Chun-deung
, on the island of Kang-hwa ;

Ha-in-sa, in the town Hyup
-ch ‘un. A very large

monastery of more modern character and tendency
is situated at the foot of the Chi-ri Mountain . Of
nunneries there exist only few, mostly near S eoul .

B . THE PEOPLE AND BUDDHI SM.

Superficial travellers have been misled into thinking
that the Koreans were a people without any religion,
and have so delineated them . Such an estimate is
far from correct ; but it is true that Buddhism has
lost its hold on the people here more than elsewhere .
Nevertheless, it has not been entirely uprooted ; nor
may one assert that, because Of the decline and with
drawal of Buddhism , the country is without religion .

One notices here again , as in the case of other
Buddhist countries , that Buddhism tolerates the
existence alongside of it of undercurrents ofanother
sort ofreligious life, which have a greater ascendancy
over the people than the religion of Gautama . At
the present time, when the power of Buddhism has
nearly faded away, these undercurrents have become
much more noticeable.
Buddhism is by no means uprooted in Korea .

Although the monasteries are in decay and the monks
are despised , the laity are not lacking within the
temple precincts , and they come to seek assistance at
the Buddhist shrines in every kind of need . They
bring offerings they fill the brass dishes on the altar
with rice, cake, nuts, apples, and pears ; they light
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candles before the images and burn incense ; they
hire the monks to recite sacred passages to the sounds

of drums , bells , and cymbals ; they fling themselves
meanwhile repeatedly before the altar in prayer, with
their foreheads in the dust , murmuring softly the
words of supplication , of prayer, of sorrow . Such
scenes are of daily occurrence, and anyone who spends
sufficient time in a larger temple will witness them .

Even to-day the Buddhist teaching suits many people
by its accounts of the recompense awarded either in
heaven or hell ; and the great Ti-tsangu the Bodhi
sattva of the nether world—together with his ten
underlings and their three constables

,
whose duty it

is to drive the souls of the dead before the tribunal ,
are not played out. Of those who are still in touch
with Buddhism , certainly the lower classes prepon

derate , and there is nothing to be found amongst the
people of the deeper ideas ofthis religion ; they make
a blunt external use of those gods who are supposed
to be serviceable . At the same time, we must not
overlook the fact that from time to time , and even
quite recently, Buddhism has been supported by the
ruling classes . Not only did the Emperor sometimes
spend large sums ofmoney on the embellishment and
restoration ofa monastery, as in a remarkable case in
the sixties Of last century, but al so you may read the
following notice in the K orean R eview,

a good English
monthly periodical, under date ofJanuary, 1 902 : The
Government is building an enormous Buddhist monas
tery about a mile outside the East Gate 'of S eoul'.
It is intended that this will be the head monastery in

Korea, and will hold the same relation to Buddhism
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in Korea that the Vatican does to Roman Catholicism
throughout the world (l) . It will contain between
three and four hundred kan of buildings, and the
plan is the same as that of the great Ch ‘un -ch ‘uk
monastery in Tibet . The ceremonies connected with
the commencement of this work took place on the

4th instant . Monks from all over the country, to
the number Of eight hundred or more, congregated at
this spot , together with Japanese monks from the
Japanese quarter of Seoul . An immense crowd of

Koreans surrounded the place to view the scene ”

(p . Later on it is remarked (p .

“ At the
new monastery there will be placed one director ,
one assistant director, one secretary, one assistant
secretary, nine clerks , two accountants, four mes
sengers, fifteen ktsus (runners) , five policemen, and
fifty soldier monks . ’

It would not be impossible for Korean Buddhism ,

precisely owing to the last change in the history ofthe
country, to take a new lease of life, by means of the
help given to it by Japanese Buddhism . For some
time past the Japanese have made efforts in this
direction . Japanese Buddhist monasteries have been
founded in Korea ; Japanese monks have been sent
over to instruct and stimulate their Korean brethren
in the faith . Likewise they have transferred Korean
monks to Japan for them to be brought up there .
The above-mentioned R eview has the following remarks
in one of its numbers (1905, p . It is reported
that the number ofJapanese Buddhists in Korea have
very greatly increased

,
and a circular has been sent

throughout the country to the effect that this religion
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will be taught in all parts of the interior , and schools
will be established to properly educate the young
men . One may say in advance that these efforts will
be expended on a very hard field of labour ;for although
it cannot be maintained that Buddhism is entirely
spent there , yet it has certainly wasted away to a
great extent .

-What has come into prominence whilst Buddhism is
driven into the background is the Chinese type of anoes
tor worship , and with it an ancient form ofnature and
demon worship , which from early times is ingrained
in the Mongolian race

,
and was only slightly veiled

by Buddhism . Demon worship is specially noticeable
amongst the bulk of the population . The stars ,
mountains , rivers , caves , have their demons , besides
numberless remarkable or peculiar places and obj ects .
Amongst animals , snakes are particularly feared and
worshipped as spirits . They are often kept and fed
near the houses as guardians of the dwellings . The
tiger is frequently looked on as the manifestat ion of a
spirit . The discovery of the influence of an evil spirit
and its exorcism are important, and practically daily
occurrences . The people who rely on their skill in
dealing with these matters for their livelihood

,
and to

whom everyone applies in such a case , are always ,
strange to say

,
women—the so-called mudang . There

are , indeed , men of a similar occupation—the so-called
p ansu . These , however, are nothing more than sooth
sayers, transplanted from China and Korea—usually
blind men , whose means and methods are similar to
those employed in China . Their business is princi

pally to foretell the future or to discover hidden
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things it is only incidentally that they are employed
for exorcising demons .1 This is far more the pre
rogative of the mudang . Her assistance is called in
for all sorts of illness ; for the appeasing of the spirit
of a dead person ; for the wished-for intercourse with
the dead ; for the warding offofepidemics (smallpox) ;
for the ceremonies to propitiate the Spirits ofwater,
of rivers , and offishcraft for long journeys and other
important undertakings . The exorcism of a mudang
i s called kut. Such a ha t is performed in various
ways, according to its object and surroundings , but
usually to the accompaniment ofan ecstatic dance led
by noisy music . During this dance the woman herself
is supposed to be possessed by the spirit, and through
her mouth the cause ofthe evil is indicated , as well as
the means of healing. Offerings always play a large
part on these occasions . Sometimes (as at a Seance
with the dead) she S its quietly sunk in thought , and
experiences inward communion with the spirits . The
mudang is accounted a friend of the ghostly powers .
She does not compel them by force, but makes use of
the favour in which she stands with them to obtain
the necessary information . There are special little
chapels in which the mudang exercises her art if the
house ofthose concerned or ofthe witch herself does not
seem suitable . These chapels , called by different appel
lations, are very common on the roads or on the hill
tOps . These exorcisms take place also on those stone
heaps which every traveller in Korea must have had
frequent opportunity to observe , and which are usually
1 Ifthey practise as exorcists, they put on female clothing for

such purpose l
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augmented by one stone from every passing Korean .

They are crude memorials to an indwelling spirit
,

close to a bush or a tree , on which hang rags and
little streamers as votive offerings . Although the
mudang is despised , and although she is surrounded
by most sinister reports , yet her services are always
in requisition ; and there are many men who marry a
mudang simply on account of the income for her
services, which will enable them to live free from
care . It is very remarkable that the mudang has
entirely ousted the Buddhist monk , who formerly
used to be employed for the overcoming of super
natural agencies . For instance, the rites requi red at
the death ofa person , in order to facilitate his passage
in to the other world , were originally performed by
Buddhist monks ; now the 771a only is employed .

The more the hand of Buddhism is palsied in Korea ,
the more strongly is the hold of early superstitious
customs and habits shown , which were glossed over,
but never completely lost . How these dominate the

people can be seen by a glance at the rich literature

ofpopular anecdotes , fairy-tales , legends , and novels

they are all full to overflowing ofreferences to spirits .

CHAP TER VIII .—JAPANESE BUDDHISM.

Amongst the Buddhist countries of the East , Japan
is unquestionably the most important . From ear ly
times it was the aim of this people to work out inde
pendently the leading conceptions of Gautama

’

s
religion . More recently

,
also , there has not been

lacking the endeavour to combine the Buddhist
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gospel with Western knowledge, and to show its
permanent value in theological terms . Such en

deavours are undertaken by clever and even learned
laymen , or members of the aristocracy and high
officials , as well as by prominent monks .
In the historical survey (see p . 92) it was pointed

out that, at the time when a change was made in
Japan to a new era the Government officially
dropped Buddhism . From that date till 1888 the
turn to Western culture and the influence of Western
science was so strong that Buddhism was completely
driven to the wall . It was genuinely supposed
for a time that Christianity would become the S tate
religion. But in the years 1 888 and 1 889 this
tendency suffered a powerful recoil . A more critical
and sober estimate was taken ofEuropeanism. Warn
ing voices were raised to the effect that the special
features of Japanese individuality should not be
blindly sacrificed for the sake of foreign ways, in
whose wake would follow danger and difficulty .

After this revulsion of feeling Buddhism advanced
with new energy, and made noticeable efforts to
deepen its fundamental ideas and to infuse them
with new life .
The Buddhist current is, indeed, only one among

many passing through modern Japan . All sorts of
attempts to establish a common religious basis cross

one another here , since the old world of this remark
able people has fallen out of j oint and a new one is
beginning to be fashioned . Alongside of Buddhism
there are Shintoism , the moral philosophy of Con
incius, Christian dogma of all shades, besides a
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multitude of newly devised systems , sometimes
transformations ofWestern philosophies , sometimes
a blend of all sorts of different elements drawn from
European and Asiatic sources , which some speculative
mind has worked out for itself and then thrown into
the common chaos .
Though Buddhism plays a certain part amongst al l

these heterogeneous elements which surround the

soul of the people , and emerges with its highest
conceptions , nevertheless one must not argue from
such fact that this spiritual and inward character is
at all universal . It is peculiar to certain groups only
of the higher circle . As regards the broad masses of
the population

,
and also the maj ority of the monks ,

Buddhism is more or less a traditional and external
cult , and in this form it is superciliously ignored by

the educated , or treated with a smile of contempt .

A . THE E ' TERNALS .

In its outward manifestations , Japanese Buddhism
is very similar to Chinese , as is natural from its
historical development . The usual arrangement of the
buildings within a temple enclosure evidently follows
the Chinese plan , where the gateway leads into a
right-angled court , whose centre is occupied by the
bui ldings for worship , while in the background and
at the sides are dwelling-rooms and places for enter
taining guests , small sanctuaries , and the like . This
original design , indeed , is frequently set aside. The
rooms for worship often stand alone ; Abbot and monks
live near . The most important places of worship are
a main hall , called hondo, and a hall dedicated to the
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founder of the sect to which the temple belongs
,
or

to some other noted saint ; this hall is called soshido.

Besides, some special halls may be found in large
temples for the worship of a renowned divinity—for
instance, of Amida (Amitabha) or Kwannon (the
Chinese Kwanyin) . The architecture of the bui ld
ings shows fundamental traces of Chinese style

,
but

with that slight alteration of the Chinese model
which the artistic Japanese instinct has stamped
upon most of the departments of its culture . The
curved roofs, often rising one above the other, the
wooden walls, the elaborately twisted wooden pillars ,
the verandas with wooden balustrades, the lattice
windows, paper-covered—all this is a sight familiar
to the visitors ofChinese temples . But here every
thing is generally finer in execution and kept in
better repair ; also, the colour loving Japanese
decorate the woodwork more tastefully in subdued
colours. The more prominent buildings are erected
on a wooden or stone platform, leading up to which
is a flight ofsteps . The roof is generally tiled in the
Chinese manner, or covered with Sheet copper ; but
here and there one comes across roofs thatched with
fine shingles or bark on the model of the Shinto
temples

,
and these were executed when Shintoism

and Buddhism became associated with one another.
In the same way, you not infrequently see Buddhist
temples showing that peculiar upward curve of the
overhanging part of the roof above the entrance
gate

,
with a corresponding curved little sheltering

roof above it again, which originally belongs to Shinto
architecture .
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The halls set apart for worship are so arranged
inte rnally , as a rule , that the part contain ing the
images of the gods is separated from the other part
by a partition . Behind it are one or two altars , and
on them—mostly in richly decorated little shrines
are the images of the gods . S ilken embroiderie s

,

bronze lotos -blossoms , incense bowls , candles , lantern s,
and costly paintings , etc . , form the remainder of the
furn iture of the shrine . The part of the temple
reserved for the laity, generally divided into naves
by rows of pillars, not infrequently shows in the
more noted temples a great wealth ofvotive offerings ,
pictures , carvings , lanterns , etc .

, which are attached
to the walls, pillars , or ceil ing . The ground is covered
with mats , as is customary in every private house ,
and is therefore not to be trodden on with shoes or

sandals .
In many temples there is also a special hall for

ofi
‘

erings (called emado1 ) , as well a s a wooden tower
in which the great principal bell is hung You
find also frequently a tower for a large drum (kofra) .
A tank is close at hand , wherever this is po ssible, in
which loto s grows , and po pulated with highly-fed

fishes or tortoises , spanned by an elegan t bridge . A
sacred tree—not, indeed , the celebrated Indian Bo
tree, but generally an aniseed (I llicium religiosum) or

a Chinese j uniper—is planted in the courtyard . A

1 This name has been derived from Shintoism . I t means
“ horse hall,” and refers to the presents of horse s made to
Shinto shrines . Cf. W. G. Aston , Shintoism ,

” p . 221 et seq.

(London,
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pagoda in Chinese style , five or seven stories in
height, rises within the circumference of the temple
precincts .
AS things of a Specially Japanese character, one

cannot but notice in the neighbourhood of most
temples rotatory book-shrines , the SO-called frined.

They are little wooden houses which turn on a
perpendicular axle . Within them lie the sacred
Buddhist scriptures—not always the complete canon
—and it constitutes an act of merit to turn the
repository, with its whole bulk of sacred writings,
round two or three times . In the eyes of the people,
the turning of the shrine , if it is done with the earnest
wish to be able to read the scriptures, is of equal
value with having read the text , and wins much
favour and blessing. The invention of the turning
library is attributed to a Chinese Buddhist of the
sixth century A.D.

, on account of which he and his
two sons are usually represented at the entrance of

the shrine .

The so -called “prayer-wheels, so common in Tibet,
are also to be found in the Japanese temples (gosho

guruma) , but their use is confined to the adherents of
certain sects (Tondai and Shingon) . The Japanese
instrument also may be distinguished from the Tibetan
by the fact that it contains no written prayers, but is
a S imple wheel set in motion with the pious wish
that a deity will procure a favourable reincarnation of
the man who prays .
In the environs of the temple the visitor ’s eye will

often be arrested by the great number of stone or
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bronze lanterns (tars) . These are votive ofi
'

erings

erected in the Shape of a monument , in the upper
part of which , with open lattice-work sides , burn

lights on special occasions . These lanterns often
reach a height of 6 to 9 feet, and have a very
picturesque appearance .

1 At celebrated temples you
may count them by the hundred . Another charac
teristic adornment of the temple environs is the torii .
This is a portico of wood or stone . Although the
Japanese attribu te it to a Shinto origin , it is un

doubtedly derived from the Chinese and Korean portal s
which characterize their temple entrances

,
and lastly

points back to the Indian tordna . The torn , in red
lacquered wood or grey moss-covered stone , rising
from the midst ofthe green trees

,
is highly decorative

in effect ; and the simple beauty of the Japanese
torii , compared with the Chinese or Korean original ,
accentuates well the superior artist ic capacity of the
islanders .
The elegant taste of the Japanese has found a

specially wide field for its exercise in Shaping all
the manifold implements of the Buddhist temples .

Especially the wood-carving, painting, and the bronzes ,
are to be mentioned . The carver ’ s art finds scope in
the altars , the partitions , the shrines for the pictures

or images of the gods , the wall decorations , window
lattices , and pillars . Of fine old paintings , every noted
temple possesses at least a few examples, sometimes

of great antiquity, generally in the shape ofso-called

1 The famous one in front of the TOdaiji temple at Nara is
the finest and the earliest specimen ofthe kind
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kakemonos , unframed , mounted on silk, and fastened
to two sticks . Decorative art is prominent in the
paintings of walls and ceilings

,
with brilliant efl

’

ect .

Bronze-casting and ironwork find their place in
incense-burners , lanterns , the metal lotos -blossoms
which often adorn the altars, also in gongs , storks used
as candlesticks standing on the back ofa tortoise , great
candelabra vases , but above all in the huge bells and
bronze figures of the gods . Japan ’ s three greatest
bells are The one in connection with the great
Buddha (Daibutsu ) at KyOto , the height of which is
about 14 feet , the thickness 9 inches, the diameter
about 9 feet , the weight about 63 tons . (2) That of
the temple ofChionin at Kyoto ; the height 10 8 feet ,
the thickness inches , the diameter 9 feet , weight
nearly 7 4 tons . (3) That of the temple of TOdaiji
at Nara ; the height 1 3 feet 6 inches , the thickness
8 inches, the diameter 9 feet . Amongst the gigantic
bronze figures, the most celebrated is the so -called
Daibutsu ofKamakura , a representation ofAmitabha ,
of the height of upwards of 49 feet , and unique in
beauty. Yet larger than this image , but Of nothing
like the same artistic merit , is the great Buddha of

the temple of TOdaiji at Nara (a representation of
the “ celestial Buddha ”

Vairochana) , about 53 feet
high.

Mention may also be made of the representation of
the “ foo tprint of the Buddha , which is so common
in Southern Buddhism, and is also sometimes to be
found in Japanese temples (ba ssoku seki ) . Here it is
not subdivided into 1 08 squares , as in Ceylon, but
merely exhibits several symbolic figures, such as a
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wheel
,
a sceptre

,
the svastika , the conch-shell , fishes ,

and lotos-blossoms . Meditative contemplation of the

footprint is considered meritorious .1

B . THE DIVINITIES .

Japanese Buddhism recognizes—as does the Maha
yana doctrine everywhere

w a very large number of
celestial , or at all events of worshipful , beings . In
their origin some are thoroughly Buddhist , some
Hindu (Brahman ) , some Shin to , and a few also

Chinese .

The Buddhi st speculations about higher Buddhas

(Japanese Butsu) and a highest Buddha-god , which
we noticed already in conn ection wi th Lamaism (of.

p . are the foundation of the system in Japan

also . The historic figure of a Buddha is associated
with a supernatural celestial Buddha and with a sort

of in te rmediate being —a Bodhisattva . This com
bination of a historic Buddha , a celestial Buddha ,
and a Bodhisattva , is five times repeated , as there are

five historic Buddhas of the present epoch especi

ally well known and revered . Thus we have five
triads . The edifice culminates in a supreme Buddha,
who dominates the whole . Now , this plan unfolds
itself with various peculiar features amongst the
different sects , and even the names of the individual
representations are not always the same . The

1 K . Florenz , in his Geschichte der J apanischen Literatur
(Leipz ig , mentions (on p. 1 8) two poems in honour ofthe
Buddha ’

s footprint , written in a peculiar form , called “ the

Buddha footprints form (ba ssoku sekt
'

ta t) .
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doctrine , also , of the supreme Buddha often sinks
into the background .

Amongst the celestial Buddhas (Dhyani Buddhas) ,
the most prominent are Va irochana and Amitabha .

Each of them is conceived in certain sects as the
highest and most surpassing ofall Buddhas , with such
attributes as the Christian conception of God is wont
to embrace—eternal , almighty, compassionate , the
spring of all being. Vairochana (of. p . 209) is called
in Japanese Dainichi ; Amitabha is known by the
abbreviated form of his name , Amida (also Mida) .
The popular conception— as many of the representa
tions of them in the temples show—confuses the
historic Buddha Sakyamuni (usually called Shaka
in Japan) with the celestial Buddhas , and ranks him
among their number, which is not in harmony with
the system ; for Sakyamuni was one of the human

(manusht
'

) Buddhas—a temporary apparition, and an
emanation from one of the celestial Buddhas . The
correct numbering of the five celestial Buddhas is
Dainichi, Ashuku (Indian Akéobya) , HOShO (Indian
Ratna Sambhava) , Amida , Fukujoju (Indian Amogha

siddhi) but the last is frequently confounded with
Shaka . To each of these names may be added the
title Nyorai (corresponding to the Indian Tathagata,
one ofthe designations ofthe Buddha) .
Equally worthy of notice amongst the Buddhas is

the so-called “ healing ” Buddha, Yakushi Nyorai ,
included by many people amongst the five Dhyani
Buddhas .
As Dainichi and Amida, together with Shaka, are

the most popular Buddhas, amongst Bodhisattvas
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(Japanese B osatsu) Kwannon is the first . She is the
Chinese Kwanyin (see p . Both conception and
representation of her correspond entirely with the

Chinese, so that we need do no more than refer to
what has already been stated on the subj ect . Other
Bodhisattvas , also familiar to us from the Chinese ,
are Fugen (Chinese P

‘
u-hsien) and Monj u (Chinese

Wen-shu) , frequently standing at the sides of

Kwannon or Shaka ; also Daiseishi or S eishi (Chinese
Ta-shih -chi) , who , together with Kwannon and Amida ,
shares the authority over the western Paradise. Sun

and moon are also conceived as Bodhisattvas , and ,
under the name of NikkO Bosatsu and Gwakka

B osatsu, are the customary companions of Yakushi

Niorai.

In Japan, the place of T i-tsang, the Chinese King
of Hell , is taken by Emma-O. This name is the
corruption of the Indian Yama-raj a . The Indian
nether god Yama belongs in China to the ten rulers

of hell , who are subordinate to Ti-t sang in Japan ,
on the other hand , Yama as Emma-Ois the supreme
ruler ; while the figure of Ti-t sang corresponds to the
well-known and highly revered figure of Jis6 . This
is (like Ti-tsang) a mild , compassionate deity who

Special ly comes to the assistance of children in the
under world, when they - as folklore asserts—are
terrified by a certain witch (ShOzuka no baba ) who

lies in wait for them on the banks of the Buddhist

S tyx .

The Bodhisattva Maitréya (Japanese Miroku) , who
is said to come next in order to Gautama when his
time of appearance has expired, is in nearest con
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nection with Kwannon , Fugen , and Monju . Gigantic
figures ofhim have been carved in rocks .
Amongst the disciples of Gautama, the most cele

brated are Ananda and Kasyapa (Anan and Kasha) ,
and, as in China, they are frequently placed beside
Shaka . Equally well-known and much-represented
figures are the smaller and the greater circle of the
Arhat (Japanese Rakan) . The smaller group includes
sixteen , as in Korea . Of these the most popular is
Binzuru (Indian P indola) , who is usually removed
from the group into a place of his own , because
Buddha once was obliged to punish him for a sin ;
nevertheless , he is specially honoured by the people
as a guardian from disease , and people rub the par
ticular part of the body of the statue where the
suppliant is afflicted , with full confidence that the
disease will disappear . The larger group of 500

Rakan has also sometimes its special hall in the
temple , as in China .

Another familiar figure in the temples is (as in
China) that of the patriarch Bodhidharma (see p . 239)
in Japan he is called Darama .

The four heavenly Kings who stand at the entrance
ofChinese temples are not unknown in Japan , called
the Shitenno ; their single names are B ishamon,

Zocho , KOmOku , J ikoku . But they do not usually
stand in the entrance-hall, where instead are to be
found the so-called Ni-O, the two Deva Kings , namely,
Indra (Taishaku) and Brahma (Bonten) , who stand
menacingly on the right-hand and the left-hand side .
The figure of the tutelary deity, Weito (Veda, see
p . here meets us also, but it is mixed up with
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one of the heavenly Kings , and therefore often called
B ishamon . Under this name it has become even one

of the gods of happiness—namely , the god of wealth .

But Weito keeps its proper place alongside under
another guise, as Idaten ( the Japanese Ten corre
sponding with the Indian Deva) .
Fudo must not be overlooked as an originally

Hindu deity who has been adopted into Japanese
Buddhism , and is much and zealously worshipped .

He seems to correspond to the Indian god S iva .

His appearance is fierce and angry, the face often
coloured black ; in his right hand he holds a sword ,
and in his le ft a rope ; tongues of flame form the
background . The popular superstition places him
amongst the celestial Buddhas

,
identifies him , indeed,

with Dainichi (Vairochana ) . —The Hindu deitie s

Ganesa , Haritf, Kumbhira , and Marichi , appear on

Buddhist altars in the Japanese form ofShOden (also
Kwangiten) , Kishibojin,

Kompira , and Marishiten.

The first - named is specially attractive with his
elephant head, which denotes his sagacity .

From S hinto ism,
Japanese Buddhism has incor

porated the god of war
,
Hachiman , an ancient

Emperor (Ojin) raised to the rank of a god . But
with him may sometimes be seen also the Chinese
war-god, Kwanti

‘
as Kwanwu .

A special class of celestial beings is that of the
Tennin and Tengu, of Indian origin . The former

( the Indian Apsara) corresponds somewhat to our
angels—womanly and youthful

,
with bright

,
flowing

,

outstretched garments ; their figures often occur in
wall-paintings . The Tengu , on the other hand, are
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a kind of demons (the Indian Garuda) , half man ,
half bird , with wings , claws , and long sharp beaks .
They play a great r61e in popular tales as beings of
high supernatural powers (for instance, infinite vision)
and much interfering with human affairs . Other
classes of demons are the ShOjO and the Sennin .

These come from Chinese conceptions .
It is in the nature ofthings that the most celebrated

teachers of Japanese Buddhism should be honoured
as saints . They enjoy the title ofDaishi (

“ the great
sage,

” from the Chinese to shih) . The most im
portant ones of them will be mentioned in connection
with the sects which they have founded. In this
place it may suffice to name Shotoku Daishi, that
Prince of the seventh century A.D . to whom is mainly
due the introduction of Buddhism into Japan (see
p .

C . PRINCIPAL SANCTUARIES .

The Japanese city where most of the renowned
temples are to be found , and the religious life of

Buddhism can best be studied , is Kyoto , the ancient
capital of the country (from 7 93 to 1 868

The enumeration of all its more eminent temples
would lead too far, but the following must at all
events be mentioned : the S anjusangenda, the two
Hongwanji temples , the Kyomizu, and the Chionin .

The first-mentioned takes its name from the
images of Kwannon which it contains . The Hong
wanj i temples and that of Kyomizu are specially
worthy ofnotice for their elegance ofdesign , and the
latter for the beauty of the situation. The Chionin
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temple is rich in unique works of art. TO the north
east o i KyOto lies the mountain ofHieizan , celebrated
above all others in the history of Japanese Buddhism

,

said to have been studded with thousands of temple s
and shrines in the Middle Ages . The monks of this
locality have often played a warlike part ; but to-day
there is l ittle remaining of the brilliant past . In
Osaka , the neighbour town of KyOto , may be men

tioned the famous Tena i , temple . South ofKy6 to ,
two hours by rail bring us to Nara

,
another of the

Buddhist places most worthy of a visit . Here is to
be found the large temple of T6daiji, with the greatest
image ofthe Buddha in the whole country . S outh-west

of Nara , the little place called Horidjt
’

contains the
oldest Buddhist temple in Japan ; it dates from the
beginning of the seventh century A.D. The contents

ofthis temple are ofthe highest importance as regards
the history of ancient Japanese art . On the south
west border of the province ofYamato , in which are
Nara and Hariuji, rises one of the most noted hill s
for pilgrimage in Japan , Kdyasan, which has been
held in high esteem since the beginning of the ninth
century A.D. There are always thousands ofpilgrims
praying here

,
and thousands of the dead lie in the

huge cemetery under the shade of the cryptomerias ,
within the sacred earth of the mounta in . The name

ofKobo Daishi (see pp . 91 and 291 ) is closely associated
with that ofKayasan .

Tokyo, the modern capital, naturally also possesses
important temples . The most popular one is that of
Kwannon , in the Asakusa quarter of the town . To
the south of TOkyO l ies the hamlet I kegamt

'

, which
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possesses a very noted temple (Hommonj1 ) , the burial
place of the saint Nichiren . Two hours by rail to the
east of T6ky6 we find at Narita a flourishing and far
famed temple of Fudo . K amakura , a village to the
south of Yokohama, possesses an almost world-wide
renown on account of it s colossal statue of Amida .

The temples ofNikko have a similar reputation they
are five hours by rail to the north of T6ky6 . These
sanctuaries

, ofwhose beauty the Japanese proverb says ,
Call nothing beauti ful till you have seen Nikko,

” are
more of Shinto than Buddhist origin , although
Buddhism and its saints have given the place its
celebrity . In Central Japan the town ofNagano must
be mentioned

,
with its much-renowned shrine of

ZenkOji . This temple belongs to the earliest Japanese
period , for it is said to have been founded as early as
642 A.D . They pretend to guard there a picture of

the three divinities, Amida, Kwannon , and Daiseishi,
which wa s presented to the Mikado by the King of
Korea when Buddhism was first introduced into the
country . But the picture is concealed within seven
cases , and is not to be seen by visitors .

“

D. THE MONKS .

The name of monk ” cannot be accurately applied to
the members ofall Buddhist Orders in Japan

,
for one of

the most numerous sects allows its adherents to marry,
as we shall see later on . But in speaking of these
communities we retain the name of “ monk for con
venience ’ sake .
The great majority ofthe monks issue from the lower

ranks of society. Some are dedicated to the monastic
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l ife from childhood , and in that case they grow up in
the temples under the priestly care and teaching .

The larger establishments generally have an institute
of their own (the seminary of the priests) for the
education of their monks . The S tate supervision
which (through a department of the Home Office )
is exercised on Buddhism does not concern itself
with religious questions , and therefore not with the
methods of education , but merely keeps an eye on the
public doings of the Orders . The scope of their
culture is consequently very various , depending on

the difl
’

ering sect s and personalities . The knowledge
of the average monk is confined to practical necessities .
Many of them are not even sufficiently versed in the
Chinese characters to be able to read the sacred
canon, which is in Chinese . There are , however,
also very learned men amongst them .

In their organization , dress, shaven heads , and vege
tarian diet, they resemble the Chinese monks , but they
differ in a number of minor points , which we may
afford to ignore . It must be Observed , however, that
the branding which the Chinese monk endures upon

the head, at the completion of his ordination , the
Japanese monk usually has upon his arm instead .

The religious duties of the monks consist partly in
ritual Observances in the temple , partly in recitation
of the sacred text , partly in meditation . They are in
constant communication with the people . Their help
is especially sought in connection wi th funerals and
the offerings to ancestors . They also read the sacred
books on certain occasions in private houses . They

may even feel an obligation to preach to the people .
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In some temples the rule is that a daily sermon should
be delivered, in others every ten days , in others twice
or once a month .

1 Generally
,
however, this is limited

to a certain time ofthe year which is set apart for the
purpose . At birth and at marriage the Buddhist monk
has no ofli cial part to play .

The monks do not hold a high place in the common
estimation . Their ignorance

,
and especially their

greed and immorality
,
make them the butt ofmuch

remark by cultured men . In the summer of 1 902 the
newspapers were full of accounts of the deplorable
private life ofthe principal of the chief sect in Japan ,
and also ofgreat embezzlements which had been going
on in the same community . Anyone happening to be
in Japan at the time would constantly hear remarks
to the effect that such things were not at all sur
prising, but quite in keeping with the common
expectation .

The monks rely for their means ofsubsistence upon
the gifts and fees of adherents . Special temple prop
erty, which was formerly of considerable value, in
the new era no longer exists ; the Government has
confiscated it in return for exemption from taxes .

E . THE SECTS .

Japanese Buddhism has split up into a great num
ber of different forms . These divisions are of great
antiquity. None of the principal schools is of later
date than the thirteenth century ofour era ; only some
insignificant groups have been formed in more modern
times . The cause ofthe divisions is the same as that
1 Lloyd , “Developments of J apanese Buddhism (

“ Trans
actions ofthe Asiatic S ociety ofJ span,

”
vol. xii , p .
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which we have already noticed in China ; for by far
the greater number of the Japanese sects are only
offshoots from the Chinese sectarian developments .

From the large number of sacred books, one or
another was selected for special study . A highly
gifted teacher would develop an original view of

Buddhist doctrine from his own individual standpoint
out of his favourite book . The philosophical and
psychological observations which had focussed them
selves on the Mahayana doctrine ( for this was the
only one to penetrate into Japan) were modified , and

this was very easily accomplished owing to the vague
ness and arbitrariness of this kind of philosophy .

Thus there arose a new school , which in course of
time acquired special features in many external ways ,
such as the colour of the clothing, the ritual

Observances , the internal arrangements of the temples ,
and in more intimate ways in connection with their
habits ofl ife . To enlarge upon the differences between
the sects is impossible in our limited survey of Bud
dhism ; it is also of little moment . The differences

lead to abstruse distinctions , and the points of diver
gence are, to our thinking, frequently far from clear .
But in some sects there is a religious origin ality which
marks them out, and will be dealt with later on .

The enumeration of the sects varies somewhat .
S ometimes are included those from an earlier period
which have ceased to exist . According to this historic
reckoning there are the following twelve

1 . Kusha . 5 . Sanron. 9. Jodo .

2. J ojitsu . 6 . Kegon . 10. Zen .

3 . Ritsu . 7 . Tendai. 1 1 . Shin .

4. HOS SO. 8 . Shingon. 1 2. Nichiren .
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Numbers 1 , 2, 3 , and 5, are no longer in existence .
If these are excluded from the list, usually two other
small sects are added which were omitted in the
foregoing ; besides which , under number 10, are men
tioned its three large offshoots, so that the number 12
is again complete, as follows

1 . HossO. 5 . Yaza nembutsu . 9. Obaku .

2. Kegon . 6 . JOdo . 1 0. Shin .

3 . Tondai 7 . B inzai. 1 1 . Nichiren .

4. Shingon . 8 . SGtO. 1 2. J i .

Here those mentioned as 7 , 8 , and 9, are only sub
divisions o i number 10 in the first list , called the Zen
sect ; 5 and 1 2 are two small schools which were
omitted in the former list .

So much by way ofgeneral survey .

It must further be noted that the majority of these
principal divisions contain quite a number of smaller
varieties , so that the total of religious parties may
well be reckoned as thirty.

Amongst the schools mentioned in the first list, eight
of the most noted have been imported from China .

Their names belong originally to Chinese sects , but
they are differently pronounced in Japan . Thus ,
Kusha is the Chinese school of Chii shé , J 0j1tsu is
Chang shih , Ritsu is Lu , Hosso is Tz

‘u an, Sanron is

San lun , Kegon is Hwa yen (Hsien shou) . Tendai

corresponds with T ‘ien t ‘ai, and Shingon with the
Chinese Mi (cf. p . The Japanese tradition
records with regard to each of these sects the name
of the Chinese teacher from whom they have received
the special form ofdoctrine . The four last divisions

of the list—Jado, Zen, Shin, and Nichiren—are held
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by the Japanese to be of Japanese origin . This is
only literally true as regards the last two . However,
J 6do and Zen have additionally Japanese founders ,
though , as far as doctrine is concerned , these two
school s are only Japanese parallels of the Chinese
schoo l s of

“ the Pure Land ”

(Ching t
‘u) and of

Contemplation
The most influential sects at the present day are

the Zen , Shin , Shingon, JOdo, and Nichiren .

As regards the number of temples, the Zen is
foremost , if all it s ramifications are included . This
sect, whose Japanese founder is Eisai (A.D. lays
the greatest stress on contemplation and medita tion
for the maintenance of the religious l ife, and is in

dubitably most in harmony with the fundamental
teaching of Gautama. They carried this at first to

such a pitch of opposition to the use of books that
books were entirely discredited But later on they
abandoned this position . None the less , they held
fast to the value of those special spiritual exercises
in which the founder of Buddhism saw the true
means of deliverance from earthly bondage ( see p .

In connection with such endeavour , the Zen school
always laid special stress on the train ing of the wil l ,
for the regulation of all passion and for the conquest
of physical desires . Because such exercises proved
useful for the development of knightly and warlike
valour , many of the nobles (samura i ) in early times ,

as well as mi litary officers until quite recently, took
part in these self-denying and hardening practices .
While it is not possible to assert that the warlike
valour and self - sacrifice of the Japanese actual ly

19
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Sprang from this root , yet it may at least be said
that Buddhism , through the teaching of the Zen
school , has greatly strengthened a natural tendency
of the race .
The S hin sect (its origInal name was JOdO- shin sect)

is also very worthy of notice . As regards influence ,
it perhaps ranks higher than the Zen . It has from
the very beginning carried to its legitimate conclusion
the Mahayana ruling principle as to the meaning of
the faith . This faith is an inward firm conviction of
the good-will and help of the deity, more especially
of Amida, who almost entirely holds the position of

a highest god in the Western sense . Faith is the
foundation of the whole religious life . Compared with
the power of faith , all other religious devices—prayer,
good works, asceticism, a monastic life— are of
secondary value . As a result of such a conception ,
Buddhism has become more transformed in this sect
than in any other . Most remarkable of all , monas
ticism, the celibate organization of disciples , has
ceased to exist . It is true that the Shin sect has
priests ; but they are allowed to marry, and no
peculiar way of life is prescribed . They only differ
from laymen in dress when they are actually perform
ing their functions in the temple . Judging by these
outward signs , it is plainly evident that the Buddhism
of this sect has wholly renounced its aloofness from
the world , and that it tends more directly to strengthen
the general human life by a simple religious faith .

In accordance with this, much is done for the educa
tion and instruction of the people, both by preaching
and popular literature. The Shin priests show them
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selves inclined to the adoption ofWestern methods ,
yet at the same time they strongly emphasize the
permanent value and missionary power ofBuddhism .

The founder of the Shin sect was Shinran Shonin ;
A.D . 1 224 was the date of its foundation . This school
is often designated by other names , as, for instance,
the Monto or Hongwanji sect .
The S hingon sect , founded A.D . 806 by K6b6 Daishi,

is the mantra school of Japan—that is to say, the
School where the magic word, the magic spell , and
the magic posture (especially the mudra, see p .

have obtained a predominant influence . A mystic
philosophy

,
in which all conceivable ideas— even

those of Confucianism—are mixed up with Buddhism,

lends a somewhat deeper (esoteric) significance to the
otherwise grossly superstitiou s system .

The J ddo sect (deriving from Honen Shonin , also
known as Enko Daishi, and founded in A.D . 1 1 7 5)
promulgated mainly the doctrine of the western
Paradise, behind which the goal of Nirvana com

pletely disappears . The ruler of the western Paradise
is Amida, and beside him are enthroned Kwannon
and Daiseishi . These “ three holy ones ofthe western
land ” receive the highest veneration . Faith in Am ida

,

but at the same time a constant reiteration of his
name , procures entrance into Paradise .
Lastly, the Nichiren sect deserves a short de

scription . It is known by the name of its founder
,

Nichiren, who founded it in A.D. 1 253 . This remark
able man wished to reinstate in his rightful position
the historic Buddha Gautama, together with his real
teaching , which he found more especially in the loto s

19—2
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of the good law (Saddharma pundarika , see p .

in contra-distinction to the worship of Amida and
other erroneous doctrines . But the historic Buddha
is everywhere taken mystically ; the historic advent
in itself is nothing. The true Buddha is a greatness
permeating all being, the great illumination which
we must find in ourselves . Prayer, recitation of the
sacred writings (or even ofthe sacred formula , Namu
myah6 renge kyO,

” which means Praised be the book
ofthe lotos ofthe good law and a number ofpious
deeds, lead to the right communion with the Buddha
of the true illumination . The invocation of Amida
on the other hand Namu Amida Butsu,

”
or, shorter,

Nembutsu , the usual prayer formula ofmost other
sects) , therefore , is a sin , and the doctrine of the
efficacy of faith in Amida is a wicked heresy. As
the mentioned S addharma pundarika satra , which is
called in Japanese Hokke KyO, is most highly prized
in the Nichiren sect , the sect is often called after it
the Hokke sect .
The Nichiren sect, owing to its origin (which was

an opposition to the Shingon and JOdo sects) and to
the character of its founder, is of an aggressive and
fanatical type . The other organizations are not much
Opposed to one another, although a certain spirit of
rivalry is not lacking amongst them . When in the
summer of 1902, at Y6r6 , a small place in Central
Japan , a congress was held in which all the schools
of Japanese Buddhism took part , it was only the
Nichiren sect which declined to send representatives
and to come in touch with the others . This fact
shows their feeling.
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F . BUDDH I SM AND THE L IFE OF THE PEOPLE .

The common people do not concern themselves
about the philosophical and religious distinctions of

Buddhist learning. They are much more concerned
about what is called ho

’

ben. This word comprehends
all sort s of outward performances, deeds of virtue ,
of piety, of asceticism . To this class of action
belong prayers in temples

,
the repetition of sacred

formula , donations which are cast into the huge
chests usually standing before the altars , the main
tenance of monks , listening to sermons , abstinence
from meat or complete fasting, gifts, legacies , pilgrim
ages to noted places , and the like . Among the ascetic
practices which laymen undertake for the sake of
merit are many very peculiar ones . In the temple

of the great Buddha at Nara, one of the gigantic
wooden pillars supporting the roof has been bored
through , so as to make a hole of little more than a
foot in diameter . It is held to be meritorious to pas s
the whole body through this hole in the pillar, and
the worn-away edges show how frequently this has
been done . In one of the Hongwanji temple s of
KyOto , visitors are shown long, thick ropes which
were used at the building of the temple . The ropes
are composed of human hair, which the zealous
adherents have parted with for the service of the
sanctuary. Under the principal altar of the greatest
temple in Nagano an underground passage extends
all round the altars . It is considered meritorious to
make a complete tour of this three times in utter
darkness . Many similar th ings might be mentioned.
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Of course, it is only the uneducated who practise
them . Their obj ect is to avert by it some impending
misfortune, or to obtain a more favourable incarna
tion ; for the idea ofrecompense in the new birth has
been deeply impressed on the popular imagination .

Many proverbs and proverbial sayings testify to this
fact . Thus, it is said of a crippled or sick child
“ Ingwa na ko ,

” namely,
“ It is an inywa child .

Inywa (corresponding to the Indian karma ) is the
reward which , in a new span of life, reproduces the
effect ofthe past . Other proverbs of similar meaning
are ,

“ The echo answers the voice ”

(that is to say,
The lot of life corresponds with the merit) or, The
flower goes back to its root ”

; or, Even a shadow or

a water-wave springs from the result of a former life .”

A number of stories current amongst the people have
the idea of retribution as their basis . Another idea
which has taken hold of the popular mind owing to
Buddhism is the idea of universal transitoriness, of
the uncertainty, of the nothingness and illusion , ofall
events . About this , also, there are many proverbs ,
such as,

“ Life is like a light in the wind ”

;
“ The

world is only a halting-place ”

;
“What increases must

decrease ”

; In the three forms of existence there is
nowhere rest Not to know is to be a Buddha , not
to see is Paradise .
The educated and cultured Japanese , so far as he

yet adheres to Buddhism ,
constructs his own system

ofthought from the Buddhist dogma . He looks down
not only on the ignorant people , but also on monas
ticism and on worship . But the essence of the
dogmatic system appears to him in harmony with a
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tenable scientific aspect of the world, especially with
modern scientific research . This view trained Bud
dhists have promulgated in numerous pamphlets ,
periodicals , and larger works. The tendency may be
associated with the name of Reformed Buddhism , but
the individual exponents vary much from one another .
Buddhist reform works strenuously for the diffusion
of its teachings, of which , naturally, Christendom is the
main opponent. The International Buddhist Young
Men ’ s Association OfJapan (founded in 1902 at T6ky6 ) ,
and the Japanese Buddhist Mission in America (at

San Francisco) , represent such a Buddhist Reform
Mission . They carry on their work by means of

periodicals, personal influence, translations, and

schools .



CONCLUSION

THE actual course of history is always a powerful
corrective to one-sided , theoretical views . In the
course of history both the strength and the weakness
of the original starting-point become evident . We
have reviewed the historic development of Buddhism
and the present result of its growth as seen in widely
differing countries . What does history tell us of its
value as a religion
Wherever Buddhism has become the ruling factor,

there is a striking uniformity in some results of both
social and religious life. They are as follows
1 . The basis of the true doctrine of Gautama I S

everywhere too narrow to become a foundation of

national religion . The genuine Buddhist ideas in
their subtle philosophical character do not satisfy or
grip the simple individual . They have to be coarsened
and completed , therefore , in order to meet the common
needs of humanity—as, for instance, by substituting
Paradise for Nirvana , and by a doctrine of God and
the soul . But these changes are an absolute contra
diction to the most important points in the Buddha ’ s
teaching.

2. Even these altered and limited Buddhist tenets
296
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are only partially accepted by the people in general .
The rea l task of education which ought to be under
taken by religion , to regulate the attitude and striving

of the soul of the people , Buddhism has evidently
been unable to accomplish . But few of its funda

mental ideas—such as that of future recompense and
retribution—have really won the general consent .
Beyond that , in all Buddhist countries the life of the
people is more or l ess dominated by pre -Buddhist
underlying conceptions . These are mixed with the
nominally dominant Buddhism , and where the latter
dies out (as in Korea) , these undercurrents reassert
themselves with undiminished vitality.

3 . Monasticism , in so far as it is made the centre

of the religious l ife , is everywhere seen to be a bar to
the progress of religion, of society, and of culture .
Despite a certain educational work which it has
accomplished in many ways , in the long - run it
tyrannizes the laity, ab so rbs all moral energy ; for
the support of the monastic community becomes the
highest duty, withdraws the most important factors
from intellectual growth , and confines the latter to a
narrow compass . The stagnation of so many Asiatic
peoples , especially as it appears when coming in
touch with the Western civilization, is mainly due to
the monastic principle of Buddhism .

4. Taken as a whole , monasticism can nowhere

Show success in maintaining the character of a true
discipleship ofthe Buddha Gautama . Al though there
is a great difference between the monks of Tibet and
China on the one hand , and those of Ceylon and

Burma on the other hand, even those of the last
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named countries in their overwhelming majority lag
far behind what the Buddha Gautama would have
required ofhis disciples . The monastic life , speaking
generally, has not been the means of leading indi
viduals to follow the master’ s way, but has become
an institution governed by interested motives, teaching
the use of the mendicant ’ s garb and the mendicant ’ s
bowl in order to conceal idleness and dependence upon
the charity ofothers .
If such results—stretching over a period of more

than years
,
amongst peoples of the most dif

ferent kinds—are everywhere recurrent, it must be
agreed that the main cause lies in the religion itself,
in its fundamental character . There can be no doubt
that this is the case . All those stereotyped defects
manifesting themselves in the history of Buddhism
Spring from the nature of its original character. A
religion which undertakes to solve the world ’ s riddle
by a specific Indian-hued

,
primitive philosophy, and

which , in order to set man on his feet and to place
him in the right environment

,
tears him from all the

natural relationships of l ife , so that he may look upon
the world from without and apart from its having any
recognized positive value for him—such a religion
bears within itself the germs of all those evils which
we have met with . History has but more clearly
demonstrated what was already latent in the founder’ s
system . While not failing to recognize that Bud
dhism has been of some value for the civilization of
the peoples under its influence , nor denying that
great and true thoughts have been promulgated by
it , above all without minimizing the ever-powerful
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and admirable personality of the Buddha himself,
yet we must admit that as a religion Buddhism is
entirely inadequate , and the defect is so closely allied
to its deepest principle that it appears very question
able whether it could ever be remedied , except at the
price ofgiving up its own fundamental ideas .
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Gaing 0k , 1 31

Gaing-O , 1 31

Galdan , 1 88

Gandharvas, 1 63
Gautama, 1

F.

Fa Hsian, 57 -59, 79
Fa hsing tsung, 242
Faith, power of, 54, 290
Fa -ming, 220
Fang chang, 204, 223
Fan-t

‘ien-wang, 21 3
Fa -shih, 220
Fa tang, 204, 21 6
Five Buddhas, 1 58 et seq.

Flower offerings, 121
F0 , 207
F0 , fa , shang, 21 5
Foism, 94

Footprints of the Buddha,
108 ci seq. , 1 38, 27 6

Eu on , 279
Fuifijaju , 278
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Gelong, 1 70
Gelugpa sect , 74, 7 6 , 1 80
Genyen,

1 69

Ge rgan , 1 69

Geshe
,
1 83

Getsul , 1 69
Gifts to the monks , 121 et seq

1 43 . 1 95

Gobharana , 7 8

Gompa ,
1 68

Cops , 3
7Go sha a, 2 4

Gra co -Bfictrian S ta tes , 48
Guardian Kings of heaven, 1 63
203 , 21 3, 21 5

Guru Rimpo Che, 72

H.

Hachiman ,
281

Hangchow,
234

Hell, 54 1 90

Hermite

Hiakusa i , 88

Hieizan,
283

Hinayana , 55

Hiragana , 91

Haben ,
293

Hokke ky6, 292
Honda, 27 1
Heriuji, 89, 283
Hoshang , 220
Hasha, 278

Hpongyi , 1 31

Hs ien shou tsung, 241
Hsi fang san shang, 21 1
Hsi -yu

-chi , 84

Hti, 1 36
Huang-moi mountains , 235
Hua yen ching, 241

Idaten, 281

Ikegami, 283
Images vivified , 214

Indo -S cythian Empire, 49
International Buddhist Associa
t ion,

295

I Tsing, 7 9

J .

J ambhala , 1 64

J an-téng
-to , 210

J apanese alphabet , 91
Buddhism in Korea . 266

Buddhist Mission, 295

Buddhists travelling to
China, 89
canon, 89 et seq.

J esuits , 85, 91
J Odo sect , 291
J ohn ofMonte Corvino , 84

J on shan,
229

J owo Khang, 1 87 , 1 98

K .

Kadampa sect , 1 79
K

‘
ai kuang, 21 4

Kamakura , 284
Kanakamuni , 45

K ‘
ang-hsi , 212

Kaniéka , 49

Kanjur, 1 7 8
KaO-ming-ssu, 235
Kapilavastu ,

2

Kargyupa sect , 1 81
Karmapa sect , 1 82
Karmashar , 1 97

KasbO, 280

KaSiapa , 38, 1 64, 2
1 2

KaSiapa Matanga , 7 8 et seq .

Katakana , 91
Kattadias , 1 24

Khanpo , 1 83

Khumbhandas, 1 63

Khutuktu, 1 84
Khyoung , 1 32

Kim-gang-san ,
262

King ofS iam present ing cloth ing,
1 52-1 54

K ishib ojin ,
281

Kiukiang, monasteries near, 80
KO, 203

K6b 6 Daishi, 91 , 283, 291
Kokurai, 85 et seq .

Kompira , 281

Korai, 86
Korean alphabe t , 87
Kora, 27 3
Kosala , 5, 36
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Kayasan , 90, 283

Kuang—mu , 21 5
Kubera

, 1 63

Kublai Khan
, 74

Kudara
, 88

Kumbum
,
1 80

Kumirajava , 80

Kushan Empire, 49
Kuéinagara , 6 , 47
Kut , 268

Kwannon, see Kwanyin

Kwanti, 213
Kwanwu . 281

Kwanyin, 75 et seq , 210, 21 6 , 279
KyOto , 90, 282, 293

L.

Lama , 7 3 , 1 70
Lama ism and

R
oman Catholicism,

5

in China, 7 6
Laymen, 20 et seq.

Lha Khang, 1 67
Lhamo , 1 63

Library, 232
Lien t sung, 243
Ling (Tibet ) , 1 68
Literature t inged by Buddhism,

Lo -han
,
212

Lo -shih-to
,
209

Lo to s flower, 1 94
Loteava, 1 84
Loyang, 78 , 80
Lumbini, 2, 47
Lun-ts

‘

ang
,
230

Ln-shan , 234

Lii - ts
‘
ang, 230

Lii tsung, 240 a . seq.
N

M
Nachung, 1 97
Nagano , 284, 293

Magadha, 5, 36 Nagarjuna , 56 , 1 64
Magic formul a , 191 Nagas, 1 63
Maha-gandi, 141 Nam—han-sa , 263

Maha-myat -muni, 1 38 Nara , 90, 283, 293
MahaNayaka , 1 02, I l l Narita, 284
Mahaprajapa ti, 2 Nat worship, 147 -1 50
Mahas thamaprapta , 21 1 Nes torianism, 84

Mahayana , origin of
,
50-56 Nichiren sect , 291

Mahendra, 65 et seq. N idanas , the twelve, 1 3

Maitreya , 1 66
Maligakanda , 1 1 1

Malwatte, 1 1 1

Mandala offering, 1 7 3
Manjusri, 1 6 1 , 21 1
Mantra , 60, 192
Mantrism, 60

Mao p
‘ én 230

Maranan a
,
86

Marco P010
, 7 4, 84, 212

Marichi , 1 6 1 , 281
Maudgalyayana, 106 , 1 33, 1 64

Maya
,
2

Ma adevi
,
2

M ica l work ofmonks , 1 1 6
Medi tation, 24-27 , 222 et seq.

Megasthenes , 40 et seq .

Menander
,
49

Mendong
,
1 56

Metempsychosis, 9 ci seq.

Miao fa lien hua ching, 241 et seq .

Mihintale, 65 , 1 12
Mi-lo -to

,
210

,
21 5

Milinda, 49
Military monks, 1 43, 263, 283
Ming-Ti , 7 7
Miroku , 279
Magel lana, 1 06
Monasteries in Lhasa, 1 86
Monas tic life , 1 7 , 23 et seq.

Mongo lian influence in Tibet , 7 3
et seq.

Monju, 27 9
Moon, 279
Morali ty, 14, 21

Mudang, 267
Mudra

,
1 33, 1 95, 209
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Nido , 87
Nikko , 90, 284
Nimbus

,
207 et seq .

N ingmapa sect , 1 82
Ni-O, 280

Nirvana , 15 et seq .

Nuns , 28, 1 70 et seq . , 244 et seq .

Nyorai, 278

O.

Omi mountain , 237
0 mi to ching, 243
Omitof

'

o , 209

Oracles
,
251 et seq.

Osaka
,
283

Pabb ajja, 96

Padmapani , 75, 1 60
Padma-Sambhava

, 72, 1 64
Pagoda (in China), 249 et seq .

Pakchi 85 et seq.
, 88

Panchen Erdeni, 7 6, 1 86 , 188
Pandita

,
1 84

Pansala , 1 03

Paradise, 54, 1 90, 243
Parakrama Bahu , 67 , 1 10
Patalipu tra , 40, 42

Patimokkha , 30

Patriarchs , 37
Pava, 5
Pavarana, 31

Paya , 1 35

Perahera
,
125

Persecution of Buddhism in

China , 82

Pil ages , 252 et seq.

P
'

rs with sacred inscriptions,
250

Pi-ln-to , 209

Pirit , 123
Piruvana-pota, 99
Pollunarua , 66 , 1 12

Po tala (at Lhasa ) , 1 86 et seq .

Po -ti-ta ~mo, 21 3
Poya

,
1 1 6 , 122, 144

Poyage, 1 02
Prat imoksha , 30

Pratitya samutpada , 1 3

Prayer-flags , 193
whee l , 1 56 , 1 93, 274

Praying for the dead, 255
Preaching , 108, 1 1 6 , 286
Precepts, the ten, 22, 54
P riyadarSin, 41

Property oftern les , 1 14, 1 7 6

Proverbs t ing by Buddhism,

294

Ptolemy Philadelphus, 42
Puchung, 262
P ‘

u-hsien, 21 1 , 21 6
Puk-han-se , 263

Pu-tai -ho -shang , 212
Pu-t

‘
o
,
21 6 , 235 et seq.

Pyit-Shin,
1 31

R.

Rabjampa , 1 83
Rahula , 3
Rajagriha , 37
Rakan,

280

RakSasa , 125

Ramenya sect , 1 18 et seq .

Regent (at Lhasa) , 1 86
Reincarnation (grades of) , 1 4
Representations of the Buddha,
1 04-1 06 , 1 33, 1 66 , 207

Revo lving library, 274
B inz6, 274

Ryobu Shintoism, 91

S

S acred number, 108 , 1 78
S akha tribes , 49
S ‘
akyamuni, 1

Samantabhadra , 1 6 1 , 21 1

Samding , monastery, 1 62, 1 87
Samghamitra, 65

S anne, 124
S anskrit instead ofPali , 55
S an-ts

‘
ang—lou , 231

San-wang-se , 262
sariputra , 106 , 1 33, 1 64

S askya , 1 88

S askyapa sect, 1 82
S a adaw, 1 31

Schoo l work done by monks, 1 1 5 ,
1 27
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Sects , the old eighteen, 39 Svas tika, 194
S eishi, 279 Syel Ch ‘

ong, 87
S e J ong, 87 Symbols, 1 94
S elf-immolation

,
228 si seq.

sang-chang , 233
S éng-hui , 233

Sang-kang. 233
Sang-ln-asfi , 233
Sennin , 282

S erra, 1 88
Seven Buddhas, 158
Shaman , 220

Shami , 220
Shan (as tom lo name), 201
S han tribes , 0

Shigatze, 7 6
S hin (Burmese) , 1 29
Shingon sect , 291
Shinran Shonin, 291

Shin sect , 290
S hinto ism, 89 et seq. , 92

S hitenno , 280

Shoden, 281
ShOjo, 282
Short , 27 3

Shatoku Daishi, 89
S hou-tso , 224
Shway Dagon, 1 37

Maw Daw , 1 37
San Daw, 1 37

S iamese sect in Ceylon, 1 1 8 at seq .

S iddhartha, 1
igiri, 1 1 3
S i lla , 85 ci seq.

S iva , 1 06, 1 25

S ix regions ofexistence, 1 65, 1 85
S leeping Buddha, 209
S oshido, 272

S oul, 1 1 , 1 2
Sripad a , 108

Srong Tsan Gampo , 7 1 , 1 87
8 811, 203

S tates , the four formless , 26
S taps , 45
Suddhodana , 2
Suffering, 8
Sumangala, 1 12

Sun, 279

Sundo , 85
Sung Yun , 7 9

Suvarna-bhfimi , 68

T.

Ta hsiung ao tien,

T‘
ai Tsu ( mm eror) , 231

Ta ~mo ~tsu~sh
,
213

Tanjur, 1 78
Tantrism,

60 et seq .

Tao ism
,
83 et seq .

Tara, 1 6 1
Ta-shih-chi

,
21 1 , 279

Tashi Lhumpo , 1 88

Ta ts ‘
ang (Tibet ) , 1 68

Temporary monas ticism, 127 e

3 -62
Tengu, 287
Tennin, 281

Thathanab aing , 1 31

Thein
,
1 34

Thirs t , 1 1
Thuparama dagaba, 66
Tibetan alphabet , 72

canon, 73 et seq .

Tien, 203

T ‘ ien-t
‘
ai mountains , 235

T ‘ien t ‘
ai tsung, 241

Tipi taka , 32

Ti -shih , 21 3
Tissa, 64-66
Ti -tsang , 21 1
TOdaiji , 275
Takya, 283
Tolerance, 46
Tooth , sacred, 66, 1 10
Torii, 27 5
Tera, 275
To-wen,

215
Tradition, verbal, 31
Trances , the four, 26
Transitoriness, 9
Tripitaka, 32
Tsao chim , 214

Tséng chang, 21 5
Tsongkapa , 74, 1 64, 1 79
Tu-chien, 224
Tu-hui , 220

Tulken , 1 84

Twenty eight Buddhas , 158
Twenty four Buddhas, 1 58
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Tzuan tsung, 242
Tza-kai

,
235, 241

U .

Un men, 87
UPaij
Upah
Upasa

haya
,
100

1 6

mpada, 100

Uposatha , 30, 122, 144, 1 53, 221

Urga, Grand Lama at , 1 86
Urna, 1 05
USniSa , 104

Vaidfiry

V.

a Buddha, 21 5 ' avier, 91
Vaiéali , 5 , 39

Vaiéravana, 1 63

Vajra am,
1 61

Vajragarahi , 1 87
Yahan, 1 31

Varsa , 107
Yaksa, 125, 1 63

Vasubhandhu 56
YakushI NyoraI , 278

Veda, 3
Yama , 1 62

Ve starian sect , 253
Y asodhara , 3

V igyedaya College, 1 12
Y oga school , 60

Vihara ,
1 03 et seq.

Viradhaka, 1 63

Y6r6 , conference at , 292
Yo -shih -to , 21 5, 27 8

A

kga , 1 63
YUan-Chuang, 61 et seq.

¥jg§?1 25 Yueh-chi , 49

Votive offerings, 1 09, 1 38

W.

Wall-paintings , 104, 106 , Zaydee, 1 35

258, 272
Zen sect , 289
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Was season, 107 , 1 1 3, 121 ,
1 44

Wei -to , 21 3, 21 5

Wen-shu ,
21 1 , 21 6

Wheel , 1 94
oflife, 1 65

Women, 28

Wooden fish , 21 7

Wu liang shou ching, 243
Wu—t ‘

ai -shan
,
236

Wu-Ti
,
80 et seq .
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